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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

FOR many years preceding the World War 
the international gold standard was con

sidered so nearly automatic that there was 
comparatively little interest in credit control. 
Central banks were supposed to have only a 
temporary modifying influence upon the mone
tary situation. But experiences with currency 
management during the past twenty-live years 
have led to an intensive analysis of central 
banking technique. At the same time a new 
interest has arisen in the historical development 
of procedure and in the theories which have 
accompanied it. The period 1819-1858 in Eng
land is of special interest, for it was then that 
the ideas which prevailed in the later nineteenth 
century were largely formed. Recent writers 
have already given the period careful study. 
The work of Feavearyear, Gregory, Hawtrey, 
King, Richards, Sayers, Silberling, Thomas, 
and Viner should especially be mentioned. A 
systematic review of recent writings seems un
necessary, but I shall comment upon them at 
particular points where there appear to be out
standing differences of opinion. 

In order to criticize the contemporary theories 
it has seemed necessary to devote considerable 
attention to the actual procedure of control 
exercised by the Bank of England. It was not 
found possible to get a sufficient understanding 
of the procedure followed merely from the dis
cussions of the Bank officials and other con
temporary observers; it was necessary also to 
observe the curves of the weekly data (and 
other data where weekly ligures were not avail
able). It is the failure to take as a starting 

, point a careful study of the statistical record 
which is the chief basis of criticism of modem 
discussions of the Bank's practices and policies 
during the period 1811)-1858. 

In this Introduction I shall give a summary 
statement of the Bank's procedure and a brief 
discussion of the problems involved. The Con
clusion will give a general statement of con
temporary theories and a criticism of them. 

In discussing the procedure of control we are 
concerned, first, with the nature of the connec-

tion between the central bank and the other 
banks. Secondly, we are concerned with the 
character of the contacts which the central bank 
maintained with the money market and the 
various other technical devices for determining 
the conditions under which reserve money could 
be created. 

Connection between the Bank of England and 
the London Banks 

The Bank's influence over the London banks 
depended upon the fact that their reserves con
sisted of Bank notes and Bank balances. The 
practice of maintaining reserve balances did not 
begin until 1825, and as late as 1842 balances 
were under a million pounds a good portion of 
most years. In the 'fifties they rarely exceeded 
four million pounds until the panic of 1857. In 
contrast, note reserves were probably of the 
order of seven to ten millions during the period 
1819-1858. Though the reserve money of the 
London banks was created by the Bank of Eng
land, it is important to see that the latter had 
no means of controlling theiI reserves at some 
predetermined level. There were several differ
ent channels through which the London banks 
could gain or lose reserves aside from changes 
in the Bank's eaming assets, and the amount of 
the losses and gains were not under the control 
of the Bank. These channels were: changes in 
nonreserve deposits both public and private, 
the demands of the public and of the country 
banks for coin and Bank notes, and interna
tional bullion movements. Several accounts 
taken individually were of the same order of 
magnitude as the reserves 'of the London banks. 
Definite control of the amount of theiI reserve 
cash was therefore quite impossible aside from 
any question of the Bank's controlling its 
securities. . 

Tile Bank's Cormeclion ","II the COtmtry Banks 

Control over the country banks was indirect. 
The reserves of the latter consisted for the most 
part of balances with the London banks and to 
only a small extent of Bank notes. The Bank's 

[3] 



4 CENTRAL BANKING CONTROL 1819-1858 

control therefore operated through the finan
cial center. 

The country credit system was really subsidi
ary to that of London instead of being coordi
nate with it. An expansion (or contraction) of 
the London banks tended to improve (or im
pair) the liquidity of the country banks without 
causing any material loss (or gain) of reserve 
cash on the part of the London banks. However, 
there were some possibilities of their losing 
reserve in favor of the country. Any increased 
demand for Bank notes and coin for general 
circulation or for till money by the country 
banks would be passed on to the London banks! 
Also, discounting at the Bank in London was to 
a certain extent alternative to discounting in 
the country. An easing of credit in London 
tended under some circumstances, therefore, to 
cause an absorption of the London banks' re
serves in the repayment of country discounts. 
The extent to which this might occur was de
pendent upon the amount of discounts and 
upon the "stickiness" of the loan market in 
the country as well as in London - a matter 
that will be discussed more fully under dis
count procedure. The point to be emphasized, 
however, is that the expansion by the London 
banks did not tend to dissipate their reserve 
holdings among the rest of the banks in the 
country. 

Modem critics have quite commonly taken 
the view that the country banks were not under 
effective control by the Bank, first, because of 
their unlimited privilege of issuing notes, and 
second, because of their reserve practices. I 
believe that this view is quite unfounded. With 
regard to the point that the note-issue privilege 
weakened control, the really important question 
is whether the variations in the country issues 
affected the reserve position of the London 
banks to an extent which the Bank found un
wieldy. That is to say, it might be supposed 
that country banks would expand their issues 
at the expense of the Bank's issues, and that the 
Bank notes released from general circulation 
would be sent to London to build up the bal-

1 Some baDks had coin ODd Bank noles smt to them by 
their London conespondeJJls. 0theJs drew their suppties 
from the Bank Branches. But, sincz their balances at the 
Branches were so small, they had to replenish them by 
drawing on their London col'n'lpOlldeots. 

ances of the country banks and to increase the 
note reserves of the London banks. And it might 
be further supposed that the variations were of 
such magnitude that the Bank could not easily 
compensate them. 

The answer to this line of argument is, in the 
first place, that there were no important fluctu
ations in the amount of Bank notes in use in the 
country after the panic of 1825. There was only 
a gradual increase. But of much greater sig
nificance is the fact that such sources of loss or 
gain to the reserves of the London banks were 
of a similar nature to changes in nonreserve 
deposits, Treasury advances, and the like. And 
the Bank was having constantly to deal with 
disturbances of this kind that were greater 'than 
those arising from variations in the amount of 
Bank notes in use in the country. 

Let us consider the criticism that the country 
banks were not under effective control because 
their reserves consisted mostly of balances in 
London banks (instead of Bank notes) and 
because their reserve proportions fluctuated 
widely. The criticism presupposes that the real 
incentive for member banks to expand or con
tract is the state of their reserves in central 
bank funds in relation to requirements. This is 
a mistake. A member bank expands because its 
demand for liquidity as a whole has been more 
than satisfied. Liquidity for country banks can 
be c,eated by the banks in the financial center 
- and will be if their own liquidity is suf
ficiently great. Thus if the central bank has an 
effective procedure for enforcing its policy in 
the financial center, there can be no question 
of the country banks' thwarting it. It is true 
that the variation in the liquidity preference of 
the country banks would render them to that 
extent less sensitive to credit conditions in Lon
don, but that is a characteristic of provincial 
banks under a system of regulated reserves. 
When we consider that London was the central 
market for commodities and securities and that 
it financed an appreciable margin of trade 
credit for the country, it seems likely that a 
failure on the part of the country banks to keep 
in step with the financial center would have ex
hausted their surplus liquid assets with great 
rapidity. Moreover, the country banks would 
take their cue with regard to the need for liquid
ity from the financial center. As a Liverpool 
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banker of the period expressed the matter: 
"When they contract, we contract." 

I conclude, therefore, that neither the note
issue privilege of the country banks nor their 
manner of maintaining reserves prevented their 
being under the effective control of the Bank 
of England. 

The Procedure for Determining the Conditions 
under which Reserve Money Could be Created,' 

Open-Market Operations 
Let us consider open-market operlltions, the 

Bank's contacts with the money market, and 
other technical devices for determining the con
ditions under which the banks could adjust their 
reserve position. Despite a common opinion to 
the contrary, open-market operations in the 
present-day meaning of the term were not a very 
important instrument of policy. Before 1819 
the Bank seldom bought Exchequer bills except 
at the request of the Treasury. From 1822 to 
1825 the Bank made a special agreement with 
the Treasury to take Exchequer bills in aid of 
the government's refunding operations. But the 
Bank did not take a predetermined amount of 
bills. It was really under engagement to make 
money rates sufficiently low for the new stock 
offering to be attractive to the public. The pur
chase of the Dead Weight (or annuity) was 
more like an open-market operation, since it in
volved the payment of definite amounts to the 
Treasury over a period of five years. N everthe
less there was no more flexibility in its amortized 
value in practice than there was in the perma
nent advance to the government: the Bank 
never sold any of it. 

By about 1830 the Bank was evidently buy
ing (or replacing) Exchequer bills at its own 
initiative. It was also in that year for the first 
time (at least in many years) that it bought 
government stock. I think we may consider 
that it Was then that open-market operations in 
the modern sense of the word began. Such oper
ations, however (as distinct from current ad
vances to the Treasury), were on a very limited 
scale during the next three decades. For the 
most part the changes were gradual and, except 
for sales during crises, were not apparently 
made with particular reference to the credit 
situation. 

According to the early twentieth-century 

view, the object of selling secudties was to force 
the market into dependence upon the Bank so 
as to make Bank rate effective. In the period 
we are dealing with this process was under
stood, but it was not for such a purpose that 
securities were generally sold. They were sold 
during increasing pressure, when the market 
was already dependent upon the Bank, as dur
ing the panics of 1825, 1836-37, 1847, and 1857. 
The reason commonly given by the Bank offi
cials for sales during monetary pressure was 
that they desired to give increased accommo
dation to the discount market while at the same 
time preventing the growth of total securities. 
Actually, of course, such shiftings in earning 
assets were a tightening influence, particularly 
when associated with various restrictions as to 
the quality of commercial bills and the amounts 
for particular parties. I believe the real expla
nation is that the directors had a latent fear that 
an advance of the rate was not a sufficient cor
rective. Feeling the panic themselves, they 
sought desperate remedies to strengthen their 
position. 

The Relation between Current Treasury Oper
ations and Bankers' Reserve Cash,' Temporary 

Advances by the Bank to the Market 
Not only could the Treasury initiate changes 

in the reserve position of the market, but the 
market under some circumstances could adjust 
its position through the Treasury at its own 
initiative. Treasury operations have a further 
significance. Because of the magnitude of the 
seasonal accumulations of public funds, the 
Bank (after 1829) made temporary advances to 
the market during the part of each quarter 
when the accumulations were important at a 
rate usually lower than Bank discount rate 
and on broader terms of eligibility. 

It has already been pointed out that the 
Treasury during the war and early post-war 
period very generally requested the Bank to 
buy bills in order to support the market. Such 
purchases were really in the same general cate
gory as direct advances to the Treasury. Since 
the Treasury had to renew a large amount of 
floating debt four times a year (later twice a 
year) in addition to fresh offerings for cash, the 
officials felt it necessary to have the assurance 
of the Bank's support in fWng the rate on the 
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new bills. Also, until 1838, the bills could be 
paid in for taxes at par and it was necessary to 
keep them at a premium in order to collect the 
revenue in cash. Actually the Bank was rarely 
called on to support the market after 1826, 
though the possibility always existed. 

The change in procedure was not as funda
mental as it might seem. A failure of the public 
to take all of the Supply bill offerings increased 
the amount for which the Treasury had to re
sort to the Bank for Deficiency and Ways and 
Means advances - the former for permanent 
charges against the Consolidated Fund and 
the latter for Supply services. (The Treasury 
might make up the difference from the Ex
chequer balance if it was sufficiently large, but 
this would release funds to the money mar
ket in the same way as an increase of Bank 
advances.) By raising the Exchequer bill 
rate the Treasury might avert such a situa
tion, but only on the further condition that 
the market had direct contacts with the Bank 
through which it could adjust its position. That 
is to say, one entry to the Bank was used 
relatively little because another entry opened 
so readily. 

On the other hand, the Treasury might de
prive the market of funds by a greater than 
seasonal amount through an improvement in 
the revenue, through refunding operations, or 
through increasing its offerings of Exchequer 
bills to the public: but again provided that the 
market could make up the funds lost more read
ily through direct contacts with the Bank than 
by refusing Exchequer bills. Thus the extent 
to which the Bank made advances to the Treas
ury, as compared with advances and discounts 
to the market, depended partly upon the amount 
of Exchequer bills offered to the public; but it 
depended also upon the relation between the 
Exchequer bill rate and the rates charged the 
market by the Bank. The probable reason why 
the market did not take Bank funds through the 
Treasury (by forcing an increase of advances 
to the Treasury) to a greater extent during the 
period after the panic of 1825, as it certainly did 
down through the panic, is that temporary ad
vances were available to the market from the 
Bank direct. 

Because of the fact that the Treasury regu
larly deprived the market of funds on a large 

scale during each quarter, the Bank (after 
1829) made temporary advances to the market 
at a rate commonly less than discount rate in 
order to prevent discount rate from becoming 
more effective. When the Bank, however, de
sired to tighten credit, the rate on temporary 
advances was at the same level as Bank rate. 
But even then the generally more liberal eligi
bility rules for advances made them of some 
real advantage to the public. Thus the rate for 
advances, coupled with the fact that through 
the Treasury's absorptions of funds the market 
was forced to apply for them, determined the 
effective terms of credit - within certain limits 
- during about half of each quarter. ' 

Special -Advances 
Owing to very large special deposits the Bank 

in 1833 began making special advances to the 
market at a rate under discount rate. During 
most of the period 1833-1838 they were made 
only by private arrangement with the discount 
houses, but during several months in 1835-36 
they were made to the public at an advertised 
rate. The advances were considered at the time 
as of an exceptional nature to meet a particular 
situation, but they became a permanent feature 
of Bank procedure. It is certain that advances 
to the discount houses at less than Bank rate 
by private arrangement were available part of 
the time from 1838 to 1844. After 1844 ad
vances against government securities were avail
able to the public continuously at Bank rate 
(which of course was nearer market rate than 
it had been), and usually at less than Bank rate 
during the periods when seasonal absorptions of 
funds by the Treasury were large, and when 
from special causes absorptions of funds from 
the market were large. 

The point to be stressed with regard to ad
vances is that they formed an important chan
nel by means of which the market could adjust 
its reserve position without making it necessary 
for the bill brokers, or even merchants with 
prime bills, to discount at the Bank. Even when 
advances were charged the equivalent of Bank 
discount rate, they were of real aid to the pub
lic, since many classes of borrowers would have 
had to pay a higher rate than discount rate 
if the only channel for the release of funds 
had been discounts. 
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Discount Procedure 

Before 1830 Bank discounting was nearly 
altogether for the merchants and traders. A 
shortage of reserve caused the London banks 
to restrict credit to the traders, which sent some 
of them to the Bank. The London banks did 
not have a rigid tradition against rediscounting 
during that period, but they rarely resorted to 
it. During the panic of 1825, however, they ob
tained accommodation from the Bank to a large 
amount. The bill brokers may also have applied 
to the Bank occasionally, but such was appar-
ently not part of the normal procedure. . 

After 1830 the bill brokers went to the Bank 
for both discounts and advances when they 
could not obtain funds more cheaply elsewhere. 
But it is to be emphasized that until long aftt:r 
1858 discounting for traders was greater in 
volume than for the discount houses. Under 
ordinary conditions the London bankers were 
willing to accept a lower rate for call money 
from the bill brokers than the rate they charged 
on discounts. Thus if the market rate for first 
class bills rose to the level of Bank rate they 
might continue to supply the bill brokers at less 
than Bank rate, in which case the latter would 
not be driven to the Bank. But the traders, find-

. ing an inadequate supply of credit with the 
private banks and bill brokers at a rate equal 
to Bank rate or having to pay a higher rate than 
Bank rate, would be driven to the Bank, and 
their going there would enable the private banks 
to adjust their reserve position. However, in a 
period of acute credit shortage the bill brokers 
could not obtain all the funds they required 
from the private banks, and were themselves 
compelled to apply to the Bank. But the pres
sure on traders to go to the Bank was also great 
at such times, since the bill brokers charged a 
higber rate than Bank rate. What has been said 
applies only to discounts for bill brokers. They 
regularly went to the Bank for the quarterly 
advances at less than Bank rate and sometimes 
received special advances. 

When the Branches were established in 1826, 
the Bank began discounting for a few country 
banks within certain agreed limits at a rate of 
3 per cent in return for their agreeing not to 
issue. The Branches discounted also for other 
nonissuing banks in periods of difliculty and to 

some extent for country traders. These dis
counts provided another channel through which 
the supply of bank reserve in London was ad
justed to the demand. For though discounts 
in the country were rationed, the Bank actually 
responded to the demand to a greater extent 
when there was pressure in the London money 
market. 

One should not get the impression that dis
counts were merely negligible whenever the 
London rate for prime bills was less than Bank 
rate. Though the Bank until 1844 applied the 
same rate to all parties (except the country 
banks under agreement), different grades of 
bills from the market standpoint were eligible. 
This was true of bills taken in London as well 
as in the country. After 1844 the Bank could 
defend itself by charging higher rates than the 
minimum for second-grade paper, but then the 
minimum rate after 1844 was nearer the market 
rate. The result was that even a moderate short
age of credit would cause some merchants to 
come to the Bank. 

The Bank never depended solely upon the 
rate in periods of great credit scarcity. During 
the Restriction period it had limited the amount 
of accommodation to individual parties and had 
limited the term of eligible bills to sixty-one 
days. During the panic of 1825 -before credit 
was finally relaxed - it refused such bills as it 
deemed necessary. At the Bank Cbarter in
quiry of 1832 the Bank officials implied that the 
various other methods of restricting accommo
dation besides the rate were owing mainly to 
the usury laws. While it is true that the Bank 
depended principally upon the rate after their 
repeal, it continued to use other methods of 
restricting accommodation when occasion arose. 
It sometimes refused advances against govern
ment securities, it limited the amount of accom
modation to particular parties, it limited the 
term of bills which it would take at all from 
discount houses, and when such bills were taken 
from traders they were charged higher rates. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from a 
study of the Bank's actual procedure of internal 
control is that securities were not controlled by 
the Bank at some predetermined figure. The 
movement of total securities was associated 
only to a relatively unimportant extent with 
open-market operations. But, more important, 
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there were various channels by means of which 
the public had access to the Bank at their own 
initiative. Entirely too much significance is 
attached to the statement that Bank rate was 
normally higher than market rate. As has been 
stated, the fact that the prime bill rate in the 
market was under Bank rate did not mean that 
all traders stayed away from the Bank. More
over, discounts were not the only channel by 
means of which the public had access to the 
Bank. The reason why discounts were not 
larger than they were was that other channels 
for adjusting reserves came into use with less 
pressure from the market. 

Many modern critics claim that the Bank 
could have controlled its discounts if it had 
only regulated rates properly. I believe they 
forget that commercial banks make desperate 
efforts to maintain reserves at minimum require
ments, and that, if their ability to maintain re
serves is in question, requirements become 
greater. I believe they also assume that gold 
movements during the period under considera
tion were much more sensitive to contraction 
in England - so that discounts would be re
placed by imported bullion - than was in fact 
the case. 

To say that the Bank could not establish the 
amount of its securities at some predetermined 
level does not mean that it had no control over 
the willingness of the banks to lend or over the 
volume of business commitments. It had an 
effective procedure for governing the terms of 
credit in the market. Furthermore, the economic 
system of England of that period was probably 
more sensitive to changes in the cost of credit 
than either the American or the English system 
of our own day. The real difficulty was not the 
lack of an effective procedure of internal con
trol but the requirements of the international 
standard. 

The Strategy in Maintaining International 
Equilibrium 

This brings us to the Bank's strategy in deal
ing with gold movements. One point is clear: 
Bank policy was never reduced to a simple 
formula, and the directors always resisted at
tempts to have their freedom of action curtailed. 
(Even the Act of 1844, which many of them 
favored, was not really an exception, since they 

were told that they were to be allowed to man
age the Banking Department with greater free
dom than previously.) The principle was 
thoroughly engrained in the minds of the busi
ness community that good bills were convertible 
into Bank funds, and, regardless of the state of 
the reserve, there were only two occasions (1825 
and 1847) when this principle was called into 
question. On those occasions the Bank's action 
was quickly reversed after an understanding 
with the Government. Until 1847 the Bank 
displayed a general willingness to get along on 
a small reserve, that is, to reduce the rate with 
a comparatively small increase in the r~erve 
and to refuse to raise the rate drastically in the 
face of a drain. In 1839, when there was a 
question of the Bank's ability to maintain gold 
payments, the Bank nevertheless maintained a 
rate of only 6 per cent and supported the ex
change with funds borrowed in Paris and Ham
burg. As Palmer explained at the time, a higher 
rate would only have increased the alarm and 
affected the exchange adversely. During 1840 
and 1841, when the bullion fluctuated around 
4,000,000, the rate was left at 5 per cent. In 
the few decades following 1847 there was 
greater confidence in the ability of high rates 
to tum the exchange. From 1857 to 1873 Bank 
rate was raised to 8 per cent on eight different 
occasions. From one standpoint this was much 
more drastic action than was taken during the 
previous period; but on the other hand there 
was no serious threat that good bills on London 
could not be turned into the international cur
rency of account. 

The Bank officials claimed to regulate the 
rate with reference to the reserve. But in prac
tice they refused to follow any formula. As a 
governor once stated, the Bank considered, in 
addition to minor gold movements at the time, 
probable future gold movements, the state of 
trade, the condition of borrowers, the markets 
for produce, the harvests, and home and foreign 
politics. To my mind, this meant really that 
the Bank had no formula. While gold move
ments were a very important factor in regu
lating the rate, there was no automatic or 
predictable relation between the two. 

I have taken the view that the Bank, instead 
of adjusting its position to an international gold 
standard that was governed automatically by 
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natural law, managed the international stand- Bank's management of the standard was not on 
ard. The banks in other countries were sensi- a secure footing. While it could influence within 
tive directly to credit conditions in London for limits the willingness of foreign banks to hold 
the reason that their liquidity depended so gold, it could not really compete with them for 
largely upon their position with regard to Lon- gold if they were determined to have it at the· 
don - their supplies of London bills and bal- expense of their sterling holdings. The Bank, 
ances and their ability to convert other assets being the bank of last resort for gold the world 
into sterling. This was because of the custom over, could refuse to extend credit only by de
which had grown up of settling international stroying the system of payments in pounds sterl
obligations in London and of holding London ing. This would have meant greater pressure 
bills and balances for that purpose. But the than 'the City showed any willingness to tolerate. 



CHAPTER I 

CONTROL OVER THE COUNTRY BANKS: 
THE PROBLEM 

BEFORE discussing the contemporary theo
ries of the control exerted by the Bank of 

England over the country banks it seems desir
able to describe the main characteristics of the 
country banking system, particularly those 
which might have a bearing upon the problem 
of control. It also seems appropriate at this 
point to consider the problem from the stand
point of modern monetary theory. These are 
the aims of the present chapter. The next chap
ter will deal with the contemporary theories of 
control. 

I. Salient Features of the Country Banking 
System 

The next ten pages or so are necessarily de
tailed and the reader who desires to do so may 
turn at once to the summary of the features of 
the country banking system given at the end of 
this section. I~ may be noted, however, that the 
writer has taken a position with regard to the 
control over the country banks at variance with 
the usual view presented by modern writers, 
and the following detailed account forms an 
essential part of the supporting argument. 

As late as 1826, Liverpool and Robinson, the 
Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, could say that within the memory of 
many then living there were no country banks 
except in a few great commercial towns, the 
currency consisting of Bank of England notes 
and coin.1 There was undoubtedly a rapid de
velopment of country banking in the late eight
eenth and early nineteenth centuries.' Accord-

'C_ .. _ 6c_ 1M FinI Lord ./ 1M r...... 
..." _ 1M c .......... /IM """.09_. MIl 1M G ............ 
MIl D.",ly G_ o/IM B-' 0/ • .."..,. Parliamentary 
Papers 1806, (a). XIX. From other evidence it appoua that 
ooIy a very small amoWlt of IIaDk DOIos circulated ill the 
OOWltry. See below. 

a Cf. It. G. &_Y. TIN Art .. / C"""" ....., (1931). 
P. 118. 

ing to Thornton, many of the country banks 
began as a subsidiary part of the merchants' 
business. To accommodate their customers the 
merchants issued drafts on London and paid 
out or received gold. They issued notes payable 
on or after a certain date, but they found that 
those circulated best which were payable on 
demand.s 

Thornton estimated the number of country 
banks at 353 in 1797, and 386 in I800.' Table I 
shows the number of banks and number of 
licenses to issue· commencing from I809. 
Though the data are no doubt representative 
of the change in the number of bona fide bank
ers, some of those appearing on Uie lists, ac
cording to Burgess, were not bankers in the real 
sense of the word, but only tradesmen who is
sued notes." The decline in the number of banks 
following the Act of 1826 T was no c10ubt owing 
largely to the consolidation of private into joint 
stock banks, B but there had also been a large 
decline before that. 

Since official returns of the amount of the 
country circulation go back no further than 
I833, we are dependent for earlier years upon 
estimates calculated from the stamp returns 
and estimates based upon sample reports. 

a Henry ThomtoD. All BJoquiry """ 1M N~w. """ 
ED .... • /1" p.,... C,.dii ./ Grool BriltJils (.80.). cb. vii. 
E""" IS late IS 183' Stuckey ref ... to cad. 110m aDd 110m . 
civell/or Ik,. ... the latter beariDc a government stamp like 
the lOSt, though paying interest (Evidence, 183'. questio", 
945-947. P.P. 183'-3'. VI). 

• ThomtOD. P.,... Credit, p. 1$4- Cf. ElIisoIl, Ev .• B.C. 
'797. p. 6g. 

• Bu ..... states that a 6 .......... requiml for each 
b .... cb !suing Dot .. 1S...u IS for the _t bulk (Ev • 
'83-. q. 5154). 1. w. GiIbut says that b .... cb .. ill "" .... 
of four .... uimI DO further 6 ...... (T" Hislory MIl p,.;... 
<ilia ./.....,. third ed. '837. P. 110). 

I BY .. 183a, q. 517S
• 7 Goo. IV. Co 46. 
'Stuckey, for eumple, was a partDu iD. lYe diffensd 

bub, wbicb be IUlited &tiel the Act (Ev. 183-. q. 1008). 

[13 ] 
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TABLE 1 

NUMBER OP COUNTRY BANKS AND NUMBER OP 

LICENSES TO ISSUE NOTES. 18"9""184' • 

For the Yell' Number of C01lDlIy bub II Number of 
ClldiDS licmsea 

October 10 Private lo1DtlllA>ct Total to aue· 
1809 ...... 755 7°' 
IBIO ... - .. 783 78. 
IBIl ...... 741 779 
1812 ...... 739 B'5 
J813 ...... 761 922 
ISI4 ...... 733 940 
ISI5 ...... 699 916 
1816 ...... 64J S3I 
IBI7 ...... 5S5 75' 
1818 ...... 576 765 
ISI9 ...... 587 7S7 

1820 ...... ... 769 
I8n ...... 521 7S1 
1821 ...... 526 776 
1823 ...... 547 779 
1824 ...... 547 788 
IS'5 .....• S44 797 
1826 ...... 554 0 554 Sag 
1827 ...... 465 6 471 668 
1828 ...... 456 7 463 67' 
1829 ...... 460 II 471 677 

IS30 ...... 439 15 454 671 
1831 ...... 436 19 4S5 641 
1832 ...... 424 25 449 636' 
IS33 ...... 4'6 35 451 
IS34 ...... 416 47 46J 
IS35 ...... 411 55 466 
IS36 ...... 407 100 507 
IS37 ...... 351 107 45S 
I83S ...... 341 104 445 
IS39 .... ,. 332 108 440 

1840 ...... 33' 113 445 
I84I ...... 321 115 436 
I84I .. - ... 311 lIS 429 

• Sources: Report, H.C.ISI9, app. 35; B1...1819, app. F9; 
R_rt, 183" app. 98; P.P.I84J. (S5). I.IL Compare with 
~rt, 1857. app. '1. 

b From ISag to ISI9 the Dumber of baDks givm m ... to 
those 6amed to issue. However. at that period there >me 
few Donissuing baDks. From IB2I the Dumber refers to those 
~ with the Office of Slam.,. ODd TaRS, IIDd iDduclal 
JIODimUDg banks. 

ID 1844 there ......, .08 priva1e _ 7' joiDt stock baDks 
of issue. 'lbe aact Dumber of JIODimUDg baDks is DOt 
available, but there mast baw _ about 120. Cf. ~rt, 
IS57. app. n. For 1859 Gilbart g;".. the foDowiDg data 
for CODDtry baDks: IS3 priva1e _ 63 joiDt stock baDks of 
issue; go priva1e _ .. joiDt stock baDks DOt iIBuiDc. Tbe 
bruu:lJes of the baDks (ill _ to the maiD oIIias) _ 

It5jJtdiie1y 20J - 394; SO - 67. Tbere....., ... 99 

Table 2 gives the simplified estimate of ]. Sedg
wick, Chairman of the Board of Stamps. It was 
based upon the assumption that stamps sold 
represented new notes issued and that a third 
of those issued (in anyone year) passed out of 
circulation at the end of a year, two thirds at 
the end of two years, and the remainder at the 
end of three years . 

TABLE 2 

CIRCULATION O. THE CoUNTRY BANKS. 1807-18'5. "I 

ESTIMATED BY J. SEDGWICI<. CHAIRMAN 0" THE 
BOARD OP STAMPS' 

(y ..... mdUs, O,lDb ... zoo A .. ouft" ill 'lIous.MI ol,oull/l •. ) 

1807 ........ 18.022 ISI7· ....... I5,S9S 
1808 ........ 16.87' 18'8 ........ 20.507 
180<) ....... ·'3.70' 18'9· ....... 17.367 
ISIO ........ '3,894 18.0 ........ II.767 
I8n ........ 21.453 1821 ...... " S.4I4 
1812 ........ 19,944 IS .......... 8.067 
1813 ........ 2'.597 ,S'3· ....... 8.798 
1814 ....... ···.709 IS24 ........ 10.604 
18'5 .... ·.· .I9,on 1825 ........ '4.147 
ISI6 ........ 15.096 

• Sedgwick'. method of .. tim2ting the IIDlOIIDt of aOla 
outstaDdiDg in lilly given year wu to add together the 
DOtes stamped duriDg tbet year. two thirds of thole 
stamped the year before, aDd ODe third of those stamped 
the IOCOIld year before. See R_rt, H.L. ISI9. app. F8. 
where the data are given for the yean 1811-1818. For 
earlier _ later yean, leO Robert Mtubet, A .. AIUm,' 10 
&t/4iII 1,_ Poell ,1Je ED", 01 ,1Je 1_ D/ IIJe BW 01 
E,,,101l/l (IS.6). P. 215. 

Gurney claimed that the stamp returns were 
a fallacious guide to the amount of the circu1a
tion, since stamped notes remaining in the hands 
of the country bankers might be very large. 
He thought the country circulation during the 
period 1822-1824 probably did not exceed 
£8,000,000.' The critics generally were anxious 
to show that the estimate greatly euggerated 
the increase from 1822 to 1825. (It should be 
noted that a resolution of the House of Com
moDS in' 1819 required the small notes of the 

'Samuel Gumq. EY~ 183" 'II. 3633-34. Stackey aIoo 
Slated that estima'- bued apoa the Itamp rdunII were 
quire _ (ibi4~ q. 1043). 

country bruu:lJes of the Loodoa aDd Coaat,. B..... (T IJe 
-. 01 /JGUm1. 4th eo!., I86o, pp. ~.) 

• A Iiame .. n:qaired for each .broDcIa wIIida Iooaod 
-.. op to a total of foar bruchel. ' 

• From October II, 1:831 tD JUDe 26, 1832~ 
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country banks to be redeemed in 1825 and that 
a subsequent act in 1822 extended the redemp
tion date to 1833.'0) Henry Burgess, Secretary 
to the Committee of Country Bankers," claimed 
that, following the Act of 1819, the country cir
culation declined and that the country bankers 
did not want to buy new stamps while they had 
old stamped notes. After the privilege of issuing 
small notes was prolonged in 1822, the bankers 
laid in a supply of new notes. About the same 
time some banks discarded their old notes and 
had new ones printed that were better proof 
against forgery. Moreover, he stated, Sedg
wick's estimate of the average life of a note was 
too small." In support of his contention Burgess 
submitted index numbers of the circulation of 
I2 2 banks which he claimed were representa
tive.18 In Table 3 I have averaged his index 
numbers for individual banks and compared 
the resulting index with one computed from 
Sedgwick's estimate. Tooke favored Burgess's 
general estimate as against Sedgwick's.u He 

TABLE 3 

INDEXES OP Tim COUNTRY CmcuI.ATION, 1818-1825 

ludes from lades: from 
Y.., Sedpick's data BUflCII', data 

1818 .......... 100 100 
1819 .......... 85 98 
1820 .......... 57 94 
1821 .......... 4' 93 
1822 ., ........ 39 88 
1823 .......... 43 88 
1824 .......... 52 95 
18'5 .......... 69 102 

thought computations of the amount of notes 
based upon stamp sales were "the most vague 
and unsatisfactory imaginable." ,. Ward, on 
the other hand, estimated that the country 
circulation fell from £20,000,000 in 1818 to 

"Palmer, Memorandum to th. BUlk Charter Committee 
(following his evidence), Report, 1831. The date for the 
redemption of th. smaU DOtes of the BUlk .... aet for .8'3 
but extended also to 11133. The BUlk redeemed most of its 
omaU DOtes in 1811 IDd made DO .... of th. _OD of the 
privilqe except for th. period of the puW: and shortly 
after. 

U Made up mostly of private baDkera. 
• Bu....., b., I8JI, 'Po $484-86. 
- b., I8JI. 'Po 5'S$-65. 
.. Thomaa Tooke, A Hmo., 0/ Prica, ..... / 1M SlaIo 

o/IM CD. 'Ali ... D (l8J8), 123-13'. See also lIP- 11.,,-115. 
-Ibid. ".... .. p. '48- See also p. 3"'" 

£7,000,000 in I82I, and that there was a large 
increase from 1822 to 1824.'8 Palmer thought 
there was a great enlargement from 1823 to 
1825 but he did not specify how much.'1 Every
thing considered, I believe Sedgwick's estimate 
of the country circulation greatly exaggerates 
the extent of the fluctuations.'8 

To what extent did the country issues con
sist of denominations under £5? Tooke thought 
that in 18u they amounted to no more than 
4,000,000 or £5,000,000.' • Palmer estimated 
the small notes for 1819 at £7,000,000 or 
£8,000,000," a little less than half the tota:! 
country issues, using Sedgwick's estimate of 
the total. Wilkins's £1 issue was one half of his 
total issue in 1828.21 Beckett's £1 issue was 
considerably more than one half until 1826."' 
However, Stuckey's banks prior to 1826 issued 
less than a fourth in £1 notes.28 After the panic 
of 1825 the Government, reversing its position 
of 1822, decided to prohibit small notes after 
1829." Actually it refused at once, though ap
parently without legal authority, to issue any 
more stamps for country small notes.'" 

We are interested in having the facts re
garding the country circulation as complete as 
possible so that we may test the numerous state-

:uI Ev., 183::1, q. 1909. .. 

"Memorandum to the Bank Cherter Committee, Report, 
.8JI. 

II SDberling, however, believes that the amount of DOtes 

stamped each quart .. affords a safe inda of the variability 
of th. isoueo ("British Prices and Business Cycle2, 1771>"-
1850,u RetJievI of BcOflDfflit; Stdliseiu, vol. v, 1923, p. 243). 
For & criticism of SilberliDg's .... of the stamp returDS in 
deriviDs a aeries for the .. UDIry c:in:ulatiOD, see Jacob Vm .. , 
Stwdiu ill tAo TAoory 0/ I~ Trade ('937), pp. 
.63-165· 

.. Hi-dory 0/ Prica, vol. I, p. 370. 
• MemolUldum to BUlk Charter Committee. As CaD be 

ROD from Chert VB in the Appendix, below, this .... about 
the ...... as th. amoUDt of smaU DO'es of the BUlk of Eng_ 
land in .8.g. 

a Ev., 1832, qs. 1618-22. 

• BY" 183:1, qs. 1306-07. Beckett's 'S note issue doubled 
betwoen .816 and .8JI, which fact h. attributed to the 
dec:IiDe in his .u issue (ibid., 'Po 133&-43). 

• Ev .. 1131, qs. 1094-95-
• CommUDicatioDs betwoen the GoftllllDeDt aDd the 

BUlk, P.P.I806, (0), za. This cIedsioD .... put into eIIect 
by 7 Goo. IV, c. 6. 

• P. II. Jama, A 5 ••• 11.,.,. St.'enm

' ,,1 ... 0.. p"... 
Nole Qwstioa (.808), PI'- 19-10; also GiIbut, "La .. of 
c..n-y." J _ _ / 1M S'·'i._ SodII" 1mI (.854), 
1<)0; and n.-as AttwGod, TIN _ ..... (.828), p. 18. 
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ments that the country banks could turn out a 
flood of notes to finance speculation and that 
such issues were practically beyond the control 
of the central bank. To the extent that the 
country circulation consisted of small notes, it 
seems hardly likely that it could have initiated 
a speculative movement.2

• 

For what kinds of payments, according to 
contemporary observers, were the notes used? 
Robert Mushet reasoned as if the country banks 
discounted bills largely with notes," but David 
Robinson claimed that country notes were 
rarely used to discount bills unless the money 
was for the purpose of paying wages.28 The 
country bankers who gave evidence before the 
Bank Charter Committee also claimed that they 
paid out notes only for wages or other local 
expenses. In discounting bills they would use 
either Bank of England notes or bills on Lon
don unless they knew the money was to be 
spent locally." Beckett (of Leeds) stated that 
about two thirds to three quarters of the 
wages in his district were paid in gold and silver 
and the remainder in country notes.80 Forster 
(of Walsall) placed the proportion paid in gold 
at one half to two thirds.·' Before the Select 
Committee of 1841, Hobhouse (Chairman of 
the Committee of Country Bankers) argued 
that country bankers would payout their own 
notes only when they knew the money was to be 
spent locally. About one third of his payments 
were in his own notes. If a banker discounted 
bills with his notes (assuming the money was 

-ID Tile PormdSInIiac (1931),P. >l8,A. E. Feavauy ..... 
daims that the boom in lDBDy industries (in 18'4 and 18.S) 
was "financed largely with smaD DOtes." This statement does 
not seem io aaord with the disc:u.soions of banking methods 
by contemporary observexs. Cf. William Smart, lJumDmk 
AMtJIs of IIIe Nitte_ CeIIl"", 18zl-183D (x917), pp. 
339-341. 

• Ellul 0/ IIIe l:uvu 0/ IIu Balik of E.,Za.4, p. 148. 
Si1ber1ing also consideJs that "adwnas of a.dit" _ 
mostly in the form of nota (Revino o/lJumDmk SIGIisIia, 
Y,242). 

'" "Public: Distnss," BkldnmJod'., XIX (18.6), 435-436. 
-William Becb:tt, EV.,1832, CIS. J367-142Si C. S. Forster, 

ibid. qs. 1464-'/0. FoxsW said lie could discount biJIs with 
his notes, as they ...... payable in JoODdon, but that actaaIIy 
he discounted few biJIs that way. 

• Beckett, Ev. 1832, q. 1302. Weguelin stated that 
"formerly" it was very much the practice to pay IIaIf a dozen 
men a DOte, which..,.. ~ at a..wI shop. EV.18S7, 

q·51. 
• BY. 1132, CIS- 1472-7 .. 

not wanted for local payments) they would 
probably be returned the following day.·' 
Stuckey seldom gave his notes in discounting 
bills or in paying deposits, as the funds would 
ordinarily be used outside the district. Advances 
to farmers were made in notes. Also a farmer 
selling livestock in London might convert the 
check received in payment into local notes in 
Somersetshire, though he might leave his money 
on deposit with Stuckey'S bank, since he could 
readily buy more cattle with his own check." 

Let us consider what the circulation of the 
country consisted of and where the notes of the 
country banks circulated most. Thornton in 
1797 thought that few notes of the Bank of 
England circulated beyond twenty or thirty 
miles from London." In 1826 a Treasury paper 
stated that Bank notes circulated nowhere 
beyond London and its immediate neighbor
hood and in Lancashire.·· (Notes in bank re
serves were evidently not taken into account.) 
Palmer in 1832 estimated that no more than 
£2,500,000 of Bank notes, not including those 
in bank reserves, circulated beyond twenty 
miles from London." By J832 the yearly aver
age circulation of the Branches of the Bank 
was £2,695,700. It rose to £4,087,005 in J839, 
to £7,127,604 in J845, and was only £6,975.406 
in J856.·' But the returns of the Branches do 
not give an accurate account of the amount of 
Bank notes in actual circulation in the coun
try, since a considerable amount was held as till 
money by the country banks and since some 
notes issued in London were held in the coun
try." Thomas Joplin in 1844 estimated that 
about a fourth of the Branch notes were held in 

• Ev., 1841, qs. 31-34, 129-135. 
-Ev., 1841, qs. 456, 494r SIS· 
.. Ev., B.C.I797, p. 77. 
- Comm1lllications _ the Gonnunenl and the 

Bank, PP.18.6, (.), lWL 

• Ev .. 1832:, q. 414-
• Report, lin, _. 3; Report, 11,lS, _ ... TIle yearly 

averages of the circuIatinD of the Bank Brancba __ in 
miDions of pounds: 
dbl ........ -' .Iu ........ J.2 .140 .....••.• ..0 
1829 ...•••.• 1.0 I1IJS .••.•••• .1 . .1 .84 ••••••••• 4.2 
18]0 ••••••••• .1 .S36 •••••••• .J..6 .&4:1 ••••••• ·4" 
1831 ••..•••. 2.. .137 •••••••. ,1.. 184,1 ••••••• ·, .. 
1832 ••.••••. 2., .831 ••••••••• .0 .844 •••••• ··6.' 
.S3.1 •••••••• .J..' ".19.. .......... '14' .... ····,·· 
TIle lint four yeaJS (oaIy) indudo amaH ........... of Bank 
pool biIIL 

• Cf. Pabaa-, E.... 18P. q. l; GiIbart. *La .. of Car
rmc:y: pp. J02-303. 
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the tills of the muntry banks· UDdoobtedly 
the Bank circulatioD tmded to displace the 
cin:uIatioa of the wcmbJ baub afteI' 1826, 
though it is difIicuIt to estimate to what ateDt. 
The country bank cirnilarim iDcreased until 
1839. From 1839 to lB4s it ,,"'i·"" more 
thau 4,000,000, whereas the Br.mda cin:uJa.. 
tioa iDueased I3,ooo,ooo. It is probable, how
ever, that the drdine of the wcmbJ bank 
circulatioD was more largely io the agricultmal 
districts - owing to the depression and to the 
iDoreased use of depusits - and that the in
crease of the Brauch cirnilatioD was more 
largely io the manufacturin& districts. particu
larly J -ancashire. 

It was gmenIly agreed that muntry bank 
DOles did DOt c:in:ulate io T-ancashire to any 
appruiabIe emuL· A .... onfiog to GiIbart. 
large Bank of England DOles were used io 
Liverpool f« the payment of "'stoms duties 
and smaD DOtes in Manchester f« wage pay-
1IIdIts, but the ranainiog circulatioa io Man
chester and Liverpool CODSisted of bills of 
"cha~ dowD to 1826. Mter the Branches 
were established at those places the DOtes of the 
Bank grew paduaIIy at the ell'ense of biDs of 
ncbang.e... Bills were used as a substitute f« 
bank DOtes DOt IIIlIy by tradesmen; eYal baub 
paid oot bills which they had prnioasly dis
counted.· Burgt56 said that, until the high 
stamp duties drove them out. bills as small as 
IS were io cin:aIatioD.. They SliD (io 1832) 
fODDfd the -peat" CWitllCJ' of J 1IDClISbire.. ID 
the West ~ of Y cdsbire JIioe tmths of 
tile cin:uIatioa was io bills; they formed a pat 
pan ia Warwicbhire and Stairordshire and ia 
~ ia tile _afactliiq distlitts of ~ 
lad.. - ApparmtIy,.-. bills were used as a 
-C~ ~: , ... .,,. __ .. _ Dc,. .. 

( ..... , ..... -
• - .... ow·· .. c:-. Jtp. ... _So _ .".,.. .... --..-., "'- .. 0..-.- .. _. Be ..... ... ---.---.. .-. .... ... --- ......... __ ... .--

_ .... WI .. •· " "_ .... _ ...... --607- .... ---___ .. .. ..-.. _ c-n.~ ..... _ ....... 
... a' ' ... ' r .. ~...., ... 'D7). 

• ..-., "'- .. 0..-.- .. _; I. c. ...... 
1l •• I&p. .. ~ ~ __ .... _. , 

__ ~ ........ _ lEw. Jtp. ... _). 

....... Ew. Jtp. .. 5J'II&-sJ. _ ..... ". 

circuIaliog medium io other manufacturing dis
tricts, though not to the exclusion of country 
bank notes to the same extent as io Lanca
shire." 

The sphere of circulation of the country bank 
notes changed decidedly in the half-antury 
eudiDg io 1844. ID the ]ate eighteenth century 
they circulated mostly in a few great towns." 
With the development of hundreds of country 
baub in the Jate eighteenth and early nine
teenth centmios, the use of their notes became 
CODIDlIIIl io the agricultural districts, F oUowing 
the estabIisbment of the Branches of the Bank 
of England, country bank notes were confined 
more largely to the agricuIturaI districts. It is 
not certain bow far this transitioa had pro
ceeded by 1825, But, judging by the rapid 
deveIopmeot of country banking which had oc
curred, it seems probable that more thau half 
of the country circulation was io the agricuI
turaI districts by that time, David Robinson 
claimed that io 1826 the manufacturing dis
tricts and seaports, excluding London, liver
pool, ,and Manchtslei' and their neighborhoods, 
had scarcely any other circulating medium thau 
country bank notes." This statement merely 

_ to It. Ric" B-. CeMp C-, ... , ... 6), )Ip. 

." 13-
- • n' • doiIeaF dial .. tIoe -.y _ poe! 7Ii77o ----obty...,. .... _ .... "' ...... 

__ ... I, IIoGuP """"'" at _ dIIorpd • 

he 1 ("1'Io7I7i< ~-~ .. .-. XIS, <Us). Sir...,. Dt w4 ... hd tIoe IriFIo ___ ,_, ID 
Gtaa Bribiaill IW_ q,..,,.., ~" .. ) or'6 _ 

ft It. C~, 4111 ..... .-. p. ,u). J. W .• n ,-' 
(JI-'''''', _ C_ C-7, ..... p. fI) ........ 
.... f' ioc .... WiFIiuo 1ft" • _bu, 11''''''', 
................ illio_U._kP· -,J ..... ..... -.... -,. ..... --, ...... , ........ 
~, 1 ............... IinIc'-at_ c.---w--. ____ ...,. .. Gold. 

"I ___ "~aapt_to"'" 

.. _ ... ".' tlr." die pwsiwu lIN I' dl ... 
IF gS ; ...... _ .... ~ ....... ,., , • 
~ .. _~,, __ ... C~, ..... 
p.,-" 5oo .. .u-I M , ., .~, CmIiI, _ C __ 

-'-),p.-
- ... _ , .... ..,. .... Gooo.. it ........ 
_~. , ,...,. ... _.-_,C , 
__ .... Ge, ............. :I ...... ,.}, 
mKJ. se.doo7," ............ __ ... _ 
ado ..... __ .. __ .... _ ...... 

...,. tE>r. I&p. "" _,. II • .-.. .. _ ., __ ·rr ....... ___ obty _ kck. 

....... 0;.-..- ........ - .. sa. 4J4.. 
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allows us to believe that the country notes still 
circulated generally in all sections, Lancashire 
excepted. In 1841, however, Rodwell (a banker 
at Ipswich) claimed that by far the greater pro
portion was held in the agricultural districts!1 
Taking notes of the private banks alone, Hob
house thought that little if any more than half 
a million pounds were in use in the commercial 
and manufacturing districts!· As is apparent 
from Chart XVI in the Appendix, below,'· the 
seasonal patterns of the two sorts of notes 
(private and joint stock) are so nearly alike 
that the conditions of the demand for them 
must have been very similar. Therefore, if the 
notes of the private banks circulated largely in 
the agricultural districts, those of the joint stock 
banks probably circulated largely there also. 

Before considering the reserves which the 
country banks maintained it seems desirable 
to consider the kinds of demands which were 
commonly made upon them. A large proportion, 
but by no means all, of the country notes were 
payable in London. Stuckey's notes had been 
payable in London since about 1770, though he 
pointed out that such was not the practice in 
many parts of England, particularly Devon
shire." The replies to the Select Committee of 
1836 show that the notes of nearly all the joint 
stock banks were payable in London."' The 
Bank of England, at least after 1825, accepted 
country notes on deposit provided they were 
payable in London and presented them to the 
appropriate London correspondent for pay
ment.·2 As for the local exchanges among bimks, 
Stuckey cleared notes and checks with banks in 
the same town every day, and paid differences 
in London funds - in some cases once a week 
and in others every other day." Forster said 

ft Ev., 1841, q. 699. 
All Ev 0' 1841, q. 9. 
• See pp. 216-217. 
.. Ev., 1832, qs. 947-9~. Stuckey.said that it was under 

the forbearance of the Bauk that joint stock banks made 
their notes payable in London. Cf. 7 Ceo. IV, c. 46, sec. iii. 

• Report, 1836, appencfu:. The notes of Wilkins (at 
Brecon) and of Beckett (at ~) _re not payable in Lon
don, though Beckett stated that it was • common p_ 
in other parts of England (Ev. 183', qs. 1693-9S, .... ,...8). 

• Palmer, Ev., 1832, q. 329. 
-Ev., J832, q. 114 Notes of IlDY ODe of Stuckey's four

..... branches were payable at another branch in practice, 
though there .... no IegaJ obligation to that effect (ibid. 
qs.~So). 

the country bankers commonly paid (local) dif
ferences in Bank notes before the Branches 
were established." After 1832, he implies, they 
paid in funds at the Branch if one was near. 
Wilkins exchanged with some banks weekly, 
with some fortnightly, and with others monthly, 
and paid differences "in London" - presum
ably, he meant in London funds." The Edin
burgh banks cleared weekly and paid differ
ences in London funds down to 1834. After 
that they settled in Exchequer bills - amounts 
for less than £1000 in Bank notes.'· 

The discounting of bills did not apparently 
entail the keeping of a large amount of till 
money in the country." As we have seen, the 
bankers would commonly discount bills with 
their own bills on London, though in some 
cases with Bank notes.'· And the bills, being 
payable in London, would be taken up for the 
customer from the country banker's London 
deposit. 

Until 1829 (when the £1 note was abolished) 
the banks could meet most of the demands over 
the counter in their own notes provided they 
were not in discredit." After 1829 they had to 
keep gold and silver to 'provide for payments 
under £5, which, as we pave seen, included the 
larger portion of wage payments. With the 
growth of nonissuing banks {or the nonissuing 

.. Ev., 1832, q. 1549-
• Ev., 1832, qs. J693-95. 
• James Pennington, paper in Tooke'. LeI,., iii Lord 

Gr",fIi/Je (18'9), pp.I2I-I22; A. W. Kerr, Histtw, of Ba"i
mg m Scotlsnd (.nd ed. 1902), p. 221. It mould be noted, 
however, that the agreement amnng the Edinburgh banks 
called for a redistnoution of Eubequer billl held for n
chaDge purpooes whenever aD1 bauk held a disproportion
ately large or smaB amount, the bauk mziving additional 
billl making payment in LoDdoD fUDdo to the bauk giving 
them up. The co_"""'" .... that aD1 large variation ill 
reserve affected • bauk'. IUpply of London fUDdo. 

., For a disauoion of the amount of bills ill ..... _ Wil
liam Newmarch. • An Attempt to Aocertain the Magnitude 
and Fluctuationl of the Amount of BiIlI of Eschaage •.• 
18>3-1847," in the 1_ of lIN SIaJisIkDl Societ" .. 01. 
XIV (l8SI); and his Appencfu: :0, in Tooke and Newmarch, 
A HisItIry of Prias, voL VI. It obouId be noted that N .... • 
march referred to aD bills cunmt .. ill "eirculation." MOIl 
of them probably did not circuIaIe in the ...... that bills 
were said to circulate iD I ancasbire. as JUbstituta for bank 
notes. 

• Beckett aid be disconnted with Bauk of EogIand DOteI 
(Ev. 183', qs. '4"O-OS). 

• Joplin, Fino. till u.e C_, (18.8), p. '54-
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branches of issuing banks)·o beginning after 
the panic of 1825, particularly in the man
ufacturing districts, Bank notes were required 
as till money in place of their own. On the other 
hand, gold and' Bank notes were more con
veniently accessible to the country banks after 
1826, when the Branches were started. Issuing 
as well as nonissuing banks were permitted to 
have accounts at the Branches for the purpose 
of obtaining coin; and they' were permitted to 
shift deposits from the accoullt with ,their 
London correspondent to their account at the 
Branch and vice versa.61 However, some of the 
country banks were not conveniently located 
near a Branch, and so continued to get gold 
through their London correspondent,·· 

It is evident, therefore, that a very large pro
portion of the demands which were made upon 
a country banker could be liquidated in London 
funds; though we must not overlook the fact 
that some bills were discounted with Bank notes 
and some clearing balances paid in notes. As 
Pennington stated, "the book'debts of the Lon
don bankers, and not Bank of England notes, 
are the solvent of the country circulation."·8 
Considering also that gold and notes were more 
accessible to the banks because of the Branches, 
it is not surprising that the country banks were 
said to keep very small reserves in gold and 
Bank notes. 

The statements regarding reserve proportions 
are rather misleading, as they almost invariably 
give the reserve as a proportion of the notes 
outstanding, when in fact it was held against 
notes and deposits. I do not mean to imply 
that the two kinds of liabilities should have 
been added together in order to arrive at a sig
nificant reserve 'ratio. Though some till money 
would be needed against notes outstanding, the 
till money (not including the banks' own unis
sued notes) required against deposits would be 
less. The need for till money really depended 

• Issulns banks bad offices in lJverpooI, for instance, but 
thoy did bot b>ue tb .... (GiIbart, ''La ... of ClImDCY." 
pp. 306-307)· 

• Palmer, Ev .. 1832, qa. 60-66. 411). 449-451, 458_ Issu
iDa banks could DOt, however, 0_ acxouats for "gmenl 
purposes," i.e .. for discounts. 

• Palmer. Iv.. 1831, q. 2ss. Fonter, though located. 
lUlU a Branch. would DOt .... it. He obtained his cold from 
aa UlIIWDed SO'Ute lUlU by. See his ovidoate, IIIJI. q. 1479-

• Paper in Tooke" l.cUcr lei LenI C--. P. 117. 

upon the size of the fluctuations in the public's 
holdings of that particular kind of money, and 
the size of these fluctuations would not vary 
with the amount 01 country notes or deposits. 
No doubt the country bankers arrived empiri
cally at the amount of till money necessary. 

Stuckey in 1819 considered that a reserve in 
Bank notes equal to 5 per cent of his circula
tion was sufficient. According to his evidence 
in 1832, he held in ordinary times Bank notes 
and gold equal to 10 per cent of his circulation, 
though sometimes 20 or 25 per cent. It is not 
clear, however, that he was not including his 
"money in the Branch Bank," which, as he 
noted, could be converted into gold immedi
ately.·4 Beckett held coin equal to one seventh 
and coin plus Bank notes equal to one half of 
his circulation.·o The reason for this larger per
centage was apparently that his bank, being in 
a manufacturing district, held more deposits 
relative to the circulation than Stuckey's bank. 
Forster held no Bank notes at all, though he 
stated that the general practice was for coun
try bankers to keep some. His gold had been 
equal to a third of his circulation, but since he 
had arranged to get a supply near at hand it 
was apparently less. Sometimes, however, his 
reserve had been equal to his circulation.·· 
Wilkins, who could obtain gold and Bank notes 
from the near-by B'ranch at Swansea, held from 
10 to 20 per cent in his till. Before the Branch 
was established his reserve had been twice 
that.·' Burgess stated that practices varied, 
but that in general the country banks held a 
reserve in coin and Bank notes equal to one 
fourth of their circulation, though some banks 
kept no Bank notes at all." Palmer, referring 
to gold alone, stated that they held less than 
one fourth." A minute of the Bank directors 
stated that the joint stock banks held no larger 

• Ev., B.C. 1819. p. 145; Ev .. 1832, qs. 1135-440 In dis
cussing facilities for obtaiDiDg golcI, he said that the Braaches 
toolr. the risk aod maintained a supply "ratber tbao oor
se1ws." H. omitted aay ref ........ to his deposits in speak
ing of the .....ne. 

• £V., 1832, qs. 1282, 1338-61. -Ev. IIIJ •• qs. 1465-1S07. He refused to .... BaoIr. of 
Eag .... d DOtes boca .... be __ the BaaIr. &8 a daagerous 

riYal. 
• Ev ... l83z, cp.. 1756-$8. 
• £V., 183', qs. SSSM9. 
• Ev .• 1832, q. 415. 
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reserve than was required to meet ordinary 
demands, so that in any extraordinary pressure 
they were required to sell securities in order to 
obtain gold at the Bank"· Palmer reiterated 
this point in his pamphlet in 1837.71 According 
to Hobhouse, in 1841, the reserve in Bank notes 
and coin was from one fifth to one seventh of 
the circulation, though rising to a much greater 
proportion in times of panic. T. Fullarton in 1844 
claimed that the gold reserve in the country 
banks was less than £500,000". 

In view of these varying statements and of 
what we know of the kinds of demands which 
were made upon country banks for coin and 
Bank notes, it seems reasonable to conclude 
that the Bank notes held as till money in 18 I 9 
were of the order of 5 per cent of the country 
circulation. As time went on the proportion of 
Bank notes and coin to country bank circula
tion increased, partly because the £1 note was 
prohibited, partly because the public used a 
greater proportion of Bank notes to country 
notes, and partly because the business of the 
COUIitry requiring coin grew relative to the 
country circulation'" Still, Burgess's estimate 
of 25 per cent in 1832 seems too large-very 
much too large for banks located near a Branch 
of the Bank. To make my conclusion concrete, 
I should think that during the 'thirties an aver
age of IS per cent was more nearly correct, 
though the percentage varied from bank to 
bank. But the precise percentage is not so im
portant. What is important is to see that the 
country banks held in their tills ouly such \:ash 
as they deemed necessary to take care of their 
inunediate needs, so that a more favorable bal
ance of payments with London did not repre
sent a potential drain of cash from London to 
the provinces unless the volume of trade and 
employment and the level of prices (particularly 
retail prices) increased. 

It is not possible to give an estimate of the 

- CDTrU,rnukItce ••• "" tile Sabie'" 0' tile R_ 0' 
tile Ba" CIrarter, P .P.1833, US'), XDlI. 

a Tile C _ _ CtJ1Ueque<oas 0' tile Pres"""e "",. tile 
1Itn&<7-lIarkd (1837), pp. 38-39. 

om Ev., 1841, qs. n5-J3S. 
• John Fullarton, 0. tile Regwlatioa 0' C_etIdu (11144), 

p. 1CJ4. 
.. As pointed out above, the tiD ........, roquirecI depmcled 

upon the probable cIemaDd for ouc:h ........, xqanIleso of the 
DOtes outstandjng 

amount of reserve deposits which the country 
banks maintained with their London corre
spondents. In referring to the reserve, bills and 
government securities were often combined with 
London deposits. Thornton, for example, stated 
that a country banker had only to provide him
self with a credit with his London correspondent, 
stock, Exchequer bills, or discountable bills in 
order to obtain cash as he needed it'" The size 
of the London balance was determined not 
merely by the need for a balance as such. The 
balance was viewed as a means of compensating 
the London bank for its services in collecting 
and paying bills, checks, and bank notes - the 
maintenance of a certain minimum being an 
alternative to paying a commission.18 One sus
pects that, when bills could be readily dis
counted, Exchequer bills easily sold, and con
tinuation loans on stock obtained at low rates, 
the country bankers did not consider the size 
of their London balance of great importance, 
and viewed their correspondent primarily as an 
agent for transacting business for them. They 
looked principally to their secondary reserve. 
In periods of pressure they undoubtedly con
verted bills into London balances. By the 
'thirties some of the country bankers main
tained balances with bill brokers in order to 
obtain interest .. Cassels, in addition to keeping 
funds on deposit with his broker, kept bills there 
ready for discount, the broker not charging 
discount unless the money was actually with
drawn." 

• Ev. H.C.1797, p. 80. See aIJo his PIS'" Credit, pp. 
185-.86, which Is to the ...... elfect. 

• Gilbart stated that the cmmtry banks could ~Ie 
the London and Westminster Bank by maintalDiDc • oatif.. 
factory balance, by a COIDIDi!oioD, or by the payment of • 
mod sum (Ev. 1837, q. 197')' As late .. 18'9 the London 
banks bad aDowod inleral on country bank baIaD<a. 
Stuckey stated that the rate wu 3 to 4 per .... t; thooP • 
omaiD amount bad to be kept without _ to compeD

.ale the London bank for I1"n .. ctiDI the country bank'. 
busiDeB (Ev. H.C.l8'9, p. '45). Gumey otated that in.....,., 
cases inlerat wu aDowod and that the rate wu 4 per _ 

(Ev. H.C.l8'9, p. 173). Briore 183', probably becinninr 
with the cIqmsioD in 1826, the prodXe wu di5co_uod 
(GIyn, Ev. 183', QI. 29340 3128). 

"Ev. 1836, .... 1757-64. See aIJo GibbiM, Ev. 1836, 
QI. 99.-<)96. Glyn pointed _ that the comrtry banken 
d<aIt with the biD broken directly and DOt _riJY 
througb their eonapondmtl (Ev. 183', .... 2935-:16). N_
man:h (HisUwy ~I Prius, VJ, 6o.J) atjmotod that in 18SO 
the proviDdaI banks (jndudin, thole of ScotIaDd) beId 
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The country banks kept balances at the 
Bank Branches also if one was near by. These 
balances were for the purpose of obtaining till 
money conveniently, and they were also re
quired as a condition to obtaining discounts:a 

They could not have been large, however, since 
total Branch deposits amounted to little more 
than half a million until 1842, and were a little 
over a million in 1846. Even though the Bank 
did not encourage private accounts,78 aggregate 
traders' balances must have amounted to a Sllb
stantial portion of total Brandl deposits, so 
that country bankers' balances must have been 
quite small. 

We may conclude at this point that a condi
tion of greater liquidity of the country banks 
was reflected mainly in increased holdings of 
bills eligible for discount with the London banks 
and bill brokers, in Exchequer bills, and in bal
ances with London banks and (after about 
1830) with bill brokers. There is no statistical 
evidence that the country bankers shifted de
posit balances (in the net) from London banks 
to the Branches in appreciable amounts over a 
period of a few months. A condition of greater 
liquidity had little effect upon the amount of 
till money unless the requirements of the public 
increased. 

It remains to consider the extent to which 
the deposit business of the country banks had 
developed. Thomas Attwood estimated that 
the liabilities of the bankers to the public in 
1828 were £200,000,000. This estimate, prob
ably no more than an intelligent guess, included 
London liabilities as well as notes and deposits . 
of the country banks.1O Robinson stated that 
a large part of the "capital" of every bank in 
1825 consisted of "deposits of solid money," 81 

which would imply at least that country de
posits were important. Deposits grew at the 
expense of bills as well as bank notes. Some 
idea of the growing importance of deposits may 
be obtained from the fact that, of the joint 
stock banks established from 1826 to 1836, 93 

I.so.-.- of bills which bad boeD obtained from the LaD
doD biD market. 

-1ssuIDc baDb ",uId Dot of _no c6sc0UDl at the 1IaDk. 
See Chaptv. VDI. IIOCIIOD 3. 

- Stucke7. Ev •• 18,s1. q. 1116; Glyn. q. 3054. 
• rita See ......... , P. II. 
a "Public ~. Blld .... I •• XIlf. _ 

were banks of issue (at least at some of their 
offices) and 2I were not, whereas from 1837 to 
1844 only 7 were banks of issue while 30 were 
deposit banks only." 

The relative amounts of country bank notes 
and deposits as reported by the country bankers 
in 1832 varied widely. Four samples are as 
follows: 88 

N .... Deposits 

Forster (Walsall) .......... 17% 83% 
Beckett (Leeds) ........... 20% 80% 
Wilkins (Brecon and Methyr 

Tydvil) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34% 66% 
Stuckey (Bristol and County 

of Somerset) ............ 5°% 5°% 

Stuckey's evidence is of particular interest since 
it covers a long period. In 1819 his deposits 
were only a third as much as his circulation, 
whereas by 1841 they somewhat exceeded his 
circulation." Norman estimated total country 
deposits in England and Wales at 40,000,000 
in 1840, which was approximately four times 
the country circulation at that time.·G New
march estimated deposits and capital together 
(for England and Wales outside of London) at 
£84,000,000 to £91,000,000 for 185° •• 8 He 
made no estimate of capital alone beyond saying 
that it was "very considerable," but, even if we 
assume that the capital equities were of the 
order of one fourth of the total, the country 
deposits (in England and Wales) would have 

• Report, IB57. app. II. 
• Fontor. Ev •• 1831. q. 1459; Beckett, q. uB_ l WiIkiDa, 

q. 158,sl Stuckey. qs. III1HI. The wime.s did Ilot sive 
precise pe ..... tagos, hut 0DIy rough estimates. 

'M Ev., H.C.IBI9, p. -45; Ev .• IB4I. q. 558. It is Ilot -quito 
certain whether these estimates are OD • llIIiform basis, be
cauae the term "deposit" varied. iD meaning. However, in 
statiDg these PlOportiOllS, the wime.s ~ to indude 
both time ad demand deposits. 

• Ev~ 1840, q. 1565. He estimlted deposits in s...tJand 
at 18-10 miIIioD poUDdsl heJaDcI, 10-15 miIIioDl LoDdOD. 
induclinc the IIaDk of EDslancl, 30 miDiOD. Stucke7. how
ever, considered Ibis estimate much too Jaqe. His own lig
we for LcmcIoa ad EnsIish "'UDIry deposits ..... thne 
times the IIaDk of EDsJand deposits, _ would haw 
...... 0DIy about -5-30 miIIioD poUDCls, .. opiIlst NormaD's 
ligure of 60-60 miIIioD, Ioavillg out IIaDk of EDcI&Dd ..... 
posits. (Ev •• 1841. qs. 560-564.) 

• Bmory 0/ I'ricu, YI, 5~. His estimate of the 
capital ad deposits for Cicotlorul (ia 18sa) -I.s3,ooopoo; 
ad for IftIaDd b_,ooopoo 
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been very large. Such evidence as we have, 
therefore, points to the conclusion that the de
posit business of the country banks was highly 
developed by 1844, and that deposits were 
probably five or six times the amount of their 
notes."' Consequently, a business revival would 
not be financed mainly by an expansion of 
country notes or by the withdrawal of money 
from London. This point should be emphasized, 
since it has been asserted by some modern 
writers that deposit banking relative to the is
suance of notes was in a backward state at the 
time of the Bank Act of 1844.8. 

It would be interesting to know to what ex
tent these deposits were drawing accounts and 
to what extent they were savings accounts and 
bore interest, but there are few contemporary 
estimates. Stuckey (in 1832) paid interest on 
about a third of his deposits."" Hobhouse, whose 
deposits were in manufacturing towns, paid in
terest on a very small proportion (in 1841).80 
It was a general practice for country banks to 
pay interest on time deposits 81 and to charge 
a commission upon amounts paid from drawing 
accounts, though not all banks charged a com
mission." One gets the general impression that 

• Compare Feavearyear's estimate that "deposits formed 
at least one~half of the liabilities of every country banker" 
(Tu' Pond Sterling. p. .89). Perhaps Feavearyear bas 
given to .. much weight to the late development of check 
clearing. Even if a merchant could not send his check 10 
another tOWD. he could purchase a biD on London from his 
banker out of his drawing account, which was better than 
sending notes. Let us DOt forget that in the great commer
cial and manufacturing lowns notes played lillie part al thai 
time. In Liverpool there were DO country bank DOtes. 

• Ludwig von Mises. for example, states that the growth 
of deposits al the expeose of notes was largely owing to the 
Act of ,844 (Tu Tuory 0/ Money _ Credit. '935. pp. 
3~37'). 

• Ev .. 1832, qs. JI~I. 
10 Ev., IB4I. qs. 121)-130. 

... The word dejlosil as used in London meant a demand 
deposit; in the country it was supposed to mean a time 
deposit, or at least ODe on which interest would be sacrfficed 
if withdrawn before a certaiD time, in contrast with a draW/
ixg tJUO""'. See Beckett, Ev., 1832, q. 1272, and P. M. 
James, Ev .• '84'. q. '570. In actual discussiOD the connota
tion varied. Sluckey. for example, used the word to include 
both kinds of deposits. 

• The interest paid in 1832 varied from 2 to 3 per cent. 
See Beckett, Ev .. 1832, q. 1:147; Forster, q. 1539; \Vilkins, q. 
'592; Stuckey. qs. 939"<H4; Loyd, q. 3'78. The COJDIIUs. 
siODS aD withdrawals varied from an eighth to I per ceot 
(GIyu, Ev .. 1832, qs. 2865-66; Beckett, q. 1278; James, 

interest-bearing deposits made up an important 
part of the total. 

Since practically no Bank of England notes 
under £5 circulated after 182I (except for a 
short period in 1825 and 1826), and few small 
notes of the country banks after 1829, the great 
mass of retail and wage payments in England 
(though not in Scotland and Ireland) had to be 
made with coin. The directors of the Bank ap
proved the estimate that £30,000,000 in specie 
had been in circulation before the Restriction, 
all of which, it was believed, had been ex
ported.·· Drummond estimated the precious 
metals in 1826 at £20,000,000·' for Great Brit
ain. Mathew Marshall (Chief Cashier of the 
Bank) roughly estimated the gold in circulation 
and in the Bank at £44,835,000 on January I, 
1848. He estimated the silver at £u,000,000.8. 
N ewmarch estimated the gold in circulation in 
the United Kingdom at £46,000,000 for 1844 
and at £70,000,000 to £75,000,000 for 1856. 
His figures of course exclude the bullion in the 
Bank but not the till money of the other banks.08 

Weguelin's estimate, which like that of New
march was based upon the amount of light
weight coin turned in following the proclamation 
of 1842, was £33,000,000 to £36,000,000 for the 
period 1844-1851 and £45,000,000 (at least) 

Ev. ,84'. q •. '492-93t. Wilkim charged DO cOllllDiuion ..... 
less the account was overdrawn (Ev., 1832, q. 1597). Prac
tically all of the joint stock banks paid interest OD lim. 
deposits in 1836. The most prevalent rates were 2}S and J 
per cent (Report, .836. appendix). 

• Resolution of the Court of Directon, March 25, 1819, 
Report, B.C. ,8'9. p .• 6 •. Newmarch givea Sir George ROle', 
estimate of gold for '798 as 40,000,000 (Hist"', D/ Pm ... 
VI, 703)· 

.. Drummond, ElemenlM'y Pro,osititnU on ,he Cu"eney, 
4th ed. p. 33. 

-Morris, Ev. H.C. ,848. qs.348J-85. 
• History 0/ Prius, \'1, 101-703. He estimated that the 

gold in the banks of the United Kingdom other than the 
Bank of England was not much lesI than £.0,000,000. of 
which £5,000,000 was menly to satisfy the legal require
ments of the isouing banks of Scotland and Ireland. N ... -
march had undoubtedly made c:arriul inquiry into the f_. 
but • ratio of £'5,000,000 of tiD aumey to £50,000,000 in the 
hands of the remainde< of the public ...... far too grat, 
and it is Dol in accord with .. hat other wilDesea have stated 
regarding the tendency of the banks to _ on the use 
of tiD aumey. Fullarton estimated the gold in the United 
Kingdom outside the Bank of England at £'''-,000 in 
'844. le!o than £500,000 of wbich, he thouglll, .... in the 
country banks (Rer- D/ C __ • pp. '940 220). 
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for 1857. Neave's estimates for the same peri
ods were £45,000,000 and £50,000,000.91 

Let us summarize the salient features of the 
country banking system which would have a 
bearing upon the problem of control by the 
central bank. The issuance of notes and de
posits was in the hands of several hundred 
banks. Though the number tended downward 
from 1810, there remained 429 separate firms 
in 1842. The larger portion of the country bank 
notes was probably held in the agricultural .dis
tricts even in 1825 - at least aIi important part 
of the manufacturing districts did not use them 
- and by 1840 the great bulk of the notes was 
held in the agricultural districts. Until 1826 
few Bank of England notes circulated outside 
the metropolitan area and Lancashire. From 
then on the use of Bank notes in the country 
increased, particularly in the manufacturing 
districts, while the notes of the country banks 
declined, relatively at first and absolutely after 
1839.°8 By 1844 the Bank circulation in the 
country (excluding notes held by banks) was 
probably not a great deal less than the circula
tion of the country banks. Accompanying this 
increased use of Bank notes in the country there 
was also a decline in the use of bills as a circu
lating medium. But it should not be overlooked 
that bills readily discountable in London con
tinued to satisfy the demand for liquid resources 
to "old, and substituted to no small extent for 
reserves in the form of cash. The use of bills for 
this purpose was deeply engrained in the habits 
of both traders .. and bankers. 

The classes of payments for which coin and 
notes were used were naturally more numerous 
than they were later in the century, but retail 
and wage payments constituted the bulk of them 
even then. The country banks issued their 
notes for the most part where they knew the 
money was to be used for local payments. Bills 
for large mercantile transactions were dis
counted with either bills on London, Bank of 
England notes, or deposit credits. Traders with 
large balances would not have wanted to hold 
them in the form of country bank notes. Nor 

"Ev"J 1857. qs. 1I?-1I5. Compare ,. .. ~. r .. 
p_ SIft'/ioo,. p. 194-

• The amoUDl bad ...... .,..ter duriDs the war but pr0b
ably DOt sin<e .IoS. 

• TbomlOll, ,..,... Cma, pp. SHI. 

were they of course- available for the larger 
portion of wage and retail payments (after 
1829), which were for amounts under five 
pounds. 

By 1844 the deposits of country banks far 
exceeded their note issues. Undoubtedly coun
try deposits grew rapidly from 1825 to 1844-
partly at the expense of country bank notes and 
partly at the expense of bills - but they were 
probably larger in 1825 than has been cOm
monly supposed. 

A very large proportion of the demands 
which were made upon a country banker could 
be met with London funds, though some bal
ances among banks were paid in Bank of Eng
land notes. As a result, the amount of gold and 
Bank of England notes held by most of the 
country banks was no greater than was required 
to meet the current demands of the public. And 
this amount was still further reduced for banks 
located near a Branch of the Bank of England, 
where till money could be obtained at a mo
ment's notice. Consequently, a more favorable 
balance of payments with London did not cause 
a drain of cash to the cpuntry except to the 
extent that the requirements of the public in
creased. A condition of greater liquidity of the 
country banks was reflected in larger balances 
with London banks and bill brokers and in 
increased holdings of bills and government se
curities. And since the London banks paid no 
interest, there was a tendency to increase sec
ondary reserves at the expense of bank balances. 

The final result was that expansion of credit 
in the country required comparatively little in
crease of reserve in the form of notes and de
p(lSits of the Bank of England. However, severe 
pressure which impaired confidence caused the 
country banks to increase their holdings of gold 
and Bank of England notes, and also to shift 
from bills to London balances. And the London 
banks under such circumstances, fearing a 
drain, felt impelled to strengthen their reserves 
of notes and deposits of the Bank - mostly 
notes during this period. 

2. Resl4lemenl oj the Theory oj ColllTol 

Silberling considers that the country banks 
were little controlled by the Bank of England. 
They redeemed to a large extent in drafts on 
their London balanoes - i.e., their reserves COD-
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sisted of balances rather than Bank of England 
notes. The London banks, which gave redis
counts to the country banks, could erect credits 
without any definite limit on almost no reserve 
at all. He is inclined, therefore, to agree with 
Wheatley that the Bank's issues, instead of 
governing those of the country banks, were in 
large measure dominated by them.lOO Angell 
also takes the view that the credit and note 
issues of the country banks were not controlled 
by the Bank. The idea that the London-country 
relationship was "unilateral" - i.e., that the 
Bank acted upon the country banks but was 
not acted upon by them in a similar manner -
has in his view led to much confused thinking.lol 

Modern writers generally, with the notable ex
ception of Jacob Viner ,'.2 take the position that 
the country banks were very little under the 
control of the Bank.los 

.. Norman]. Silberling, "Financial and Mone18ry Policy 
of Great Britain during the Napoleonic Wars," Part n, 
"Ricardo and the Bullion Report," Quarl.,ly JourMl 0/ 
Economics, xxxvm (1924), 399, 419-420. See also his 
"British Prices and Business Cycles, 1779-18so," Review 01 
Ectmomit; Statistics, v (1923) J 243. 

-]. W. Angell, Tho Th.ory 0/ 1,,,.,,,,,1UmaI Pric., 
(1926), pp. 44, 52-53, 478-479, 49<>-491 • 

.. Viner considers that the lack of definite reserve propor
tions on the part of the country banks made control over 
them more difficult. But he be1ieves that the Bank was in a 
position to reduce their cash when they threatened to expand 
too far by economizing it (SIudies ;" Iho Thoory _/I"ter
rrotiorrol TrtJIk, 1937, pp. 154-165). 

111 See, for example, Feavearyear, Tlie Pound Ste,.ling, 
p. 223; S. E. Thomas, Tho Rise Grul G,owth 0/ Joird SIock 
BGMmg, vol. r, BriltJi,,: 10 186. (1934), pp. 58-64; and 
]. F. Roes, A Shorl Fiscal Grul FiMrrt:i8J Hislory 0/ EnglGrul, 
1815-1918 (1921). Rees practically edopts the view of Peel, 
that country banks ought to have been directly responsive 
to the foreign exchange, and that they were in fact responsive 
neither to the .. change Dor to the measures 1sken by the 
Bank. At the time of Resumption, he s18tes (p. 95), con
vertibility seemed a sufficient guarantee against overissue. 
"In the crises of 1825 and 183~ experience went to show 
that this belief was ill-founded. The hanks were allowed to 
exercise their own discretion about the amount of gold they 
held against their issues, the obligation to cash their DOtes 
on demand being supposed to act as a check. But the coun
try hanks were tempted to expand their issues even wh ... 
the slate of the exchanges and the drain on the reserve of 
the Bank of England gave cause for amiety. Failures had 
been frequent and disastrous. It appeared therefore that it 
was necessary to prevent the hanks from indulging in an 
.,.c:essive issue of noles when • boom in trade presented 
them with _tIy sound opportunities for advanciDg 
crediL For, if they went beyond • cer1sin point, the COD

vatibility of their noles was metdy nominal.' 

This view of the weaknesses of the system is 
in keeping with what is perhaps the outstanding 
modern theory of the control of member banks 
by the central bank. I believe the chief tenets 
of this theory are as follows: (I) It is assumed 
(at least implicitly) that the proper measure of 
the result of a given monetary policy is the 
quantity of member-bank money. (2) As a 
condition to controlling the actual amount of. 
member-bank money as precisely as possible, 
the member banks must seek to maintain con
stant reserve proportions; and (3) the central 
bank must have a close control over the aggre
gate of member-bank reserve money.'o. Judged 
by such tests the English country banks in the 
first half of the nineteenth century were under 
a loose control indeed. According to contempo
rary evidence, reserve proportions fluctuated a 
great deal. Furthermore, there was no possibil-

. ity of the central bank's controlling the aggre
gate of country reserves since (a) the central 
bank issued its media both to the general public 
and to the banks, and (b) the country banks 
used for the most part other forms of reserve 
money than that created by the central bank. 

Nevertheless, I believe that the country banks 
were under adequate control by the Bank. 
That the power which a central bank possesses 

'" See, for example, J. M. Keynes, A T'eGIIs. orr M .... ' 
(1930), n, 68-78, 225-233. Keynes', atement and support.. 
ing argument that the first necessity of • central bank "is to 
make sure that it has an uncha11engeable control over the 
total volume of bank-moDey aeated by its Member Banke" 
(P.225) do not seem to me consistent with his thesis in the 
chapter on "The 'Modus Operandi' of Bank-Rate" (vol. r, 
ch. :<iii). In this chapter other measures of results are con
sidered more signilicant than the volume of bank money. 
But if the volume of bank money is DOt the most significant 
measure of results, why seek to control it 50 rigidly 1 

Lauchlin Cunie, in his Supply _ C """ol 0/ Money ;" 
lho Urrikd is",kJ (2nd ed., 1935, cbs. vi, lIV, and ptJuirrr) 
states very· dearly that his purpose in wanting to control 
.... rv .. within narrow limits is to control the volume of 
deposit money within narrow limits. 

It is interesting to note that the Committee on Y_ 
and Industry, in keeping with the currmt view, have recently 
ftCOmmended that the provincial banks IbouId be required 
to main1sin reserve deposits with the Bank of EngIaDd 
instead of with their Lonckm dearing agenU, and that the 
reserve proportions should be regulated by the Bank. Tbe 
Committee believe that "the power of the Bank of EngIaDd 
to control the aggRgate volume of credit in the CODDtry by 
means of open-market aperatioDi and other measures __ 
tiaIly depends OD the rigidity of this ntin." (Report, 1931, 
pp. 157-160, "'1'. p. 160.) 
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to accelerate or retard commitments and ex
penditure rests upon its ability to set the condi
tions under which money is created is not open 
to question. But it does not follow that the 
most significant measures of results are the 
actual quantities of reserve money and mem
ber-bank money, whether in the form of notes 
or deposits. There are other gauges of the re-

. sponsiveness of the banking and business struc
ture to a given course of central banking action, 
and under some circumstances they are more 
significant. Modern theorists who seize upon a 
single criterion of inflationary and deflationary 
action make the same type of mistake as the 
Currency School, who judged of the responsive
ness of the country banks solely by their circu
lation. 

It is necessary at the outset to observe the 
importance of the financial center in the mech
anism of control. The London banks were, with 
some qualification, a self-contained system. 
The country banks were not coordinate with 
them but a distinct system subordinate to them. 
A relaxation of credit by the London banks did 
not cause them to lose reserve money in favor 
of the country banks as it would have done if 
they had all been coordinate members of a 
system. The country banks allowed their in
crease of liquidity for the most part to take the 
form of deposits created by the London banks 
and open-market paper. 

There were, however, possibilities of some 
losses of reserve cash in favor of the country. 
Let us consider the more important of these. 

(I) To the extent that the expansion in Lon
don led (indirectly) to an increase of the re
quirements of the public in the country for 
Bank of England notes and coin, the London 
banks would lose reserve money. However, 
since the country banks could expand their 
own circulation to take care of part of this 
demand (i.e., for notes of five pounds and over 
in the agricultural districts and to some extent 
in the commercial districts), the drain from 
this cause was lessened. 

(2) The country banks could vary their till 
money, which of course tended to change Lan
don reserves in the opposite direction. They 
were not likely, however, to increase their till 
money when credit was reluing in London eJ:

cept to the very moderate extent that increased 

trade activity increased the volume of counter 
payments or clearing payments made in Bank 
notes. Any sudden increase of till money would 
be the result of contraction, and any marked 
reduction would be the result of improved con
fidence in. the business situation. Thus the 
change in the country banks' preferences for 
till money as against balances or liquid securi
ties would tend to Cause them to move in the 
same direction as London. It might in fact am
plify a given impulse from London. 

But I should minimize the importance of 
variations of the country banks' holdings of 
Bank notes and coin. In the first place, the till 
money was small in amount except in the case 
of threatened panic. Of greater significance is 
the fact that the Bank's actual procedure was 
not to fix the circulation at some predetermined 
level. As I shall attempt to bring out in later 
chapters, the reserves of the London banks were 
adjusted to requirements semiautomatically and 
changes in the holdings of Bank notes and coin 
by the country banks were small in comparison 
with the many sources of loss and gain to the 
reserve position in the financial center. 

Conceivably the country banks as they be
came more liquid might have decided to shift 
reserve deposits from London private banks to 
Branches of the Bank. It was also possible for 
country traders to make a similar shift. But 
there is no evidence that net transfers of ap
preciable amounts over short periods actually 
were made. 

It has often been stated that the country 
banks could defeat restrictive action by the 
Bank by expanding their circulation at the 
expense of Bank notes in the country and so 
enlarging the reserves of the London banks. 
There is no statistical evidence that this actu
ally occurred, and /J priori I see no reason why 
the banks should be able to extend their cir
culation ita conseq1leflCe of a contraction by the 
Bank, or find it necessary to contract their 
issues in consequence of an expansion by the 
Bank.'oa 

(3) To a certain extent, borrowing at the 
Bank by the country was alternative to borrow
ing by London. If, when credit was relaxed in 
London, the country banks or their customers 

-'Ibis poiDt Is diM J ill dotoil ill tile _ cbapca-. 
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were in debt at the Bank Branches, they would London bill rate. But, in so far as outlay in the 
tend to reduce those debts with cheap London country did not contract fast enough, the Iiquid
money. Consequently, London discounts at the ity of the country banks would be impaired, so 
Bank would tend to increase (or their repay- that by this route also they would be forced to 
ment to be retarded) or the reserve position of keep in step with the contraction in London. 
London banks be weakened, in either of which Those who consider that the only adequate 
case the relaxation of credit in London would measure of results is the amount of bank money, 
be checked. Conversely, a tightening of credit and that the only way to insure the proper re
in London would tend to be offset in part by an duction of it is to have unquestionable control 
increase of country borrowing at the Bank over reserves (along with fixed reserve propor
Branches, which would supply fresh reserves tions) would object to this view of member
to London. bank control as loose and indefinite. The answer 

With these exceptions the relaxation of credit is, first, that the real aim should be the contrac
by London improved the liquidity of the coun- tion of outlay. The country banks could safely 
try banks without reducing that of the London create such notes and deposits as the public 
banks, while a contraction deprived the country demanded so long as their doing so did not inter
banks of what to them was reserve without fere with the appropriate contraction of out
causing any gain in cash to the London banks. lay. It was a common practice for traders to 
That is to say, the credit superstructure of the hold bills as a form of reserve, and in periods 
country rested upon that of London, which in of pressure they would want to shift from bills 
tum rested upon the Bank of England. to balances as a precautionary measure. Meet-

Let us suppose a contraction of credit by the ing an extra demand of this sort would not be 
Bank. The terms of credit would be stiffened inconsistent with the appropriate contraction 
by the London banks and bill brokers. The of outlay. 
country banks would be required to move in the Secondly, the objection presupposes that the 
same direction, for if they did not they would member bank under the modem English or 
gain bills at the expense of London balances and American system pays attention almost ex
bills less readily negotiable at the expense of elusively to that portion of its cash resources 
bills quickly convertible into cash in the Lon- which is subject to regulation or rigid conven
don money market. That is to say, traders and tion, whereas it is its condition of liquidity as a 
manufacturers usually discounting in London whole which influences it to expand or contract. 
would tend to turn toward the country. Country Reserve cash which serves no other purpose 
banks in the agricultural districts were nor- than of meeting rigid reserve requirements is so 
mally buyers in the London bill market; those much subtrilCted from liquid resources. The 
in the manufacturing districts were normaIly liquidity of provincial banks depends fundamen
sellers. The former (assuming a refusal to tally upon credit conditions in the financial cen
follow the lead of London) would tend to buy ter. By causing a contraction in the financial 
more and the latter tend to sell less. But as center the central bank makes it more difficult 
this tendency would impair the liquidity of the for the customers of the country banks and for 
country banks, they would be quickly forced the country banks themselves to maintain a 
to move in the same direction as London. proper condition of liquidity. 

In the meantime there would be a contraction Undoubtedly the willingness of the country 
of outlay by London traders. Here we have <if.. banks to vary their liquidity as tl whole would 
direct cause of a contraction of outlay in the render them somewhat less sensitive to credit 
country. We do not need to assume that the conditions in London; though this is a charac
contraction in the country was brought about teristic of provincial banks under any system 
chiefly by the country banks. Markets in the of regu1atinns. But I do not believe that a 
country were directly sensitive to those in Lon- change in the country banks' liquidity prefer
don. Moreover, an important margin of trad- ence could give them any appreciable degree of 
ers' indebtedness in the country was financed independence. The mass of transactions be
in London and was directly sensitive to the tween London and the provinces was so great 
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that a contraction of outlay in London leading 
to a shift in the balance of payments of small 
order of size would nevertheless be of large 
order in relation to the liquid resources of the 
country banks. Any disposable margin would 
be rapidly absorbed. . 

Nor would a variation in the country banks' 
preference for London reserve balances - as 
against a variation of general liquidity prefer
ence - have had any special significance. A 
willingness to get along with smaller balances 
would only have reduced the reserve require
ments of the London banks to a slight extent or 
added a relatively small amount to traders' 
balances. The London banks would have gained 
no cash from the proceeding. 

In this brief statement the technical diffi
culties connected with the Bank's control over 
the money market have had to be ignored. 
They will be considered in detail in Chapters 
V-VIII. 

I conclude that the country banks were not 
in a position to pursue a policy contrary to that 
of thll Bank of England. The monetary diffi
culties from which the country suffered are to 
be attributed partly to the failure to master the 
art of central banking by those in control, but 
to a greater extent to weaknesses inherent in 
the international standard of the period. The 
rather general condemnation of the country 
banking system by modern critics is, I believe, 
due fundamentally to their failure to appreci
ate the part played by the financial center in 
the machinery of control. Believing that effi
cient control is essentially control over the 
quantity of bank money, they suppose that it 
is necessary for all member banks to be related 
directly to the central banK through reserve 
requirements and through their holdings of 
central-bank money. The mistakes of the con
temporary critics were somewhat different, but 
they were essentially of the same order. 



CHAPTER II 

CONTROL OVER THE COUNTRY BANKS: 
CONTEMPORARY THEORIES 

L OGICALLY, the first problem in the con
temporary theory of the control exerted 

by the Bank of England over the country banks 
is the question of how far the country circulation 
competed with the Bank circulation. Further 
questions concerning the Bank's control could 
scarcely arise unless it were found that the 
country banks were limited to some extent in 
serving as a source of money. 

From the discussion of this first problem we 
shall turn (in section 2) to the theories of the 
nature of the Bank's control. The principal 
questions arising here are (a) the kind of 
equilibrium which the country banks were sup
posed to enforce - whether of prices, interest 
rates, or reserves as such; (b) the importance 
assigned to London as the focal point in con
trol; and (c) the extent to which the influences 
of the gold-standard world were supposed to act 
through the Bank. 

Finally, we shall consider the theories of 
those who asserted that the country circulation 
was governed only by the demands of the pub
lic, that the Bank influenced the advances of 
the country banks but that such operations 
were without monetary significance. The critics 
of this view, we shall find, instead of pointing 
to the monetary implications of the country 
banking operations as a whole, seized upon the 
circnlation as the sole measure of the country 
banks' responsiveness. 

I. Did the Country Circulation Compete with 
the Bank Circulation to the Point 0/ 

Impairing Control? 

Those who argued that the country circula
tion was a superstructuIe resting upon the Bank 
circulation early realized that they must show 
that the competition between the two kinds of 
issues was limited. Thornton, for instance, 
pointed out that if, when the Bank contracted, 
a supply of Bank notes came from the country 
[ 28 ] 

- an increase of country notes taking their 
place in the country - control would break 
down. But he reasoned that, though the Bank's 
notes did not circulate over any definable area 
outside of London, an increase of the country 
circulation would not come about as a conse
quence of a contraction by the Bank.' 

Ricardo followed Thornton's reasoning." 
Replying to a question by Cobbett - "Does 
this writer imagine, that the country-bankers 
would not make money to supply the place of 
any reduction at the Bank of England?"
Ricardo stated that the country banks would 
have to call in as many of their notes as the 
Bank, if not more.8 Later he stated that both 
the country banks and the Bank contended to 
fill as many districts as they could with their 
respective notes. But his inference seemed to 
be that tlJ~ competition migbt prevent a pro
portionate variation in the twq kinds of issues 
and not thafi general contraction by the Bank 
would permit the country banks to expand .. 
Before the Committees on Resumption it was 
generally held that a contraction by the Bank 
would not afford the country banks an oppor
tunity to enlarge the sphere of their circnlation 
but would force them also to contract." 

It was clearly recognized, however, that any 
discredit of the country bank notes would lead 
to their partial displacement by Bank notes 

, Paper C,edil. pp. 229-"30. ADy suddeD aDd ...,..., COD

lractioa ia Loadoa. he claimed, would iMT_ the demand 
for Baak DOles aDd gold ia the coUDtry. 

• The Bullioa Committee foUoweo! the ...... .........me 
implici1Jy (Rq»rt, 1810. p. 28). 

• TIl, .. I.elleTs 1m IIIe Priu D/ GDld CD1IIriIHlIed ID IIIe 
M""",,, Cirtmide (Ltnul",,) ito A"'tul-N""emb .... "09. 
edited by 1. B. Bollaader (1903). See the letter Df Sept. '0, 

1809, p. 19. Cobbett's statrmrnt is civea by the editor, p. 28. 
• Bv., H.C. J819. p. 1'34-
• For eumple, see Samuel Gurney. Ev., B.c. 1819. p. 11.; 

StucUy. E ... B.c. 18r9. p. 246; Secoad ~rt Df the Com
mODS Committee, B.C. r8r9. pp. r_. 
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(and that an improvement in their credit stand
ing would lead to their reissue). The Commit
tee on the Outstanding Demands of the Bank 
claimed that the difficulties of the country banks 
from 1793 to 1796 had caused more Bank notes 
to be used in the country." Thornton stressed 

. the point particularly that a sudden restriction 
by the Bank would cause an increased demand 
for gold and Bank notes in the country because 
of the discredit of the country bank notes! 
Alexander Baring, though agreeing that the 
Bank had a certain measure of control, held that 
the small notes of the Bank varied in the 'op
posite direction from the country notes 8 (which 
were mostly in denominations of £1 and £5). 
In noting the general view that a contraction 
by the Bank would be speedily followed by a 
contraction by the country banks, the Com
mons Committee in 1819 stated that it was 
nevertheless obvious that, independently of any 
action of the Bank, the country circulation was 
liable to sudden contraction from discredit.' 

It is clear, however, that these statements 
did not imply that the country banks could 
follow an independent course of action. This 
was the main question, and not whether as a 
matter of fact the two kinds of notes always 
changed in the same direction and proportion
ately. 

The question whether the country banks 
could defeat restrictive measures of the Bank 
by extending their circulation became promi
nent again following the panic of 182 S. Aside 
from the general question of the country banks' 
ability to act independently, there was the 
question whether they were able to do so in the 
special circumstances of the period 1822-1825. 
The Government, it will be recalled, after de
ciding in 1819 to stop the issue of country bank 
notes under £5 in 1825, decided in 1822 to pro
long the period of issue to 1833.10 A member 
of the Bank Charter Committee claimed that 
the reissue of small notes (following the exten-

I TbinI Report. B.C. r79'. p. 9. 
• PalO' Cm&, P. 130. 
• Ev .. R.C. 1819, pp. 186. 101. 
I SecoDd Report, B.C. r8.9, pp. r9-l00 RlcanIo also 

Doted that am.IID" of the two kinds of ....... ill cin:ulatiOD 
would be allected by the aedlt staDdiDc of the toUDtry 
DOt .. (Ev .• H.C. rarg. pp. 134. r39). 

·Conw$fJorNl~ ...... His II.;a1T' G.ou ft' 

_ ••• aM ...... P.P.r8 ... (Jr6).lCII. 

sion of the privilege) drove gold from the 
country to London where it tended to expand 
credit." Drummond'2 and Palmer·8 claimed 
that the extension of the pri~ilege was a large 
factor in the country bank expansion. 

Tooke,.. on the other hand, pointed out that 
the law suppressing the small notes had not 
come into operation when the privilege was 
extended in 1822. Moreover, following the 
opinion of Burgess, he contended that the coun
try circulation declined from April (when the 
intention of the Government was announced) 
until the close of 1822, and that there was no 
large increase from 1823 to 1825. Tooke's 
argument seems convincing. There is no reason 
to suppose that the country banks would want 
to stop issuing their small notes several years 
before the law became effective. Nor does the 
change in the amount of notes stamped in 1822 
and 1823 support the view that the extension 
of the privilege for small notes caused any 
appreciable increase in their issue. In the 
preceding chapter I have given reasons for 
believing that Sedgwick greatly overestimated 
the increase of the country circulation from 
1823 to 1825. 

The impairment of confidence in the country 
banks accompanying the suspension of about 
eighty of them •• during the panic of 1825 was 
an important cause of the internal drain of gold 
and Bank notes and thus aggravated the panic. 
The extent, however, to which the drain as a 
whole (for Bank notes and coin taken to
gether) was due to the discredit of the country 
banks and particularly of their £1 notes has, I 
believe, been exaggerated. It is probable that 
the drain of gold alone was heavily influenced 
by the discredit of the £1 notes,'8 but it was 

. 11 Ev •• r8J0. qs. 3~. 
• ~ 1'ro1OJi_ .. ,IN C""""l'.4th eel., P. '". 
II Memorandum foDowing his evidence. 1832. 
• Bulor7 0/ Prius, II, 114-115, Jl8, 13&-131. Tooke and 

most othen placed the lint date _ the is!ue of COUDlly 

oman D .... sh.uld -.. at r803. Palmer placed it at r8l5. 
See ........ raDdum foDowina his evidoD<e, r831 • 

Tooke, it may be DOted, criticiml the ertrmion of the 
priviIese ill r801 as "'my ___ foolisb" (n, 114). 

• Palmer stated that, of the eighty private haaIIs whida 
suspended duriDc the pmlc, pedIaps fewer thaD leD _ 
-.t to borWaptcy (C _ _ C .... =p moe. 0/ aM 

- .,. aM "~".",.,, Po 46). 
-Cf. Palmer. Ev. r8JI. q. 600, ____ ap-

peaded to his ... -. 
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influenced also by the demands of depositors 
and all others who desired to add to their re
serves of coin. The withdrawals of gold and £1 
Bank notes were not so large as one might sup
pose from reading the discussions of the period. 
The reduction of the Bank's bullion on all ac
counts from November 26 to December 24 
was only £1,985,200," and the increase of Bank 
of England small notes from December 10 to 
December 3 I, which was at the height of the 
panic, was only £852,350. On the other hand, 
the (nonseasonal) increase of Bank notes of 
£5 and over from December 10 to December 31 
was £6,396,200.'8 It is of course impossible to 
estimate the proportion of this amount which 
went to localities where the country notes cir
culated, but the increased demands of London 
and Lancashire, where country bank notes were 
not used, must have been large. Everything 
considered, I believe that the causes of the in
ternal drain were more general than has com
monly been believed. It is true of course that 
the demand for gold was far more serious than 
the demand for Bank notes, since the reduction 
of the bullion reserve was what provoked the 
severe measures by the Bank. But it is impor
tant to remember that the reserve was already 
dangerously low and that the Bank was refusing 
to discount before any serious runs on the coun
try banks began.'9 Their weakness was the 
last straw. 

The alleged large increase of the country 
circulation during the period 1822-1825 and 
its partial discredit during the panic, instead of 
being treated as owing to special circumstaqces, 
were made the basis for the argument that the 
country banks were generally able to expand 
despite restrictive measUIes of the Bank, and 
that their notes after having financed specula
tion were liable to become discredited during 
the "inevitable reaction" and cause another 
panic.20 It was now claimed that the two kinds 

17 Report, 1832, app. 28 and 88 . 
• Report, 1832, app. 83. See also Chart VB in the Ap

pendU, below. Th ... was a further incmue of smaD Bank 
DOtes to April I, 1826. of £344.1)80. 

- Cf. Feavearyear, Tile POIlU Sterli:n" pp. 220-221. 

-Liverpool and F. J. RobiDson (the Prime Minister ad 
Cbanc:ellor of the Exchequer) beld that the principal ca .... 
of the panic was Ibe rash speculatiOD fostered by the CODD

try banks. As. lmIOdy !bey proposed (I) to _ the 
b DOI<s witb the aim of establishing • gold cin:ulatioo 

of issues competed to the point of impairing 
control. And since the Bank had established 
country Branches, whose circulation was gradu
ally increasing, the argument appeared more 

. plausible. 
McCulloch, for example, stated that there 

was no doubt that an overissue of the provincial 
currency, if general, would render the currency 
of London redundant, for it would contract the 
sphere of circulation of Bank paper in the 
country and force it back upon its issuers!' 
Palmer and Raikes (the Governor and Deputy 
Governor of the Bank) wrote to the Govern
ment that the Court were impressed with the 
belief that one of the evils of the system was 
the collision of the country issues with those 
of the Bank'" Following the pressure of 1837, 
Palmer claimed that the joint stock banks had 
recently thwarted the contraction by the Bank. 

Ibroughout Ibe count!)'; (2) to est2blish Branches of Ibe 
Bank; and (3) to permit joint stock banks of issue outside 
the London area. The object of the last two pro"""," was 
to improve the quality of the paper used in the count!)'. 
(Communications between the Government and the Bank, 
P.P. 1826, (2), l<IX.) 

Smart reviews the discussion in Parliament regarding th. 
country banks' connection with the panic (&tmomie A .. ",," 
olille Nhuleenlh Cenlury, pp. 33H4B). Canning and Peel 
on the whole defended Ibe country banks at this time. They 
pointed out that no count!)' noleo circulated in London and 
Lancashire, which CODt2ined two thirds of the wealth of the 
nation. David Robinson, writing in BlDclnDood'., also de
fended the count!)' banks against the charge of baving 
caused the panic (JOe IUs articl .. "Publli: DDt ....... vol. XIX, 

1826, and "The Count!)' Banks aDd the Bank of EDgIaod," 
vol. XXII, 1827). At the Bank Charter inquiry Harman and 
Samuel Gurney denied that the country banks bad ca.
the panic (Ev, 1832, qs. 22gB, 2330, 3763). Thomas, how
ever, believes that lb. count!)' banks greatly enlarged their 
issues pari passu with their discounts. He blames them for 
increasing their issues witbout a larger metallic: reserve
they had Dot the SIIIIIO ....... as the Bank, .. hich held a large 
amouot of gold. He supposes that the count!)' banks ought 
to bave CODSidered themseIv.. charged witb • poblic re
sponsibility for the reguIatioD of credit. Implicitly be 
adopts the view commOD among those of the era &boot 
which be writes: that a period of boom inevitably leads to 
a reaction and that any well-iDformed perIOD Ihoold bave 
fo ........ the panic. He rpeab of the collapoe as "inevitable," 
though at a later point be IIataI that the panic vanished 
"like • dream" .. beD the Bank again diKounted fnely. 
(Tie I1iu oM C.t1fIIlII of Johd StDd BonItiIIc, pp. S.}-63·) 

• HistoricIIl Sielclo ollie B""" 01 E~ (1831), pp. 
4'-43. 

- Conespooclau:e and Minutea OD the 50bjed of the 
ReaewaJ of the Bank Charter, P .P.18», US2), XlIII. 
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He doubted whether the joint stock banks of 
issue and the Bank could permanently exist to
gether." It is interesting to observe, however, 
that at the inquiry in 1848, when the matter 
was no longer a live question, he told Peel that 
it was immaterial whether the country banks 
were permitted to issue without restriction, 
provided their notes were adequately secured." 

Loyd was moderate in his criticism of the 
country issues in his Reflections on Palmer's 
pamphlet. He doubted whether they were "ut
terly beyond the control of the central issuer," 
though he thought they might expand tempo
rarily in the face of a contraction by the Bank.'· 
But in his Second Lette,. to 1. B. Smith he stated 
that the country banks were wholly responsible 
for the expansion of 1835-36, and quoted ap
provingly the Report of the Secret Committee 
of 1836 to the effect that the country banks 
might thwart attempts of the Bank to control 
the circulation.so In his Remarks on the Man
agement 01 the Circulation he criticizes the 
view expressed before the Resumption Commit
tee to the effect that the Bank circulation con
trolled the country circulation. The paper 
issues of different districts, he states, are not 
analogous to those of separate countries. On 
the contrary they are "competing issues," since 
an important portion of the Bank's' notes cir
culates in the country. Where the issuers com
pete, a void in the currency caused by one may 
be made up by the expansion of another issuer. 
When the Bank contracts, the effect is felt 
principally in the immediate vicinity, but some 
scarcity is felt in the country. The country 
banks meet this scarcity in the first instance 

·C ...... ad C_ 01 1M I'reuwo .",.. 11 .. 
JI_y-JI.,AoI. pp. 46-50 • 

• Ev .• H.C. '1148. qs. '966-7" Palmer now states aJso 
that b. doubts wbether It Is possible to coatrol th. Bank 
drculation. since wbat th. public ""Iulre they will have. 
Wheth .. the dwl&e in his attitude in Ibis respect a«ounts 
101 his indillereDao toward JimitiDa th. country circulation 
Is not certain. Possibly his extreme dislike lor tho Act 01 
'844 aIIected his view. 

• R.~.ai ... Sw" .. "" by • P""'" 0/ Jlr. I. Her.y 
,..,.... P_~I ow 1M C _ _ C_ ./ .... 
I'reuwo ow .... JI..., JlGI'A" (1837). reprinted in Loyd's 
!'Net! _ 01 _ _ .. ow Jlfla/lic _ ,..,., ClIP-

......,. edited by J. R. McCulloch (1858), pp. '5-17. • ., ..... / .... A" __ ./ .... a-A o/~: 
A Soc-" Ltu.r to I. B. s-ilA. Blq. ('840), TNds, lIP
'96-013. 

not by contracting but by expanding. "Later, 
when in common with all other parties they are 
compelled to follow the lead of the Bank, their 
contraction is all the more rapid. He presents 
figures to show that when the Bank contracted 
between September 1834 and June 1836 the 
country banks expanded. These figures, how
ever, do not indicate that the country bank 
circulation displaced the Bank circulation, for 
the circulation of the Bank Branches also .in
creased during the period." 

Drummond, Peel, and Torrens also claimed' 
that the competition of the country issues pre
vented' control by the Bank.'· Torrens con
tended that the Bank should supply all or none 
of the circulation for the country. Even Hob
house, who denied that the notes of the private 
banks competed with those of the Bank, stated 
that those of the joint stock banks had displaced 
Bank notes from £1,200,000 to £1,3°0,000.80 

Tooke thought that the country bank circulation 
had not in fact interfered appreciably with that 
of the Bank, but that it might do so in the 
future.B1 

• R_b ... ''''' JlOIOO,_' 0/ "'" CirerdoU ... ; ad ... 'le. COIOIliliOlO oflll C.fIIluel 0/ tho Bo,," ./ En,loflll aflll 
./1"" Co,""ry 1 ......... Durm, "'" YOM ,839 ('840). Tree". 
pp. 93-'09. Norman'. position was similar in .832 (Ev •• 
,832. ". 2$7')' In '840 h. added that th. country not .. 
interfered with th. London dn:ulation because th. country 
banks would soU aec:urities in London to discharge their 
not ... thus producing a contraction in the London market 
(Ev .• 1840, ". 2630). 

• Taking monthly avenges 01 weekly ligures. th. coun
try bank dn:ulation increased £'0504'-; th. Bank circu
lation in London contracted £10586.-; and th. circulation 
of th. Branches increased £339'-. 

• Drummond. C ...... w_ lAtJd to 0 Bo"" R .. lricliow 
Bill (,839). pp. '&-20; Sir Robert Pee1, SI«</o" ••• ill 
,. H ..... 0/ C_ ........ JI.y 6t1t ad 201Ia, "44. OIl t"" 
R.......z ./ I"" B .... C_ ('844). pp. 68-1'; Robert 
Torrens, A Ltt. to "'" JU,III H_ Lonl V~ 
JloIb_. "" I"" C ...... 0/1"" R..,.,., D ..... '_ ill "'" 
JlOJIOY Jlar""" ad _ a-A Re/_ (,837). pp. 53-54-
(But _ p. 48. Tomm attributes th. competition 01 
the two kinds 01 notes to tho estab1ishmmt 01 the Bank 
B .... cbes.) • Ev~ '841. qs. 49"56. 

• Hulory _/ Prius, m. 194-197. He therefore suggested 
that it might he desinble to _ tho country issues, his 
object heiDc to compen .. te the But for maiDlaiDiDti: • 
larger reRrft .. weD .. to giw it more .Iective coatrol 
over the dn:ulatiOlL His .... oniD. 01 Ibis point os to the 
IIWIJIer ill which the country bub could compete with tho 
Bank ill emading theiI _ was ...... tiaIIy tho __ 

.. the --iDs 01 the Cumacy School: that it .... by 
olIerinc to load 01 • lower rate thu the IIaDt.. 
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It is not unreasonable to suppose that the 
willingness of the public to use country bank 
notes might have fluctuated to such an extent 
as to constitute a problem for the central bank. 
An increase of the country notes at the expense 
of Bank notes would of course have tended to 
increase the reserves of the London banks. But 
there is no evidence that there actually was a 
problem of this kind (or the reverse) during 
the period for which the necessary data are 
available (beginning 1833), and, excepting only 
the discredit accompanying the panic, I do not 
believe that there was such a problem during 
the 'twenties. 

Clearly we can not determine whether the 
country bank notes displaced Bank of Eng
land notes by following changeS in the totals of 
the two kinds of issues; for Bank notes circu
lated mostly in London, and even those in the 
country were used partly as till money by the 
country banks. If we are to make a comparison 
we should use, instead of the total circulation 
of the Bank, the circulation of the Branches. 
At no time during the period 1833-1847 did 
the country bank circulation rise appreciably 
when the Branch circulation fell; though dur
ing a few periods, such as 1837-1839, it rose 
more rlq>idly than the Branch circulation. 
What impresses one most is the gradual rise of 
the Branch circulation at the expense of the 
country bank circulation. For. answering the 
specific question whether the country bank cir
culation displaced that of the Branches over 
short periods, even this comparison is not alto
gether satisfactory, since, in addition to the 
fact that the Branch notes were used partly as 
bank till money, the country bank notes cir
culated largely in the agricultural districts, 
whereas the Branch notes were used more 
largely in the commercial and manufacturing 
districts. Nevertheless, taking such a compari- . 
son as the best available evidence, it does not 
point toward any noticeable displacement of 
the Bank issues by the country issues at any 
time. 

Regardless of whether there was any ap
preciable displacement of one kind of issue by 
the other in a given community, the question 
remains: Were the variations in the demand 
for Bank notes in the country inconveniently 
large, and were they larger than they would 

have been if the country bank issues had been 
fixed? When we place the variations in the 
demand for Bank notes in the country in Juxta
position with all other factors tending to affect 
the reserve position of London banks they seem 
small indeed. Also they appear obviously 
smaller than they would have been (assuming 
business fluctuations to have been the same) 
if the country issues had been fixed. It is true 
that, if the additional currency required by the 
public had had to come from the Bank in periods 
such as 1835-36 and 1838-39, the Bank would 
have had an additional lever on the market, 
but the Bank was not lacking in means of con
trol at those periods, since the market was 
already heavily in debt to it. 

In the single instance of the discredit of the 
country banks in 1825-26, a contraction of 
their issues greatly added to the problem of 
relieving the panic, considering the methods 
used. It should be observed, moreover, that 
the discredit did not arise until after the Bank 
refused discounts, which made it difficult or 
impossible for the country banks to convert 
good bills and government securities into cash 
and placed their London correspondents in 
difficulties;"4>" Furthermore, there was nothing 
to prevent the Bank from issuing £1 notes sooner 
than it did:" " 

We may:COnclude, therefore, that the sphere 
of circulation of the country bank notes did not 
change rapidly enough to constitute a serious 
problem for the Bank except during the panic 
of 1825, and that even then the difficulty 
was due to the delay in the Bank's issuing £1 
notes. 

The criticism to be made of Loyd is not 
merely that he exaggerated the extent to which 
Bank notes circulating in the country and coun
try bank notes moved in opposite directions, 
but that he reasoned that the country banks 
could expand as a ctmsequence of a general 
contraction of the Bank. He supposed that the 
contraction would be almost inunediately fol
lowed by a reduction in that portion of the 
Bank's issues which circulated in the country. 
This was not the fact. And even on II priqri 

• AaonliDc to Tooke, there wu • __ nm on .."....) 
LoDdoD baDb, of wbicb time or four baid<o Pole aDd Com
..... ,. .,..,........ (C_ DII liu S_ "' liu Cw
mte1 • • 8.6, p. sI). 
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grounds there was no reason to believe that the 
public would be more willing to use country 
bank notes because credit was more difficult 
to obtain at the Bank - or, to use his own 
criterion of contraction, because the aggregate 
circulation of the Bank was less. 

2. T he Nature of the Bank's C ontroZ oller the 
Country Banks 

The idea that the country circulation was a 
superstructure resting upon the Bank circula
tion was probably a product of the Suspension 
of Cash Payments. The writers of the Re
striction period, observing that Bank notes 

. were the ultimate money of redemption (even 
though not formally legal tender), sought to 
explain the mode by which the country circula
tion was controlled so that it was maintained 
at the same value as the Bank circulation.88 

Now it was apparent that the connection be
tween the Bank circulation and the circulation 
of the country banks was not direct, for the 
country banks dealt directly with the London 
private banks and maintained no considerable 
reserve of Bank notes. So the idea was devel
oped that the Bank indirectly governed the 
paper of the country by virtue of its control 
over prices in London. The country banks, it 
was said, being under the necessity of meeting 
all demands which were made for London 
money, had to regulate the issues in their dis
trict in such a way that prices would be in 
equilibrium with those In London. We can not, 
of course, be positive to what extent they 
reasoned that the only source of an unfa
vorable balance with London was a disequilib
rium of prices. But they seemed to reason 
as if that were the only source worth men
tioning. 

Somewhat later, other kinds of equilibrium 
which the country banks must maintain were 
given more attention. It was pointed out that 
interest rates in the country must bear a certain 

• The Bullioll Report, for iDslallce (P.P. ,8,0, m), slates 
that .... /oro, ... IN CuA #4""" ., tIN -.. ........ 
""'''', the whole paper of the Coally BUIken is a super
_ure nised Upoll the foadatlOll of the paper of the 
IIaIIIr. of EDgIaIId" (p. 18; lIlY Italics). Thomt..., however, 
poiIIttd out that the IIaIIIr. cin:ulatiOll 80- the coat.,. 
c:ln:ulatiOll before -"'"" "enctl7 In the ..... _ III 

It hu dOIIe siD .. that 0YI!Ilt.. The achoD&os alIected the 
coally haIIb ooly Indi~ (Pr.,.. CNOI#, pp. .3' .... 33). 

relation to those in London. Also, the idea that 
the country banks must maintain an equilibrium 
of reserves - that there was a demand for re
serve as such - was developed to a certain 
extent; though the great emphasis upon the 
necessity of satisfying conventional reserve 
requirements is more modern. 

With the Resumption of Cash Payments the 
idea that the country circulation was a super
structure resting upon the Bank circulation was 
not altogether lost, but it was emphasized dis
tinctly less. Many writers apparently believed 
that adherence to the gold standard had some
bow fundamentally altered the mechanism of 
internal control. Logically one would have ex
pected the new version to be that the discretion 
of the Bank was limited by the requirements 
of the foreign exchanges. Instead, they rea
soned as if the credit superstructure of the 
country banks rested upon gold directly. 
Though it was generally recognized that gold 
affected the country banks through the London 
banks, I do not believe that the theoretical 
implications of London's position were as much 
appreciated as they had been during the Re
striction period. The Currency School held 
that under a properly regulated system the 
country banks would feel the effect of the for
eign exchanges directly. One of the important 
objectives of the Select Committee of 1841, for 
instance, was to determine whether the country 
banks regulated their issues by the foreign 
exchanges. 

Let us consider the theories in more detail. 
Through a monopoly of the note issue in Lon
don, said Thornton, the Bank could control the 
issues of the Kingdom. He did not assume 
that this control depended upon the use of Bank 
notes as reserve by the country banks, for he 
had already pointed out that a country banker 
had only to provide himself with a credit with 
his London correspondent, government securi
ties, or bills discountable in London. H The 
Bank, he reasoned, controlled prices in Lon
don, and the country banks had to regulate their 
issues so that prices would be in proper relation 
to those in London or they would have an ex
cessive demand for bills on London.'" 

This reasoning was approved by Francis 
• EY~ R.C. 1797, p. 80. 
• Pr.,.. CNOI#, pp. .. 6-011, "33. 247. 
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Horner in his review of Thornton's book. In a 
classic passage interpreting Thornton, he says: 

If a particular country banker is imprudent enough 
to issue an extraordinary quantity of paper, while that 
of the Bank of England does not exceed the demands 
of London circulation, a local rise of prices will be 
produced within the district of that country paper, but 
prices in London will remain as before. In this situa
tion, the holders of country paper, in order that they may 
purchase goods where they are cheaper, will return that 
paper to the banker, demanding in return Bank of Eng
land notes, or at least bills upon London. The excess 
of his notes will thus be continually returned upon the 
country banker, and he will at length find himself under 
the necessity of limiting his issue to that quantity, 
which the circulation of his own district can absorb. 
~e quantity of Bank of England paper may thus be 
SaId to regulate the quantity of that which is issued by 
the country banks.-

The Bullion Committee, of which Thornton 
and Horner were members, followed this view.·' 

Ricardo also had much the same theory in 
mind, but in his letter to the Morning Chronicle 
he stated that the country banks were obliged 
to redeem in Bank of England notes." This 
form of statement could be interpreted to mean 
that the country banks regulated their issues 
according to the state of their reserves in the 
form of Bank notes. Charles Bosanquet appar
ently interpreted the view of Ricardo and the 
Bullion Committee in this way, though the 
Bullion Report, which he was criticizing par
ticularly, stated that the country banks must 
redeem in either Bank notes or bills on Lon
don." The country banks, Bosanquet argues, 
regulate their issues according to the assets 
they have in London with which to pay them 
and without much reference to the quantity of 
Bank notes in their till. "What is there in this 
eviden~ to sanction the opinion, that bank 
notes eIther generate or limit country notes?" 
Ricardo replies that there is no material differ
ence whether the country banker pays in Bank 
notes or in bills on London. In the latter case 
his deposit in London which he considers neces
sary for the safety of his estabIishment is re
duced, and he is required just as effectively to 

- Edixbtvrll Review, vol 1, p. 19o (October 1802) 
• BulliOD Report, P.P. 1810, m, 28. • 

- TIJru Ldler, "" tile Pria 0/ Gold (letter of Sept ..... 
I~), p. 19: This ....... to be implied also ill Tile Hir" 
Pna 0/ BulIioa, GOJmer editioD of EDIJ,., p. 32. 

- BuIIiOD Report, P.P. 1810, m, 28. 

restrict,'" It is the relatively high prices in the 
country which cause the demand for bills on 
London and this demand can not be abated with
out restricting the amount of notes in the 
country. 

It is evident that Thornton, Ricardo, and 
their contemporaries did not conceive of the 
problem as one primarily of maintaining proper 
reserve ratios. <1 Though they stated that the 
country bankers must maintain London bal
ances (and quickly convertible securities) at a 
level consistent with the safety of their estab
lishment, they thought of these reserves merely 
as working reserves, the size of which per se 
was not important. The equilibrium which they 
thought it necessary to restore was a price 
equilibrium; the loss of reserve was only a 
symptom. They considered that a failure to 
maintain price equilibrium would quickly im
pair the liquidity of the country banks, regard
less of what it might be to begin with. 

This belief that a disequilibrium would be 
registered in a change in price relationships be
tween London and the country was the weak
ness in their theory. There would scarcely be a 
time sequence between the movements of prices 
in the two areas except for differences in the 
types of markets." A lack df..liquidity of the 
country banks was a symptom of a relatively 
excessive outlay by the country, including out
lay in London; and the cure for it, in so far as 
it lay within the power of the country banks to 
bring about a readjustment, was a contraction 
of outlay. However, I do not regard this mis
take as of major importance. They were cor
rect in their main contention: that the country 
banks must maintain equilibrium with London, 
whereas the Bank could govern credit in Lon
don without effective intervention from the 
country. 

.. Repl, to M, Bo_", P,1Idic4J Ob_ "" tile 
Report 0/ tile BfIIliofI C_tu (1811), th. vii. BOIID
quot's ... t""""~ .Ie quoted by RXardo. See apociaIIy 
pp. 129-130, GOJmer edition of EDIJ, •. 

.. H ......... , CODIpaJe Vmer, SkIIIU • .. tile Tr..or, 0/1 __ 
__ Tratk, p. ISS. It may be __ that RXardo, 
ill order to mod Bosaaquet'. argumad, iDcIoded the ......... 
try baDks' goverIIIIIaIt I<CIIrity boldiDp ill !be same cate
gory with their lIaDk _ aad LondoD haIaDas (lot. m.). 
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The idea that the central bank, in order to 

compel the country banks to move in a given 
direction, must act through the financial center 
was an important contribution. We can not be 
certain, however, whether the general theoretical 
importance of the idea was fully appreciated 
or whether it was supposed to be applicahle 
only to the case of a depreciated paper cur
rency. 

Joplin, in his earlier writings, follows the view 
that the kind of equilibrium which the country 
banks must maintain is an equilibrium of 
prices.·8 He also retains the idea that the inBu
ences bearing upon the country banks operate 
through the financial center." However, Eng
land being now on the gold standard, he does 
not say that prices in London are governed by 
the Bank. The power of the Bank seems to be 
merely that of moderating the effect of gold 
movements. 

In his later work Joplin seems to consider 
that the equilibrium which the banks must 
maintain is one of reserves to notes and depos
its. Following Pennington, he explains how the 
London bankers "are enabled upon a deposit 
of any sum in gold or Bank of England notes, 
to create five times its amount in bank money," 
and then how this increase of London deposits 
leads to a "second new creation of money in 
the country.".a Passages such as these clearly 
imply that member-bank money is governed by 
the quantity of reserve together with the re
serve proportions. 

But Joplin denies that the country circula
tion is governed either by the Bank or by the 
foreign exchanges." Directly, he states, the 

• ''Not only must the cumncy of the kingd ..... &Dd its 
sca1. of pricea. be at that I.YOI, which will briDs Its trade to a 
halaDce In commodities with foteign utiODS, but the cur
reDCY and pricea in each county must bear that proportion 
with the rest, which shall briDs Its trade with them to such 
a halaDce; and. when any inequality takes place, an Intemal 
halaDce of payments must arise, by which to adjust It" 
(finN OIl 1M C.........,. • • 8,8, pp. '55-'56). 

""A hanker's fundt In London.u he states, "are to him 
collSequently, what SOld Is to the haDk of Enaland.u IopUn 
proceeds to uplaiD how all halaDces COD be eettled with bills 
OD LondOD (finN .. 1M C......." pp. '54-'51). ·C.........,. R.I_ ('844), pp. 3&-46, Sf. Com_ 
ho_. the stat ....... t (p. '4) that deposits are JocaI 
mODey _ted hy the puhlic rather tIwa by the hankeIs." 

• A. Bw • Mi .. _11M R.~ ./IM I"*" SI<d ... 
C_ (Jd ed. '83'). PI'- 54-5'. 

quantity issued reflects the relation between 
the "economy" and "expenditure" of the coun
try. By this he means concretely that the state 
of confidence and degree of enterprise affect 
the volume of loans and through the latter the 
amount of the country circulation.'r He be
lieves that the possibility of multiple expansion . 
and contraction causes the banking system to 
be inherently unstable. It is to prevent the 
multiple expansion as far as possible that he 
proposes that notes should have a gold reserve 
of 100 per cent (or what he regards as the 
equivalent) .'. 

Detailed criticism of Joplin seems unneces
sary. Much of his argument is hopelessly con
fused. However, his views in many respects 
exemplify the transition from the theories of 
control prevalent in 18 I 9 to those which were 
common in the middle of the century, particu
larly among those who favored the Currency 
Doctrine. 

Pennington gave an excellent description of 
the credit machinery through which the Bank 
operated to produce such effects as it could, 
but it was not for the purpose of showing that 
the Bank had a close control over the country 
banks. Rather it was to support Tooke's argu
ment that "country bank notes, private paper, 
and credit, are susceptible of considerable in
crease or diminution, without a corresponding 
enlargement or contraction of the basis on which 
they rest." <8 He first explains how the London 
private banks, as a system, can create deposit 
credits on the basis of a reserve of coin and Bank 
notes in a manner similar to the issuance of 
notes. He then explains how the country circu
lation is in turn dependent upon this "money 
created by the London bankers." so He does not 
assume, however, that the bankers (in either 
London or the country) have approximately 
constant reserve proportions, but that they vary 

"C.........,. R.I_ ('844), pp. 14-08. 
• A. Au;, .. _ Bisiory ./ 1M C_J Qaulimo 

(.831). pp •• 63-166, '71; C.........,. R.I_, pp. 6'-84. 
• Paper by l'mDiDgtOD ill _d1z to Tooke's i.el1I:r '" 

IAnI G....wu. (.819). p. II,. 
-Ibid.., p. 117""", ID a later Gmmmnintjon to Toote. 

l'mDiDgtOD shows that the London bub COD "'" .. """"" 
dopooIt CftdIts at the IIaDt .. ...n as BaDk DOles (Bisiory 
-/1Was, D, 37'1'-378). For _ djsnmjm 01 this poiDt, 
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materially. nl During periods when prospects 
are good, he states, bankers are willing to allow 
reserves to get relatively low in order to in
crease securities, whereas in periods of distrust 
they are anxious to increase reserves."2 N ever
theless, such control as Pennington supposes to 
exist operates through the necessity of main
taining an equilibrium of reserves to notes and 
deposits. 

In view of Pennington's apparent understand
ing of the fact that the Bank could influence the 
reserve position of other banks, it is surprising 
that he did not suggest that the changing de
mand for reserve by the member banks could 
be compensated by the Bank. Instead, he sup
poses in much of his discussion that the 
banking system as a whole - the central bank 
included - expands until checked by an outflow 
of gold." The provinces are left unchecked 
during the period before the exchanges create 
pressure. It is true that in a later pamphlet he 
suggests that the Bank should create abundance 
or scarcity of money as desired,·' but he makes 
little of the point. 

Torrens also emphasizes reserve relationships 
between the country banks, and he points out 
that reserve ratios are high in periods of confi
dence and low in periods of pressure. But, in
stead of supposing that these changes in the 
demand for reserve are the cause of the insta
bility, he argues that, if the "circulating money" 
in the metropolis were all gold,' there could be 
no overissue in the country for any considerable 
period."· 

Thus there was a gradual abandonment of 

"See particularly his letter to Tooke in 1838, loCo ai, 
p. 369. Concerning Torrens's interpretation of his earlier 
paper (published in Lelk>' ID Lo,d G, ... ville), PenDingtoD 
teDs Tooke that he Dever intended to say that "every milliOD 
of DOtes issued by th. Bank of EnsJand forms th. basis of 
five millions of deposits!' 

• Paper in LeUn 10 Lord Gt-elivilIeJ pp. 12I-1:13. 
• Letter to Tooke, Hisl." 0' Prias, lJ, 371. 
.. A Lelk>' ID Kirk_ FmJa"J, Esq., "" lile 1",,_ 
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DiBerm4 Courltries (1840), pp. 101-102. 

• Uk>' ID Lord Jlelbotmle (1837), pp. 12-19,48-s4- In 
the Iffqlliry iIIID lile .•. RerrerDal o/Ille C_ (zDd ed., 
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try banks are controlled - though in a faulty 1D8DIIeI-by 
the necessil)' of maintajning price equilibrium, but it is price 
equilibrium with the outer world instead of with London 
merely. 

the view that the country banks were required 
to keep in step by the necessity of maintaining 
price equilibrium with London. More emphasis 
was placed upon the relation of reserves to 
notes and deposits as such, but without any 
confidence that control through reserves was 
feasible. There was also an odd confusion as to 
the nature of the problem: the argument was 
likely to shift without warning to a supposed 
situation in which the country banks were re
quired to maintain equilibrium directly with 
the international standard rather than with the 
Bank or with London. 

The influence of the Bank upon the country 
banks by means of cheap credit was empha
sized by some 'observers from about the time 
of the Bank Charter inquiry. Palmer is asked: 
What effect does an increase or decrease of the 
Bank circulation have on the country circula
tion? He replies that a material increase of 
the Bank circulation, "the pivot of the general 
circulation," tends to reduce the rate of inter
est, and so makes it difficult to find beneficial 
investment for money sent to London. Coun
try bankers are forced to resort to their im
mediate neighborhoods for new -channels for 
surplus money. which tends to increase the 
country circulation at an early period after the 
London circulation has increased." Later, in 
referring to the pressure of 1836, Palmer states 
that the country banks adhering to a lower rate 
than the London rate had to take additional 
securities (i.e., bills), but as their "surplus 
funds" in London were soon absorbed they 
adopted the London rate." 

Though Palmer evidently considers that the 
change in the terms of credit is made effective 
through the reserve position of the country 
banks, he does not intend to emphasize reserve 
relationships as such - any more than Thorn
ton did when he stated that the country banks 
must reduce their issues when prices fell in 
London. I believe he has in Inind an equih'brium 
of local discount rates with the London market 
rate, the latter being in turn influenced by the 
Bank. 

However, Palmer stresses the point that the 
control over the country banks is very loose. 

• Ev., 1832, q. 361" 
• CtJuu Mil Cvaepnee. II/ .. P,euwl tip. 1M 

JI_,-Jl"".." p. 37. 
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In his evidence he hastens to add that a diminu
tion of London issues does not have an equally 
rapid effect in reducing the issues of the interior, 
and that the latter may increase without any 
originating cause at the Bank. a8 

The influence of the London rate upon the 
country banks is explained also by Stuckey and 
Hobhouse. Stuckey states that when the gentle
men in London who manage the circulation 
"apply the screw," the country banks must 
restrict. But, unlike Palmer, he denies that a 
contraction of advances causes any appreciable 
contraction of notes. Notes contract only with 
a fall of prices, and the fall of prices is caused 
only by the action of the Bank and not by the 
country banks.a• Hobhouse states that the low
ering of the rate in London tends to reduce 
country bankers' money employed there and to 
increase investments in the country. While the 
country circulation might be indirectly affected 
it would not be the instrument either for in
creasing the country advances or raising 
prices."· 

Gilbart's position is fundamentally similar. 
Easy credit in London facilitates additional ad
vances by the country banks, and, though the 
advances do not automatically increase the cir
culation, they may help stimulate trade and lead 
indirectly to an increased demand for notes. 
But he does not appear to see the monetary 
significance of the increase of advances, since 
he insists that if any other capitalist made 

• Ev .• '13'. q. 36.. Palmer Is thOD asked (qs. 36&-376) 
If the country c:ilculaUoll Is IlOt ngulated by prices. He 
repli .. that there Is IlO doubt of it; ud he agrees that the 
eountry b...... CUI IlOt maiIllaiD a lart!er c:ilcUlatiOll thu 
the wallis of their district require. But it Is dear that be 
OOIlSiden that the advlIlces of the eoUlltry bulks are to a 
large extOllt respollSibie fOl the situatiOll out of which the 
_lIld for Dotes arises. 
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it the ..... to the COUIltry (Ev. '84', q. '505). 

• Ev. i84', qs. 105-4J4. 

these advances they would have precisely the 
same effect.·' 

Thornton, Ricardo, and their contemporaries 
had not specially defined the kind of country 
media which the Bank controlled. It seems 
probable that the superstructure in the country 
which they really had in mind was the note cir
culation together with all credit substitutes, for 
they clearly recognized the effect of deposits and 
bills upon prices." Since it was the relation of 
prices in the country to prices in London which 
they considered important rather than the ratio 
of country bank reserves to certain liabilities 
of the country banks, it was not necessary for 
their purposes to state precisely which of the 
latter were significant for purposes of control. 
The Committees in 1819 and 1832 usually asked 
the question in some such form as: What effect 
does the Bank circulation have. on the country 
circulation ? No doubt in many instances they 
were merely adhering to the phraseology of a 
former period in which notes were the most im
portant form of credit issued by the country 
banks, without any intention either of including 
or excluding deposits. If they thought about 
the matter they may have considered that the 
credit substitutes would vary generally with the 
notes. 

The question of the kind of country bank 
media over which the Bank exerted control did 
not become important until the banks came 
under attack following the panic of 1825. Then 
the discussion took an odd turn. The Currency 
School contended that the control over the 
country banks which really mattered was 
control over their circulation, and that such 
control the Bank did not have for practical 
purposes. The country bankers and their sup
porters, on the other hand, claimed that the 
Bank could intluence only their advances, but 
that such advances were ","/will any monetary 
signijicance. The Bank's intluence over the 
country circulation, they claimed, was entirely 

• Gilbut, Ev. '841. qs. 9790 '03"-" EYeD Loyd COD

cedes that • rise in the BaIlk rate tcDds to "produce. COD
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indirect. It possessed such influence not 
through being able to induce the country 
banks to issue more notes, but by itself stimu
lating trade and making it easier for the coun
try banks to increase advances, and so causing 
the public to require more currency. In the 
next section we shall consider theories of this 
order. 

3. Theories that the Country Circulation was 
Governed by the Demand and that the Bank 

Influenced it only through the Demand 

It should be borne in mind that the theories 
we are dealing with in this section were devel
oped principally during the agitation for bank 
reform. Contemporary writers were interested 
in assessing blame for credit fluctuations. '.I'he 
Currency School were attempting to prove that 
the country banks were not responsive either 
to action taken by the central issuer or to the 
foreign exchanges. But, owing to the fact that 
they directed their criticisms at the circulation, 
which they considered the real source of the 
disturbances, the question whether the country 
banks could be adequately controlled tended to 
drift into the question whether banks had a 
peculiar power of initiating credit and price 
inflation through their note issues." The coun
try bankers, therefore, instead of arguing the 
question of control as such, concentrated their 
efforts on trying to prove that their note is
sues responded passively to the' demand and 
so could not be responsible for credit fluctua
tions." 

The question whether the country cirt;:111a
tion was governed by the demand was argued 
on two different grounds, though frequently 
they were not kept distinct. First, did the de
mands of the public govern the issues of a 
system of banks in the same sense that it gov
erned those of an individual bank? As the 
question was often phrased by contemporary 
writers, did the prompt presentation of- notes 
serve as a check against a general overexpansion 
or merely against a disproportionate expansion 
by any given bank? Secondly, was the country 

• See, for eumple, the minutes of the SeI«t Committee 
of 18.jD, pa.r.s;. (P.P •• 8.jD,IV). 

• Being nol UDwiIIiDg, however, to hold the Baak re
sponsible for aodit fturtnatious, they argued that it could 
e>paDd iIs issues BDd thereby g<D<raIe __ d.tima. 

circulation in the aggregate capable of initiat
ing or amplifying an increase of transactions 
and rise of priceS? 

The idea that an individual bank could not 
issue a disproportionate amount of notes goes 
back to Thornton and his contemporaries. 
Many of the country bankers, however, when 
the attacks upon them began in the 'twenties, 
argued that all banks taken together were pre
vented from overissuing by the prompt presen
tation of their notes by other banks, When they 
stated that they were limited by the demands 
of their customers they did not mean - at this 
stage - merely that notes were only one kind 
of circulating medium, the demand for which 
could be fully satisfied provided there were 
proper limitations on the creation of general 
purchasing power. They apparently meant
at least they alIowed others to believe that they 
meant - that expansion was limited by the 
demands of the public, even supposing that note 
expansion represented general expansion. Kirk
man Finlay, for example, stated that there 
could be no overissue in Glasgow because any 
notes in excess of the wants of the public would 
promptly find their way into some other bank 
and be presented for payment." A similar mis
take was made by the Lords Committee on 
Promissory Notes, by Mushet, and by many 
others .... 

The fallacy of supposing that prompt pres
entation was a guarantee against overexpan
sion by a system of banks was exposed by 
Joplin, Pennington, Palmer, and others. Joplin 
pointed out that banks were a check upon one 
another only in the sense of preventing anyone 
bank from exceeding its due proportion of the 
whole." Pennington stated that if anyone bank 
should improvidently extend its discounts or 
other securities, it would be warned of its im
prudence by an inconvenient diminution of its 
reserve. But the extension, he adds, does not 

• Ev .. B.C. 1826, p. 59. 
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actually take place so suddenly or so largely as 
to create that sort of inconvenience. 

It is slowly and gradually. when credit is high and 
expectation on the wing. and under circumstances which 
encourage extraordinary speculation. that bankers are 
induced greatly to extend their circulation; each being 
persuaded that. at such a period. his competitors will 
pursue the same course. and. by so doing. prevent the 
inconvenient payment to each other of large balances. 
at the period of mutualliquidation.-

Despite this excellent refutation, many of 
the country bankers and their supporters con
tinued to argue that prompt presentation of 
notes prevented overissue by a system of banks. 
Such, for example, was the position taken by 
Stuckey, Gilbart, and FuIlarton," though not 
by Tooke and Mill. The Currency School, on 
the other hand, continued to point out the error 
in this view.'o 

It should not be supposed, however, that the 
argument of the country bankers that their 
circulation was governed by the demand rested 
simply upon such weak ground. Their chief 
argument was that country notes were only a 
small portion of the total paper credit of the 
kingdom, that they were issued only for local 
payments and not in the discount of bills for 
large mercantile transactions, and that conse
quently they could not influence speculative 
transactions or the price level. Here their argu
ment was on somewhat better ground. 

Some of the country bankers had stated b&
fore the Committees in 1819 that their circu
lation was governed by prices and the volume 
of transactions.n The Committee of Country 

• PelmingtOll's paper III Tooke's lAl ..... It> Lord C .... ..m.. 
pp. '11-.... See also his letter to Tooke III Hisl,", ., Prius. 
II, 3'/0 ., "'I. PenningtOll showed clearly that 0110 theory 
cowred both deposit and note apansiOll. 

Palmer held the same gmeral positiOll (Ev .•• 831. q. 911 
01 .req.). 

• Stuckey, Ev., 1841, q. 627; Gllbart, Ev .. 1841, q. 1361; 
FuIlartOD, R.(IIIctIimI 0/ CIII'NFldeS, cb. v. 

• Loyd stated that the frequeDt IIIterdlllllge of notes he
_ hanks pmerved the proportions of their issues aa:otd
Ins to the state of their business; bl1t It woulcl not _t 
oil of them flOlll owrissuinrl oimu1taneously (Ev. .84D. 
q. 1867; _ alto Norman. q. 114101 .req.). 

.. H~ Gumey (of Nonrich). for III .......... stated that 
his notes ..... limited by the cIeauu>cI for the _er of 
pods, and ..... iDlIuscod by the Bank only throush the 
medium of prices (Ev. H.C. 11190 p. 149). s.muel Gumey. 
who deIJt with the country banks, stated that on lllaoue of 

Bankers (1833), of which Hobhouse was chair
man, claimed that the country circulation was 
no more than a tenth of the total paper which 
might have a bearing upon depreciation and 
appreciation.72 Granting, therefore, that the 
country circulation was proportionately respon
sible for inflation, it was approximately true, 
they claimed, that it was governed by the de
mand. But they denied that it was in fact 
responsible at all for inflation. Speculation, 
they claimed, started with influential merchants, 
whose borrowings for the purpose of holding 
stocks of goods were not taken in the form of 
country bank notes.'B In his evidence before 
the Select Committee in 1841, Hobhouse elabo
rated these points. The country notes, he said, 
were used almost entirely in agricultural dis
tricts. They were issued only for the purpose 
of making local payments. They were rarely 
used in discounting bills, and so could not be 
used for financing speculative mercantile trans
actions.TO 

Stuckey's argument be(ore the Committee 
was essentially the same and need not be given 
in detail. The point which he stressed most 
was that the country circulation was determined 
almost wholly by the money volume of trans
actions and the general prosperity in the agri
cultural districts.'o 

Gilbart's position can also be given briefly. 
An increase of the country circulation, he stated, 
was the result and not the cause of a rise of 
prices or an increase of trade activity. His 
special contribution was his study of the sea
sonal variations of the circulation and of the 
factors which lay back of them. His aim, of 
course, was t(I show in detail how the circula
tion responded to the demand for it. He stated 
that the circulation of London, which at this 

Bank paper &ave such a facility to the paymeots of the 
kiDgdom that traDsactions I>ec:ame cnster. and so a cnster 
country cin:uJatiOll .... lOquiled (Ev. H.C. 1819. p. 174). 

• P .......... bIy IDIDl "."" meant dq>osits, cin:uJatiDe 
bills, and noles. 

• Memorial of the Committee of Country Banken, 
1une n. 1833. P.P.I833. (457).:am. The Commjltre 
.....t to the em.me of slatiDe thai, <ODSi<IeriDg the "dis
__ of the COUIItry Dotes, they _aid be 
found to old prod_ and _on: to doni the _ 

of paying for Jusor impoIls lDstead of a.usinc them. 
• BY ... s.p:, qs. 9-47, ~1I1. 
• Ev. 11141 ..... 456-4940 515-531. 
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point he regarded as governed by the demand, 
the circulation of the English country districts, 
of Scotland, and of Ireland, each had its own 
seasonal pattern. Though he did not have 
available the statistics of the factors bearing 
directly upon the seasonal variations, his ex
planation was of the type which one would see 
today'" 

So far as the country circulation was con
cerned, Tooke, Fullarton, and Mill agreed with 
Gilbart and the country bankers." But they 
took exception to the latters' statements that 
the Bank of England (unlike the country banks) 
issued notes at its own initiative.18 

The statements of the country bankers and 
their supporters that their note circulation de
pended upon the demands of the public have 
been interpreted by the Currency School and 
by some modern writers'· to mean that the 
amount of their advances depended upon the 
demands of the public. Gilbart and Fullarton 
did indeed argue that the Bank of England 
could safely satisfy the legitimate demands of 
trade for discounts,SO but they did not apply 
that theory to the country banks. The country 

,. Gilbart, Ev., 1841, qs. 912-941, 951, 983. See also his 
article, uThe Laws of Currency," JournlJl 0/ 1M StGlistiaJI 
Society, vol XVD. 

"Tooke, A" rrsquiry inl. lile CU""""y Principle (1B.u), 
ch. viii; FuDarton, R.gulaliDlJ ., CU"_ (1844), ch. V; 
J. S. MiD, "An Inquiry mto the Cunency Principle, by 
Thomas Tooke," Wutminstet' RevievJ, vol. XU (1844) . 

.. With regard to the Bank of England clIcuJation, GO
bert wavered. Part of the time he stated that it responded 
to the "laws" of demand; but when he was criticizing the 
Bank's policy, he stated that it was controlled by the Jlank. 
(Ev., 1841, qs. 919, 955, 995, 1031, 1362.) Bobhouse (qs. 
237-241, 274) and Stuckey (qs. 460, 60S) also stated that 
the Bank managed its ciIcuJation. Tooke, FuDarton, and 
MiD (in 1844), on the other hanel, contended that the Bank, 
like any other bank m this particular, was entirely psssive; 
that the level of its issues depended upon the demands of 
the public. See Tooke, C"""",,y Principle, cbs. _; MiD'." 
review, Westm.iJJ.skr Review, XLI, 592; and FuDarton, Reg .. ' 
loIitm ., CU"_, pp. 94-97. Tooke criticired particu
larly the evidence (1841) of Hobhouse and GDbart m this 
regard (Cum""l' Principle, pp. 55-58). 

• For eumple, Mists, Tile.., 0' 11 .... 7 orsd C,ediJ, 
pp. 343-345; Feaveuyear, Tile POfUfd SlerImg, p. 050 • 

• GiIbart, Ev., 1841, qs. 955-959, :1026-:18, 1362-64. 
FuDarton, RegulaliDlJ ., CflfTerrciu, p. 19B. Such state
ments are not m the writings of Tooke or MiD. FuDarton, 
it may be nokel, stated that the Bank should curtail eredit 
when the baIana! of payments was against EngImd (pp. 
156-157). 

bankers, as well as Gilbart, insisted that the 
amount of their circulation was not determined 
by the amount of their advances. Though they 
had no exact conception of what governed 
their advances,81 they did not argue that the 
latter were governed by the legitimate demands 
of trade. Their position was that their ability 
to extend accommodation depended directly 
upon their available resources, which in turn 
were influenced by the liberality of the Bank in 
London." Tooke also pointed out that the 
country banks must attend to the "conduct" of 
the Bank in making advances.88 

The real weakness of their position lay in 
their denying the monetary aspect of their ad
vances. Even though the level of the circula
tion did depend proximately upon the demands 
of the public, it was stiU true that the banks 
were able to contribute toward an increase of 
money outlay through the creation of deposits 
and notes taken together. But they denied that 
their influence on business commitments dif
fered in any way from that of any other capital
ist who advanced an equal amount." 

Loyd, Torrens, and Peel, however, consid
ered that the proper measure of the respon
siveness of the country banks to the foreign 
exchange and to changes in the Bank circulation 
was the movement of their circulation. In view 
of the fact, therefore, that the country circula
tion obviously did not vary with the Bank cir
culation, they denied that there was adequate 
control. They looked upon bank notes and coin 
as the basis of all other credit, and so they con
cludedthat, if the basis were not controUed, 
the credit superstructure could not be. How 
was it pOSsible, they reasoned, for the country 
banks to" attend properly to the action of the 
Bank and at the same time satisfy all demands 
for what constituted the basis of credit? To 
Loyd and Peel the statement that the country 
circulation was governed by prices meant that 
the country banks aggravated any tendency 
toward inflation or deflation." 

• They sometimes llated that thciI advanc:aI ...... made 
from thciI CllpilIIl, i.e. ash ........... See, fOl aample, 
Hobhouse, E ... 1841. q. 35· 

·Stuckey, Ev., 1832, qs. t:02~8i 18.41, qs. 460, .72. 
WiIkiDs, E ... 183', q. 1607. Hobhouse, E ... 1841. qt. 105-
033. • C--7 P,;"al'/e, p. 45· 

• See GiIhart, E ... 1841, q. 1034-
• For Lo7d'. po!itioD, _ E ... 11\40, qL '730> 0800, ogB •• 
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4. Conclusion 
Logically the first question in the theory of 

the Bank's control over the country banks is to 
what extent the country circulation competed 
with that of the Bank. The Bullionists during 
the Restriction period, anxious to show that the 
Bank was responsible for depreciation, con
tended that competition was on such a limited 
scale as not to impair control. They admitted 
that the spheres of circulation of the two kinds 
of notes varied somewhat, and they clearly 
recognized that the discredit of the country 
notes (and the restoration of confidence in 
them) caused a divergent movement of Bank 
notes and country notes. But they assumed 
that such changes in the demand for Bank 
notes could be compensated by appropriate 
action on the part of the Bank. 

After the panic of I825 the critics of the 
country banks, including the Government dur
ing the panic and the Bank officials, claimed 
that competition between the two issues seri
ously interfered with control by the Bank. It 
was supposed not only that the country circula
tion was under very inefficient control by the 
Bank, but that it frequently expanded as a con
sequence of a contraction by the Bank, the void 
in the circulation created by the Bank giving 
the country banks opportunities for the profit
able extension of their own. 

On logical grounds this argument seems to be 
without merit. A general contraction of credit 
by the Bank would not increase the willingness 
of the public to use country bank notes. Never
theless, the question remains whether variations 
in the country circulation caused a variation in 
the demand for Bank notes (and coin) to an 
inconvenient extent. I do not believe there was 
an important problem of this kind after the 
panic of I825. At no time from I833 to I847 
did the country circulation rise appreciably 
when that of the Bank Branches declined 
though there were periods in the 'thirties whe~ 
the former rose more rapidly than the Branch 

1997.3°13. R_I ... ,.. .v_,_ 0/'" CimIl&IioI& 
(11140). J'nIm, pp. g6-IIS' _ Lou.. .. I. B. s.;,.. 
(1840). TnoeU. pp. 115-011. See also Normaa. Ev~ 11140, 
ql.101 .... 6. To ....... R....., 0/'" C..,. (Illd eel., 11144). 
pp. 3_., PteI. s~ ... _ ,.. R ....... 0/ ,.. ... 
C..,. (11144). pp. 190 61-71. 

circulation. After I839 there was rather a grad
ual decline of the country circulation and a 
gradual increase of the Branch circulation. To 
view the problem in true perspective, it should 
be borne in mind that the changes in the demand 
for Bank notes, arising from changes in the 
country bank issues made up only one among 
many of the factors tending to affect the re
serve position of the London banks. (They 
were on the same footing with changes in the 
country banks' demand for till money.) If we 
suppose that the Bank maintained the circula
tion at some predetermined level the problem 
seems difficult to cope with. But, as I shall 
later attempt to show, the procedure of the 
Bank and of the money market permitted the 
London banks to adjust reserves to require
ments semi-automatically. 

Let us turn to the theories of the mechanism 
of the control over the country banks. It was 
observed during the Restriction period that the 
Bank's control over the country banks was not 
direct, since the country banks held few Bank 
?otes but maintained working reserves mostly 
1D the form of London balances, bills discount
able in the London market, and government 
securities. The theory was developed that the 
Bank controlled prices in London and that the 
country banks in order to prevent a persistent 
adverse balance of payments had to maintain 
prices in their districts in equilibrium with 
those in London. It was realized that the coun
try banks had to maintain a margin of liquid 
resources, particularly in London, for the pay
ment of notes and draftsj but no special impor
tance was attached to the form in which they 
were held, or to the proportion of total avail
able resources to liabilities provided they were 
large enough at any given time to meet prob
able demands. That is to say, they considered 
the need for a working reserve, but they were 
not thinking of the demand for reserve - in 
the sense of a coefficient to be applied to the 
amount of reserve - as a factor controlling 
the amount of country bank liabilities. 

The idea that the country banks were con
trolled through the linancial center was an im
portant contribution. The main criticism of 
the theory is that it supposed that disequih"brium 
with London would be registered in a dis
crepancy in prices. To say that the required 



CHAPTER III 

THE "MODUS OPERANDI" OF THE DIS
COUNT RATE AND SECURITY OPERATIONS: 

HOW THE BANK INFLUENCES 
THE MONEY MARKET 

T HE discussion of the modus operandi of 
Bank rate involves two problems that are 

logically distinct. First, there is the question of 
the means by which the Bank could produce a 
given scarcity in the money market. Second, 
there is the question of the manner in which 
monetary changes - whether conceived of as 
acting through the currency or money rates or 
both - affected the amount of outlay and the 
price structure. The present chapter and Chap
ter XI will deal with the theories of Bank rate 
and security operations considered as a means 
of influencing the credit situation. Chapter IV 
will give particular emphasis to the theories of 
the Bank's influence on prices and the extent 
of such influence. One must admit that it is not 
always possible to separate the theories clearly 
into such categories; nevertheless I believe it is 
worth while for one who is reviewing the theo
ries to keep such separation in mind as a point 
of departure. 

I. Bank Rate as an Instrument for Regulating 
the C ;"culation 

During the Restriction period there was no 
discussion of Bank rate policy as such, since, 
as Keynes points out, there had been no change 
in the rate from 1746 (strictly, from 1773) 
until 1822.1 What corresponded to it might be 
described as the discussion of Bank note policy.s 
The control over the Bank's securities, by what
ever method, was considered subsidiary to the 

1 The rate on "foreign biDs" was raised from 4 to s per 
«Dl May 13, 1773 (Report, 183', _.119). See also Samuel 
ThomtoD, Ev., BL. ISI9, qs.. 78-79. 

·Cf. ~ TretJlUe 011 11"." voL I, p. 187. 
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regulation of the circulation.s Both Thornton 
and Ricardo referred to Bank rate as a possible 
means of control; but the result at which they 
aimed was a given level of the circulation rather 
than a given level of money rates.' Implicit in 
this way of viewing Bank policy was the belief 
that the state of the circulation was not merely 
the mechanism by which the Bank accomplished 
a given result but that it was also the most 
efficient measure of results. 

When, therefore, the discussion of discount 
policy came into vogue it was only natural that 
Bank .rate should have been viewed as a mere 
tool for regulating ~e note circulation. Thus 
Tooke in 1826 discussed rate policy under the 
heading, "Regulation of the Bank Issues.'" 
He considered the reduction of the rate in 1822 
as one of the four methods which the Bank had 
used to extend its issues, the other three being 
new modes of accommodating individuals, the 
purchase of Exchequer bills, and the purchase 
of pension annuities. He thought the Bank 
should change the rate more frequently with the 
idea of preventing undue variations in the 
amount of discounts. Unless such variations 

• This point ........t 00 obvious that little trouble ... 
takm to "",laiD it. See. loa eumpJe, Report of the Lonlo' 
Committee of Secm:y, B.L. 1797, pp. 149-150; BuJIioD Re
port, P.P.IIIO, m, 23. 

'Thomton, Paw C,ediI. p. 287 ., seq. Ri<ardo, P ..... 
dflla D/ PoIUiaJl ~y tm4 TIJ28IimJ. Gonaer odItiaa, 
p. 35'. Though Thomtoa ofttD ..term! to the elJed of 
money rates UJlOD the demand foa amunoclitin, he "..,...
tbeleso took the I!II01IIIt of the cimdatloa .. bio poiDt of 
dep2rtwe iD divuwing _I by the Bauk. (Cl. Chap
ter IV below.) 

• COIIJitleroJUOII 011 ,Ire S/4/4 D/ lire C,,"ellCy (.8.6), 

p·63· 
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were compensated by changes in government 
securities, he claimed, there must be correspond
ing variations in the circulation or in the 
amount of treasure in the Bank. He did not 
consider (here) the possibility of a compensat
ing change in deposits.' The private deposits 
of the Bank were in fact quite small at this 
time.' 

McCulloch's position is very similar. A re
duction of issues, he said, "is most commonly
effected partly by a contraction of discounts." 
An increase of the rate is most expedient for 
this purpose.' . 

2. Bank Rate as a Means oflnftuencing the 
Money Market, Though Acting through 

the Circulation 

From about the time of the Bank Charter 
Evidence there appears to have been a gradual 
tendency to emphasize the influence of the Bank 
rate and security operations more upon market 
rates than upon the quantity of currency in 
circulation. As will be shown later, Tooke and 
his followers went to the extreme position that 
the quantity of currency had nothing to do with 
causing ease or pressure upon the money mar
ket. But the position still more commonly held 
was that, though the actual amount of cur
rency would not necessarily increase with re
laxation or diminish with pressure, the scarcity 
of currency relative to the demand was the 
medium through which the Bank created a 
given scarcity of moneyed capital. That is to 
say, the scarcity of currency was considered the 
modus operandi for influencing the market, 
though the actual amount of currency was less 
emphasized as the measure of results. 

Gurney tells the Bank Charter Committee 
that "of course" the sale of Exchequer bills 
reduces the Bank circulation.' But his more 
detailed explanation shows that he is thinking 
mainly of tendencies for the circulation to 
change and that the more tangible results he 
expects to Bow from the sale of securities and 
raising the rate are higher market rates. The 
sale of securities or the export of gold, he 

• CoouidcraJi ..... .. 1M 5_ ., 1M C_y, PI>- 70-79. 
'Report, (8)1. _. 31. y .. rIy a_ private depasits 

III lalS. for enmpIe, ..... 0IIIy u,60709 .... . B........., ~.Ido ., 1M Ball 0' "cIaU (8)d. pp. 
38-39- • Ev~ (8)0. qs. 35114-85. 

states, reduces the circulation and increases 
interest rates, but the notes are reissued to the 
extent that the public is willing to pay Bank 
rate.lo He has already called attention to the 
fact that the same amount of paper may give a 
greater feeling of abundance at some times 
than at others." On the whole, his evidence 
seems to mark a transition from the old point 
of view, where Bank policy was regarded as 
note policy, to the newer view, where Bank 
policy was thought to be concerned with inBu
encing the money market. 

The same may be said of Palmer's view. The 
problem of control is stated in general terms as 
a problem of regulating the circulation. The 
moment the Bank declares a public rate of 
discount, he states, "it is an offer by the Bank 
to create money at that rate." 12 So far as nor
mal periods were concerned, the procedure 
which he advocated in 1832 presupposed that 
the Bank should not regulate credit primarily 
with reference to rates in the money market. 
But in dealing with periods of pressure he 
thought that the state of the money market 
should be the first consideration. As. time went 
on he emphasized this criterion more and more. 
Nevertheless he reasoned that it was through 
the circulation that the Bank acted to produce 
a given result." 

3. Position of the Currency School 

The Currency School held to the old-fash
ioned view that Bank policy was - or at least 
ought to be-simply currency policy. The 
existence of higher money rates during a drain 
would not in the least have satisfied them if 
the Bank circulation registered no change. A 
change in the securities of the Bank had no 
real significance unless accompanied by a change 
in the amount of notes," Loyd criticized the 
Bank for not making greater efforts to contract 
the circulation during the panic of 1839," It 
was beside the point for him that the Bank 
raised discount rate and permitted the reduction 
of bullion, acting in conjunction with the rate, 

• Ev .. 1831, qs. 3S70-9la D. Ev .. 18lS, q. 3S08. 
·Ev~ (8)1. q. S7<L See aIoo qs. 1740 IgII, 477 • 
• See, for ...... pIe, Ev ~ 11140. qs. 1411-16. 
.. See Loyd, s.c.u uu. '" 1. B. s.uA, ill r-. 

PI>- 191-'99-
• R_ .. 1M .I(_ .. t 0/ 1M CD klioto, ill 

r ...... pp. 7<>-73. 
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to create severe pressure on the money market. 
Norman also considered that the level of the 

note circulation was the proper measure of the 
success of Bank policy. For a drain to be 
checked, he told the Select Committee in 1840, 
the circulation would have to be reduced. How
ever, at a later point in his evidence he stated 
that he did not look upon Bank rate merely as 
it affects the circulation. An advance of the 
rate limits all banking expedients; it increases 
bankers' reserves (i.e., the demand for re
serve); it renders persons less willing to dis
count bills; and it makes merchants less willing 
to buy and more willing to sell!6 But in his 
Letter to Charks Wood in 1841 he characterized 
a contraction "connected with the state of the 
money-market" as uncertain in point of time 
and intensity, and dependent upon the caprice 
of those who administer the currency!' 

The Currency School were correct in insist
ing, against the arguments of Tooke and his 
followers, that the Bank was able to exert pres
sure via the currency; though of course they 
should have considered reserve deposits as well 
as notes. As we shall see, however, their be
lief that the Act of 1844 had abolished the 
Bank's control over the currency led them later 
to deny that central banking policy was mone
tary policy. 

4· Was Bank Rate Supposed to Exert an Influ
ence on the Market through Deposits? . 

It was not uncommon for writers to refer to 
Bank deposits as analogous to Bank notes. 
But a formal assertion of that sort does ,not 
indicate that the writer makes use of such a 
concept in his reasoning about the Bank's means 
of control. Thornton, for example, tells the 
Committee on the Outstanding Demands of the 
Bank that "balances at the Bank are to be con
sidered therefore very much in the same light 
with the Paper circulation." 18 He expresses a 
similar view in Paper Credit. But he considers 
that deposits are under the control of the pub
lic, while it is the notes which are under the 
control of the Bank.'· Whenever be discusses 
the Bank's control over money rates and prices 
be reasons that the circulation is the instru-

Ie Ev .. 18.tD. qs. 1745-61, 1918. 
JII Ev.., B.C. 1"97, p. 56. 
B Paper Credit, pp. 105-107. 

D Pages 92-95. 

ment used!· The Committee on Public Ex
penditure of 1807 likewise held that "A Note 
holder, indeed, does not differ essentially from 
a Person to whom a Balance is due. Both are 
Creditors of the Bank, the one holding a Note, 
which is Evidence of the Debt due to him, the 
other having the Evidence of an entry in the 
Ledger of the Bank."·' But the Committee 
did not argue that deposits exerted an influence 
similar to notes. Indeed the point up for dis
cussion was whether deposits were as profitable 
to the Bank as notes. 

Joplin gave an extended account of how Lon
don banks created deposits by making loans; 
and he held that a "transferable deposit and a 
bank note are equally money."" He further 
stated that the London bankers deposited in 
the Bank any money in excess of their daily 
requirements."" But he made no use of this idea 
in discussing the Bank's influence on the mar
ket. Like the other adherents of the Currency 
School he thought that requiring the note issue 
to vary with the gold reserve would end the 
Bank's special influence upon the market." 

Torrens pointed out (giving Pennington as 
the originator of the idea) that the banks them
selves expanded deposits, and that deposits were 
part of the "general medium of exchange." 
But he placed Bank deposits on the same foot
ing as those of other banks. They acted upon 
prices and the rate of interest in precisely the 
same way. Bank notes alone were the basis of 
deposit expansion, and it was therefore through 
the issue of notes that the Bank exerted an 
influence different from that of other banks." 

Palmer's explanation of the "rule of 1832" 
might suggest that Bank deposits were to be 
regarded as part of the basis of control." At 
various other times he stated that a portion of 
the Bank's deposits were to be regarded as 
part of the circulation. The deposits in this 
category were the surplus money of the East 

• For aamp'" Palfr Cye4il. pp. '7~.80. 
-Secoud Report, '807. p. 77. 
• C_~ Ref_ (./144). pp. 3~45. ]opJiD probably 

got the idea from PamiDgtoD. In his Yiew, "" l/Ie C __ , 
(.828). pp .• 83-.85.]opIiD cWmed that ckposit banb were 
mere middlemen betWeeD borrowers aud aden. 

·C __ , Ref-. P·49· 
..C __ , Ref-. pp. ~. 

• LeI,.,. '" Ltwtlllelb_ (.837). pp. H' •• 8-09· 
- Ev., .832, q. 72 d Jeq. 
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India Company and of the London bankers and 
others temporarily deposited with the Bank 
awaiting employment. (Those placed in the 
Bank for security only, and. not to be speedily 
drawn against, were not to be considered as part 
of the circulation.21 ) It was apparently their 
susceptibility to withdrawal which made them 
similar to the circulation, and not their signifi
cance from the standpoint of controI.28 It is 
noteworthy that he placed London bankers' 
balances in the same category with the bal
ances of the East India Company. 

Some observers clearly recognized that a 
reserve deposit was as readily available to a 
banker as Bank notes. Thus Glyn stated that 
deposits at the Bank were as much reserve to a 
London bank as notes in the tiII. There was 
no fixed proportion, he said, between notes 
and balances." Gurney, in discussing the ques
tion whether large reserves in London banks 
would lead to a rise of prices, stated that bal
ances in the Bank were "the same thing" as 
notes in the tiI1. '0 But while they recognized, 
at least formally, that reserve deposits were 
as available as notes, they did not appreciate 
the fact - or at least made no use of it in their 
discussion of control - that the Bank itself 
created reserve deposits. 

Although the idea that the Bank exerted 
control partIy via reserve deposits was not un
derstood generally, it was understood by a small 
minority of contemporary observers. Penning
ton pointed out that a change of London bank
ers' deposits at the Bank, as the result, for 
instance, of gold movements, represented a 
change in the quantity of money just as much 
as if the Bank were to issue notes for the gold. 
On the other hand, he said, ordinary drawing 
accounts (of traders) were similar to the de
posits of the London private banks.'l Page also 

• C ........ ...., C .... _ .. 01 lAo Pranwo .. ,.,.. lAo 
lI_y·II",'.,. pp. l4-J5. In IUs R.lly ,. lAo R.j/«Uoru 
01 ••• Lo~ ('8,)7). pp. ~. he slaled thai suc:ll deposits 
muld he CODSicle.... .. But DOtes temporarily pIacecI ill 
tho BIlllIr. awaitlq ..... 110; "uld "bethu they weft ia the 
BIlllIr.. or ia tho Tl<t.sury of the East-India-Ho ..... Uld the 
tlIIs of the IIulktn, .... immaterial." 

-Ev .• '840, qs. '55S-71. ,651. 
• Ev .. I"", qs. t8JO-8o,. 
- Ev. R.,... Jr- lAo Soled C_ .. II_lee....... C_ ... SIli,,...,. '8JJ. q.385 (PJ>.I8JJ. 'II). 
• Letler 10 Tooke ill His,.., e/l'rica, Do 37M 78. 

explained the matter. He was asked by Charles 
Wood why the deposit department of the Bank 
should not be conducted upon the same prin
ciples as any other bank. He replied that when 
the Bank acted upon that principle, instead of 
making use of deposits, it c,.eated an addi
tional quantity of money. After pointing out 
that the London bankers maintained deposits 
at the Bank, he added that, if the Bank under 
the pretense of making use of deposits created 
an additional quantity of money, it did that 
which the other London banks could not have 
done for themselves." 

During Hume's examination of Norman (in 
1840) the latter was insisting that no pressure 
would result from a withdrawal of bullion if 
only deposits were reduced and not the note 
issue.'· Hume asked him why he gave all his 
attention to Bank notes, inasmuch as the Bank 
might bring pressure by reducing deposits. He 
asked further if it would not be better for the 
Bank to reduce securities "and leave it to the 
action of the public to determine whether this 
reduction shall fall on the deposits or on the 
circulation." ,< Norman refused to admit that 
any pressure was brought at the initiative of 
the Bank without a reduction of the circulation. 
He did not, indeed, deny that "substitutes" for 
currency influenced the market, but he insisted 
that the credit substitutes rested upon coin and 
notes as a "foundation."·' He considered Bank 
deposits, like those of any other bank, as part 
of the superstructure and not as part of the 
foundation. Their amount, he believed, was 

• Pap, Ev .• '840. qs. 873-875. How far GDbart grasped 
the malter is Dol certain. He made tho stalemeDl that DOtes 
lodged ia the Bank by the LoDdoD baDken ia the evening 
and with""'_ the foUowiDs momiDg we", dearly <Ur
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R!gUd 10 ber isoues." Vel he daimed that deposits ia other 
banks bad tho ...... ellicieDcy ia perfoamiDg the fllDctions of 
currency as deposits ia tho But of EngIaacI. He pointed 
oul that tho purdwe of oecuritios by tho But mighl add 
10 the deposits and th .. add to the "power of pun:base.. 
bul he failed to DOle the elfect OD London......... ("TIle 
Cunmc:y: Ban'jug,. lYa'..aue. Review, vol. XXXY, 1&P, 
pp.99-'OJ·) 
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pW:e of __ qs. 13_7. 
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determined by the public and not by the Bank.·o 

As I interpret Hume, he was trying to point out 
to Norman that Bank deposits are part of the 
foundation in the same way that notes are. 

In examining Loyd, Hume asked if the mod
ern practice had not "tended to decrease the 
amount held in Bank of England notes in your 
till, and to increase the amount held in deposit 
in the Bank?" Loyd agreed that the practice 
existed, though there had been no material 
change in the case of his bank.·1 Hume then, 
in a long series of questions, tried to get Loyd 
to admit that a London banker could act with 
reference to a given deposit at the Bank pre
cisely as if he had the same amount in his till.·8 

Loyd's position was essentialIy the same as 
Norman's: the reserve deposit was part of the 
credit superstructure and not the monetary 
base. Hume asked if it was "not then the state 
of the deposits that governs the exchanges . . . 
more than the circulation?" He insisted that 
it was, but Loyd denied it.·· The latter con
tended that the investment in securities by the 
Bank would have no more effect than the in
vestment of an equal sum by anyone else, as
suming the circulation not to change." 

The explanations of Pennington, Page, and 
Hume have made little impression upon mone
tary literature. That deposits bore a similarity 
to currency almost every one agreed. That 
London bankers kept part of their ready funds 
in the Bank every one in the City knew. But 
what was not generalIy appreciated was the 
fact that the Bank itself created the balances, 
and that through the amount of the balances 
(and notes, taken together) which it created, or 
through the terms upon which it stood ready 
to create them, it could compel the London 
banks to move in a given direction. 

s. Theory that the Bank Acts upon the Money 
Market by Changing the Proportion of Lenders 

to Bo"owers ":':.1. < 

It will be reca1Ied that Tooke in an earlier 
work considered that a variation in the securi
ties of the Bank influenced the market by way 

• Ev-y 18.40. qs. 168&-93. 
• Ev., 1&to, qs. 3094-"96. 
-Ev. 18.fo, qs. 3"92-3247. See partiaJlady qs. 3101, 

3126. • Ev. 18.fo, 115. 3247 and 3605. 
.. Ev Of 1840, q. J8I3_ 

of the note issue. t1 He later abandoned that 
position. In his evidence in 1832 he stated that 
an abundance or scarcity of loanable funds does 
not mean necessarily an abundance or scarcity 
of currency. An increased issue of notes might 
only swell the note reserves of the London 
bankers or be deposited by them in the Bank." 
During the investigation in 1840 he was asked 
to explain how the Bank increased the facilities 
in the money market. He replied that it was by 
increasing the "proportion of lenders to bor
rowers; that is, by the employment by the Bank 
of their deposits on loan." ,. Grote and Wood 
tried to get an admission from him that the Bank 
made effective a change in the rate by virtue of 
its influence upon the circulation. Tooke replied 
that the rate might be affected without affecting 
the circulation in the least." So long as the 
Bank had deposits payable on demand it clearly 
could not determine whether its deposits or 
notes should increase.'· This statement might 
lead one to suppose that Tooke meant that the 
Bank influenced the money market through the 
supply of cash in either notes or deposits, only 
the proportions being determined by the mar
ket. But he seeIns not to have viewed Bank ex
pansion as 'a monetary phenomenon; he was 
thinking 'Of the supply of loans as such.'· Any 
doubt on· the inatter is removed by his agreeing 
that the effect on the market would be the same 
whether a given amount were loaned by the 
Bank or by others. '1 

Fullarton was evidently much influenced by 
Tooke. He stated his position with even greater 
boldness. The demand for the loan of capital, 
he said, was not a demand for additional means 
of circulation. Although the Bank's advances 
were made in notes, any excess issues would 
find their way back through the repayment of 
discounts to the Bank." It might be supposed 
that Fullarton meant that the market merely 
adjusted reserves to requirements. But I be
lieve he failed to see that the Bank made effec-

G CDtUilleTtJlitnu _ tlte SIMe D/ tlte C""-7, -. Ii. 
As late as the second volume of his HisIDry D/ Prius he 
memd to the Bank'. iDcRasiDg its _; e,s., p. 3'S, 
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tive a given scarcity of funds through the 
medium of bankers' cash. The Bank, he said, 
exerts its influence through the amount of its 
advances. The "real rub is in the denial of the 
loan"; not in holding back the note issue!O But 
in any case, he said, the Bank can exert little 
pressure until confidence is severely shaken 
and the public are reduced to dependence upon 
the Bank. Accommodation may at first be ob
tained for speculation in defiance of the Bank. 
It would be obtained without the intervention 
of Bank notes; or if these were needed tl!ey 
could be extracted from the Bank through de
posits. Besides, the speculators' own funds 
could not be affected at all.1IO Thus he failed to 
see any basis for the control of internal credit 
aside from the fact that the Bank was a very 
large lender in the money market. 

6. Conclusion 

The theory of the rate for some years after 
Resumption was that it was simply a tool for 
influencing the circulation, the actual level of 
the circulation being considered the proper 
guide to action. This continued to be the view 
of the Currency School until 1844. On the part 
of Palmer, Gurney, and many others, however, 
there was a gradual shift to the view that, 
though the Bank acted through the circulation, 
it should consider the state of the money mar
ket as a proper lest. A few observers, e.g., Pen
nington and Hume, pointed out the significance 
of London bankers' balances from the stand
point of control, but their explanations made 
little impression upon the views of the period. 
The reserve practices were seen very clearly but 
their consequences were not fully appreciated. 
It was not generally understood that the Bank 
created deposits in the same sense that it cre
ated notes. Nor was it generally admitted that 
the behavior of the London banks would be 
affected by reserve deposits in precisely the 
same way as by notes in their till. Glyn, Gur
ney, and others pointed out that balances served 
as reserve fully in the same way as notes, though 
they seemed to ignore the fact (at least in this 
connection) that the Bank created deposits. 
The Currency School, however, denied that bal
ances had the same consequences as notes for 

• I,*, ... p., 141. .''*' .. pp. 141, 159-160. 

the London bankers. They insisted that notes 
alone were to be considered the foundation of 
the credit superstructure, whereas bankers' bal
ances were in the same category with other bank 
deposits _. they were part of the superstruc
ture and had the same magnitude of influence. 

One reason why so little attention was given 
to the role of reserve balances in the explanation 
of control was that the London bankers (accord
ing to Tooke) did not keep balances at the Bank 
until 1825,"' and even until 1842 the amounts 
were under a million pounds a good portion of 
most years. The note reserves of London banks 
were probably something like seven to ten· mil
lions all through the period from 1819 to 1857, 
depending upon the strength of the reserve 
position at the time."' Accordingly, there 
seemed no patent error in considering that the 
Bank influenced the money market through the 
circulation. 

Tooke desired the Bank to gauge its pressure 

"Bis/Ofy 01 Pm .. , m, 146n. 
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by the state of the money market, but he denied 
that this pressure was monetary in character. 
I believe that the difficulty was not merely that 
he and Fullarton failed to see the monetary 
aspect of reserve deposits. It was the smooth 
adjustment of reserves to requirements at the 
initiative of the market which was partly, and 
perhaps mainly, responsible for their confusion. 
For example, Fullarton thought that he was 
supporting his view by showing that notes not 
wanted would be returned to the Bank in the 
repayment of discounts. 

Thus the Currency School concluded that, 
because the necessary economic adjustments 
for maintaining international equilibrium were 

. induced by monetary means, Bank rate was 
an effective instrument of control only as it 

brought about visible changes in the supply of 
currency. This was a mistaken conclusion. It 
does not follow that recorded changes in the 
quantity of money are always the best gauge 
of monetary pressure. On the other hand, 
Tooke and many others in the City considered 
that pressure was a phenomenon of the money 
market and was to be gauged by rate levels and 
the ease of obtaining loans. Since the central 
bank could induce a given scarcity of credit 
with little or no change in the supply of cur
rency - partly, though not chiefly, because re
serves consisted to some extent of deposits
they tended to overlook the monetary signifi
cance of money market pressure. As we shall 
see, this view became much more common by 
1858. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE "MODUS OPERANDI" AND EXTENT OF 
THE BANK'S INFLUENCE ON PRICES 

T HE theories discussed in the preced~ng 
chapter were concerned with the mecha

nism by wbich the Bank could make effective 
a change in the terms of credit. Those reviewed 
in the present chapter were concerned with the 
motives for making business commitments and 
the extent to which they were influenced by 
changes in the currency and conditions in the 
money market. 

In discussing the theories of the Bank's in
fluence upon prices, Keynes draws the main 
distinction between the view that the Bank 
enforces a given rate in order to secure the right 
amount of bank money and the view that it 
enforces a given scarcity of bank money in 
order to secure the required level of rates.' 
During the first half of the century such was 
not the main line of distinction. It is true 
that the writers and financiers of that period 
gave varying degrees of emphasis to the supply 
of balances relative to the demand and to the 
cost of credit relative to profits as an incentive 
to increased outlay. But the main line of cleav
age was between those who believed the Bank 
could influence prices by affording greater ac
commodation - whether an increase of cur
rency was emphasized or not - and those who 
believed the Bank possessed no such power
at least to any dependable degree. 

Among the writers of the !irst group there 
was a growing tendency to emphasize the influ
ence of the "facility," or cost, of credit upon 
the volume of commitments. But in giving such 
emphasis they did not mean to ignore the effect 
upon prices of a change in the currency and the 
credit superstructure resting upon it. Indeed 
some of the writers expressed the causal rela
tion both ways. Apparently they did not attach 
much importance to the order in the causal 

l r-Jiso .. II....,. wi. .. ch. :a:iii. 

chain in which they placed the level of rates and 
the quantity of the means of payment. 

There was indeed an important difference of 
opinion as to whether the level of the note cir
culation or the discount rate was the proper 
criterion for the Bank to follow. But even the 
Currency School, when discussing the manner 
in which an increase of the circulation pro
duced a rise of prices, reasoned that it operated 
partly through its effect upon the money mar
ket. Thus among those who held that the meas
ures of the Bank affected prices to a dependable 
extent there was no important difference of 
opinion regarding the dynamics of the process. 

There was some discussion of the points at 
which the economic system was most sensitive 
to greater credit facilities. But the question was 
not considered of primary importance by the 
writers of that period. It is an odd fact that 
those who gave most attention to the influence 
of the rate upon the starting of new enterprise 
- Tooke and Fullarton - were interested in 
disproving that the Bank could influence com
modity prices. 

I. Theories 'hat 'he Bank Canlnjluence Prices 
'/woNgh Cheap Credit 

Thornton at times emphasizes the increase of 
cash as a condition to rising prices and at other 
times he gives more consideration to the greater 
"facility of borrowing." He states, for example, 
that if A gets more notes because of a greater 
issue he will part with them for goods, stocks, 
land, or some other article, because the notes 
yield no interest.' At another point he states 
that London traders are encouraged by the 
greater "facility of obtaining notes at the bank 
by giving bills for them" to enlarge their specu
lations. They expect a 1arger profit or at least 

• hI*' Credit. pp. 064-165. 
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their ordinary profit on a larger business.' Thus 
he appears to hold not only that an increase of 
currency and a greater facility of borrowing 
will be associated, but tbat either will furnish 
an incentive for increased outlay. Tbere is the 
qualification of course that a high state of con
fidence serves to increase the rapidity of cir
culation, because people then "provide less 
amply against contingencies." • 

Tooke in his earlier work, like Thornton, 
sometimes emphasized the effect of the rate 
upon spending and at other times he emphasized 
the effect of an increase of currency and credit. 
The rate of interest, he states, "enters as cause 
and effect into every consideration of the regula
tion of the paper currency."· An increase of 
credit may drive down the rate on that descrip
tion of security for which it comes into compe
tition. "If the reduction in the rate of interest, 
and the facility of credit thence arising, should 
coincide with a tendency from other causes, to 
a speculative rise of prices, and with the open
ing of new fields for enterprise, there will natu
rally be a great extension of the demand for the 
loan of capital. ... ". The order of causation 
so far seems to be that additional currency 
affects outlay by first affecting the rate. But in 
other passages he emphasizes the direct effect of 
an increase of the currency upon the demand for 
commodities. An addition to the currency, he 
states, whether in the form of gold or paper 
"or mere credit," must eventually raise the 
prices of commodities. "But . . . it is likely to 
affect the rate of interest in the first instance, 
before it comes in contact with commodities." • 
He apparently meant that an increase of the' cur
rency was generally associated with a reduction 
of the rate; but not that either was merely a 
means to the other, or that either was exclu
sively the incentive for an increase of outlay. 
His mind was fixed more upon the time sequence 
of the rise in the prices of interest-bearing 
securities and the rise in commodity prices than 
upon the exact causal relation between the two. 

Thomas Attwood was not interested primarily 
in the exact process by which monetary causes 

-Ibid., p. 195. 
4I1bUl., p. 47. 
'e_ 011 llu Stau 0/ tlu e_:y, p. S. 
-Ibid., pp. 21-22. 

"lbi4., pp. 22-2JD. 

produced a rise of prices. Indeed, he stated that 
among all the arguments against the issue of 
more currency, he had heard none that an in
creased issue would not raise prices.s He real
ized that most purchases were made with credit 
substitutes; but he believed that the latter de
rived their "strength and existence" from Bank 
notes and, when they had shrunk from "moral 
causes," could be increased only by an expan
sion of notes.9 The parties first receiving the 
additional supplies of money would make pur
chases, pay debts, or lend on mortgage and the 
like. Those in the second and later stages of 
the process would do the same, until the money 
reached the laborers.'o People would not hold 
money unemployed to an indefinite extent, for 
they would then lose the interest or the income 
from property that it would purchase. "Man
kind would be acting upon strange principles, 
indeed, if they retained their confidence in 
money, and refused it to property, when every 
market was glutted with money which had but 
lately overflowed with property." 11 

Attwood did not consider it of special impor
tance where the increased outlay would begin. 
At one point he stated that landlords would 
furnish an ample demand for loans if they could 
be had for extended periods at reasonable 
rates.'2 At other times he gave particular atten
tion to the increased demands of traders. The 
demand for the products of industry, he states, 
is occasioned by the reaccumulation of stocks 
of goods and by the increase of general con-
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sumption. An increase in the supply of money 
would cause a reaccumulation of stocks in each 
particular trade. It might seem that this would 
only procrastinate the sufferings of traders 
whose warehouses were already full. But if 
the increase of stocks were general, it would 
occasion a general increase of expenditure (for 
labor) and a general increase of consumption. IS 

Regarding the effect of new government ex
penditure, he says that it is of little cons~quence 
whether Bank notes are issued in this way or 
in loans to individuals. Relief expenditures are 
beneficial when they increase the amount- of 
currency brought into action, but not if they 
relieve misery on the one hand while creating 
it equally on the other. Government retrench
ment, however, would cause unemployment. 
While eventually the laborers would be em
ployed by private capitalists, and the only 
difference would be that more would be spent 
on private ostentation and less on objects of 
public interest, the readjustment would require 
time. Meanwhile, those employed through gov
ernment expenditure, as well as thousands of 
others, would be thrown out of employment." 

William Blake takes a different view of the 
effect of government expenditure upon prices 
and production. Political economists, he states, 
have generally held that such expenditure is 
derived from a fund which would equally have 
heen a source of demand if left in private hands. 
The error, he believes, lies in their assuming 
that there is always immediate employment for 
capital as it accrues from saving. When capital 
accumulates rapidly it is not always possible to 
find new ways of employing it. If new wants, 
new tastes, and new population do not keep 
pace with the increase of capital, the latter 
stagnates. Commodities accumulate in ware
houses. Government expenditure, however, can 
open new markets for consumption and give 
employment to capital otherwise unemployed. 
Prices then rise and production increases. But, 
oddly enough, Blake's suggestion for remedy
ing the difficulties existing in 1823 is not that 
the government should spend more, but that 
production should be reduced. The natural 
remedy for agricultural distress is lessened pro
duction at higher prices. He advises against 

.. z.u.. Ie V--. PI>- ." 57. no. 
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"nostrums" in the form of loans by the govern
ment, purchases of cQrn by the government, or 
an increase of the currency with a view to rais
ing prices.1' 

McCulloch says that the "supply of money 
cannot be increased without a corresponding 
increase taking place in prices." However, in 
explaining the rise of prices ending in 1825 he 
assumes that the effect of the currency operated 
through the rate in the money market. The 
reduction of the rate encouraged individuals to 
borrow larger sums than usual from the banks, 
and it encouraged those with moneyed property 
"to embark in projects which they were taught 
to believe would yield them a greater return for 
their capital." Also the long dates for bills 
encouraged the withholding of goods from the 
market.1e 

M ushet stresses the influence of the Bank's 
issues upon the prices of securities. It is not 
meant to establish as an invariable rule that a 
5 or 10 per cent increase of the currency will 
affect the price of consols to the same extent, he 
says, but it would seem that on every increase 
of currency there is a rise in the price of stock." 
Discussing the matter further, M ushet appears 
to have in mind only such increases of currency 
as are made against government securities, loans 
on stock or mortgage, or against discounts be
low the market rate. In such cases, he holds, 
there is a reduction in the rate of interest and a 
"general spirit of gambling in all money securi
ties," 18 and in articles of consumption. He 
makes no attempt to show that the increased 
demand for commodities is induced by the rise 
of security prices. 

Palmer states very clearly the view that the 
market rate affects prices by operating directly 
upon traders' incentives. "The first operation 
is to increase the value of money; with the in
creased value of money there is less facility 
obtained by the commercial Public in the 
discount of their paper; that naturally tends 
to limit transactions and to the reduction of 

.. 06_ ". ... 1!6- Prod""" by ... I!zIM4i
..... 0/ Co_. .., -, ... Rulri<liow 0/ C ..... P.y
...,. (.11>3). pp. 43-99-

.. "The Late Crisis in the MOllOY IIubt ImputiaDy 
CODSidered," lldiIobMr" R ...... :D.I¥ (.11>6). pp. 84-4. 

.. Bled 0/""_ ./ ...... 0/ ~ p. 1$. See 
oIso PI>- 141-143 • .'bid., PI>- 157-'sS. 18cH1I>. 
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prices. "19 Palmer was not referring here 
to the use of Bank rate to limit the circulation, 
but to the effect of the market rate upon 
traders' commitments. However, like many 
others, he no doubt assumed that the two oper
ated together. 

Gurney's position at the Bank Charter in
quiry appears similar to Palmer's. A contrac
tion of the Bank circulation tends to reduce 
prices, he states, because it produces caution 
in money dealers and through them in com
modity dealers.2o At other times not all the 
Bank notes are being used. The result is low 
interest and great credit facilities. This "low 
state of money and these great facilities ulti
mately produce an extension of the amount of 
notes that come into operation, and extension 
of transactions; this extension of transactions 
after a time operates upon prices, but it is not a 
very rapid process." 21 The following year, 
however, before the Select Committee on Manu
factures, Commerce, and Shipping, he argued 
that the Bank has very limited influence upon 
prices - especially in producing a rise. If the 
circulation were adjusted to "requirements," he 
said, a reduction would affect prices. Also, if 
the circulation were less than requirements, an 
increase of it would cause prices to rise. But 
when there is already an abundance, a further 
increase would have no effect. Extra notes 
would simply remain idle in the tills of the 
bankers, the "natural depository" of surplus 
notes. The bankers would not buy stock or 
Exchequer bills with them for fear of losses in 
case they had to sell. Nor would they make 
advances upon slight security. More idle funds 
(in 1833) would not encourage speculation, as 
there already exist ample means for it. The 
fall that has occurred in the prices of buildings 
and produce is not owing to the change in the 
circulating medium, but to the increase of capi
ta! and the reduction of the cost of production 
resulting from peace in Europe. At another 
point he claimed that greater facilities in the 
money market would tend only to permit in
solvent concerns to become more insolvent."" 

»Ev., 1832, q. 678. 
• Ev",? 1832, q. 3526. 
D. Ev .. 1832, q. 3601. 
.. Evideuce, in Re"m fr- lite Select C "",,,,;,tee "" 

JI .... ja.a_. C __ ce. 11M SIU#iJtt. qs. ~JII40 P.P. 

Thus Gurney's theory, though it appears to 
agree with Palmer's as regards the mechanism 
by which the Bank influences prices, has a great 
deal in common with the later views of Tooke in 
emphasizing the limited extent of the Bank's 
powers. 

Loyd does not as a rule concern himself with 
the mechanism by which an increase of cur
rency causes a rise of prices. But in his Separa
tion of the Departments of the Bank he states 
that an increase of the circulation acts first upon 
the rate of interest, then - more or less in 
order - upon the prices of securities, the mar
ket for shares, the negotiation of foreign securi
ties, speculation in commodities, and lastly upon 
prices generally. However, as in the case of 
many of his contemporaries, Loyd is thinking 
principally of the time sequence and not the 
exact process by which the rise of prices was 
produced." 

Torrens traces the effect of a decline in the 
currency through the credit structure. In an 
excellent passage he says: "The cash at the 
command of the private bankers and bill
brokers being diminished, they would see the 
expediency of restoring the ordinary proportion 
between the amount of their immediately avail
able funds "iInd their immediate liabilities, by 
limiting their discounts and credits, or by dis
posing of their securities; the merchants and 
dealers who employed bankers, finding their 
cash balances reduced, and their accustomed 
amount of discounts diminished, would abstain 
from purchases, or dispose of securities to 
complete them; and from all these several 
causes the prices of commodities would decline, 
and the rate of interest advance."" Thus, 
despite the fact that he regarded the level of the 
note circulation as the proper criterion for the 
Bank to follow, he reasoned that the currency 
affected prices via the credit superstructure and 
the money market. 

Joplin reasons at times that the currency 
influences prices by way of the rate. An addi-

1833. VI. In some IapeCb Gumey', evidmce mDindt one 
of Walter Stewart', _ before the Commit..., 011 

FUJaIICZ and Industry in '930. They both argue that, with
out good prospects of making profits, the expansion of emIit 
Jeads merely to the piIiDg up of '-• 

- Tracts. p. 253. 
• RerteIDOl oj .1Ie C_. p. 36. 
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tion to Bank notes goes into the reserves of 
London bankers, where it forms the basis for 
an expansion of their securities and deposits. 
When an "abundance of money" can be obtained 
at a cheap rate, he states, it "encourages specu
lation, speculation gives rise to expenditure, 
expenditure to income, and income spent, repro
duces income; and thus a general promotion of 
industry and a creation of prosperity and wealth 
take place throughout the land." On the other 
hand, when the Bank contracts the circulation, 
"traders are compelled to reduce their stock of 
goods and order no more," enterprise is llus
pended, and labor is unemployed.'s 

Gilbart states that an "increase in the quan
tity of money" raises prices by giving the means 
and the inclination of purchasing a greater 
quantity of goods for consumption or specula
tion. Referring particularly to the views of 
Tooke, he points out that the question is not 
whether the abundance of money is the only 
cause affecting prices, but whether it is one of 
the causes. Deposits, when they result from an 
overftow of the Bank circulation - though ap
parently not otherwise - have an effect upon 
prices similar to Bank notes. Bona fide com
mercial bills, though they frequently discharge 
payments, have little effect upon prices, since 
they follow (instead of initiating) the transac
tions upon which they are based. They are like 
country notes in this respect. Thus Gilbart 
seems to hold that creqit instruments other than 
Bank notes are merely neutral: they may be 
used for making payments but they can not 
initiate the transactions giving rise to them. In 
this respect he was very much in the minority. 
The common view was that credit substitutes 
were effective in raising prices, though their 
efficiency varied. 

Gilbart evidently determines whether the 
Bank circulation is excessive by viewing the 
rate. If the Bank makes money cheap, whether 
the circulation actually increases or not, it will 
promote a spirit of speculation which will ad
vance prices." At some points in his discussion 
he implies that the only control over expansion 
required is a qualitative control. If the Bank 
were to issue only to satisfy the legitimate 

- Joplin. C_, R.I ..... pp. 46-.!8. 
-"The Curftllcy: llanking.v w ... _ Rnino. XlCtY 

(J&p), 9~~ 100-108. Ev., lacl, qs. 983. lOla. 

wants of trade, he says, there would be no excess 
issue or rise of prices.'7 But as in the case of 
most writers who formally take such a position, 
a great deal depends upon the meaning he at
taches to the word tegitimate. The proof of 
whether the notes are required, he states, is 
whether the rate is unduly depressed j and the 
test of a proper rate depends on circumstances.os 

Thus to a considerable extent his differences 
with the more commonly accepted theory of his 
time were verbal. Nevertheless he did appar
ently believe that qualitative control of credit 
was an effective, even though not the only, guard 
against inftation, and that the purchase of 
securities by the Bank was particularly liable 
to lead to speculation. 

The theory of J. W. Bosanquet is in many 
respects like that of Gilbart; and the theories 
of both have points in common with the view 
expressed by the Governor and leading direc
tors before the Bullion Committee.'· Bosanquet 
starts with the idea that the rate and not the 
amount of the currency should be the immedi
ate criterion of control. So long as the Bank 
issues in strict accordance with the demands 
of the community, "the rate of interest remain
ing unaltered" (from the required equilibrium 
rate), the quantity of currency can have no 
effect on prices. But if the Bank buys or sells 
government securities and at the same time 
there is no means by which the public can 
rectify the amount of the currency (by causing 
appropriate changes in the amount of dis
counts), the currency may continue for a time 
in a state of forced excess or deficiency. Such 
a condition shows itself first in the money mar
ket. When the rate has fallen, there is encour
agement to increased borrowing and increased 
speculation, and the prices of speculative goods 
rise. 

One is reminded to some extent of Wicksell's 
theory by Bosanquet's further elaboration of 
his views. "There is a certain average rate of 
profit upon capital in this country, and there is 
a certain average rate of interest resulting from 

• Ev" 1&41, qs.. 956, 102'1 1160. 
• Ev .• 1&11, qs. 996. tOOl. J087 d.". 
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it, which in the long run may continue to be 
paid, though it is difficult to determine with pre
cision what that rate may be." When money, 
or the means of procuring capital, "is offered 
below that rate, it stimulates over-issue, and 
high prices; when above it, it produces de
ficiency and low prices." If money could be 
procured permanently at I per cent, what enter
prising person would not be anxious to extend 
his operations of trade on borrowed capital, 
thereby increasing the competition for goods 
in the market? On the other hand, the most 
active and enterprising could not afford to pay 
10 per cent for any length of time. The object 
then is to ascertain what the average (or equi
librium) rate is. Bosanquet believes that in 
England it is 5 per cent. But he adds that there 
is no charm in the figure five; the required rate 
varies according to the times and from one 
'Country to another. Moreover it varies within 
the country according to the type of loan. The 
rate on government stock is generally a little 
more than 3 per cent; on landed security it is 
nearer 4. Some bills of exchange are discounted 
at 4 per cent while others are discounted at 6 
or 7. If the Bank were to lend against govern
ment securities, the rate should be 31'. per 
cent.so But such a procedure would be incon
venient to trade. A more convenient mode 
would be for the Bank to discount commercial 
bills, and the average rate on such bills as are 
taken by banks is 5 per cent."1 

Though Bosanquet is seeking a neutral 
money, he states that under his plan prices 
would continue to vary. But the evil, he cIai!DS, 
would not be in the currency. He seems to view 
the equilibrium rate as a kind of historical aver
age, and offers no clear-cut method for deter
mining whether such a rate turns out to be 
correct. In this respect he differs from Wicksell, 
who practically defines his natural rate as one 
to which the loan rate must conform in order to 
maintain average prices at a stable level. ._ 

We may conclude at this point that, in the 
view of those who believed that the Bank could 
affect prices in a dependable way, an increase 

- GiIbart, on the other band, objected to Bank advances 
against govemmeut securities on the ground that they pr0-

moted speculation. 
-Bosmquet, JI-. Pa,.,. _ CredU Cwr_7 

(1&42). pp. 6H6. 

in the supply of currency and credit substitutes 
was associated, or tended to be associated, with 
a change in the rate. But to an increasing ex
tent the rate was taken as the point of departure 
in discussing the regulation of prices. Such a 
point of view was quite natural for London 
merchants and bankers to take. Tbey regu
larly issued their own bills, and they held in 
reserve large amounts of the bills of others 
which they could convert into cash .as need 
arose. Consequently relaxation presented itself 
to them in the form of lower rates. 

2. Theories Denying the Bank's Influence on 
Prices through the Circulation or through 

Cheap Credit 

Since Tooke was generally regarded as the 
leading authority for the view that prices were 
not governed either by the amount of the cir
culation or by conditions in the money market, 
particular attention will be given to his position. 
His evidence in 1832 shows the transition from 
his earlier views. He admits first that, "other 
things being the same, variations in the amount 
of the circulating medium have a tendency to 
influence prices." But further on he states 
that, historically, a rise or fall of prices has 
preceded the enlargement or contraction of the 
Bank circulation and therefore could not be the 
effect of it. An increase of Bank notes might 
only swell the reserves of the bankers."o Such 
statements might mean merely that credit con
ditions conducive to a rise of prices would not 
necessarily be reflected to begin with in a change 
in the circulation." But a few years later he 
takes Hume to task for holding that a low rate 
stimulates speculation in commodities." He de
fines speculation (for this purpose) as purchases 
by regular dealers beyond the usual proportion 
to their credit, or by persons outside the trade. 
The inducement to speculate, he claims, is the 
expectation of an advance in the price; not the 
facility of borrowing." 

• Ev .. 1832, qs.. 543" 5449. 5454-
- He argued aJso that aD iDaaJe of deposita .. ouId DOt 
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Although Tooke's general conclusion is that 

prices are not governed by the cost of credit, 
he makes many statements which do not sup
port such a conclusion. He admits that "if 
there exist grounds for speculation in goods, a 
coincident facility of credit may, but will not 
necessarily, extend the range of it." 88 (By fa
cility of credit he means either low rates or the 
ability to obtain advances on slight security.) 
But, as Hawtrey points out, there is never a 
time when no one considers that he has a motive 
to buy for a rise. As long as markets are open, 
traders are buying as well as selling.1T Tooke 
would claim that they were not "speculating," 
however, unless they were huying for a consider
able rise. Thus his conclusion depends upon his 
unwillingness to recognize small gradations of 
the motive to speculate. 

He makes other concessions which are not in 
keeping with his general conclusion. Discussing 
the easy credit policy of the Bank in 1836, he 
admits that low rates may have been connected 
with excessive credits to America, promoting 
there an increased demand for English manu
factures and raising prices in England.'· He 
also refers to the effect of the rate on the forma
tion of new enterprises. "It must be quite evi
dent that, as a fall in the rate of interest favours 
projects which hold out to subscribers the 
prospect of an improved income, so a rise in 
the rate of interest is necessarily attended with 
a fall in the value of projects in actual opera
tion, and with discouragement to the formation 
of new ones. But these effects of variations in 

of the word here ..... mtd. Take wheet for example, one of 
the most usual aDd promiDmt of the artidos of produ<e for 
apeculatiOD, aDd at aD average pri", of about 501. Now I 
never heerd of lIlY pe...,., characterised .. a apecu\ator, not 
a Jobber, who would thiDIr. the rut of loss _ted by 
so small aD adYaD'" .. $" per quarter, lookiDg to hold It 
for three mODths. But the utmost cIiffereDoe betweeD the 
rate of dlscouat of 3 per CODt. ODd 6 per alDt., _ely, 3 per 
alDt. per UlDum, for three mODth$, would 00 a quarter of 
wheat amouat ooIy to 4~. per quarter, a _'" which, 
I will veuture to say, DOver iDdu<ed or deterrecl a aiDgIe 
apecu\ative purdwe.. ·'bill. p. 166. 
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British _ufactwea (b. 1840. qs. 1317-31). 

the circulation and in the rate of interest, on 
the prices of securities, have no analogy in the 
markets for commodities." 88 If Tooke had 
only noted that the formation of new projects 
increased the demand for commodities his anal
ysis would bear considerable resemblance to 
those of Cassel and Keynes. 

After all these concessions, it would seem 
that there was little left to his theory that the 
rate did not influence prices. But there can be 
no question that his real objective was to prove 
that there was no connection which was at all 
significant for purposes of monetary control. 
In his Inquiry into the Currency Principle a 
few years later he reaffirms his belief that the 
currency theory and the "money market the
ory" of prices are equally in error. (0 

Tooke really had no theory to explain how 
monetary causes were related to prices. In dis
cussing the "ultimate regulating principle of 
money prices," he says: 

It is the quantity of money constituting the revenues 
of the different orders of the state, under the bead of 
rents, proJits, salaries, aDd wages, destined for current 
expenditure, according to the wants and habits of the 
several classes, that alone forms the limiting principle 
of the aggregate 0/ money prices, - the ollly prices that 
can properly come under the designation of g ...... aI 
prices. As the cost of production is the limiting prin
ciple of supply, so the aggregate of money incomes de
voted to expenditure for consumption is the limiting 
principle of demand for commodities." 

One looks in vain for a statement of how mone
tary causes are related to incomes. Though 
Tooke states that an increase in the world sup-

• HulDry oj Pri<u, m, 165-166. In volume IV (p. '94) 
Tooke claimed that the low rate facilitated railway specuI&
tioo iD 1144-45 . 
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ply of bullion would influence world prices he 
does not explain the modus operandi!' His 
theory of credit operations leaves no place for 
any. He insists that any increase in the sup
ply of bullion in England would go to the 
Bank, and that the Bank in buying gold or 
securities would not force either coin or notes 
into circulation.4S There would be a reduction 
of money rates, but the reduced rates, accord
ing to his reasoning, would not influence com
modity prices. 

Mill was obviously much influenced by 
Tooke. In his review of Torrens's book in 
defense of the Currency Principle and of 
Tooke's book opposing it, he gives nearly all of 
his attention to Tooke's." For it he has only 
words of praise. 

The limit to possible demand, he holds, de
pends not only upon the amount of notes and 
deposits in people's possession but upon any 
other sums payable on demand and upon any 
"credit" they may possess. "Credit" in this 
context means potential borrowing from both 
banks and traders. The portion of their "pur
chasing power" which people use depends upon 
their necessity and upon their expectation of 
profit. He admits that an "extension of credit, 
legitimate or illegitimate, tends, in proportion 
as it is made use of, to a rise of price." But his 
position seems to be that a reduction of the rate 
can not supply the motive for increasing outlay. 
He gives no consideration to the possibility that 
the other factors might be so evenly balanced 
that a change in the rate would be the deciding 
factor for a certain margin of expenditure., In 
agreement with Tooke, he states that the Bank 
can influence the rate of interest and the prices 
of securities, but he fails to note any connection 
between the prices of securities and the demand 
for commodities". 

a Ev., 1840, qs. 3295-330 3. 
.. C_"",y PriItd!>k, pp. 6,-63. 
.. J. S. MiD (UDSigned article), "An Inquity into the 

Currency Principle, by Thomas Tooke; and An Inquity into 
the Practical Working aud Proposed Arrangements for the 
Renewal of the Cbarter of the BaDk of EDgland, by R. Tor
rens,. Wwmim,", RetJiew, XLI (1144), 579. 

-Ibid., pp. 589-596. In his PriItd/>kI D/ Political He_ 
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Fullarton's purpose also is to emphasize the 
lack of control by the Bank over commodity 
prices, But the lack of control in his view is 
owing to the inability of the Bank to control the 
money market .. • Unlike Tooke, he stresses the 
importance of the market rate of interest upon 
speculation and the starting of new enterprise. 
He states first that the interest which a specu
lator has to pay if he uses borrowed capital, or 
which he must forego if he uses his own, though 
only one element of cost, constitutes an impor
tant item in his calculation of profit. It is im
plied that a temporary reduction of the rate 
would affect the speculator's willingness to make 
commitments .• , 

But the "real incentive to speculation," he 
believes, "whether in the more hazardous class 
of securities or in merchandise, lies deeper than 
this." The amount of capital seeking invest
ment in ordinary times is in excess of the means 
of employing it. Competition for securities in 
favor for their safety and convenience raises 
their price. Higher prices for securities are 
identical with a lower rate of interest. Capital
ists are so eager to obtain better rates of return 
that they buy shares in new projects though they 
involve greater risk. Speculation then spreads 

" (Princit/ .. , bk. iii, chs. xii, Div). He takes the same posi-
tion before the Committee OD the Bank Acts (Ev., 1851, 
q. 2031). (In his article (p. 593) be denied tbat pmrentiog 
aD increase of bank notes "would either anat the rUe, or 
moderate the subsequent mruWon.") WbiJe formally be ad
heres to hi5 old positioD that increased credit facilities do 
not origitJau' an increased demand for eommodit.iel, he 
stresses much more the point Ih2t they mau IDllibJe an 
increased demaud. 

MiD makes much more of another point in his later 
statements. Bank issues. he says, never "originate" a rise 
of prius so long as they are advauced to _aDU and 
dcalers, since they are then used for fulfilliDg previous eo
gagements. But the operation is dilIereot ... hen tbe ad_ 
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q. 2066). See aI50 PriItd!>k" AshJey ed., pp. 655-656. 
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from securities to goods. FuIlarton makes no 
attempt to show that the increased demand for 
goods is caused by the new projects; though he 
quotes Craig to the effect that the decline in the 
rate on deposits in Scotland caused depositors 
to lend to builders and in some cases to become 
builders themselves"· 

Unlike Bosanquet and most contemporary 
writers, Fullarton did not consider that the re
duction of the rate necessary for promoting ex
pansion was due to monetary causes - or at 
least not for the most part. It was owing to a 
plethora of real capital. Moreover he seems to 
have considered that the additional undertak
ings would merely involve greater risk - being 
projects not required - rather than a change 
to more capitalistic methods of production. 

3 . Conclusion 
In contrast with later writers, particularly 

those of the early twentieth century, the older 
writers and financiers made no effort to give a 
mathematical formulation to the relation of 
prices to money and the other factors in the 
equation of exchange, but adhered to the lan
guage of the market. This was not because 
they were unfamiliar with the concept of the 
rapidity of circulation or the requirement of a 
given casb .balance in relation to the amount of 
income and outlay. They apparently considered 
that not all the various factors which might 
influence prices could be stated in a simple 
form. I believe the older approach was more 
realistic than the one through the Quantity 
Theory equation. The latter approach leaves in 
the background (a) the analysis of the actual 
procedure by which the monetary authorities 
may bring their influence to bear, (b) the cri
teria for determining to what extent monetary 
measures are effective, and (c) the motives of 
those who administer business to change the 
volume of commitments. 

Contemporary writers were not interested 
primarily in the exact process by which mone
tary measures produced a rise of prices. It is 
true that some regarded Bank rate as a mere 
instrument for varying the amount of Bank 
notes. But not even the Currency School con
sidered that prices were determined directly by 
the volume of currency: the effect of changes 

• R.pIoJioa ., c ........... lIP. 16 .... 6$. 

in the latter operated through the credit super
structure and the money market. As has been 
pointed out, there was an increasing tendency 
to take the rate as the point of departure in dis
cussing the mode of producing a change of 
prices, but this was because the rate was the 
more obvious indication to traders and bankers 
of whether money was abundant. I do not be
lieve they were concerned with whether the size 
of balances or the level of the rate was the direct 
incentive to monetary outlay. What they were 
concerned with in this connection was the cri
terion which the Bank should foIlow in regu
lating credit. 

Did the older writers raise the question 
whether the market rate in order to induce 
expansion must be less than the "natural rate"? 
They did not as a rule discuss the problem in 
that form. For the most part they stated simply 
that cheap credit tended to promote an increase 
of purchases, but I believe they assumed im
plicitly that credit was to be considered cheap 
or not according to circumstances. It must be 
remembered that the "natural rate" does not 
afford an objective criterion for regulative ac
tion. Indeed it was the essential weakness of 
Bosanquet's theory that he assumed that the 
Bank could determine the proper level for the 
discount rate independently of business devel
opments. It seems doubtful, therefore, whether 
the theories of the older writers would have 
gained by defining elaborately the "natural 
rate." Such a rate turns out to be nothing more 
than one to which the market rate must con
form in order to maintain equilibrium defined 
in some other way. What needs to be under
stood is that a rate is not to be judged high or 
low arbitrarily. 
. As regards the points at wbich the economic 

system was assumed to be sensitive to the rate, 
we have seen that Thornton, Palmer, Gurney 
(at times), Loyd, Bosanquet, and even Fullar
ton supposed that a reduction of the rate would 
affect the outlay of commodity dealers. There 
was nearly universal agreement that the rate 
affected the prices of securities. Tooke and 
FuIlarton pointed out that the prices of securi
ties would in turn affect the starting of new 
enterprises; though Tooke denied that this 
would lead to a rise of commodity prices. Ful
larton moreover did not view the low rate as 
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owing to monetary causes. However, it was a 
very common opinion that "bubble" enterprises 
were encouraged by excessively cheap credit. 

The weight of opinion was much more to the 
effect than it is today that cheap credit would 
lead to business .expansion and a rise of prices. 
Hubbard, Tooke, and Mill were very much in 
the minority in this respect, and even they 
made admissions damaging to their view. The 
careful search for points in the economic sys-

tem which are sensitive to cheap credit proceeds 
probably from a doubt as to whether they exist. 
One suspects that the reason why the older 
writers did not take more interest in this prob
lem was that generally they had faith that an 
expansion of credit would easily produce a rise 
of prices. Their chief concern was to avoid hav
ing a rise of prices which would upset the coun
try's international equilibrium and then produce 
a crash. 



CHAPTER V 

PUBLIC DEPOSITS, ADVANCES TO THE 
TREASURY, AND Q..UARTERLY 
ADVANCES TO THE MARKET 

T HAT the condition of the money market 
had an important connection with _ the 

Treasury's operations is evident when it is ob
served that the Treasury frequently absorbed 
funds during a financial quarter equal to half 
the Bank circulation in London or equal to 
several times the amount of the London bank
ers' balances at the Bank. The Treasury did 
not make the same effort that it makes today to 
avoid influencing the amount of bankers' cash 
by varying the floating indebtedness held by 
the market.1 Though the variations in advances 
were to a large extent seasonal after 1825, they 
were not so altogether. In addition, practically 
all the balances of government funds were 
kept at the Bank and these likewise varied 
widely. It is of course the net position of 
the Treasury at the Bank - the difference 
between deposits and advances received
and changes in the net position which are 
significant from the standpoint of the money 
market. 

During the period of war and postwar financ
ing the Bank officials were well aware that 
the accumulations and releases of funds by the 
Treasury had an uninterrupted effect on the 
money market. And as late as 1832 Gurney 
and some of the directors showed that they ap
preciated this fact. After that time the general 
position of the officials was that advances to 
the Treasury (together with changes in the 
public balances) gave rise merely to a seasonal 
problem and that it was the Bank's purpose 
merely to ~alUe their effect on the money 
market. But as a matter of fact the procedure 
followed by the Treasury together with the 
Bank's granting of temporary advances to th!! 
market played an important part in the general 

I See the evidoace of Sir It. V. N. HopkiDs, bet ..... the 
Committee on fiDaDat uulllldustry, 19JQ, 

control of credit. I shall try to show that both 
the temporary advances and the indebtedness 
of the Treasury at the Bank were routes by 
which the market could adjust its position at its 
own initiative, the Bank and the Treasury set
ting the terms of credit. 

No part of our subject is so clouded with 
details as the connection between the Treasury's 
operations and the money market, so it seeIns 
desirable to begin with a brief discussion of 
procedure. Then in the section following that 
we shall give particular attention to the seasonal 
release and absorption of funds by the Treasury 
and related factors. The seasonal relation
ships throw a good deal of light on the semi
automatic adjustment of the reserves of the 
London banks to the demand. Moreover, con
temporary discussion can be understood only if 
one is familiar with the seasonal variations, for 
the problem was regarded as essentially sea
sonal. 

I. Statement Concerning Procedure 
The Exchequer deposit at the Bank was only 

a general fund. In addition, the paymasters 
general, the receivers general, and various other 
public officers and their subordinates held large 
balances of public money, practically all of 
which were in deposits at the Bank." The divi
dend deposit or Audit Roll was a credit set up 
at the beginning of each quarter from the Ex-

• According to Eugen von Philippovicb. the various pay 
offices ....., required to bop their _as at the lIaDk .. 
early as 178J or soon after. III 1806 the Excise, Slimp, post, 
IIIld Customs olIias ....., ordered to pay into the Bault the 
money they received ouept for small sums for curreot ""
......... (B~ 0/'. JIaJI 01 B.,_ ., .. ~ 
s.nn... 10 1M SIIIJe. 2nd eel, 1911. PP- 18S-I86.) For a list 
of the various public deposits maintained in 1819. _ Re
port, H.C. 1819. app. 9. Compare with the list sma in 
P.P.I86I, (II). :a::DY. 16-
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chequer deposit, and from advances from the 
Bank when necessary, for the payment of the 
warrants for the dividend on the government 
deht. In a certain sense it was a portion of the 
Exchequer deposit designated for a special pur
pose. 

Not all deposits maintained by public func
tionaries were classed as public deposits. The 
Chancery and Bankruptcy accounts, for ex
ample, were reported by the Bank as private 
deposits. So also was the account of the East 
India Company.· The account of the Commis
sioners of Savings Banks, on the other hand, 
was classified as a public deposit.' 

The amounts of the different classes of Ex
chequer bills issued and paid off by the Treasury 
during each financial year are given in a table 
at the end of this chapter. These data, which 
include bills issued to the market as well as to 
the Bank, may be compared with those of the 
Bank's holdings at particular dates as shown 
at the end of Chapter VII and in Charts IVa, 
IVb, and IX in the Appendix. 

The procedure by which the Bank made ad
vances to the Treasury was of course regulated 
by statute." The advances regularly made were 
classified on the same basis as the appropriations 

• A report from the Treasury in 1861 listed twenty-four 
such governmeDl accounts which wete dassified as private 
deposits for the Bank return. The list included the accounts 
of the Master of the Mint, the Poor Law Board, and the 
Registrar of the High Court of Admiralty. The Council of 
India account, however, was changm to a public deposit in 
1858. See Corresponden"" between the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer and the Bank of England, P.P. 1861" $12), 
XXXIV, ?-16. Cf. Weguelin, Ev., 1857, qs. 156, 406-431; and 
Report of the Committee on the Bank Acts, 1857, app. 35. 

• This account represented funds paid into the savings 
hanks and awaiting investment in the public funds. 

• The Act of 1819 (59 Geo. m, c. 76), which merely con
tinued existing laws to the same effect, prohibited the Bank 
from makiog any advances to the government or from buy
ing any Exchequer bills without the consent of Parliament. 
But actually Parliament always gave the necessary consent: 
by permanent enactment for advances for Consolidated 
Fund .......-- and by temporary enactments for Supply 
services. That the general Jaw was DO practical hindrance 
to the Treasury's borrowing from the Bank is shown by the 
fact that in "nearly every" Exchequer Bill Act from 1797 
the Bank was authorized to advance the whole or a portion 
of the amount of bills to be issued (Report on Public Income 
and Expenditure, 186S-6g, part ii, pp. 518-519, P.P. 186S-6g, 
DCtY). This was iII addition to the other advances enu
merated. 

of public funds." Deficiency bills, heginning in 
1817,' were authorized to be issued whenever 
the balance in the Consolidated Fund 8 at the 
end of the financial quarter was insufficient to 
meet the permanent charges against it. They 
were issued at the beginning of the quarter sub
sequent to the one in which the deficiency oc
curred, and were paid off during the remainder 
of that quarter as the income to the Consoli
dated Fund made possible. These bills were 
issued only to the Bank, though Anderson states 
that it is not improbable that they were intended 
originally to be resold to the public, since they 

• Appropriations were divided into two general classa: 
permanent grants and annual grants. The first category re
quired no annual renewal of authority but became permanent 
chargeo against the Consolidated Fund. The most important 
of these were interest OD the penna.uent debt, salaries of 
judges and certain other independent omeen, and annuities 
to members of the royal family and other distinguished 
persons. Annual grants, on the other hand, were made by 
Parliament for the support of the army, navy. and dvll 
services, and for the payment of interest aD the unfunded 
debt. See Memorandum on Financial Control, Relo,' I'om 
,IN Seled Committee on Publk Monies, 1857, app. I, pp. 
'5-26 (P.P. 1857, Second Session, ('79), IX). The memo
randum was written by William Anderson. See also Josef 
Redlich. P,oudu,e 01 ,Ire House 01 CommOJII (1!jOB), m, 
159'-173. 

'Deficiency bills were authoriUd by 57 Geo. m. c. 48, 
which was a permanent act. Before 1817, when the balance 
in the Consolidated Fund at the end of the quarter was iII
sufficient to meet the quarterly charges, an advance wu 
made "out of the aids or supplies of the year" (Report on 
Public Income and Expenditure, 186S-6g, part ii, p. 5'9). 
This involved an advance from the Bank charged on Aids or 
Supplies when the balance iII the Exchequer was insufficient 
to meet the withdrawal. 

°The Consolidated Fund was formed in 1787. Only the 
permanent duties were OMigned to it and only the permanent 
grants were charged direct\y agaiD5t it, though the aurpl ... 
beyond the permanent charges became available for Supply 
services. During the war and for some time later • large 
portion of the revenue consisted of lIIlDual duties, and 10 

was dim:tIy applicahle to Supply oervias without palling 
through the Consolidated Fund. By 1830, however, few of 
the amaual duties ,mwdnM, and by 1846, aD the revsue 
was raised by permanent enactment. Consequeotly the .. bole 
iIlcome was carried to the Consolidated Fund and aD Ways 
and Means for Supply 5eIYic:a were derived from the surplUJ 
after the permanent charges. However, amounts raised on 
Supply bills and nnill 1855 amounts raised from permanent 
loans were part of the annual Way. and M ...... and did 
Dot go to the Consolidated Fund. Also, Supply bills wm: 
............ out of Ways and Means voted for Supplies iDstead 
of heiDg char!Ied against the Coasolidated Fund. (Memo
andum on YDI&IIciaI Control, died above, pp •• 5-26; Report 
on Public Income and Expenditure, I~. part ii, p. 5 ... ·) 
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were made payable to the Bank "or to their 
order." But they were not in fact negotiated, 
he says, and could not have been without inter
fering with their repayment from day to day.9 

Let us tum to advances for Supply services. 
Until 1832 the Treasury issued to the Bank 
Exchequer bills in anticipation of certain an
nual revenues, such as the malt and sugar duties. 
These bills, which were for relatively small 
amounts, were of course paid off out of the 
proceeds of those duties. to 

Ways and Means hills were also issued to the 
Bank for Supply services, but they were charged 
against the Consolidated Fund. By 1830 most 
of the revenue was applicable to the Consoli
dated Fund, and consequently most of the 
Supply charges were met from its surplus (after 
the permanent charges). Parliament, there
fore, in that year 11 and in subsequent years 
authori2ed the Bank to advance whatever was 
required to make up the difference between such 
Ways and Means appropriated and the surplus 
(in the Consolidated Fund) available for cov
ering them. These bills were repayable from 
the Consolidated Fund during the quarter next 
succeeding that in which they were issued (in 
contrast with Deficiency bills. which were re
payable during the quarter in which they were 
issued).12 Ways and Means bills in effect super
seded the bills issued in anticipation of annual 
duties, though there was a period of three years 
when both kinds were issued. 

Supply hills were issued for Supply services 
and for paying off outstanding Exchequer bills.18 

• Memorandum OD FinlDcial CODtrol. 18S7. p. 39. How
ever. DellcieDcy bills, u well u other Ezcbequer bills, were 
sometimes lakeD over from the Bank by the smIdDg Fund. 
See tables III the Report OD Publlc Income and EzpeDditure. 
1868-6g. pert n. pp. IS-liS. 

.. Cf. Phllippovicb. Bislory 0/ 1M B_ 0/ BA,-. 
pp .• 89-190· 

B See II Ceo. IV. e. I. 

II See ADderaoD'a Memorandum OD FinlDcial CODtrol. 
1857. pp. 4""4'. See abo report OD Public Income and Ez
peodituJe, 1868-6g. pert n. p. 5"0. Waya ""d M ..... bills 
were frequently referred to u CODSOlidated Fund biDs. 
They are Dot to be CODfuaod with the DellcieDcy bills .... 
ported III the BllDt re\UIDS UDder aA_cos fOI the Qual'
ie<1y Cbarae of tho C......,lidated Fund.· E.c. Report, 
1840, app. I,. 

M The ...... of Supply bills wu ft&QIated by 4B Ceo. m. 
c. I; 4 and S Wm. IV. c. 'S; and 5 and 6 Vxt. c. 66. See 
Memorandum OD Financial CODtroI, .857. P. 4'. 

In contrast with the three classes of bills just 
mentioned, which were issued only to the Bank, 
Supply bills were sold to the market, and the 
Bank's holdings were therefore listed as "Ex
chequer bills purchased." But as a matter of 
fact the Treasury sometimes requested the Bank 
to buy them in order to support the market. 
Until 1838 they were receivable at par for 
taxes from the Sth of April next after their date 
of issue, and the Treasury undertook to main
tain them at a premium in order to prevent 
their being returned in the revenue. After 1838 
it was not necessary for the Bank to support 
them for this purpose, since they could not be 
paid in for taxes until after a year from" .their 
date of issue. and they were usually called 
in for redemption or exchange before then'" 
However, to the extent' that the offerings were 
not taken by the public, the Treasury had the 
choice of requesting the Bank to buy them, or 
of redeeming them in cash out of Ways and 
Means voted for Supplies and then of obtaining 
advances from the Bank for the public services. 
The difference was only one of form. During 
the war period nearly all of the Exchequer bills 
purchased by the Bank represented in effect 
advances at the initiative of the Treasury"" 
But owing to the increase of advances in other 
forms and to the easing of market rates (asso
ciated with the general liquidation of credit), 
the Treasury after 1826 had less occasion to 
request the Bank to buy Supply bills. How
ever. there was always the possibility of obtain
ing aid in that form if occasion required.,e 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer in his offi
cial request for advances proposed the rate 
which he desired to pay and the Bank directors 
nearly always accepted this rate. But on rare 
occasions they refused, as they had the legal 
right to do." 

The question arises whether the statutes in 

.. See ADderaoD'a discussiOD. Memonmdum OD FinlDcIaI 
CODtrol •• 857. pp. 41-43. 

'" Memorandum ItespectiDg tho Jssue and Purcbue of 
Ezcbequer Bills by tho _. Report, H.L •• 8'9. app. A3. 

'"See tho discussioD ia Chapter vu. _ •. 
-The Bant ia 1840 refuaod F. T. BariDg's request for 

Waya and Means adwacles at Ill. per diem OD tho poUDd 
that It _ ..umc bills ia tho martel beariDc • rate of .~Il. 
and would thorofore be mbjeded to • lass. BariDc apeed 
to tho higher rate (P.P. 1841. Sessioa lao...., to l ...... (28). 
zm). 
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providing for the Treasury's borrowing from 
the Bank under certain conditions led to ad
ventitious releases of funds to the money mar
ket througb the Treasury. I believe they may 
have encouraged the Treasury to some extent to 
depend upon the Bank as against the market, 
but they did not dictate its policy in this regard. 
The Treasury, as far as the legal arrangements 
were concerned, was free to "raise funds from 
the market and thus reduce the amount of De
ficiency or Ways and Means bills required to 
be sold to the Bank. As I shall attempt to show 
later, it was the unwillingness of the market at 
times to absorb all the Supply bills offered that 
was the really important factor causing the 
Treasury to increase its demands upon the 
Bank. There was to some extent an arbitrary 
enlargement of the Treasury's indebtedness to 
the Bank owing to the legal inability under 
certain circumstances to utilize the Exchequer 
deposit for cancelling indebtedness before a 
given time.'· But it should be borne in mind 
that the extra indebtedness to the Bank did not 
release funds to the market, since it was offset 
by the extra deposits which were temporarily 
unavailable. There was a question only of con
venience to the Treasury. 

We come now to the consideration of the 
procedure by which the Bank sought to counter
act the seasonal accumulation of funds by the 
Treasury and their subsequent repayment to 
the market. According to Samuel Thornton it 
was the practice of the Bank during the period 
before 1819 to buy Exchequer bills to a greater 
extent than usual during the part of the quarter 
when the accumulation of the revenue was 

.. Let us consider some possible examples. Before De
ficiency bills were authorized in 1817, a surplus ill the COD
solidated Fund could Dot be used to repay indebtedness 
iDcurred on account of a deficiency in the previous quarter, 
but was ""Iuired to aa:umulate until tb. end of. tb. quarter 
in which the surplus arose. Thus botb tb. indebtedness and 
tbe EJ:chequer balance were arbitrarily enlarged during tbat 
quarter. This dilIiculty was remedied by tbe Act autboriz
ing DeJiciency bills, which could be c:barged apjnst the CoD
solidated Fund as tb. incoming revenue made possible. See 
Report on Public Income and EJ:penditure, 186S-6g, part ii, 
P.519· 

Ways and Means bills, as we have seen, were Dot repay_ 
able until the quarter foBowing that in which they were 
issued, but as a rule DeJiciency bills, which w.re repayable 
as soon as tbe mrenue permitted, could be used to reduce the 
EJ:c:hequer balance. 

greatest and when money therefore tended to 
be scarce.' • Such a practice, however, was not 
so common during the 'twenties, probably be
cause the Bank considered that the market was 
adequately supplied with funds without such 
seasonal purchases."o Beginning in 1829 the 
Bank offered by public notice to make tempo
rary advances to the market at a rate ordinarily 
below discount rate during the part, approxi
mately half, of each financial quarter when the 
Treasury was taking funds from the market. 
The time at which they became available varied, 
but in general they began before the accumula
tion of funds had gone very far and were re
quired to be repaid within about six to sixteen 
days after the dividend on the government debt 
became actually available." The advances were 
for amounts of not less than £2000 and for 
periods of not less than ten days'" The col
lateral required varied, but, except for a very 
short period, bills of longer term than were 
eligible for discount could be pledged, and dur
ing most of the period througb 1844 certain 
types of investment securities also could be 
used. The Bank changed the collateral re
quirements with the idea of limiting the amount 
of advances, for the requirements were more 
strict when rates were higb." 

The rate on advances was less than Bank 

11 Ev., H~. 1819, q. 64. 
• It is possible that tb. Bank found other metbodo of 

easing tb. seasoDal tension, but since weekly aceounts are .ot 
available until 183' the point caD Dot be detenDined. 

• See Appendiz, Chart xu. Where tb. curve of ad ........ 
is OODtiDUOUS the advaDces were available to tb. public; 
where the curv. is broken tbey were Dot available to the 
public, tbough in aome cuea they were available by private 
arrangement even then. 

·Page, Ev., 1840t q. 899; Report., 1840, app. 19; Report, 
H.C. 1848, app. 10. 

• The DOtice of March 8, 183', for _Ie, Jp<CiIied biIIo 
of exchange, Exchequer bills, East India bonds, and "other 
approved Securities." GoVermueDt stock was Dot induded 
until August, 1835. Th. notice of March " 1837 restricted 
eligible coDateraI to c:ommm:ia1 biIIo and the restriction was 
DOt removed until the DOtice of November '9, 1838. A 
similar restrictioD waa applied again iII the DOtice of June 20, 
1839 and again removed February '7, 1840. The latter 
DOtice -.,red East India bonds and EJ:cbange bonds but 
Dot other securities. The term of biIIo ",bicb couJd be 
pledged .as DOt always specified, but it is to be Pitwmed 
that long bills were eligible eollateJal where DOt spedficdly 
adudod. Notias of March • and June J, 1837 _oded 
biIIo of more than DiDety-live days to run, but • IIIJIPIo-
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discount rate except during periods when the 
Bank evidently desired to restrict, in which 
case the two rates were the same." But even 
then the advances were of some advantage to 
the public, for certain classes of borrowers 
would have had to pay a higher rate than Bank 
rate if the market had been forced to discount 
appreciable amounts at the Bank. 

2. Seasonal Release and Absorption oj Funds 
by the Treasury and Related Changes 

It is difficult to follow the net release and ab
sorption of funds by the Treasury by examining 
individually the accounts through which they 
occurred. In order, therefore, to show the 
weekly net position of the Treasury I have 
added together the Exchequer and dividend 
deposits and from their sum subtracted De
ficiency bills together with "other advances on 
Exchequer bills" (mostly Ways and Means 
advances for Supply services). In the chart 
in the Appendix I have called the resulting fig
ure the '~Net Due to Treasury."" Strictly, 
other public deposits should have been included 
in so far as they were true government accounts, 
but since there was some doubt as to where to 
draw the line, and since in any case the vari
ations in other government accounts were small 
in comparison, I have used only the Exchequer 
and dividend deposits. Negative figures for 
"Net Due to Treasury" indicate that the Treas
ury was receiving advances in excess of the 
Exchequer and dividend deposits, and may be 
viewed as a kind of overdraft. A decline in the 
curve means that the Treasury is releasing 
funds to the market and a rise that it is absorb
ing funds. 

The principal cause of the seasonal change in 
the Treasury's position at the Bank was the 
payment of the dividend on the government 
debt." The financial quarters ended the Sth of 

mOlltary ".ti ... permitted hills .f liz mODths, ODd they were 
auth.riaed iD all later ".ti .... through the period ODdiDg iD 
'144. (Report, H.C. '848, app •• 0.) 

.. See Cbart B. pp. 91-93. 
• Cbart xu, Release ODd Aboo!ptiOD Df Flmds by the 

1'IoasUIY ODd ImportUlt Related Fllctors. 
• The 1'IoasUIY's positiOD was alfected also by the time 

at wbkb the .. _ue was coDect.d. CoIIettioDs were Jaqest 
iD the latlel part Df the year. The paymODt Df Supply 
cba .... was also a factor. ADd it should be 1I0ted that the 
JODua.y ODd July clividODds were Iupr IhUl th ... Df April 

January, April, and July, and the lOth of Octo
ber, and on the day following the Treasury paid 
the Chief Cashier of the Bank the full amount 
of the dividend by drawing on the Exchequer 
balance and, to the extent necessary, by issuing 
Deficiency bills. This amount was carried by 
the Bank as a liability to the public creditor and 
was called the dividend deposit or Audit Roll." 
On the 8th of January, April, and July, and the 
13th of October (though sometimes a day 
later), the London banks and the public could 
obtain payment in Bank notes or deposit credits, 
two to three days being required by the public 
for obtaining their warrants after the books 
were opened.·s The larger portion of the divi
dend was claimed immediately by the London 
banks (for their own account and for the ac
count of their customers) and the remainder by 
the public in the course of the next few 
weeks.·8 

Within four or live weeks after the dividend 

aDd Oelober until '1!44, after which the situatiOD was rather 
reversed. (See P.P.1847, (415), XXXIV, and the figures be
I.w.) These facto belp t. ""plaiD the yeorly pattern of the 
curve "Net Due to Treasury.n 

AKOUNTS 01' rBE QUABTEJtLY DlVlDENDS 

(m "'illi .... 0' ,ounds) 
z843 1844 z84S 

Jan. 6 ....•....... 1.5 8-4 5.8 
April 6 ............ 404 ••• 6.s 
July 6 .•.......... 8.$ 8.4 5.8 
Oct. II ••..•••..... 4-4 5.6 6.5 

"'In 1854 the T .... ulY iDstead of payIDs the whole clivi
dead to the Chief Cashier 0" the lirst day of the quarter, 
besaa the practice of payIDs oDly such amounts from day to 
day as we .. coDsidered ample to meet the actual disburse
meats by the Balik. Tbe object Df course was to reduce total 
iDle ... t on Deficiency biOs issued to tho Balik. The Balik 
officials claimed that this practice violated the Loom Acto, 
but the Attorney General, th. Solidtor General, and the Lord 
Chmcellor upbeld the 1'IoasUIY. See CorrespondODce be_ 
the Chmcellor of the Exchequer aDd the Balik as to the pay
ment Df the clividOllds, PP. 1854-55, (465) and (18.),:ICC<. 
See also WesueliD, Ev., 1857, q. 145; aDd Report 011 Public 
Income aDd ExponclitUlO, 18~, part ii, p. 519. From the 
stmdpoiDt Df monetary analysis it ;. Df 110 impo_ 
whether the clivideDd deposit is Rgarded as a legalliahility 
to the public CIOditor or to the TIOaSuIY. 

• To avoid discriminatiOD, the Balik would not pay the 
LondOD baDkers, who first had ...... to the books, Dtil 
the smeraI public had the opportlmity to receive their ...... 
milts (P .P.18S4-5s, (465), XD:, IS) • 

The delay iD payiDs the dividODd afta the TIOaSn.y had 
provided for it iD the clividODd deposit explaiDs why puhlic 
aecurities wore Iu&e for a few days at the _ time that 
public deposits also .... Iup. 

• WqueIin, Ev~ 1857, cp. 145-151. 
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payment began, incoming revenue exceeded 
funds released. Funds were absorbed first in 
the redemption of Deficiency bills, and Ways 
and Means bills if there were any redeemable, 
and then in the enlargement of the Exchequer 
balance. The seasonal pattern of the release 
and absorption of funds by the Treasury was of 
course the same whether the dividend was paid 
from the Exchequer balance or by the issue of 
Deficiency bills to the Bank provided any given 
plan was followed regularly. 

The main factors associated with the seasonal 
release and absorption of funds by the Treasury 
were changes in the London circulation, Lon
don bankers' balances, and the Bank's tempo
rary advances to the public.80 As fUnds were 
released, for example, bankers' balances and the 
circulation were increased and advances to the 
public were repaid. 

The question now arises to what extent the 
reserves of the London banks were affected by 
the release and absorption of funds by the 
Treasury. The reserves of the London banks 
during this period consisted largely of Bank 
notes and so a change in the London circulation 
reflects both a change in the reserve position as 
well as a change in the public's holdings. Every
thing considered, I believe that only a small 
part of the increase coming at the time the 
dividend was paid, probably less than £500,000, 
represented increased note holdings of the pub
lic. This belief is based partly upon the fact 
that increases in the London circulation were 
large when increases in London bankers' bal
ances also were large. It is based also upon the 
fact that, during the years for which the notes 
were classified by denominations, much the 
greater part of the increase was in denomina
tions over £5, and therefore held more largely 
by the bankers."' Furthermore, modem experi
ence leads us to believe that the seasonal demand 
for notes by the public would be highly regular 
instead of showing very much smaller changes 
in some years than in others, as the London 
circulation did. It is also to be noted that the 
country circulation of the Bank showed no im
portant increase at the time the dividend was 

• See Appeueli:<, Chart J[]I, 

• See AppeDeIi:<, Chart Y1L See also R_rt. B.L. 1819, 
app. BJ, when! for a short period Dotes for the 1St aod 15tb 
of the month aft classified ill mo~ detail 

paid, though the proportion of the dividend 
received in the country must have been large. 
Finally, after 1853-54, when London banks 
began paying clearing balances with checks on 
the Bank instead of with notes, and when the 
joint stock banks were admitted to the Clearing 
House, the increase of the circulation at the 
time the dividend was paid became much smaller 
on the average. Presumably the change was 
owing to smaller increases in the note holdings 
of the banks. 

Apparently the banks were prepared to see 
some seasonal variation in reserves without 
making undue efforts to correct the situation. 
But there evidently was a minimum require
ment below which they were not willing to go, 
so that if their reserve position was not strong 
when the Treasury began to absorb funds the 
market was forced to obtain unusually large 
advances from the Bank. If the reserve posi
tion was strong, as in 1843, advances would be 
very small, and the subsequent release of funds 
by the Treasury would add more than usual to 
London reserves. 

Nevertheless some of the funds released by 
the Treasury were absorbed by the increased 
demand for notes by the general public. About 
£2,000,000 a. of the dividend warrants were 
given out direct, instead of being claimed 
through London banks, and something less than 
£1,000,000 of these were cashed at the Bank." 
The public, however, were less prompt in 
claiming their dividends than were the banks, 
so nothing like this amount was required at 
anyone time. It should be noted that the 
increase in the public demand for currency 
began before the end of the calendar quarter 
and continued through the date of the dividend 
payment. The earlier increase was connected 
with the payment of Supply charges by the 

·WegueliD, Ev. 1851, cp. 145-151. lD addiIloD, the 
LoDdoD baDken daimed IJ,/!a>,ooD. 

• Data showiDg the eract way Ia which the _ 
....., paid a.e p<obably Dot .nilabJe for our period. But Ia 
1868, out of a totaJ of 'JI,349 warraDta Iooued dwiDc ada 
baH you, about _ ....., daimed tbrough LoDdoD 
baDkas' lists aDd about 1_ .. ..., deJIy...,d to the public 

at the Dividmd 0IIias (Ia the Balik). Of u.- deliYned 
to the public, 9O,ooD ....., cub<d over the CODDler Ia the 
RotuDda. But the __ of the warraDta cubed by the 
public at the BalIk <am< to 0DIy l88.,ooD oat of • totaJ of 
£5,880,000 div_ paid. (P .P.I868-6g, (J68), """",.) 

Xi 21'<1~ _ jYl ~ 

(-:9 ('8g1:l .-
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Exchequer and with end-of-quarter private 
payments." 

There were other seasonal changes, though 
less important, which tended to counteract the 
release and absorption of funds by the Treas
ury. There was a withdrawal of gold of from 
£300,000 to £500,000, though it began late in 
the calendar quarter and continued through the 
date of the dividend payment. "Other public 
accounts" as well as "other private deposits," 
which included the accounts of the London 
traders, rose slightly when the dividend was 
paid. Dividends on Bank stock as indicated 
by changes in the "rest," on the other hand, 
released funds to the market in some years at 
periods coinciding with the payment of the 
dividend on the government debt. During the 
period 1842-1844, for example, from £250,000 
to £500,000 were released in April and October, 
though not in January and July. Other years, 
such as 1841, showed less regular changes in 
the rest. It is noteworthy that discounts showed 
no regular seasonal variation, though the tim
ing of rather large increases and decreases was 
affected by Treasury operations. Repayment 
of discounts, for example, was likely to be 
accelerated immediately after the dividend was 
paid. 

In contemporary discussion the seasonal 
character of the problem of the Treasury oper
ations was generally emphasized. But a careful 
examination of the data reveals that nonseasonal 
changes were of considerable importance. 

3. Significance oj Treasvry Operations tmd 
QJuuterly Advances to t~ Markel JrOffl tire 

Standpoifll oj G_al Credil Policy 

In part, Treasury operations initiated changes 
in the money market and thus required the 
market to adjust its position through advances 
or discounts at the Bank. But to some extent 
they responded to changes in the money mar-

• Wosuelin. Ev. ,as? qs. 401-401. No tIme ..... t OD this 
IDcre&se uaecIod and &aaIIy dwarfed the _ comiDa 
at the time the dividend .... poid. Wosuelin attributed the 
Ill ..... of the cimllatioD of two to two ad a IWf miIIioDs, 
CDmiD& before the ... d as ftII as at the hqinninc of the 
6aaacial quarter. to IIlcnuod boldiDp of the public. Ualosa 
be meant (ill Ibis _ten) to IDdude buIr. __ III the 
public'a boldlDp, the amount .... too Iaqe. Eva dDriDc 
the ....... tios the _ of Is and Do __ tasetbeI 
amounted to Iosa IIwa a miDioa ~ 

ket, allowing the market to adjust its position 
via the Treasury. The reduction of the Iloating 
debt, owing either to an improvement in the 
revenue or to funding operations, tended to 
reduce government borrowing at the Bank and 
increase the Exchequer balance and thus to 
absorb funds from the market. For example, 
there was a large nonseasonal absorption of 
funds beginning in 1843." It is not to be sup
posed, however, that the Treasury was wholly 
active in the matter. Under some circumstances 
the attempt to absorb funds in this manner 
would have interfered with the sale of Ex
chequer bills. Even though the amount offered 
to the public were less, the shortage of reserve 
would have tended to drive up the rate on this 
smaller amount. In that case repayment of De
ficiency and Ways and Means advances would 
have been checked. In the period in question, 
however, bullion movements together with the 
. purchase of investment securities by the Bank 
compensated in part the tightening inlluence of 
the Treasury's absorption of funds.88 Thus the 
reduction of the Treasury's indebtedness to the 
Bank was the joint result of various condition
ing factors. 

On the other hand, a shortage of credit, 
initiated through bullion movements or the sale 
of securities by the Bank, tended to cause the 
public to refuse a certain portion of Exchequer 
bills and so compel the Treasury to resort to 
the Bank, as it did, for example, in 1825-26. 
During the April panic in 1847 the condition 
of the market required the Treasury to release 
funds through a reduction of the Exchequer 
balance to the extent of about 4,000,000. This 
of course accomplished the same result as if 
the Treasury had obtained advances from the 
Bank. Evidently during the October panic the 
Treasury's needs were temporarily provided 
for and no such relief to the market was 
given. 

The Treasury could of course resist any 
tendency of the market to refuse bills by rais
ing the Exchequer bill rate. But it is important 
to see that the extent to which the Treasury 
could force the sale of bills in this manner· 
would depend upon the amount of excess re
serves in the London banks which could be ab-

-See A~ Cbart :m.. Cf. TahIIs 5 aDd 6. 
-For _ o-tillc __ Appendiz 
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sorbed together with the ease with which the 
market could resort to the Bank directly. 

Thus the release of funds by the Bank via 
the Treasury is to be viewed as alternative to 
their release through advances to the market 
and through discounts. An increase of the Ex
chequer bill rate in order to repay Bank ad
vances to the Treasury would have forced an 
increase of advances to the market and would 
have tended to make Bank rate more effective. 
On the other hand, the raising of discount rate 
and the rate for advances by the Bank would 
have tended to increase the cash resources of 
the market taken through the Treasury unless 
the Treasury prevented it by raising the Ex
chequer bill rate also. It is not necessary to 
assume that a proper adjustment of the Ex
chequer bill rate to market conditions meant 
that the rate had to be the same as the commer
cial bill rate or any other particular rate; nor 
that all holders of Exchequer bills were equally 
sensitive to the rate differentials. It is only 
necessary to assume, as many contemporary 
observers did assume, that some of the holders 
would demand cash if the rate offered were too 
low."· 

4. Contemporary Discussion and Criticism 

The connection between the Treasury's oper
ations and the money market was seen most 
clearly perhaps about the time of the Resump
tion inquiry and a few years afterwards. The 
reason no doubt was that the release and ab
sorption of funds through the Treasury were on 
a larger scale during the war and early po~twar 
periods than later. 

Samuel Thornton pointed out that "the pub
lic would not have taken the amount of ex
chequer bills, which the government required 
to be issued at the rate of 2d. a day, if the bank 
had not been holders of a very large proportion 
of exchequer bills in circulation.'~ This opinion 
was concurred in by Harman, Domen, and 
Pole." At this time there was no reference to 

.. - comparisons of the yie]d on Exchequer bills with 
other nrtes in the market are impossible because the bills 
we.. usuaDy sold at a premium. The premium evidently 
was based partly upon the privilege of eubanging old bills 
for Dew ODes at par. For DOminal rates on Eschequer bills 
and market premiums for a few years see pp. '10-71. 

- Ev., B.C. 1819, PP.I49-ISo. 

the fact that the taking of Exchequer bills by 
the Bank released funds to the market. But 
at another time Thornton stated that the public 
could not have taken so large an issue of bills 
if the Bank had not furnished the circulating 
medium which enabled them to do it. He 
further pointed out that the Bank supported the 
market when there was a decline in the premium 
and to a greater extent if the bills went to a dis
count. Purchases of bills in recent years, he 
said, were almost exclusively for that purpose"· 

At the Bank Charter inquiry the examiner of 
Harman stated very clearly that a change in the 
circulation affected the price of Exchequer bills, 
and that advances by the Bank would hold bills 
at the premium necessary to enable the exchange 
of bills to take place. Harman agreed.... Gur
ney was asked: "Would not the effect of the 
Bank raising their rate of discount to five per 
cent, be to produce immediately a fall in the 
exchange of exchequer bills?" He replied, "Cer
tainly." 41 

Though the discussions were rather frag
mentary they indicate an understanding of the 
fact that the market could replenish its cash by 
refusing to take Exchequer bills, and that the 
Exchequer bill rate and the terms of credit 
made effective by the Bank must be kept in 
adjustment. 

The problem of the seasonal absorption and 
release of funds by the Treasury was given par
ticular attention. Ricardo, though pointing out 
that the Bank made some effort to offset the 
accumulation of revenue by lending more freely 
at such times and by arranging for a large 
amount of bills to mature just after the dividend 
was paid, claimed that nevertheless the distress 
for money just before quarter day was extreme. 
As a remedy, he recommended that the dividend 
warrants should be issued a few days before the 
receivers general were required to pay their 
balances to the Exchequer, and that such war
rants should be received by the Exchequer 
from the receivers general or from any persons 
required to make payments to the Exchequer 
in the same manner as Bank notes." The pIan 

• Ev., H.L. 1819, qs. 61-65. 
-Ev., 1832, qs. 2178-220;1. 
.. Ev. ,832, q. 3590. The topi< .... DOt punoed. 
• P,o,otDb for .. I!.eInrotItialJ _ SatIre C_,,",y (md 

eel., 18(6),!IeC. Y. 
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apparently presupposed that the shortage of 
money arose chiefly from the transfer of the 
balances of the receivers general to the Ex
chequer. But as a matter of fact the receivers 
general also held their balances in the form of 
deposits at the Bank"· The real difficulty was 
that the Treasury through one account or an
other, including the deposits of the receivers 
general, took funds from the public during a 
large part of the quarter and released a large 
sum in one day. 

At the Bank Charter inquiry Palmer ex
plained the object of the new system of making 
quarterly advances to the market. It was to 
equalize the circulation at the end of the quarter 
by lending to the public at large any notes re
quired at what was deemed to be the market 
rate'" The Committee inquired as to the ad
visability of having more frequent payments of 
the dividend so as to moderate the seasonal 
accumulations of funds. The general opinion 
was that the system of quarterly advances to 
the market made more frequent payments un
necessary .. a 

At the inquiry of 1840 Norman stated that 
the quarterly advances to the market had done 
away with most, though not all, of the incon
venience in the money market - an unnatural 
contraction of the circulation - connected with 
the dividend payments." Palmer stated that 
Deficiency advances to the Treasury were to a 

• Phlllppovlch, Hislo.., 01 1M B""k 01 B8rltmd, p. 186. 
MEv., 1832. q. ISS. 
-Tooke, Ey., 1831. qs. S431-38j GlyD, Ev., 1831, qs. 1984-

91. Some years later I. w. Cowell proposed that the dividend 
should be paid monthly and that the Trtuury should dis
count billa in the market instead of resorting to the Bank 
(1 ... 11"";08 01 • Sa'. GIld P,o/ilab/o Pa,., C_lI, 1843, 
pp.65-70). HIs idea was of course to sever as completely as 
possible the Treasury's connection with the supply of Bank 
funds • 

• Ev., 1840, qs. 188t-8g, 1338-5 •• 

certain extent counteracted by the repayment 
of market advances. He believed that the De
ficiency advances had no effect upon general 
control since they were adjusted within the 
quarter." In brief, the Bank officials at this 
time gave the impression that the release and 
absorption of funds by the Treasury gave rise 
merely to a seasonal problem and that the 
temporary advances to the market were 
merely a mearis of counteracting a temporary 
shortage. 

It was a mistake to suppose that Treasury 
operations had no effect upon general control 
since they were adjusted within the quarter. 
Though it is true that Deficiency bills were 
nearly always paid off during the quarter in 
which they were issued, there was not the same 
kind of adjustment in each quarter. That is to 
say, the net release and absorption of funds 
was not merely seasonal. Moreover, purely sea
sonal variations had a significance from the 
standpoint of general control, for the Bank in 
making quarterly advances to the market did 
not attempt to compensate a given amount of 
funds absorbed by the Treasury with an amount 
of advances to the market. The Bank set the 
terms of credit and let the market take what it 
chose to. Also, after 1832, there was no dis
cussion of the fact that the Treasury's con
nection with the Bank on the one hand and 
the money market on the other gave the mar
ket a means of replenishing its cash via the 
Treasury. 

The significance of Treasury operations for 
the general control of credit was probably best 
understood about the period of the Resumption 
inquiry. On the whole I believe the matter was 
as well understood then, at least among the 
Bank officials, as it is today. 
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TABLE 4A 

ExCHEQUER BILL RATES 

Nominal Rate. fired by the Treasury,' 1810-1847 

na .. of chaose 
Rate per '100 Rate per cent Rate per fl00 

per diem pel annum Date of chaDge per diem 

1810 March '9 ............... 3 d. 4·56 .829 Dec. .8 ................ I~ 
18n July 6 ................. 3)4 4·94 .836 Sept. '9 ................ • 
I8n April 29 ................ 3~ S.J· .836 Nov. n . ................ 2~ 
.8.6 March 2I .............. . 3)4 4·94 • 837 Dec • '4 ................. • 
J816 Nov. .. ................ 3 4·56 .839 March .8 . .............. .~ 

.8'7 Feb. '4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .~ 3.80 .840 March .6 .............. .)4 

1811 OcLu .................. • 3-04 1842 June '5 ................. • 
.8'4 June '4 ................ .~ 2.:a8 .843 March '7 ............... .~ 

• 8'5 Dec • '9 ................. • 3-04 '843 June .6 and through (at 

1829 Sept. 30 ................ .~ • .66 least) Jan. 5, .847 1~ 

• Source: P.P. 184:1, (580), XXVI; P.P. 1845, (u), XXVIIlj P.P. 1847, (412), XXXIV. 

Rate per cent 
per_Doum 

1.18 

3-04 
3.80 

3-04 
• .66 

3-4' 
3-04 
• .66 

2.28 

The rates per diem are reduced to rates per aunum on the basis of a schedule used by the Treasury (P.P .• 837-38, (352), 
XXXVI). 
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TABLE 48 

EXCHEQUER Bn.L RATES 

Markel Premitmu, "highesl" a,ul "Iowesl" in each year, 1843-1847' 

Highest Low". Nominal rate, premium, premium, 
per cent per per cent per cent 

.... um • of par of par 

.84' 34' Nov. 8 3·05 ·70 Jan. • 
3·04 Nov. 8 3.05 '.00 June 17 

.843 3·04 Mar •• 6 3·70 2·50 May.8 

2.66 Mar. 18 3.50 • .00 May 31 

2.28 Dec. 30 3.20 '.Jo June .0 

'844 1.28 Jul. '4 "" 4.05 •. 65 Dec . 5 

• 845 1.:a8 Feb. 24 "" 3·50 ·55 Dec • 4 

'846 1.28 Feb. .0 1.10 .'0 Aug ... 

1847···· . 1.28 Jan. II .75 Par .". Mar .• 6 

3·04 May II .Jo OSS DiscI. May 5 

'Source: P'p. 1847, (412), XXXIV. In the original figures premiums 
are given ill shiIIiDgs per fIOO • 

• '847 Dot complete. 

71 



TABLE 5 

EXCHEQUER BILLS ISSUED AND PAm OF. BY THE 'ruASl1llY DVRING EACH FINANCIAL YEAR' 

Financial 
year 

eliding 
January s 

1810 ................. . 
1811 ................. . 
1812 ................. . 
1813 ................. . 
1814 ................. . 

18]5 ................. . 
1816 ................. . 
1817 ................. . 
1818 ................. . 
1819 ................. . 

1820 ................. . 
1821 ................. . 
1822 ................. . 
1823 ................. . 
1824 ................. . 

1825 ................. . 
1826 ................. . 
182 1 ................. . 
1828 ................. . 
1829 ................. . 

Deficiency 
bills, issued 
and paid off 

the SlIme year 

6.699 
J.2,578 

25,906 
33,233 
35.339 
31,511 
14,996 

4,725 
13,145 
23,869 
25,238 
26,109 

1830 .................. 220485 
1831 .................. 20,311 
1832 .................. 19,053 
1833 .................. 20.330 
1834 .................. 21,091 

1835 .......•..•....... 
1836 ................•. 
1837 ................. . 
1838 ..............•... 
1839 ................. . 

1840 ................. . 
1841 ................. . 
1842 ................. . 
1843 ................. . 
1844 ................. . 

1845 ................. . 
1846 ................. . 
1847 ................. . 
1848 ..........•....... 
1849 ................. . 

1850 ................. . 
1851 ................. . 
1852 ................. . 
1853 ................. . 
1854 ....•.... " ......•.. 

o-"-.Atri/s 

n,ogo 
21,011 
18,871 
22,237 
23,690 

23,530 
23,824 
24,653 
24,131 
'5,033 

15,259 
8,118 
4,661 
402 64 
40469 

J,271 
126 

1,505 
30314 
6,837 

1854 .................. 3,711 

YNr eJUlia, Jiflni 3' 
1855 .........•........ 
1856 ....•............. 
1857 ........•....•.... 
1858 .......•.......•.. 
1859 ................. . 

13,861 
11,507 
7,713 
2,20<) 

40376 

(in thousands 01 POflMS) 

Bills in anticipation 
of .lD.Dual duties 

hsued P.ld 08' 

3._ 3.567 
3,000 2.B04 
3._ ~,'S7 
S,JII 3,215 
3,551 30369 

1.092 3'-
2,046 ',990 
3.000 2,823 
3,000 3,187 
3,000 2,553 

3.597 30447 
2,403 3,000 
4,000 4,000 
3,000 3,000 
3,000 3.000 

3,000 3'-

3,000 20469 
2,915 3,293 

2,651 2.B04 
2,J19 2,J19 
30445 30445 
1,500 I,<nO 

WayllDd M_ bll.1s 

Issued Paid 01 

10477 
9'3 

2,839 
679 

970 

980 
1,253 
3""'3 
1,624 
2,749 

10477 
923 

',839 
679 

970 

980 
1,253 
3.043 
1,624 
2,749 

• Soun:e: Report on Public Inoome and Expenditu~ 1~. part ii, pp. 2~125. 
Bills in anticipation of annual duties, Ddiciency biDs, and Ways and 14 ...... bills ..... isu<d cm/y to the 

Bank.. Supply bills were sold to the public as weD as to the Bank.. 
Bills for the paymeut of dissentient stockho ....... ....., not tonsisIenlly cIistinguisbed hom oJdinary SappIJ 

bills in the Report. These bills '"""' sold for the most part, if not entiJdy, to the Bank. 



TABLE 5 (Continued) 
EXCHEQUER BILLS ISSUED AND PAID OFF BY THE TREASURY DURING EACH FINANCIAL YEAR 

(;ntiowands 0' pounds) 

Supply bUb 
A , , 

Treasury bllls for IrelaDd lIIued in Bills to pay clisseDtients 
e:ada1lD1F.: for r..ued Paid 08' 

r..ued Paid oJ! old bills for cash in cash Funded r..ued Paid off 

15,269 17,817 90436 7,93 2 500 500 
17,672 17.047 9,925 8.311 500 
17,12 1 20,$02 9,254 7,019 I,JU 
21,074 19.394 13,060 5043' 1,602 1,133 
12,611 370996 20,772 15.756 305 3" 

20,749 300432 15,922 1,569 1,585 
210485 11,2195 25,030 n,na 2,142 1,144 
28,153 150438 11,751 S,088 2,28r 
29,962 101322 8,026 1,$00 1,138 
27,681 70953 - 4,746 16.338 800 1,087 

8,965 2,519 .,698 1.369 ',000 2,200 

15.&16 60447 12rJ71 6,964 1,500 2,100 

131926 4,076 4,775 36 :a:,000 1,500 
33",81 7,112 3,617 1,105 
32,712 1,783 1,062 1.360 

3',843 414 2,757 S,S02 
'7.395 74' 5,'46 597 2rJ9D 
'3,787 '''''7 2492 3.354 3,250 
24,1:113 4,062 1,080 384 
27,199 39' .89 .. 
24,84' 95' 117 3,000 50 46 
25.384 '56 7 2,610 .. 
25,166 .80 339 .60 156 
25,,320 3'4 109 II " 17,203 7'4 3 6 

17,825 1.335 7 • 
280434 655 3' 
'7.676 6'7 1,866 1,075 
24,155 435 t ,U3 loS'4 
23,908 487 '48 

13,896 654 57' 4,887 
'9,764 1,143 546 '4 
10",6g 1.045 666 2,098 
18,160 338 '51 IPSI 
18,116 1,761 169 40 

.8.348 497 2,185 14 

.8,195 67 418 
18.]00 8 81 
18.010 395 
170767 180 

17074S II 
17,'JQJ 1 
1','10 14 
17,707 
14.368 3,Ia8 3,18S 1,617 

704'9 15 

14,734 10406 671 S91 
15.931 6.s00 - 1>479 
'9·977 1,000 443 751 
10.633 119 366 
10,.68 34 7,600 

Escbequer bills of aD classes wen poid ollD put, though DOt to lIllY pat -to through the SinkIDc 
Fund. Sucb PII)'IDODts have ...... _ted ID this tabulatioa os c:asb paymm15. 

Tn!uury bills for In:Iand wen similar ID form to EzdIeq_ bills. 
For amounts of EzdIequer bills --.lID -.1_ Septemle, II1II ""'-her, 181~1""'''' P.P. 

1840. (165), lCWL (1IqiDDiac ID '838 bills wen .-_ 0DIy ID _ -1-.) 



TABLE 6 

SURPLUS INCOME OVER EXPENDITtJRE; MONEY APPLIED TO REDUCTION O~ DEBT IN EXCESS or MONl!:Y R.uSRD BY 
CREATION O~ DEBT; AND AMOUNTS or FtJNDRD AND UNPtJNDRD DEBT AT THE CLOD or THB FINANCIAL YEAR' 

(m IIwtutJndI 0/ pounds) 

MODey applied to 
reduction Of debt 

FInancial Surp1osm- iD exce!I of money 
year come over raised by creation Debt at the dole of the 6Dauclal y., endiDs ezpenditure 01 debt (or the 

January 5 b (or deficit -) revene -) Funded Unfuaded • 

1810 •...........•••••.•• ... -12,360 -12"'55 6'4,789 39,67' 
1811 .•••.•••••• , ••••••••••• -8,6,8 -70909 6'40300 37,89' 
181:1 ..••••..••....••..•••.. -16,242 -18,633 635,583 4.,617 

1813 """""""""""""""" .. """"" -'40467 -25,550 6610410 44,845 
1814 " " " "" " " "" "" " " "" " " " " "" "" -360457 -38039' 740""4 48,070 

,815 """"" " " "" "" " " " " " " "" " " "" -35,030 -33,920 75.,860 60,280 

,816 """" " " " "" " " " " "" " " "" "" "" -.00355 -20,614 8,60312 44.7'7 

'8'7""""""""""""""""""""" "" -''''79 133 796,200 490768 

1818""""""""""""""""""""" "" -1,126 1,848 776,74' 6·,650 
1819""""""""""""""""""""" "" 1,942 1,317 791,867 48,715 

1820 •.•••.•••••..••....•.•• 55' -2,591 794,9So 41,551 
1821 •.••••••....•....•..••. 10464 6,838 SoI,565 33,336 
1822 ••••••.••.•...•....••• " 3,184 4,074 79503'3 3',67· 
1823 ......... _ ......... _, o. 30377 3,212 796,530 38.677 
1824 .......•.............. . 40301 2,642 79

'
,700 35,779 

1825 ....... 0 ••••••••••• '.0. 40305 3,697 781,133 370900 
.1826 ...................... . 3,7°3 7,057 778,138 31,703 

1827 ....................... -776 -1,506 783,800 '5,.,.5 
1828 • ...••..•..•..•........ -10165 -589 7770477 '7,6 .. 
1829 """"""""""""""""""""""" 3,142 '0333 77'03'3 'J7,7Io 

1830 ...•..•...•..•......••. 1,659 1,767 771,252 '5,548 
1831 ••.••.•......•......... '057' 1,787 7570487 '703J7 
1832 .....•..•.....•.....•.• -846 1,282 755,544 27,173 

1833 """"""""""""""""""""""" 574 -657 754,101 '70357 

,834 " """ """ "" " " "" """""" """" 10477 561 75,,6$9 .80071 

,835 """"""""""""""""""""""" 1,590 450 743,675 '9,559 
1836 ........•.•...•.•...••• -15,105 -16,8 .. 7SS0550 JOoII4 

1837 """"""""""""""""""""""" -10306 -1,620 76104'3 .80074 

1838 " """"""""""""""" """ """" -7.6 1,101 76','75 25.254 

,839 " ". """""" "" " " "" "" """ """ -344 -830 7610348 '5_ 

1840 """ "" """" "" """""""""""" -10531 -575 7660548 '0,688 

1841 """"""""""""""""""""""" -10560 -.- 766037' .. ..,3 

1841 """"""""."""""""""""""" -2,087 -1,924 772,531 19,679 

184J """"""""""""""""""""""" -3,979 -1.693 773p68 18.689 
1844 """ "" """" "" """ " "" """""" IM6 -1.845 77.,169 .00496 

1845 " """" """""""" """""" """" 3046' 10956 769,194 18,794 

1846 """"""""""""""""""""""" 3,8·0 1.695 766.673 18M2 

1847 """"""" "."""" """" " "" """ '.847 1:,252 764,608 180369 

1848 """"""""""""""" "" """""" -'0993 -70116 77'o4DO 170975 

1849 """"""""" """"" """"" """" -796 -1:,414 774"'"3 170795 

18so •.•••••.•..•.•.•. •.•.•. -,Q98 -363 773,168 170759 
1:85:1 ........................ .,8.8 '0584 769 .. 73 170757 
18S2 •....••••••••.•.•••.. " 2,726 3,.,.6 765,127 17,743 

J853 """"""""""."""""""""""" 10418 1,880 76J,6'3 17,743 

18S4 """"""""""""""""""" ""." 3"99 7019- 7550312 16,.,.. 



1'1nanclal ,..., 
ebdiDl 

1unwy Sill 

Qurl ... adJ., A,nl S 

Surplus in
come over 

espenditure 
(orde6dt -) 

1854 ....................... -422 
y.., 1JItU,., IlGrd 31 

1855 ..................... " -6,155 
1856 •••• 0.0.0 •••••••••••••• -:11:11,722 
1851 ....................... -3,'54 
1858 ....................... -'38 
1859....................... 8.0 

TABLE 6 (Continued) 

Money applied to 
rmuction of debt 

ill excess of DlODe7' 
railed by creation 

of debt (or the ....... -) 

-1,'59 
-'50311 
-1,085 

'036. 

" 

Debt at tile d ... of tile &DaDdaI year 
Funded UDfunded • 

153,074 16,009 

15·,064 23,151 
715,731 ::a8,183 
780,120 '7,g8g 
779,"5 25,911 
186,801 18,277 

• Soun:e: Report OIl Public Income and Expenditwe, 18~, part ii, pp. 286-08g, 306-3n. Data are for the United 
Klngdom. 

• Thuo the lint ligures, practicolly speaking, are for the ca1endaI year 180g - and similarly through I anuary S, 1854 • 
• Not Including bills In anticipation of annual duties, Deliciency bills, or Ways and Means bills. See Report ~ NatioDal 

Debt, P.P. 1851-58, (443), lC<XIII, p. 10 •• 



CHAPTER VI 

SPECIAL DEPOSITS AND SPECIAL ADVANCES 
TO THE MARKET 

T HE great bulk of the Bank's deposits were 
of course nonreserve accounts,' but only 

a few large special accounts attracted particu
lar attention from the standpoint of control. 
Since it was realized that these deposits de
prived the market of funds to an extraordinary 
extent, the Bank adopted a plan of giving 
advances against collateral - in addition to the 
regular quarterly advances - at less than Bank 
rate. While such advances at an advertised rate 
lasted only a short period, there is reason 
to believe that advances by private arrange
ment with the discount houses were available 
through the period 1833-1844, as well as 
afterwards." 

I. Procedure 

The Bank did not apparently seek these de
posits as a means of absorbing funds from the 
market and thereby of enforcing its terms more 
readily, as was true during the recent World 
War.· They were acquired for various reasons 
unconnected with credit policy. In December, 
1833, the East India Company, having larger 
funds on hand than it cared to leave on deposit 
without interest, proposed that a part of its 
balance should be loaned "through" the Blink 
at the Bank's responsibility, and the Bank. 
agreed. ActuaJly, therefore, the Bank agreed 
to pay interest on a portion of the East India 

1 Even as late as the 'sixties London bankers' balances 
were generaIIy .... than the public deposits and scarceJy a 
thin! of the private deposits See Appeodix, Chart xvm. 

• After 18.t4 the general rule was to make advances 
against coDateral duriDg periods wb ... the ....... ue was ..,.. 
cumulating at a late usuaIJy ~ per .... t below Balik rate, 
and at olhex times at Balik rate. However, Ihexe ..... im
portaot deviatinns from the rule (Wegoetin, Ev, 18S7, q. 34; 
Report, 1857, app. 6; aDd Chart D, below). 

• For • djsnJssjon of the part played by special deposits 

in the procedure of amtrol duxing the World Wax, see S. E. 
Harris, II_lory hobk.$ 0/ ,Ire Brilisi E_p;,. (1931), 
pp. 46-64, 122-129· 
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Company's balance.' The rate varied from 2 to 
3 per cent.1 

The West India Compensation was a special 
deposit (in 1835-36) for the payment of the 
indemnity to the West India planters for free
ing the slaves.' The government raised a loan 
of £15,000,000 for the purpose, and the pay
ments of the subscriptions to the loan in excess 
of the payments of the awards to the planters 
were left on deposit with the Bank. Since the 
government allowed a discount of 3 % per cent 
per annum for early payment of subscriptions T 

there was a tendency for surplus funds in the 
market to be absorbed by the special deposit 
of the government. And since the Bank at the 
time was offering to advance to the market at 
30 per cent, it was really in the position for 
several months of maintaining an upper and 
lower peg for the rate on stock exchange loans.' 

The Bank began making the special advances 
in December, 1833. At first they were made 
only by private arrangement with the discount 
houses, the Bank making application to the 
latter. These advances, which were for fixed 
periods, were secured by the deposit of com
mercial bills and (from August, 1835) govern
ment securities and were at rates of from 20 
to 4 per cent. The rates were lower than the 
advertised rate at least part of the time! The 

• See Chart x in AppendiJ: for the East India CompaD)". 
special deposit. 

-The rate was I per ant from December 21, 1833 to 
August, 1836, at which time it was increued to • ~ per 
cent. From December, 18,36, to January, 1837. the rate waJ 

3 per .... t (Palmer, Ev, 18.jo, q. 1162). It may be ob
..",ed that these rates .. ere lower than the rate the biD 
brokers ..... aJJowing to the ....... OD caD mOllOY. Compare 
Chart B, p. 93. 

• See Chart XI in AppeadiL 
"Page, Ev., 1&40, q. 859 . 
• TIle otabilUing eff«t upoa the market biD rate aJoo 

....... evideat. See Chart B. 
• Compare the rates sivm by Palmer with the advertUed 

rate for advances in Chart B, p. 93. Page JIaIed that be 
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bill brokers continued to receive advances of 
this sort not only until February, 1838, when 
the arrangement with the East India Company 
was terminated, but during the next six years. 
Hankey stated that the Bank was obliged to 
lend at market rates when it had large amounts 
at its disposal, and that the rate charged in 
1843 was only 1 y. per cent.'o This was at a 
time when Bank discount rate was 4 per cent 
and the public rate for quarterly advances was 
3 per cent. 

Special advances on public notice were avail
able continuously only from August 5, 1835 to 
April 30, 1836; but it should be remembered 
that the periods of the quarterly advances were 
extended beyond their usual length from 1836 
to 1839." These advances could be secured by 
stock as well as by bills. The borrowers were 
mostly connected with the stock exchange.'" 

The special advances, whether made by pri-

believed that the tat. to the biD brokers .... 10 .... than the 
advertised tate for opedal advances in 1835-36 (Ev., 1840. 
CIS- 911-914). 

"Bankey. Ev .• 18n. qs. IISO-SI. Th. shape of the 
ourve of .dvances from 1138 to 1844 malt .. It appear plau
sible that the Bank CODtlnuod to make .dvances to the bill 
broken other than the quarterly advances. 

U Tb .... 'ftre less than th_ mOllths from M.y 190 Il3s 
to October 10, 1136 wb ... advances were Dot .vailable to the 
public. Quarterly .dvan .......... 0_ for 195 days in both 
1137 aDd 1138 and slightly loDaer ill 1839. (Report, H.C. 
1848. app. 10.) 

• For details CODoemiDs the opedal deposits and ~ 
_ Palmer. Ev. 1840, qs. 1155""'49. 

vate arrangement with the money dealers or by 
public notice and at the initiative of the bor
rower, were an important means by which the 
market could adjust reserves to requirements. 
Though the Bank officials sometimes spoke of 
lending the East India Company deposits (im
plying an agency transaction), they did not 
claim that the special deposits and advances 
were equal.'· Obviously the amount of ad
vances by public notice could not be fixed at a 
predetermined level. And in the case of ad
vances by private arrangement, the amount 
would depend upon the requirements of the 
brokers and their other sources of funds. 

2. Contemporary Opinion 
The Bank officials did not draw a distinction 

between reserve and nonreserve deposits. 
Palmer formally classified Bank deposits into 
(a) those "waiting a demand for employ
ment," which should be considered as part of 
the circulation, and (b) those lodged in the 
Bank for safe keeping and not intended to be 
drawn against immediately. The latter, like 
bonds, were money in posse but not money in 
esse. But he placed the special deposit of the 
East India Company in the firs' category along 

'"ID Chart A the thIOe opedal deposits _ attJaded 
putIcuJar a_lion haft hem added together. n is _t 
lbat th<ir ftriatiOllS did not conespoDd at 011 dosely with 
ftriatiOllS in total _ eYeD after .nowiDg for _t 
misbt be CODSidemI the 1ISIIOI quarterly advances. 
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with London bankers' balances.u He was not 
at this point, however, trying to explain the 
contractive effect of the special deposits. When 
defending the special advances he stated that 
the large "extra" deposits of the East India 
Company, the Commissioners of Savings Banks, 
and the West India Compensation justified an 
increase of securities that was outside the gen
eral rule of the Bank. The failure to employ 
them by making special advances would have 
caused an undesirable decline in the circulation 
(or have required the market to discount large 
amounts at Bank rate).1G 

The Currency School objected to considering 
any deposits in the same category with the cir
culation. Loyd thought Palmer's division of 
deposits into ordinary accounts and those of a 
temporary nature was purely arbitrary. The 
significant distinction was between all deposits 
on the one hand and the note circulation on the 
other.'" In his evidence in 1840 he defended 
the special advances on the ground that the 
large deposits would otherwise have caused a 
contraction of the circulation. But in his opin
ion all deposits should be viewed in this manner, 
and their variations compensated by a cor
responding variation of securities.'1 This was 
also Norman's view.'" Their reasoning was, as 
we have seen, that notes and coin were the 
foundation for the credit superstructure, and 

.. Ca ..... and Com.qumus 0/ tI .. p,.....,.. up"" ,Ire 
M"".y-Ma,kd (,837), pp. 34-35; R.ply to ,Ire R.flecliDm 
0/ Loyd (,837), pp.~. In the latter pamphlet he placed 
the ordinary working accounts of the public in the category 
which was unlike the circulation. Whether the worJqug ac
counts of the London bankers, as distinguished from their 
surplus funds, were also included is not clear. 

"CafISU and Com.q ........ D/ ,Ire P, .. ...,. "p"" ,Ire 
MlJfIUy-Markd, pp. 12-1$; Ev., 1840, q. 1220. 

" R./lec1iDm Suggested by a Perwal D/ M,. J. BorRe, 
p.m..rs Pamplrk' "" ,Ire Caus .. and CDflUqumus D/ ,Ire 
P, ....... "" ,Ire Mtmey Marlre' (,837), in Tracts, pp. 6-'0 . 

.. Ev, ,840, 'IS- 2Il09-03. See also Suand Lo'kr to J. B. 
s.mIJ, in Tmcts, pp. 194-196. 

u Ev., l&to, qs. 170C)-22. In p,e.vtJlem 1!."fWS wi Re
sput to C"""",,y and BIUIIrix, (,833) NolllWl stated that, 
whereas some peJ50DS inferred that deposits were so much 
t2kI!D from the circulation and tended to reduce it, oth ... 
assumed that they were evidence of a 5UpOr2bundaut circu
lation and caDed upon the BaDk for a reduction of _. 
He considered that the amount of deposits aJlorded DO cri
terion for reguIatiog the currency. The latter should vary 
with the bullion (pp ...... 8). The concept of I02OIVO and 
DODI02OIVO deposits would of C01U5O have solved his pandas. 

that even bankers' reserve balances were to be 
considered a part of the superstructure and not 
a part of the foundation. to 

Page, Tooke, and Gilbart argued that the 
advances had encouraged speculation. Page 
insisted that the Bank should have required the 
market to regain amounts drawn in through 
special deposits by discounting at 4 per cent. 
He considered tbat broadening the range of 
securities eligible as collateral for advances as 
well as lowering the rate was objectionable."" 
Tooke claimed that the Bank should have taken 
advantage of the special deposits to create pres
sure, considering the circumstances at the time. 
It should have required the money to be taken 
out in discounts at 4 per cent, and then if the 
demand for discounts had defeated the object 
of keeping down the amount of securities the 
discount rate should have been raised."t Nor
man, on the other hand, insisted that the 
Bank would have caused serious inconvenience 
by waiting for the notes to go out in discounts 
instead of making advances at a lower 
rate." 

Gilbart argued that the special advances had 
encouraged speculation in securities because 
every one knew he could get advances when
ever he wanted them. A person could therefore 
take new shares with confidence, paying only 
an installment on them." Gilbart's argument 
does not bear very clOse analysis. One would 
assume from his statements tbat loans on shares 
were not regularly to be had in the market 
before the Bank began making its special ad
vances. However, he objected to the low rate 
as well as to the quality of the credit. Palmer 
thought tbat advances on stock tended as a gen
eral rule to cause speculation but, considering 
the size of the special deposits, he believed that 
it was necessary to make a part of the advances 

"See, for ezample, Nonuau, !.dkr to C"""., Wood 
(,8.p), pp. 71-91• 

• Ev, 1840. '15. 859, 88o-g,8. 
• Ev, '840, '15. 3637-75. At another point he IIaIed that 

• high nte would have checked the demand for discount! 
50 that DO largo .......- would _riIy have _ t2kI!D 
u the special deposits iuereased. He believed that the L0n
don bankel2 might have withdrawn IODIe if DOt the "whole" 
of their deposits from the B8Dk (qs. 365""'). 

II Ev., 1840, q. 1122. 

• "The Carrmcy: Baumg," Wulfltiluler /lef1ierII, ZXXY, 

(I114I ), '07-110. 
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against stock. Of He pointed out that the special 
advances were a substitute measure for the 
Government's proposal for the Bank to advance 
the amount of the loan in excess of the. first 
and second installments paid in . by the sub
scribers. The directors did not care to pledge 
themselves to a specific amount, as it might 
endanger the state of the currency.25 

Though the Bank officials did not explain 
quite satisfactorily how the special deposits 

• Ev., 1840, q •. 1211-41. 
• Ev., 1840, qs. 1241-45. See also Page, Ev., 1840, q. 859. 

affected the credit situation, they clearly grasped 
the fact that they were restrictive and adopted 
a procedure well designed to deal with the 
problem. 

The criticisms of the Bank's special advances 
and the rates charged followed from the assump
tion commonly made that if a_drain occurred 
the Bank's cheap money policy must necessarily 
have been responsible. They were similar to the 
criticism of the advances to the government 
prior to 1825 and of the discount policy prior 
to 1847 • 



CHAPTER VII 

OPEN MARKET AND OTHER SECURITY 
OPERATIONS 

T HERE are three series of data on govern
ment securities held by the Bank during 

the period before 1832. The two detailed re
turns are shown in the tables at the end of this 
chapter" The data are classified in the same 
general way in each table,' but it should be 
noted that the June 1st return is not complete 
before 1819 and after 1825.8 In addition to 
these detailed returns, figures of total govern
ment security holdings are available for the end 
of February and of August.' The permanent 
advance to the government, equal approxi
mately to the Bank's capital, is not of course 
included.G 

'These data are used in Charts lVa and lVb in the Ap
pendix. 

• The June 1St data do not include advances out of UD

claimed dividends. As the Commons Committee in 1819 
pointed out. this item scarcely repI<SeDted a debt from the 
Treasury in the proper sense of the word. It represented 
amounts due to the public and made use of by the Treasury 
until the public claimed their dividends. (Second Report. 
ac. ,8'9. p. 6.) 

'Treasury bills for the Service of Ireland (u of June ,) 
are not shown before 1819 and the Dead Weight is not 
shown after 1825. Also, this retum does not show stock 
purchased in May and JUDe 1830. The par va1~e was 
£823,000. but it was purchased at a discounL The book 
value for Feb. 29, 1832 was £764,600. (Report, 1832, app. 13 ; 
Report, B.C. ,848. app. 34.) 

• See Cbart , in Appendix. This series is more con_t 
for SOme purposes, since private securities, bullion, ci~ 
lion, and deposits were reported for the same dates. 

'The permanent advance was £11,686,800 from '750 to 
,816; it was then increased to £140686,800. In ,834 it was 
decreased to £n,ols,loo, the Bank taking in retum reduced 
3 per cents of 4,080,000. dividends on wbich were DOt 
cbargoable until April 1854. (Report OD Public Income and 
Expenditure, part ii, pp. 515-517.) Gilbart, however. stated 
that this arrangement wa.s later changed and that the Bank 
_ a 26-yesr aDDuity ~ in 1860 (P'a&liuzl 
T,eoJise "" BtuJk#Jg. 5th eel, 1849 ... 161). It may he DOted 
that, strictly. the Bank in its statements of 8!5eIs and lia
bilities subtracted the amount of its UJpiI4l, wbich was 
b4J5S3,ooo hegiDDing in 1816, from total gove:t'DlDeDt securi
ties. 
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I. Nature and Extent of Security Operations 

Until after 1826 it is impossible to distin
guish between security purchases which were 
undertaken at the Bank's own initiative and 
those undertaken at the initiative of the Treas
ury. There was indeed a formal legal distinction 
between Exchequer bills "issued" to the Bank 
under agreement and bills which the Bank 
bought from the government broker or in the 
open market.· But in actual fact purchases 
until after the panic of 1825 were commonly 
made at the request of the Treasury. The Gov
ernor in a memorandum to the Lords Commit
tee in 1819 said that Exchequer bills were 
never sold to the Bank if they could be sold to 
the pUblic. Also it was stated that the Bank 
seldom if ever bought bills at a premium in the 
market. And since the Treasury tried to main
tain them at a premium, it followed that the 
Bank did not ordinarily buy any except when 
requested. Nor were such bills ever sold by the 
Bank in the inarket: The necessity of support
ing the market for government securities con
tinued through the period of the refunding oper
ations of 1822-1824. During the panic of 1825 
Exchequer bills went to a discount of ninety 
shillings, and according to Ward it was neces
sary for the Bank to support the market in 
order to collect the revenue in cash.' On De
cember 13 Liverpool and Robinson asked the 

• Report, H1.. ,819. app. A3. As pointed out ill Chapter 
V. Escbequer bills .-.gularly issued to the Bank we .. Ddi
deru:y bills, for CODSOlidated Fund charges, and biIIo in 
anticipatioD of certain aouuaI mren..... such II the Malt, 
Sugar. and Laud Ta:< bills, for the servi<a of Supply. Dur
ing the war period other advanas were made by opeciaI 
arrangement. 

• Report, H1.. 18190 app. A3. Samuel TbomtoD otated 
that purdwos "of IaIe Y .... • were a1moIt adusivdy on 
the applicatina of the ChauceDor of the Euhequer (Ev. 
H.L. ,819. q. 65). 

• Ev., 1833, qt. 2052-56. 
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Bank to buy £500,000 of biIls "to relieve the 
present distress in the Money Market." Again 
on February X4 they asked the Bank to buy 
£2,000,000, "under all the circumstances of the 
present distress in the City and Country." 8 

After the panic of 1825 the Bank was seldom 
called on to support the market for Exchequer 
bills, but the possibility always existed. A mem
ber of the Bank Charter Committee pointed out 
very clearly that the Treasury could not offer 
to exchange Supply bills at a given rate without 
assurance of support from the Bank if it were 
necessary.'o On February 5, 1840 the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer asked the Bank to buy 
up to £1,000,000 of bills "as a measure the least 
likely to disturb the present state of the money 
market." 11 

Though the Bank was not called on so fre
quently to buy Exchequer bills after 1826, the 
change in procedure was not fundamental, since 
it continued to make advances on Deficiency 
and Ways and Means bills according to the 
Treasury's requirements. Nevertheless from 
the late 'twenties "Exchequer bills purchased" 
represented amounts that the Bank for the most 
part bought on its own initiative. 

Besides the regular advances and the Ex
chequer bills purchased, the Bank made three 
important advances of a special character dur
ing the period 1822-x825. In 1822 it arranged 
with the Government to purchase the Dead 
Weight or annuity. The Bank agreed to ad
vance £13,089,419 during the period 1823 to 
1828 in return for an annuity of £585,740 per 
year for forty-four years beginning April, 
1823." 

Also in 1822 Liverpool and Vansittart asked 
the Bank to advance what was necessary to pay 
the dissentient holders of Navy 5 per cent stock 

• Report, ,SJ', app. 4. Tho T .... ury agreocI to redeem 
immediately the biJIs purchased ill the market ill December 
if the Bank should I<QWre It, but the Bank ap_tIy held 
them for the tim •• 

• Iv., 1831, during the ezaminatioa of BarmaD, qs. 
U88-l200. 

"P.P.I841 (SessiOD, JallUUY 10 JUlIe), (.S), lim. Be
tween Feb. II and Man:It 17, 1840 the IIaDIr. houghl 
£1,-.- of biJIs (Report, 1840, app •• 6). 

"Tbe ~I .... pul through PuliameDI iIl.SIJ 
(4 Goo. IV, .. u). See Ward, Ev. 'SJo, q. '9.0; Report, 
.SJI, app. JO; R_rt .... Public Intnme and ExpeDdit ..... 
'86&-69. part Ii, pp. S,6-$.L 

who refused to convert into 4 per cent stock!" 
By June x, X823 these advances were reduced 
to £x,700,000. 

In February, X824 the Bank made a further 
agreement to pay the holders of 4 per cent 
stock who refused to convert to 3 Y. per cent 
stock. The advances began in October, X824 
and amounted to approximately £5,000,000." 
The Bank was to be repaid in installments of 
£500,000 each quarter from the Sinking Fund,15 
The repayment was actually more rapid!" 

These operations were not open-market oper
ations in the sense that the Bank reall}' had 
control over the amount of its holdings. While 
the Bank had the right to sell a part or all of 
the Dead Weight, and in x839 asked for bids," 
none of it was ever sold. The advances to pay 
the two classes of dissentients were not specified 
sums, but such amounts as were required to 
maintain low enough market rates to make the 
new stock issues attractive to the public. They 
resembled open-market operations, however, in 
this respect: the initiative in the credit expan
sion was taken by the Bank and the Treasury 
and not left with the market. 

In addition to these government security op
erations the Bank bought mortgages, which 
increased gradually to £x.452,396 in July, x825. 
The Bank also advanced £x,5oo,000 to the 
East India Company, which amount, how
ever, was reduced to £500,000 in November, 
X824, and began making advances on stock, 
which amounted to £x,003,400 by June, X824,18 
These advances, being of an unusual character, 
and being made by private arrangement and 
not by public notice, are to be considered more 
in the nature of investments than of accommo
dation. 

.. The bolders of each £.00 of 5 pel eml stock were 
olered £.05 of 4 per ceDis. Out of £ISO,.pO,I43 oulstandiog, 
£'49.607,867 wen! converted, .... ving only £0,794,076 to he 
paid 01 ill cash. See Ietlel from the Government to the Bank, 
P.P. ,S'" (497), laL See also R_rt 011 Public Income 
and ExpeDditure, part ii, p. 555 . 

II Ward. EV'f 1832, qs. 1BgJ" 1905, 2013. The amount of 
dissentient stock ill this case .... £6,'49,046 out of • total of 
£76,248.'80. (R_rt on Public Income and ExpeDditure, 
Ioc. cU.) 

• Palmer, ill memnrandum foDowing his -. 'SJI. 
• See Table 7b, p. 89. 
"Palmer, By. H.C. ,848, q. 107J. For the bids ... _ 

SI'le Report. 1840. app.. a7. 
• R_rt. .SJI, app. 6. 
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The Bank had bought no stock until 1830, 
when it acquired a small amount." No stock 
was again bought until 1837, and very little 
was bought until after 1840. From 1840 to 
1844 there was a gradual increase which more 
than offset the decline in the value of the Dead 
Weight.20 The directors in fact decided to hold 
stock rather than Exchequer bills after 1837. 
Palmer opposed this policy on the ground that 
the loss from the sale of Exchequer bills was 
likely to be less than from the sale of stock. 
But the Court took the other view." The prac
tice of selling stock for cash and repurchasing 
for account was apparently associated with this 
change from Exchequer bills to stock. Morris 
stated that the Bank had undertaken such oper
ations between 1844 and 1847 and may have 
done so earlier.22 

The running off of the Dead Weight auto
matically reduced securities a small amount 
each year. The rather large reduction in 1839 
was not a true sale. The foreign credit which 
the Bank obtained at that time was secured by 
the transfer of the Dead Weight to Barings' 
and Rothschild's as the credit was used." As 
the credits were liquidated the annuities were 
transferred again to the Bank. The Bank also 
exchanged £750,000 of annuities on August 6, 
1839 with the East India Company for Ex
chequer bills. The Bank sold the bills at once 
and later credited the deposit account of the 
East India Company when the annuities were 
returned." 

The private investment securities in 1832 
consisted of mortgages, City bonds, and bonds 
of the London Dock Company. Later the Bank 

"Report, H.C. 1&j8, app. 34- The par value was cmIy 
£823,000. 

• Compare Chart D< in Appendix, below, with Report, 
1840, app. :IS i Report, B.C. 1848, app. 34-

• Palmer, Ev., 1832, q. J6g; H.C. 18.t8, qs. :1066-70. Cot
ton, Ev~ H.C. 1&j8, '15. 3943-46. 

• Ev., H.C. 1848, qs. 2641, 2788-4)oi HL: 1848, q. 16. 
From April 6 to April '3, 1147 the Bank borrowed 
£10275,000 on Consols; and the following October it again 
borrowed. 

• The first aedit was obtained in May. A larger aedit 
of £2,500,000 was obtained in July. The muimom use of 
the aedits was in November, 1839. They....., liquidated 
Iin2IIy in April, 1140. See PaImeI, Ev ~ 1140. qs. 1368-14J9; 
HL. III.j8, q. 838. 

• Palmer, Ev., 1840, qs. 1395-l4OO. Cf. Chart u: m Ap
pendix. 

purchased mortgages and bonds of the East 
India Company and beginning in 1842 it pur
chased railway debentures.,a As in the case of 
stock and annuities, there were no rapid 
changes in private investments with the appar
ent aim of making Bank rate effective. But, as 
the chart indicates, there were significant 
changes extending over a period of a year or 
more. The most noticeable of these was the 
increase during the twenty months beginning 
January, 1843. 

2. Should the Bank Purchase Securities with 
the Aim 0/ Relieving Distress? 

On only one occasion after Resumption did 
the Bank buy securities with the definite object 
of expanding credit and raising prices - at 
least so far as the public were informed. Owing 
to the depression and fall of prices, particularly 
agricultural prices, the Government was under 
great pressure to grant relief in some form. 
Liverpool informed the Bank in February, 
1822 that the Government had resolved 
to borrow £4,000,000 from it for relief. He 
suggested lending on public works and on 
parish rates. But his main object, according 
to Ward, was to get £4,000,000 into circula
tion." It is clear that the Bank's advances for 
the payment of dissentients and the purchase 
of the Dead Weight were merely parts of a 
general pIan for cheap money and credit 
expansion. 

After the panic of 1825 this policy came 
under severe criticism. Baring argued that the 
Bank had begun the expansion which led to the 
panic though the country banks had greatly 
aggravated the speculation. This was essen
tially the position of Canning and Brougham." 
Gurney considered it unwise to undertake 
such operations to relieve agricultural distress; 
but he thought there were various causes of 

• Report, 18327 app. 13; 1840, app. 16, 26; B.c. 1848, 
app. 35; 1857, app. 30. The last two appendica live 
amounts of railway debentu.... purdweci. Cotton stated 
_ !be Bank held about l.,ooo,ooo of railway bonds (EO', 

H.L. 1&j8, qs. 3205-6). 
·Ward, Ev, 183', qs. IgB_S. Spoonea- _ IIIated 

_ the idea of __ ... C25t1eragb'. and _ It in-

cluded aD __ of incoavertibilit for two mod yean 
(EO'. 1857, q. 3573). 

• Smart, Eanunooit; A.-lI 01 .Ire a_, Cellhll"7, 
,8zr-,BJO (1917), pp. J41-:J42. 
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the crisis.28 Some of the members of the 
Bank Charter Committee were apparently 
critical.·8 

Ward on the whole defended the policy. 
Experience in 1820 and 1821 had shown, he 
believed, that the large repayments of advances 
in connection with Resumption had been too 
great and that "in 1822 it was necessary to 
relax." The Government had a clear right to 
try to restore prices in some degree to relieve 
the distress. Moderate speculation was a good 
rather than an evil. Moreover, the consequence 
of the Bank's failure to increase securities was 
to "attract" bullion, which waS accumulating 
to a greater extent than the directors desired. 
In January, 1824, when the Government ap
proached the Bank regarding an advance in 
connection with converting the 4 per cent stock, 
the bullion was £14,100,000, the largest amount 
ever held. As long, therefore, as the circulation 
could be increased with a favorable exchange 
and a sufficient supply of bullion, the public, he 
thought, had a right to ohtain action upon 
prices.so But Ward agreed that relieving the 
distress was not the sole purpose of making the 
advances. They were also for the purpose of 
aiding the Government's conversion operations, 
and he defended the credit expansion partly on 
that ground.81 

It is noteworthy that the other directors did 
not defend the aim of relieving the distress 
through currency expansion. Palmer's defense 
of the Bank's action was that until October, 1824 

the increase of securities was equal only to the 
growth of deposits and surplus profits. The ad
vances authorized in 1824 were justified, he be
lieved, by the state of the Bank's bullion and the 
state of the exchange. His explanation was not 
altogether consistent. He claimed that the reduc
tion of the interest on the government stock 
was an important cause of the panic but omitted 
to point out that the reduction was associated 

• Ev., 1830, qs. 371\0-64. Gu....,. _ elsewhere that 
prior to the panic "speaaIative lrUIsacti .... ill goods weft 

Dot very prevaieDt,. aDd that the Jarp iDcreue of !!sues 
arooe very much from the amliDued impoltatiOb of bulliOb 
(qs. 3507, 3670). 

• See, for enmple, q. 1047. 
• Ev. 1830, qs. 18g6-19u, 196 .... 0I5. Wan! put put of 

the blame for the uofavorable exdaaD&e Ob the toUlltry 
hub (q. 19o9). 

• Ev ... 18.11, qs. 1044-46. 

with the cheap money policy at the Bank.a! 
Richards, who was Deputy Governor during the 
panic, also claimed that the reduction of inter
est on the long term debt was largely responsible 
for the .speculation and panic that followed. 
It drove individuals into fresh channels for 
employment of their money. At the same time 
he claimed that the security purchases were 
justified by the amount of the bullion reserve.aa 

Norman (much later) denied that there was 
any connection between the security purchases 
and the speculation from 1823 to 1825.14 

Thus the policy of credit expansion for the 
purpose of raising prices and stimulating recov
ery was generally repudiated. The criticisms 
were not generally based upon the assumption 
that security purchases were objectionable in 
themselves. a. This was the basis of M ushet's 
criticism,88 but what most critics objected to 
was the cheap money policy as such, regardless 
of the procedure by which it was made effective. 

It is interesting to note that in later crises it 
was not the Bank's security operations but its 
rate policy which came in for criticism. The 
psychological importance of the rate became 
very much greater and that of security opera-

• Ev .. 1832, q. 606 and memorandum. following his evi
dence. 

• Ev., ,832, qs. 4957-70. The BaIlk officials held that the 
Governmmt was RSpollSihle for the accumulatioD of such a 
large .... rve ill the lirst place. The BaIlk was Ii"t told that 
it must provide gold for the redemptiOb of the oman notes 
(inc1udIDg tho .. of the COllDtry haIlko), aDd then in ,8 .. the 
oman Dote privilege was extended. See Richards, qs. 495S-
59 aDd Palmer, memorandlllD following his evidmce. In 
criticism of this position Tooke poiDted out that the change 
of the Government'. policy with regan! to the oman Dote 
issue .... aDbollDced in April, ,822, and that as late as Feb
ruuy, 1823 the Bank's reserve was only about £10,000.000. 
The Bank, he thought, could scan:eIy blame the Govern
ment for the growth of bullion when its securitia conliDued 
to dec1ine in 1823. (Hislory 0/ Pri<u, Do 174-176.) Both 
sides aJ1I1led as if the BaIlk could amtrol its bullion hold
ings. But I beIieve Tooke USUIIled • quicker _ of 
bullion to security changes than the BanIr. directon. 

.. Ev. 1857, qs. 3576-'19. 
• The BanIr.'s aDboUDced po1icy in ,832 of mums against 

govemment securitia rather than discounts, it should be 
Doted, mot with appronl. See Gamey, for example, Ev. 
1832, q. 3757. 

.. BI.d 0/ au 1 ..... 0/ au ... 0/ BllCIad. pp. '57-
IS8, 181. Mushet's obiectiOD was that securitia pun:haoed 
bo ... DO zelaliOD to the 10gitlmate d,u",,'" of tnde.. Later 
Gilbut raised • similar objection to the BanIr.'s buying goY

erement _ (Ev. 1841, cp. 1026-08). 
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tions much less. This was partly owing to the 
smaller extent of security operations. However, 
during the years 1842-1844 the Bank pur
chased £5,000,000 of stock and private invest
ment securities taken together, and these 
purchases contributed toward depressing the 
rate in 1843 and 1844. But they were little 
referred to during the discussion following the 
panic. Cotton was asked if the purchase of 
£2,000,000 of railways bonds had not tended to 
cause speCUlation. He claimed that the opera
tion produced no such effect.·' The point was 
not pressed. 

3· Saks oj Securities with the Object oj Ex
tending Greater Accommodation to the Dis
count Market and oj Strengthening the Reserve 

Down to 1819 the weight of opinion was 
against the view that a shift from government 
securities to discounts gave any greater accom
modation to the discount market, though there 
was no unanimity. Henry Thornton in his evi
dence before the Lords Committee in 1797 
stated that, in relieving a strain, it was imma
terial whether the Bank issued additional notes 
by means. of discounts or by the purchase of 
government securities.s• In his book he stated 
that an increase of the Bank's discounts accom
panied by an equivalent reduction of govern
ment securities would give no relief to the 
market.·9 It is evident that he desired to em
phasize the monetary aspect of an acute credit 
shortage. 

Horner in reviewing Thornton's book criti
cized this position. He argued that notes of the 
same sum issued through advances to the 'gov
ernment were less adequate to the wants of 
commerce than if they had flowed in through 
the channel of discounts." The basis of his 
criticism is not altogether clear, but he appar
ently thought that the money market was not 
sufficiently fluid to dispense with the aid of the 
Bank in distributing credit. 

On being asked by the Commons Committee 
in 1819 to comment on Thornton's position, 

• Ev OJ HL. 1848, qs. 3205-12. 
• Ev.., B.L. 1797, pp. 46, 49-50. 
• Pa/ln Credi.lt pp. I80-J81. 

- Francis Homer, "An luquiry into the Nature and 
Effects of the Paper Credit of Gmot BritaiD. By B<my 
Thornton," l!.diIdnwgil RevietD, I (ISen), 198. 

Alexander Baring stated that, so far as the cir
culating medium was concerned, it made no 
difference whether the Bank discounted or 
bought securities. But he thought that the use 
of so much capital given to traders must be a 
great facility to those to whom it was given, 
and that it was important whether the Bank 
granted the usual discount facilities. He was 
asked more specifically: if the same invariable 
sum were issued by the Bank, would not the 
same proportion be applied to discount regard
less of the mode of its issue? He thought not. 
He could not see how the private capital of 
bankers was increased by Bank advances to 
the government. In his opinion the question of 
more or less capital for the purposes of trade 
had nothing to do with the facility or distress 
from more or less circulating medium. Thus 
he confused the question of central banking pro
cedure with one involving the difference be
tween an increase of real capital and an increase 
of money." 

Harman, however, thought that it made no 
difference whether the Bank issued against dis
counts or government securities, provided the 
amount were the same. Samuel Thornton 
thought that it made very little difference. 
The Lords Committee" in 1819 and Ricardo f. 
likewise held that notes issued against gov
ernment securities gave the same facilities to 
commerce as those issued against discounts. Ri
cardo pointed out that the total amount of 
capital devoted to trade would not be affected. 

At the Bank Charter inquiry the point was 
again raised. Grote is asked if the Bank gives 
any greater accommodation to the commercial 
world when it increases discounts but sells 
securities by an equivalent amount. "I admit," 
he replies, "that by selling Exchequer bills, 
they deprive private capitalists of the power of 
discounting to an extent exactly equivalent to 
the fresh discounts which they take in; and 
therefore, taking private discounters as one 
aggregate body, the applicants for discount 
lose as much in one way as they gain in the 
other. But I am inclined to think that the 

• EVof H.C. 1819, pp. 201-20:1. 
• Secoad Report, H1.. 18'9, p. 9· 
• Prilfdp/u, MtCuDocb ed. of W .... ,., pp. 219-'60. PlDtI 

/ .... lire &tablUi_ D/_ NIJIiDrItll &mil, MtCuDocb cd. of 
W .... b, pp. sorso6. Ev. B.C •• 8'9, p. 139· 
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Public would interpret the matter otherwise, 
and would feel much additional uneasiness and 
alarm if at those periods of pressure the Bank 
were not open for discount. . . ." First, he 
states, the commercial world has accustomed 
itself to the routine of the Bank and looks con
stantly to it as the great center of discounts, 
especially in difficult times. Secondly, the Bank 
is accessible to those who may not know where 
to find an individual discounter. During mo
ments of distress private bankers and brokers 
will assist none but their permanent connec
tionsj and if at such a time one is thrown. out 
of his accustomed line of discount he will not 
know where to find a substitute. "If the Bank 
is open for discount, a substitute is in some 
measure provided, for a man can get to the 
Bank without that special, permanent, and ex
clusive connexion which he preserves with his 
own Banker, and which cuts him off from all 
other Bankers." .. 

This statement perhaps epitomizes the objec
tions to the view that the market was concerned 
only with the total of the Bank's securities. 
Grote was anxious to show that there was need 
for a lender of last resort and that the money 
market was far from being fluid during a period 
of credit shortage. This point was well taken. 
The cash resources of the market of a given 
amount had quite a different significance when 
they could be replenished by going to the Bank 
from what they would have had if the discount 
privilege had not been open. I believe this was 
what was mainly in the minds of those who 
argued that the Bank must issue partly against 
discounts. Perhaps some of those who argued 
that the Bank could give the same facilities by 
issuing wholly against government securities 
were thinking of periods of easy credit. But 
on the whole they seem not to have appreciated 
fully the need for a lender of last resort. 

Nevertheless there was a certain confusion in 
Grote's discussion. The true alternative pre
sented to the Bank was not between refusing 
to discount and se11ing securities; but between 
allowing the market to apply for a smaller 
amount of discounts and compe11ing it, through 
the sale of securities, to apply for a larger 
amount. 

.. Ev •• I,}', lIS- 4"'-U. 

From 1832 the Bank directors frequently 
expressed the view that the Bank could aid the 
discount market by Changing from government 
securities to discounts. Norman stated that 
during a drain the Bank usually sold Exchequer 
bills in order to increase the "fund disposable 
for discounts." It was not desirable for the 
Bank to reject good bills, so in order to main
tain total securities at the same level it was 
necessary to sell Exchequer bills as the demand 
for discounts increased. Norman admitted that 
the sale of securities tended to reduce the dis
count facilities in the market and thus to in
crease the demands upon the Bank, but he 
thought that it would not do so to the full ex
tent of the sale. Also, the sale of securities, he 
believed, would probahly raise the market rate 
to the Bank rate and the higher market rate 
would cause the vacuum in the circulation to 
be filled in part by issues against bullion.,a 

I believe Norman was confusing two different 
situations. Where the market was in a position 
to reduce reserves, the sale of securities would 
not cause discounts to increase by an equal 
amount. But it was precisely during periods 
when there was no such slack to be taken up 
that the demand for discounts appreciably in
creased, and in such a case the sale of securities 
would add to the original demand for discounts 
by the full amount of the sale. Furthermore, 
causing the market rate to rise to the level 
of Bank rate would not be consistent with 
giving greater accommodation to the discount 
market. 

Palmer also subscribed to the view that, when 
there was no real stringency, the Bank could 
give additional accommodation to the discount 
market by exchanging Exchequer bills for dis
counts." In later years, in discussing the credit 
situation of 1830-31, he stated that as the mar
ket rate rose gradually to Bank rate the Bank 
met the increased demand for discounts by sell
ing government securities." During the panic 
of 1 84 7 the Bank officials apparently believed 
that they could aid the discount market by sell-

• Ev .. 1831, qs. 2394-14$8-
.. Ev. 'I,}', qs. '4&-'5', '77. But he pointed out that 

duriDg periods of disaedit total _ must he a>IaJgod. 
that DOtes dra .... iD through \be .... of _ties would he 
tak ... out iD _uals (Ev. '114<>. lIS- '4'3 ..... ) • 

.. Ey. B.C •• &t8. q •• ..". 
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ing securities.·a And Loyd stated that the Bank 
granted such advances as the realization of its 
securities permitted.'· Again during the panic 
of 1857 the Bank sold securities with the object, 
according to the Governor, of assisting the dis
count market.·· 

To what extent the directors generally were 
motivated by such considerations is not alto
gether clear. One suspects that the purpose of 
selling securities in periods of moderate drain 
was to bring additional pressure without raising 
Bank rate, or without raising it so much. Within 
certain limits the market rate was· sensitive to 
the volume of discounting as well as to Bank 
rate. And in periods of panic one suspects that 
securities were sold because there was not suf
ficient faith in the rate. But no doubt in part, 
at least, the security operations were under
taken with a mistaken view as to their real 
consequences. 

It was asserted also that the object of selling 
securities during crises was to strengthen the 
reserve, both by drawing gold from abroad and 
by taking notes from the money market. Need
less to say, the aim of strengthening the reserve 
at the expense of the market was not consistent 
with giving additional aid to the discount mar
ket. Harman stated that the sale of securities 
in 1825 was for the purpose of checking the 
drain.·' Morris explained that the Bank sold 
securities during the panic of 1847 in order to 
strengthen the reserve, and that except for the 
Treasury Letter it would have sold additional 
amounts. He believed that the Bank could 

M Cotton stated that the BaDk would have given a\l1U]>
port to the discoUDt market possible, even at CODSiderable 
sacrifice of its security holdiDgs (Ev .• B.C. 18.48. q. 3942) • 

• Ev., H.C. 184B, q. 5232, 
• Neave, Ev., 18SS, qs. 340-353, 409. Wegueliu, before 

the paDic, stated that the BaDk sold securities "with the view 
of being able to assist the commelcial poblic, who ill those 
times of rising iDterost aDd scarcity of money are apt to 
look to the Bank more thaD they have been ·aa:ustomed to 
do at other times." However, he claimed that the Bank 
would Dot seD securities when a scarcity of money was 
Ilacting strongly upon the market," but only when the direc
tOIS could foresee a scarcity of money. ProceediDg furtheI. 
he stated that the Bank preferred to hold commelcial bills 
doriog a period of adveJSe .. change becaulIe they gave a 
greater power of adioD apoo the .. change. (Ev. 18S7. q5. 

521-5.6.) Thus he seemed zalIy to mean that the Bank 
sold securities to reeoforeo the eJlect of the rate aDd the limi_ 
tation of the term of bills. 

.. Ev" 18J2, qs. 2205~. 

have taken notes from the market by such 
means." The Deputy Governor during the 
panic of 1857 held a similar view."· But the 
Governor held that discounts would have in
creased as fast as securities were sold, so that 
no notes would have been drawn in."' Never
theless the Bank sold securities," just as it had 
done during the panics of 1825 and 1847. 

Perhaps the most plausible explanation of 
the sales of securities during panics is not that 
they were primarily intended to aid the dis
count market - though that may have been the 
mistaken belief on the part of some - but that 
they were intended to aid the rate in creating 
pressure. Inasmuch as the market was in the 
Bank at such times, it would seem that there 
was no necessity for such sales in order to make 
effective high market rates. But the Bank offi
cials were not willing to follow to its logical end 
the idea that they could only increase the terms 
of credit. They seemed to revert to the idea 
under stress of panic that they might forcibly 
contract securities. The security sales were 
thus measures of desperation. 

4. Conclusion 

Open-market operations in the sense that the 
Bank bought and sold definite amounts of se
curities at its own initiative existed on a very 
limited scale. Until after the panic of 1825 
even the amount of "Exchequer bills pur
chased" was determined largely by the Treas
ury. The Bank was requested to support the 
market whenever bills threatened to go to a 
discount and, at least until 1819 and probably 
for several years afterwards, it seldom bought 
bills under any other circumstances. The ad
vances to pay dissentients were in the same 
general category: the Bank in effect undertook 
to maintain money rates at such levels as would 
make the Treasury's refunding issues attrac
tive to the public - making whatever advances 

• Ev., B.C. z8.J8, qs. 264,1, 2780-7. Palmer, however, .... 
of the opinion that the BaDk could Dot ...... have fDODd a 
buyer for any appreciable amount of tIOCUritiea cIoriDc the 
panic (q •• 129). 

.. Dobree, Ev. 18SS. q. 1141. 

.. Neave, Ev. 18SS. qs. 340-.W),...,s. Be pointed Dot 
that such .... the ...wt with rogard to the l3,DDOPOO of 
securities which the Bank did IdL WegueIiD before the panic: 
toot a similar view lEv. 1857. q5 •• 1}6-:Joo) • 

.. Report, 18sS. app. IS· 
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to the Treasury were necessary for the purpose. 
By the late 'twenties, however, the Bank seems 
to have purchased such amounts of Exchequer 
bills as suited its own purposes, though it was 
still subject to call from the Treasury to sup
port the market if circumstances made it neces
sary. The Treasury went on this assumption in 
fixing the rate on the Exchequer bill offerings. 
And it must be remembered that current 
advances to the Treasury (as distinct from Ex
chequer bills purchased) continued to be be
yond the Bank's control. So the change in the 
situation was not very substantial. 

Changes in Exchequer bills-purchased, in 
stock, and in private investment securities were 
quite small in the 'thirties and 'forties in com
parison with changes in discounts and in ad
vances to the market. For the most part changes 
in investment holdings were rather gradual and, 
except for sales during crises, apparently were 
not made with immediate reference to the credit 
situation. 

According to the early twentieth-century 
view, the purpose of selling securities was to 
make Bank rate more effective. In the period 
we are studying this process was understood, 
but it was generally not for such a purpose that 
sales were made. The theory defended by the 
Bank officials and others (from 1832) was that 
securities were to be sold in order to give 
greater accommodation to the discount market 
and in order to strengthen the reserve; though 
there was disagreement with regard to the latter 
aim. Needless to say these motives were an
tagonistic. The belief that the Bank by selling 
securities could extend greater accommodation 
to the discount market (in any practical mean
ing of the phrase) rested upon an inadequate 
appreciation of the fact that the demand for 
discounts during a period of pressure arose 
from a shortage of member-bank reserve. Forc
ing the market to apply for an additional 
amount of discounts and advances was of course 
a tightening, and not an easing, influence, as
suming the conditions of discounting to remain 
the same. While individuals may have econ
omized on their cash resources in buying securi
ties, the banks losing the reserve as the result 
of the sale would not be able to reduce their 
cash requirements during a general credit short-

age. They would drive traders or bill brokers 
to the Bank for additional discounts. At various 
times the Bank officials recognized that the 
market demand for discounts woUld be auto
matically increased by the amount of securi
ties sold during a crisis, yet as late as 1857 
the Governor stated that securities were 
sold to give additional accommodation to 
commerce. 

The Governor during the panic of 1847 was 
of the opinion that the Bank could replenish its 
note reserve at the expense of the market by 
selling securities. But the more common opin
ion was that the sale of securities would aid 
only in creating a more favorable exchange. 
When it is realized, however, that the market 
was already heavily dependent upon the Bank 
during a crisis, it is seen that there was no need 
to sell securities to make effective such rates in 
the market as the Bank desired. Nevertheless 
securities were sold during every crisis. Doubt
less the real explanation is that the Bank offi
cials had a latent fear that raising the rate was 
not enough. Feeling the contagion of the panic 
themselves, they sought desperate measures to 
strengthen their position. And, of course, by 
placing various limitations upon the kinds of 
bills acceptable, while at the same time forcing 
the market to discount a larger amount, they 
did increase the credit stringency to a greater 
extent than was indicated by Bank rate. 

Security operations with the definite aim of 
relieving the distress and raising prices were 
undertaken at the request of the Treasury be
ginning in 1822. Partly as a consequence of 
the panic of 1825 such a policy fell into dis
repute. It was not the purchase of securities as 
such which was chiefly criticized: it was a cheap 
~oney policy in general having for its aim the 
increase of prices and relief of distress. It was 
insisted that the Bank should be guided solely 
by the state of the exchanges. This attitude 
followed from the contemporary view as to the 
nature of the gold standard. It was believed 
that commodity prices were governed by natu
ral conditions and that any stimulus given by 
the Bank was artificial and would lead "in
evitably" to a reaction. Any temporary relief 
from distress would be purchased at the cost of 
greater hardship later on. 
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TABLE 7A 

ADVANCES MADE BY THE BANE OF ENGLAND TO THE GOVERNMENT ON EXCHEQUER BILLS AND "ALL OTHER SECURI-
TIES" AS OF FEBRUARY .6 AND AUGUST .6, 1815-18'7' 

(in Ihow.ruU of ,ounds) 

AdvaDcet 

Advances out 
TrtaSury Advancel to towards the 

Excbequer Exchequer bilb for CommiS5ionen purchaae of 
of unclaimed bills bills Service of Woods aod annulty Total 

dividends b flissued" II purcbued of Ireland Foresll (DwI W,lgh') advallCel' 

1815.· ..... . 877 9.401 '7.755 .8,033 
877 7.577 16,502 '4,956 

'8'6 ........ 877 4,500 14.488 '9,865 
1,180 11,758 13,285 1,000 27,223 

1817 ....... . 974 9,000 13,320 3,080 .60374 
·979 10,:117 13,724 3,080 300 28,300 

1818 ....... . 1,034 9,000 14,952 :&,750 300 .8,036 
1,02:7 11,030 13,oSl 2,650 300 .8,088 

1819 ....... . 1,099 6,598 13,081 2,650 300 23,728 
1,01 7 8.498 13,081 2,650 300 '5,546 

1820 ..•.••. • 1,074 6,591 U,940 3,100 300 '3,005 
1,111 5,'76 12,040 ',100 300 .0,8.6 

1821 ........ 1,067 3.435 II,840 300 16,642 
1,1:21 6,653 9,140 300 17,214 

1822 •....•• • 1,150 3,598 9,140 300 14,188 
1,089 4,922 9,140 300 15.45' 

1823 ....... . 1,152 3,107 IDA-II 300 14.970 
1,121 10377 10.411 300 2,111 15.319 

1824 ....... . 1,102 697 10.411 300 3,og1 15,601 
1,064 17 10,411 300 4,og' 15,884 

1825 ....... . 1,048 4,186 9.4n 5,035 19,679 
1,006 3,853 7,411 5099' 18,261 

1826 1,002 '.487 803'7 6,g08 18,724 

956 1,865 803'7 7,813 18,g6. 
1827 • ....... 1,064 3,015 6,88. 8,708 19,66g 

• Source: Report, H.C. 1819, app. 3; f.P. 1826, (215), XIX; P.P. 1826-27, (249), XIV. 
• The Treasury by Act of Parliament had the use of a large part of th. dividends remaining unclaimed at the end of the 

financial quarter. 
• Advances for Supply services, for th. payment of dividends, and for th. payment of di.wntients of 4 and 5 per cent 

stock. 
• Not including the permanent advance, which waS Increased in May, 1816 from £n,686,800 to £140686,800, where It 

remained until 1834. 
• February .6. 
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TABLE 7B 

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES. INCLl1l1ING ADVANCES. HELD BY THE BANI< AS !lP JUNE I. 1816-1832 • 

(in thomands 0' pounds) 

Deficiency 
bllla lt 

1816 ... . 

18'7·· .. 
.8.8 .... 500 
.819 .... 2,919 

l8ao .... 3.'97 
J811 .•.. 2,910 

1822 ••.• ·,89& 
.8·3 .... 
18·4 .... 

18·5 .... 
.8.6 .... 1,107 

18'7 .... 1,057 
J828 •.•• 3,041 

.8·9 .... 1,710 

.830 .... •• 895 

.831 .... 83 

.83' .... 3,541 

Advances 
{or the 
Supply III 

9.565 
9.595 

%1,562 
5.670 

8.6 

.,08. 

Advances to 
pay the disseD~ 
tients of .. and 

5 per cent 
stock 4 

no 
1,717 

357 

4,502' 
1,942 

79 
45 
53 

'4 
I2 

10 

• Source: Appendices to the Bank Charter Report. 
b Report, 183:1, app. 67. 
• App. 67 and 69. 
• App. 67 and 7'. 
• Totals given iD app. 67. 
• App. 67. 68. and 69. 
'App. 68. 

Total of Exchequer 
the precediog bills 

advances • purchased t 

9.565 '3,808 
9.595 '4",06 

12,062 14,280 

8.589 13,081 

sm' 12,940 
5,322 9,140 
3,029 9,14° 
1,717 10.4011 

1,183 IO,4IJ 

4,501 8",n 

3.049 8.558 
3,218 6,882 

3.086 6,132 

1.763 6.000 

2,919 6,000 
1,56:1 3.560 
3.550 3,100 

ToW 
Exchequer 
bills held r 

'30373 
24,001 

.60342 
21,670 

18,711 

14",6. 
1:1,169 
ulua 
u,S94 

12,913 
11,607 
10,100 

9,218 
7.763 

8,919 
S,IU 
6,650 

Other 
advances 

(for 1819":18:a5 Total 
only) h advances I 

2,65Q 24,J20 

2,100 20,811 

14",6. 
12,169 

886 13,014 
2,918 ~4,SJ:l 

4,861 17.774 

• App. 71. T ..... ury hills for the Service of Ireland. 1819 and 18.0; Dead Weight. 18'3 to 18'5. June 1St data for Dead 
Weight Dot available after 18'5. The book value reported Feh. '9. 183' was il0.897.880. The Bank advanced £13.089",19 
duriDs the yean 18'3 to 18.8 iD retum for an annuity of £585.740 for forty-four years begiDDiDg April. 18'3. See app. 13 
and 30. 

lApp. 7'. The total does Dot iDdude the pennanent advaDce or £8'3,000 par value of stock purchased iD 1830. See Re
port, B.C. 1848, app. 34. 

, The ligure shown is for the Exchequer hills held as coDateraJ by the Bank. The amount actuaBy advanced to the Treas
ury was slightly I.... See app. 71. 



CHAPTER VIII 

DISCOUNT POLICY 

T HE most important question of discount 
policy in contemporary discussion was to 

what extent the Bank should regulate its securi
ties by means of discounts. At the time of the 
Resumption inquiry the Governor expressed the 
view that the Bank could control the circulation 
by means of discounts. But during the next 
decade the directors became convinced that 
discounts were not easily within their control. 
They were evidently not impressed by the argu
ments of critics, such as Tooke and McCulloch, 
that a more frequent variation of discount rate 
would secure a reasonable stability in the 
amount of discounts. The Bank, according to 
the directors, should ordinarily exclude most 
discounts by keeping Bank rate higher than the 
market rate. Any changes in securities should 
take the form of investments at the initiative of 
the Bank. And there were to be no changes 
in investments except after the accumulation 
of bullion over a considerable period. Thus it 
was made to appear that, except in emergen
cies, Bank notes and deposits would reflect 
simply changes in bullion. The quarterly ad
vances, they explained, were merely seasonal 
and had no permanent effect. Other modes 
of access to the Bank they held to be of 
an exceptional nature or else ignored in this 
connection. 

These statements give a fundamentally wrong 
impression of the Bank's procedure of control. 
The market was almost constantly adjusting 
reserves to requirements at its own initiative, 
either by going to the Bank direct 01' by creat
ing such pressure as would cause others to ob
tain Bank funds. Before reviewing the various 
modes by which the public had access to the 
Bank, it should be observed that the various 
factors tending to disturb the reserve position 
of the London banks were of a large order of 
size. Unless there had been semiautomatic 
processes for compensating such large releases 
and absorptions of funds, the reserve position of 
the London banks would have varied within 
[90 ] 

very wide limits, much wider limits than the 
movement of the London circulation and bank
ers' balances indicates. One is impressed by the 
relative stability of these two items in the face 
of large changes in bullion, government securi
ties, and nonreserve deposits both public and 
private. The presumption is that such changes 
were compensated by changes in earning assets 
in response to changing pressure in the money 
market. Certainly the Bank made practically 
no effort to compensate them with open-market 
operations. This presumption, I believe, is 
borne out by an examination of the Bank's pro
cedure and by a study of the interrelated items 
in the Bank's statement. 

There were periods of course when scarcely 
any means were left by which the market could 
return surplus reserve to the Bank - that is 
to say, when discounts and advances at the 
initiative of the public were almost nil. This 
seems to have been true during the second half 
of 1832 and the first half of 1833 and again in 
1843 and 1844. But in the nature of the case 
a condition of excess reserves could be only 
temporary. 

Let us review the various channels by which 
the public could take funds from the Bank at 
their own initiative. 

(a) It has been mentioned in other connec
tions that at certain periods of the year holders 
of Exchequer bills could demand cash instead 
of new bills and thus force the Treasury either 
to obtain larger advances from the Bank or to 
ask the Bank to support Exchequer bills in the 
open market. Also, until 1838 Exchequer bills 
could be paid into the Treasury for taxes and 
were used in that manner whenever they were 
not maintained at a premium} Such methods 

'W. may plaao ill !be ...... category !be advaDas to pay 
_tieD! holders of govemJllall Jtock during !be rriUDdiDc 
operatioDs of ,82. to ,8'5. The Bank ill dfecl UDdeIlooIt to 
maIre such advaDas to !be T ....... ry ........ __ ry to 
maIre the rate olferecl OD !be DeW IIIocIt aUractiv. to the 
public. 
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were more important during the war and early 
post-war period than after 1825. But they were 
always potentially important. 

(b) After 1829 the Bank made temporary 
advances to the market for nearly half the time 
in each quarter at a rate usually less than dis
count rate. The market could take whatever 
amount it required at the rate fixed in the public 
notice. It was no doubt owing to these advances 
that there was less tendency for the market to 
take funds via the Treasury. 

(c) Beginning in 1833 the Bank made special 
advances to the market at a rate usually lower 
than discount rate. While these advances were 
open to the public at an advertised rate only 
during a part of 1835 and 1836, they were 
made by private arrangement with the money 
dealers over a much longer period. Palmer ad
mitted that they were made until 1838; and 
Hankey's statements 2 lead one to believe that 
they became a permanent feature of the Bank's 
procedure. Though in such operations the Bank 
was not purely passive, it is clear that they 
aided the market to take more or less accord
ing to requirements. 

(d) So far we have considered modes of 
access to the Bank available to the London 
money market directly. There were indirect 
methods by which a general tightening (or 
easing) of credit would cause persons outside 
the market to obtain greater (or less) accom
modation at the Bank even though Bank rate 
was higher than the market rate for first class 
bills. Palmer explained that the Bank dis
counted some bills in London which, though 
perfectly good, could not command the lowest 
rate in the open market. The amount of such 
second grade paper was related somewhat 
to conditions in the money market. The curve 
of London discounts shows a tendency to rise 
with a rise in the market rate without its neces
sarily reaching the level of Bank rate. With 
extreme easing of credit even these second 
grade bills tended to leave the Bank's port
folio. 

(e) The amount of discounts for country 
banks and traders also 'showed a general re
sponsiveness to conditions in the London money 
market. It is true that the Bank rationed credit 
in the country instead of depending simply upon 

o See above, p. n. &Dd Ev •• 851. qs. 11$0-51. 

the rate, yet it actually did accede to the de
mand to a greater extent when money was 
scarce." . 

(f) Finally, when other methods of adjust
ing reserves failed, London traders holding first 
class bills and (at least after 1830) the bill 
brokers discounted at the Bank's public rate, 
which was a uniform rate until 1844. Although 
the' market rate for prime bills was usually 
under Bank rate, it is a mistake to suppose that 
it went to the level of Bank rate only on rare 
occasions during the period 1826-1844.' 

In the light of these facts it is apparent that 
one gets a very erroneous conception of the 
Bank's procedure of credit regulation by giving 
exclusive attention to the fact that the London 
rate for first class bills was usually under Bank 
discount rate. The real explanation of the fact 
that first class bills were not more frequently 
discounted at the Bank is not that the market 
was not dependent upon the Bank directly or 
indirectly to adjust its reserve position, but that 
other methods of adjusting its position were 
cheaper. 

The extent to which one channel was used 
rather than another depended partly upon the 
Bank and partly upon practices outside the 
Bank. For example, the rate for quarterly and 
special advances was usually under Bank rate, 
but when it was fixed at the same level as Bank 
rate, it removed part of the incentive to get ad
vances rather than discounts. However, the 
eligibility of collateral for advances was also a 
factor. Thus when the Bank in its notice of 
March 2, 1837 refused advances against gov
ernment securities and required commercial bills 
as collateral, advances increased less than usual, 
while London discounts, already at a high level, 
increased further, the rate for the two being the 
same. 

The Bank also helped determine the extent 
to which it would supply funds through traders 
as against the discount houses. In so far as 
traders in London and in the muntry were en
muraged to mme to the Bank when credit was 
scarce out of doors, it was unnecessary for the 
bill brokers to apply for aid. And by reducing 
the quality (not of murse in the sense of secu
rity) of the bills which it would take from its 

OSee below. SectioD 3. 
• See the lila '""" ill Cbazt B. 
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For Bank discount rate, see Report, 1832, app, 89; Report, J840, app. 8; McCuUoch, Com",ercial DktiOMr, (1850), 

p. 94. The tenn of bills eligible at tbe Bank was increased from sixty-6ve to ninety-6ve daya in .8 .. ; tbouah it was asaiD 
limited to sixty-five days from October IS, 1840 to June 3, 1841. For the rate for Bank advances, see Report, 1832, app. 26; 
Report H.C .• 848, app. '0. The periods for which advances were open to tbe public are indicated by tbe 1engt1u of !be 
lin .. representing tbe rates charged. The market bill rate is the rate for best bills at Gurney's. See !be evidence of Chap
man, .857, q. 4876. The "Rates of Interest allowed to Bankers by Bill Brokers in Lombard-street" were given by HankeY 
during tbe examination of Newmarcb (Ev., 1857, q. 1971). 

regular customers at Bank rate, it permitted a 
further deviation of the market rate on prime 
bills from Bank rate. There is good evidence 
that by far the larger part of the discounting 
was done by traders even after the bill brokers 
were permitted to have discount ilCCounts. We 
must distinguish carefully here between ad
vances to the bill brokers and discounts at Bank 
rate. 

In anticipation of contemporary discussion, 
we may conclude that there was no question of 
the Bank's controlling its securities at some pre
determined level- that is to say, except when 
it was prepared to provide excess reserves. 
What the market wanted it was in the position 
to take, and what it did not want it was usually 
in the position to return. The Bank's role lay 
in determining the effective terms of credit. 

I. Discount Procedure in London 

Let us consider in more detail the Bank's 
discount procedure in London. Giles, Governor 
of the Bank in 1797, stated that the private 
banks (of London presumably) had been per
mitted to discount at the Bank in their own 

names following Suspension, though not before! 
According to Lawson, the London banks had 
discount accounts at the Bank during the war 
period, though they seldom used them. But in 
1825, he stated, London banks of the highest 
standing rediscounted at the Bank in order to 
aid their country correspondents." Glyn simi
larly stated that the London banks, pressed by 
the country banks, rediscounted at the Bank in 
1825. He added that they had not done so 
since! It is noteworthy that Morris, in re
counting the aid given by the Bank in 1847, 
failed to mention any given to a London bank. 8 

We may conclude that discounting for the Lon
don banks was not very common before the 
panic of 1825, and that after that time it was 
practically nil! 

'Ev~ H.C. 1797, p. 71. Referred to in W. T. C. King. 
HisWry 0/ tile Ltmd"" DUunnd M",,," ('936), p. 13. 

• W.J. La ....... HisWry 0/ &u.ItitJ, (.850), pp. '55-256. 
LaWSOD was for many yeaB CODDOCted with a London bank 
and knew their practices at 6nt band. 

'Ev~ H.L. 184B, q. '9.6. He added that !bey had a 
"Rigbt" to look to the Bank for _mod·tion in 1847. 

• Ev., B.C. JB48, q. 2645. 
• Report, 18SS, app. 13 """'" that "English boDb aDd 
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Just when the bill brokers or money dealers, 
as they later came to refer to themselves, were 
first permitted to discount at the Bank is not 
altogether clear. Norman stated that they were 
permitted to open discount accounts commenc
ing in November, 1830.10 But we can not as
sume that they were not permitted to discount 
before then in periods of difficulty. Thomas 
Richardson in 1810 stated that the London 
bankers not only placed money with the bill 
brokers which they could call at an hour's 
notice, but that the bankers also borrowed from 
the brokers for a day at a time. Such a practice 
would seem to require access to the Bank on 
the part of the bill brokers in periods of pres
sure, but Richardson made no reference to ob
taining funds there. He stated that he borrowed 
from one bank to pay another.u Gurney stated 

bank.,." received discounts and advances of £',076,000 
from the IIaDIi: In Lond ... dIuiD8 th. last three months of 
,8$7. Bul it .... DOl be assumed that these were London 
benD. 

»Ev. '840, tp. IJ'?-II. 
.. Rlch&nI.wI, Ev. ,8,0, pp. 147-'48- 'l1Iis practite, 

that formerly (presumably before 1830) the 
bill brokers did not have the power of discount
ing at the Bank.12 But while we can not conclude 
from this meager evidence that the bill brokers 
never received any aid from the Bank before 

Richardson claimed, had enabled the London _.. to 
reduce their .... rves by about one eighth. 

Th. main business of the bill broke .. at this time was 
buying and seIliDg bills outright and not canying them with 
borrowed money. Bills were taken from mercutile fums 
and country bank... and sold to London and country 
banke... Much th. _tor amount was taken from London 
m.rchants and sold to London bank.... Richardson's firm, 
which later became Gurney's, was the Ia!gest dealing with 
the country bankers. H. took bill.s from the manufacturing 
districts in the country, particularly Lanca.sbire, and sold 
them in Norfolk, Suffolk, and other districts wbere tIwe 
was a surplus of banking funda to be invested To some 
.nent be sent bill.s drawn in London by OlIO merdwll on 
another to the country. He cIwged the oeIIer of the biB ~ 
per cent cnmmjssjonl but made DO charge to the buyer. Be 
did nol end .... his biDs. (Ev. ,8,0, pp. 122-"5. See also 
Kine. BisJ0r7 o/Ilu I.mwloto ~ Jlar_" elL L) 

.. Ev. H.L. '848, q. 1344. In ,836 be stated that be had 
DO dimini.heoI f1u:iIity at the IIaDIi: if be were willing to pay 
their prim (Ev, '136, q •• 606). 
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1830/8 it is clear that they did not receive ac
commodation in the regular course of things 
before then. 

Thus with rediscounting by the London banks 
never very common (except during the panic 
of 1825), and with discounting at the Bank by 
the bill brokers unimportant or nil until after 
1830, the channel for giving discount facilities 
to the money market before that time was 
through the London traders." The London 
banks could adjust their reserve position by 
forcing the traders to resort to the Bank for a 
greater or less amount'" After 1830 the Bank 
gave discounts on an important scale to bill 
brokers as well as to traders, so that the London 
banks could adjust their reserves by driving 
both traders and bill brokers to the Bank. 

King takes the position that the system 
whereby the bill brokers went to the Bank for 
discounts was successor to one of rediscounting 
by the London banks. He says: 

If the London banks were no longer to be the channel 
through which this new credit was made available, then 
some other channel had to be found. To have left the 
application solely to the public would have caused grave 
disturbance: in a pressure the private banks, even though 
they avoided infringement of their rule, would have been 
obliged to refuse discounts to their customers, and this 
refusal would only have intensified the discredit, and 
produced needless injury to the banks' reputations. In 
addition, application to the Bank would have been de
layed for a longer period than was desirable, for the 
public would not quickly alter its normal course of 
business, and the delay would have tended to increase 

U G1yn, when later disc:ussiDg the procedure estahlished 
in 1858 hy which the biD hrokers wore denied discount ac
counts but were to be given adV8llC<S at the disaetion of the 
Bank, stated that the Bank was only returning to aD older 
practice. H this were literally true, it would imply that the 
Bank gave some aid to the biD brokers before 1830. (Ev. 
1858, q. 714.) 

u cr. HawtreY, Are 01 C .... raJ B4IIItmg, pp. 117-118. 
Norman stated that discount accounts were opeued only 

by the Court of Directors and were confined to persons in 
trade. For some persons, he stated, the Bank performed the 
regular business of banker; for others, it merely discounted 
bills. (Ev. 1840. CIS- 2324, 2386.) For a description of the 
services performed by the Bank for its custollWO, ... 
Palmer, Ev., 1832, qs. 322-329; McCulloch, A ~, 
PrtJClicDl, T/IeoreliaJl, _ HisIorictJJ, 01 C_fIte1'UI _ 

CoafMf'cial NavigalilM (1837), p. 82; TholD5OD Bankey, 
BaaIWor: lis Utility _ ~, ••• ,,",II .. Addiliorl 
R .. ~ tile Wora., _ JL/JJIIJf_ DI tile Bull DI 
&,ltJIId (1860). 

U This they could do by refusing to buy bills from the 
biD hrokers as well as from the traders dim:t. 

the ultimate demands. Moreover, the new credit would 
have been spread far less evenly or readily through the 
business world. And in an extreme pressure, involving 
withdrawals of deposits from the private banko, not 
even a refusal of all fresh loans would have saved them 
from being forced to abandon their rule.U 

It does not seem that King offers convincing 
evidence that the London banks rediscounted 
to any appreciable extent except during the 
panic of 1825. Richardson, for example, as
sented to the statement that the Bank "afforded 
increased means to the bankers of obtaining a 
supply of notes at short notice, through the 
medium of the bills sent to the Bank to be dis
counted by their customers." 11 As to the point 
that additional discounts to traders would not 
have been given quickly enough to prevent a 
credit shortage, it should be bome in mind that 
from the standpoint of the aggregate discounts 
of the public a relatively small shift from the 
private banks to the Bank would have meant a 
relatively large increase in the reserves of the 
London banks. 

Even after the bill brokers were permitted to 
go to the Bank, discounts for traders continued 
to predominate until past the middle of the 
century. The bill brokers themselves pointed 
out that they had no occasion to discount at the 
Bank in periods of easy credit.'· And, if the 
panic of 1857 was typical, discounts for traders 
were the greater during periods of pressure. 
During the last three months of 1857 the mer
chants and traders of London obtained discounts 
and advances of £14A40,OOO, whereas the bill 
brokers and discount companies obtained only 
£9,456,000.

10 

So long as the traders had free access to the 
Bank it would seem that any discounting by the 
bill brokers would be an indication of lack of 
fluidity in the money market. It must be re
membered that the London banks, since they 
considered their advances to the bill brokers as 
part of their reserve, were prepared normally 
to make such advances at a lower rate than they 
charged merchants for prime bills. Thus if the 

.. History of tile I.tmdIm ~ JLarllet, p. 88. Ste 
also pp. 13, 37, 6>-70. 

.. Ev. 1810, P. 148. Ste also Thomton, Ev. B.c. 1797, 

P·55. 
-Gamey, Ev .. H.L. J8.t.8, q. 1344-
• ~rt, r8S8, _. 13. In addition, the mm:IwdI and 

traders in the COIIDUy ....md £3.535,000. 
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bill rate went to the level of Bank rate, they 
might still supply the bill brokers at a rate 
under Bank rate. And as long as this condition 
prevailed the bill brokers would have no incen
tive to go to the Bank. But the London traders, 
having no such alternative - being charged a 
rate as high as or higher than Bank rate by both 
the London banks and the bill brokers - would 
be driven to the Bank, and the aid they re
ceived would enable the London banks to ad
just their reserve position. The chart of rates 2. 

seems to support such a conclusion. The rate 
allowed the London banks by bill brokers rarely 
equaled Bank rate during the period before 
1844· 

Nevertheless I do not believe one can push 
this reasoning too far. Money markets become 
less fluid in periods of pressure.' It seems not 
improbable that the London banks in such pe
riods preferred cash to call money beyond a 
certain point nearly regardless of call rates, and 
therefore refused to supply all the funds the 
bill brokers required. And the bill brokers in 
such circumstances may have refused to allow 
the banks as much as Bank rate even though 
they were driven to obtain a portion of their 
funds from the Bank. In other words, the con
ditions of the supply and the demand for funds 
at such times were not reflected accurately in 
rate relationships. Thus we may conclude that 
the bill brokers as well as the traders discounted 
at the Bank in periods of difficulty, but that at 
other times the banks could adjust their reserves 
by sending traders to the Bank wit!lless pres
sure than was required to send the brokers 
there. This applies of course only to discorml
ing by the brokers. They regularly went to the 
Bank for quarterly advances and over a period 
of at least several years they obtained special 
advances at less than Bank rate. 

In periods of easy credit, when traders with 
prime bills could discount with the London 
banks and bill brokers at less than Bank rate, 
it was still profitable for traders with second 
grade bills II to discount at the Bank. The 
amount of such discounts, however, would be 
to some extent sensitive to the rate out of doors. 

• See CIwt B, abo"". 
• Po1mer stated that the BanIr. took bills which were 

00_ to )Ie ..,.... 0ftD thoUlh they ""uld DOt CDIIIIIWId 
the boot rate ill the market (Ev. IIJI, q. 1,1). 

As the market hecame more depressed there 
would be some shifting from the Bank to the 
private banks." Thus variations of market rate 
below Bank rate would lead to some release and 
absorption of funds by the Bank. 

We may conclude, despite statements of the 
Bank officials to the contrary, that the London 
discounts of the Bank were an important means 
by which the market adjusted reserves to re
quirements. An increase of the market rate 
drove traders to the Bank, and even where the 
rate for prime bills was less than Bank rate 
there was some release of funds through the dis
count of second grade bills. When the market 
lacked fluidity to the point where the London 
banks could not supply all the requirements of 
the bill brokers at less than Bank rate - which 
was the case in periods of pressure - the bill 
brokers as well as traders with prime bills were 
driven to discount at the Bank. 

2. Other Methods Intended to Limit Discounts 
Besides the Rate 

The usury laws until 1833 prevented the 
Bank from raising the discount rate above 5 per 
cent," and it was partly owing to this circum
stance that other methods were devised with 
the aim of limiting the volume of discounting. 
But these other methods did not owe their 
existence simply to the usury laws. It was not 
the inability to raise the rate in 1825, for ex
ample, which caused the Bank to refuse to dis
count; the directors felt that they were in no 
position to discount at any rate. Furthermore 

• GUbart believed that most of the mercantile firms with 
a discoUDt &CCOUDt at the BaDk maintained .... attOUDt with 
.... oth .. bank, and some also with a bill broker (A p"",/ktJI 
r..flGu.. ... Balllmor, vol. I, 5th ed., 11149, p. I,,). 

• Oth .. lend ... (oUDd ways of evading the usury laws, 
uid eveD the BaDk made "tDOtlnuation" loans (by buying 
stodr. (or cash and oeIIing (or aa:oUDt) at much high .. rates 
than 5 per cent. See the evidence of Loyd and of Chapman, 
1857, qs. 3775-76, 4l1li4. Gurney stated that the usury la_ 
were ceneraJIy evaded on the Stodr. Eoc:bange. and that 
rat .. bad go ... to .... 30, &ad 40 per cent for short periods 
(Ev., Select Committee on MaDufact ...... Commen:e, and 
Sbippinr, IIJ3, qs. 143"'50). The _miN< of Glyn stated 
thai the bonkers during the paoic of 18'5 sold stock for 
cash &ad boUlhI fOl """,ty-6ve days delivery at prices 
that made the loan cost ,. per .... 1 per aonum (Ev •• 83', 
q. 1950). Tbomu Attwood said _ the bankas of Bir
mingham chuged ~ per .... 1 rommjosim plus 5 per cent 

discoUDl and bad done .. oiDa: the war (Ev •• 8J', qs. 5586-
89). See also Fea-.year, TN PIIIIIIII _" p ... s. 
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the Bank resorted to other measures besides 
raising the rate after the usury laws were modi
fied. 

During the Restriction period the Bank some
times limited the amount of bills that it would 
discount for particular parties. The amount of 
accommodation extended was supposed to be 
somewhat in proportion to the normal amount 
the person was entitled to receive." Samuel 
Thornton thought that this was a more desir
able procedure than reducing the term of eli
gible bills, a mode followed by the Bank of 
France."5 How effective it would have been in 
reducing total discounts in a period of pressure 
is doubtful. It is significant that there was a 
rapid increase in private securities during the 
period 1795-1810. 

Tooke claimed that the limitation of the term 
of eligible bills to sixty-one days was an impor
tant factor in controlling the amount of dis
counts during the war period. He pointed out 
that bills of longer term were frequently charged 
a higher rate than 5 per cent in the market by 
means of commissions or other subterfuges. It 
is to be observed, however, that eligibility was 
a more important factor in a period such as 
1810, when the market was discounting some 
£18,000,000 to £20,000,000 at the Bank, than 
in a period such as 1817-18, when it was dis
counting a much smaller amount. In a period 
such as the latter there would be no difficulty 
in getting enough short bills to take to the 
Bank. 

This method of control was supplemented, 
Tooke believed, by the periodical refundi~g of 
Exchequer bills by the Treasury. Thus the re
duction in the supply of short term investments 
kept the market rate low and reduced the num
ber of applications at the Bank.... ThiS reason-

.. Henry ThorntoD, Paper Credit. p. 179; Whitmore, Ev., 
1810, p. Sg. A MiDute of the Court of Directors 00 Decao
ber 31, 1795 stated that in the future, whenever biDs pre
sented were in excess of the amount to be taken on that 
day, "a pro rata proportion of such Bills in each parcel as 
are Dot otherwise objectionable, wiD be returned to the 
person sending in the same, without regard to the I05pecta
bility of the party sending in the BiDs, or the solidity of the 
Bills themselves" (Report, H.L. 1797. p. 95). See also 
Feavearyear, Tu P""nd Skrlin" p. 227. 

• Ev., RC. 1819. p. 86. 
• History 0' Prius, vol I, pp. 159-162. At OIl< point in 

his ctivussiog Tooke seemed to consider as aJtemative meth-

ing is fundamentally sound but, instead of as
suming, as Tooke does at this point, that the 
amount of Bank discounts is the simple re
sultant of the difference between the market 
rate and Bank rate, it would be more accurate 
to say that the Bank and the Treasury increased 
the effective terms of credit generally without 
having that fact reflected fully in the rate for 
short term commercial bills and Exchequer bills. 
The increased scarcity of Exchequer bills and 
eligible commercial bills made the money mar
ket less liquid than it otherwise would have 
been, and therefore made the banks less willing 
to invest in paper of a less liquid character, 
such as long bills, mortgages, and government 
stock. 

After the war the Bank had little occasion to 
ration discounts until the panic of 1825. Dur
ing the panic it began refusing discounts with
out at first increasing the rate to the legal 
maximum of 5 per cent, so little was its faith in 
the efficacy of an advance of the rate in the situ
ation confronting it. Hawtrey states that the 
Bank "continued to discount bills of the type 
it was always accustomed to take." 21 The im
plication is that there was only a shortage of 
eligible bills. This was not the main difficulty 
and at first it was not the difficulty at all. Ac
cording to Rothschild, the Bank refused to 
discount." The difficulty was that the Bank 
was trying to protect its dwindling reserve by 
refusing credit in any form. Once the Govern
ment assumed responsibility for liberal accom-

ods the refunding of Exchequer bills by the T ...... ry aod 
their purdwe by the Bank. Though it Is true that both 
these m ......... had the inlmediate effect of depressing the 
market rate for Exchequer bills. it was • mistake to 1._ 
that their effect upon the general c:mJjt situation wu oiml
lar. Th. lint was deflationary; the IOCODd inflationary. Th. 
refUDding of E.cheqUOl bills created a obortage of IOCODdary 
.... rve and made the baob less wiIIiDg to npond, for they 
could not substitute otock entirely for the Exchequer bills 
refunded. It thUi widened the ",read between the rate for 
paper serving "" secondary reoerve (along with Bank rate) 
and th. rate on other paper. Th. purdwe of Eschequer 
bills by th. Bank, on the other baM, tended to give the 
market primary ......". instead of _dary reoerve. It 
made the banks more wiIIiDg to inc:rea!e their holdinp of 
less IiquicI paper .. ...n .. paper qualifying .. IOCODdary 
reoerve . 

• An 0' CeJIlral B."-" p. 121 • 

• Ev .. 1832, qs. 4846, 4896. See abo Feavaryear, Tile 
POfInd Skrlin,. p. 220. 
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modation,29 the Bank not only discounted the 
bills which it was accustomed to take but it 
made advances in any form that seemed rea
sonably secure. Probably in large part these 
advances were secured by government stock 
and Exchequer bills, .but other types of security 
were accepted." Palmer as well as Harman 
stated that the Bank advanced on all sorts of 
securities without much inquiry as to their 
nature!' Advances against government securi
ties were not an innovation, as they had been 
made on a smaIl scale before the panic"· 

Early in 1826 the Bank departed fu~ther 
from its ordinary procedure by consenting "re
luctantly" to the request of the Government to 
advance not more than £3,000,000 on the se
curity of merchandise. Boards were established 
in eight cities and £366,940 were advanced"· 
Knowledge of the willingness of the Bank to 
make these advances, Palmer stated, "seemed 
to accomplish a great part of the end intended, 
which was to release money in the hands of 
other persons." It 

The year before the Bank Charter inquiry 
McCulloch argued in favor of repealing the 
usury laws so that the Bank could raise the rate 
instead of being driven, "as is every now and 
then the case, under the present system, to the 
necessity of arbitrarily rejecting good bills." 
Raising the rate was more uniform and impar
tial and placed the burden on those "best able 
1o bear iI." II At the Bank Charter inquiry 
Palmer and Norman suggested (at least by 

-Cf. Richanls, BY .• ,8.\" qs. 503,-65; ODd Barman. Ev .• 
1831, CII. 1219-16. 

• Richanls, the Deputy Govemor durlq the panic, alated 
that the IIaDIr. advanced fJ_ to Pole and Company 
(which later failed) secured by a mortpp OD Sir Peter 
Pole's property u wen u by the deposit of bills and DOtes 
(Ev •• IIIJ •• q. 5006) • 

.. Palmer, Ev., 1831, qs. 164-65; Barman. q. 1117. 
Palmer said that advances apiDst title deed> must bove 
been considerable. 

• For advances apiDst stock before the panic, _ Re
port, IIIJI. app. 6. 

• Report. IIIJI. -. 4 and 35. See also Bawtny. Art ., 
C_ BaUdo,. P. III. 

"Ev" IIJI, q. 581. 
• B_ SA.kl ., lAo IIaA ., llJoclaJol, P. 39 

(McCulloch's itaUcs). ThOle ..... to be DO good sn>UDd 
for holdiDa that those who bove to borrow 01 • IaiRb rate 
durlq • crisis Ole just the ...... _ able to bear it. The 
aIa_ent. bowever. _ ofteo repeated by othen. See, for 
eampIe. NormaD., E"t' .. 1B.sI, q. 1437. 

implication) that the usury laws should be 
modified, and pointed out that under existing 
circumstances the Bank was sometimes required 
to refuse certain classes of bills or liInit the 
amount which it would take from particular 
parties.·o The following year the Government 
proposed to the Bank that bills of not more than 
three months to run should be exempt from the 
usury laws, and the Bank by its silence appar
ently approved. The law was then modified.87 

The modification of the usury laws, however, 
did not end attempts of the Bank to liInit ac
commodation by other means than raising the 
rate. In 1839 it liInited the amount of accom
modation for particular parties 88 and threat
ened to refuse accommodation to the bill brok
ers, though it did not carry out the threat." 
In 1837 and again in 1839 it made temporary 
advances more difficult by refusing to accept 
stock and East India bonds as collateral .... 
And in 1840 it reduced the term of eligible bills 
from 90 to 60 days with the definite aim of 
restricting discounts," and without raising the 
rate above 5 per cent. At least through the panic 
of 1857 the directors were not satisfied to create 
general pressure by raising the rate, but contin
ued to experiment with other methods intended 
to liInit the volume of discounting.'" 

3. Discounts at the Branches 

One can distinguish three classes of discounts 
at the Bank Branches. (a) In return for not 
issuing their own notes (or paying away bills). 
some of the country banks were allowed accom
modation within an agreed maximum and Inini
mum at less than Bank rate - 3 per cent until 
after 1844. (b) Discounts for these banks be
yond the agreed liInit were taken at the public 
r:ate. The Bank discounted also at the public 

-Ev .. 1832, qs. 158, 477. 2430-37· 
• See Bank Chart.. COrm;pollden.... etc., P P. ,833. 

US2). lCIDJ; ResolutiODS proposed by Lord Althorp ill the 
Committee on the Bank Cbarter. PP.,833. (0.63). lCCIIL 
See also F .. ....,..... T .. Ptnlllll S_r. Po 034. The 
uswy laws ill 1837 were further modilied so u to _pt 
bills up to twelve mootho. 

• Cottoo, BY. B.L. 11148. q. 32SI; B.C. 11148. q. 40131. 
• O·p""'D. £v" 1857. q. 5195. 
• Report, B.C. 11148. -. 10. 
.. WesueJiD, BY. 1857. q. 1265. 
• See Chapter xm for late< oa:uiOllS em which the 

IIaDIr. limited the term of eligible bills and limited the _of __ for __ borrowers.. 
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rate for country banks which had no such agree
ments provided (as a rule) that they did not 
issue. (c) Discounts for traders were taken at 
the public rate. 

Let us first consider the discounts under 
agreement at 3 per cent. The object of the 
Bank in making such agreements was evidently 
to extend Bank circulation at the expense of 
country bank circulation.·a The line of credit 
for each bank was determined after considering 
the average of its circulation, which it agreed 
to abandon, or, in the case of banks which had 
never issued, after considering the nature and 
extent of its business." Comparatively few 
banks had such agreements until shortly before 
the Act of 1844; the number increased only 
from II to 27 between 1832 and 1841. The 
number having such agreements in force in
creased to 43 in February, 1844; but on the 
other hand the Bank (apparently from 1841) 
had been cancelling some of the agreements, 
giving in return an annual compensation of 1 

per cent of the country banks' former circula
tion.·· The amount of discounts (or advances) 
under agreement increased from an average of 
£786,000 in 1832 to £2,858,500 on December 
31, 1841 and was somewhat smaller (despite 
the temporary increase in the number of banks) 
in 1844. This amount was of course a substan
tial proportion of the country circulation .... 

The agreements usually called for accommo
dation between a maximum and minimum 
amount. According to Curtis,'7 the limits were 
about 14 per cent apart, but in fact the spread 

.. The expressed object of the Govmuneut ill requesting 
the Bauk to estabHsb BraDches ill 1826 was to improve the 
quality of the oountry paper (C ....... 1UIiaJIiMu bdlll .... lIfe 
Pir" Lord 0/ lite rreosary tutd lite C/uuJaIlor 0/ lite ~ 
clteqver. tutd lite Govenwr tutd D.,..,y Gov<nUJr oj lite 
B_ 0/ EIoglMld. P.P. 1826. (.). XIX). See also Palmer. Ev. 
183'. q. 503· It seems probable that the _ts ... '" 
part of a general plan for gradually gettiDg rid of the OOUD

try bauk notes. 
.. Palmer, Ev., 1832, qs. 60-62. 
• By 184s there were forty-DiDe banks receiviDg • com ... 

pensatjon of J per cent OD :&,478.$00 in lieu of their dttu
JatiOD or discount agreements. 

• CompaR the (oDomg souras: Report, 1832, app. 48 j 
Report, 1838, _. 8; R_rt, 11\40. _. 6; Report, 1114>. 
_. '; P.P.1144. (95). lCCI:II; P.P.11I47. (503). XlCDV; 
Report, H.C. 1&48. app. 22. See also Curtis, Ev., 1838, q. 101 j 

aDd Norman, Ev., 1840, q. 1989. 
G' Ev., J8J8, q. 103. 

varied somewhat.·· Some of the agreements 
called for the rediscount of commercial bills, 
whereas others permitted advances against the 
deposit of bills as collateral.·· The rate charged 
on such accommodation was subject to revision, 
but actually it remained at 3 per cent until 
after 1844."" However, concessions were some
times made in other forms so that the real cost 
of the credit to the borrowing bank was less. 
Wright, for instance, stated that he was charged 
3 per cent on £50,000 but was allowed £10,000 
without interest and £350 per year for the ex
pense and trouble of getting the notes from the 
Branch at Birmingham to his bank at Not
tingham. In addition, the Branch transacted 
"nearly all" of his business without charge, so 
that the real cost of the credit as he estimated 
it was between 1 and 2 per cent.Ol 

It may be added at this point that after the 

.. James staled that the Birmingham Banking Company's 
agreement was for amounts betWeeJI £130,000 and £150.000; 
but that actually it had beeu permitted to receive .. much 
.. iI9O,ooo. presumably without any advance of the rate 
(Ev •• 1836. q. 78.). The Manchester and SaUord Joint 
Stock Bank, of which James w.. manager In '84'. was 
aDowed to discount from i'70,ooo to i200,ooo; any furth.r 
discounts we", at the discretion of the Bank of England at 
the pubUc rate (Ev •• 1841. qs. 14111-05). Wright •• banker 
at Nottingham. was aDowed to horrow from 43,000 to 
iso,ooo (Ev. 1841. q. 1593). 

• When Palmer was Governor the banks apparently we'" 
required to rediscount commerdal biDs not .. ceediog nlnety 
doys (Ev .• 1832. qs.431-434). At a later period some of the 
banks were aDowed to receive advances against collateral. 
Wright, for ...... ple. deposiled bills, without restriction .. 
to dote, for an amount from 30 to SO per cent In .. .,... of 
the amount of his loan (Ev. 1841. qs. 1625-'36). James. 
however. had a rediscount aa:ount and the bills had the 
same restriction as to date .. any other bills discounled at 
the Bauk (Ev. 1841. qs. 141Il-00. 1435-37). 

-Pabaer gave the rate as 3 per cent (Ev. ,832. q. 60). 
Curtis staled that the rate had not deviated from 3 per cent 
but could be changed (Ev. 1838. qs. '04-log). GiblriDs 
staled that the arrangrmem of the Birmjngham Banking 
Company caDed for I per a:nt below Bank rate. presum
ably varyiDg with it (Ev. 1836. q. 1059). James staled that 
his agnoment ran only from year to year (Ev. '841. q . 
1428). During the panic: of 1839 the rate was not raised 
(No ........ Ev. IfI4D, q .• 000). See aIoo P .P.1847. (SOl), 
lCCllY, p. 3 • 

• Ev. BL. 1848, qs. 2865-7" 11Ie ilo,ooo without in
terest were ~ to "lie idIe.w Cf. Palmer' •• ,t_rnI 
that two or three banks at a _ ....., dwged interat 
only em the IIID01IIIts of IbDk Dota which they actaaIIy 
issued and DOt the IIID01IDt they hollOwed (Ev. 183'. 
q.887). 
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Act of 1844, when it was no longer possible for 
the country banks to resume the circulation 
which they had abandoned, the Bank raised the 
rate above 3 per cent but at the same time 
offered them a composition of 1 per cent per 
annum on their fo~er circulation.·2 Some 
banks accepted this offer, while others con
tinued to discount within specified amounts at 
a rate I per cent under Bank rate.'· 

Gilbart contended that the practice of dis
counting for the country banks under agree
ment weakened the Bank's control over its cir
culation." It would have been more accurate, 
of course, if he had said that -the Bank was 
prevented from raising its rate on a significant 
portion of its discounts. Norman admitted that 
the practice gave less control over the circula
tion at the Branches than in London, but added 
that it was a great public object for the Bank 
to increase its proportion of the total circula
tion." Governor Curtis, on the other hand, be
lieved that the agreements increased the control 
of the Bank over the gene1'al circulation of the 
country, since the Bank could sell the bills 
taken from the country banks in the London 
market.'· There is no evidence, however, that 
the Bank actually sold any bills which had been 
acquired for its own account. 

The procedure taken by itself was defective, 
since the country banks had a margin within 
which they could vary their indebtedness with
out any advance in the rate. Also, as the 
maximum amount under contract was revised 
from time to time, considerations of general 
credit policy may not have been given sufficient 
weight. But no single procedure is to be judged 
by itself. The indebtedness in London was ordi
narily large enough to provide for the absorp
tion of any reserve cash released in the extra 
accommodation of the country banks but which 
it was not desirable to have released from the 

• Wright's bank at NottiDgbam had Its _ent tor
miDated by tbe Baak. In lieu of a loao of 150,000 at 3 per 
emt (ud Ibe olber CODSideratiODS rofenecl to above), it ..... 
allowed. per ceot on 150,_ (Ev. HL. '114/1. qs. .873-l1J). 

• See WegueIiD's letter to LeW, Nov. '0, .856, Report, 
18S'" app. I. 

• Ev., 18.1'1. q. ao6&. 
• £V,

' 
1840. q. IgSo.. Normaa was supposiDc a closer re

lation bet_ COWlIIy diIcoWlts aod tbe counlly cin:ulatiOll 
of tbe Baok Ibaa rally uisled. 

• Ev, .8]8, qs. 115-'30. 

standpoint of regulating the money market. 
That is to say, so long as the Bank could deter
mine the effective terms of credit in London, 
control was not endangered. 

The Bank granted accommodation to country 
banks with which it had agreements beyond 
their regular line of credit at the public rate," 
which was the same as the London Bank rate 
until after 1844.'· In periods of difficulty it 
gave accommodation to other nonissuing coun
try banks, and in rare cases to issuing banks"· 
The exact extent of such accommodation is not 
at all clear." Rediscounting in the London 
money market and with London correspondents 
was certainly common among country banks 
which had occasion to resort to it. BI As the 

.,. Curtis, Ev" 1838, qs. 111-114. 
• The rates we'" certainly the same from .839 to .844 

(Report, H.C. '848, app. 15). They were probably tbe aame 
before then. After 1844 the rates at the Branc:hes were gen
erally bigher than the minimum rate in London, though in 
.847 some of the Branc:h .. &bow mininra lower than the 
minimum in London. 

• Normao atated that from .828 to .834 diIcount facili
ti .. were afforded to issuing banks to enable them to payoff 
their small notes. Tbough tbe privilege wu then withdrawn, 
he added that the Bank in "extraordiDary circumstances" 
gave aid to "private" issuen. (Ev., 1840, qs . .1633-34.) 
Gilbart stated that the Bank would not discount for a ioint 
stock bank of Issue (Ev., .837, q •.• 008, .033). See also 
James, Ev., 1841, q. 1433. During the panic of '847 the 
Baak advanced 150._ to a joint stock Issuing bank, and 
offered to open a eliseount account if it would relinquish its 
Issue privilege; but it stopped payment before the arrange
ment wu completed (Morris, Ev .• H.C. '848, q •• 645). 

• Wylie atated at a later period that most of the banks in 
Liverpool rediIcouoted at the Branc:h tbere (Ev. HL. 1848. 
q. 0086). See also Tbomas, Rise GIld G'OVIlla 0' Join! Sioell 
BOIl ... " p •• 86. 

• James pointed out that tbe agricultural districts suc:h 
aa Norfollt had an ezc:es! of capital, whic:h they .... t to 
London, .. bile manufacturing districts suc:h u Manchester 
-.led to rediIcount (Ev. 184', qs. 1525-30). This helpa to 
explain Wright's atatement that rediIcouoting wu muc:h 
more common amODg joint stock than private banks (Ev., 
'84I, q. 1632). Stuckey cIaimtd that it .... seldom to tbe 
interest of couolly bankers to rediIcount either at the 
Branc:h or in tbe London money market, as'they could get 
tbe money c:heaper on stock or Exc:hequer bills (Ev. 183', 
q. 1140). Stuckey's banks were ill the agricuItunl cIistrids, 
however. Loyd slated that, wbile many joint stock banks 
rediIcouuted. it .... not CODSidered a lUst rate practice, aod 
that his ho.... never rediIcounted paper _ from cus
tomers at Mancfwster (Ev., 18.32, qs. 317S-88). AccordiDg 
to Lawsoa, however, J-. Loyd aod C_, of Man
chester drew bills OIl the linD ill LoadoD aad diIcounted 
them, so that tbe cIifI ........... only _ of pnI<Odure (Hi&-
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country banks had connections with the London 
discount market, either with the bill brokers 
direct or through their bank correspondents, 
they naturally preferred to rediscount in the 
market when the market rate was lower than 
Bank rate by more than the broker's commis
sion, aside from any unwillingness on the part 
of the Bank to accommodate them. During 
periods of moderate pressure they probably dis
counted at the Bank; during periods of panic 
it is certain that they did. Total discounts for 
country banks (and not merely discounts under 
agreement) were reported for 183182 but not 
again until the panic of 1857, though it is known 
that the amount was large in 1847.88 During 
the last quarter of 1857 discounts and advances 
for country banks amounted to £5,998,000 as 
compared with only £3,535,000 for merchants 
and traders in the country.84 

During periods of low money rates the ac
commodation at the Branches evidently con
sisted of discounts for banks under agreement 
and discounts for traders. Traders in the coun
try varied in their ability to get the lowest rate 
in the London money market. Certainly for the 
ordinary trader the minimum market rate was 
never available. Thomas Attwood stated that 
the rate to his customers in Birmingham re-

'o,y oj Banking. pp. '33~34). Gumey stai<d that some of 
the best country banks rediscouni<d with him (Ev .• 183'. 
qS.3743-44). GibbiDs. however. stai<d that the Birmingham 
BankiDg Company did Dot rediscount except with the Bank 
under agreement (Ev .• 1836. q. 997). 

Regarding the question whether the new joint stock 
banks we ... responsible for a great increase of rediscounting, 
Gumey stai<d that the amount was greater than it had been 
in recent years, though Dot greater than it had been from 
1808 to 1815. Ih believed that the paper was better than 
the private banks used to send to London. It was takm 
largely on the endorsement of the joint stock hanks, as the 
parties to the bills were generally unknown in London. (Ev. 
1836, qs. 2568-71, 2577-80, 2619, 2s84~7.) 

• Average total country discounts were £1,718,000, of 
which £8.M,077 were discounts for country banks. But these 
were evidently mnst1y for banks under agzeement (Report, 
1832, app. 41---42; compare with app. 48). 

- Morris referred to sevenI individual cases of large ac
commodation to country banks during the panic (Ev. H.C. 
1848. q .• 645l. 

• This does not include £1,297 .... for Scotch banks and 
£1 .. 76 .... for Eng\ish hanks, which were probably country 
banks in part at 1east, from the Bank in London (Report, 
1858. app. 13). These figures represent total volume of dis
counts during the quarter. 

mained at 5 per cent plus }4 per cent commis
sion year in and year out.·a Gurney pointed out 
that the banks in Scotland charged a rate 
which they all agreed on and that there was no 
open market.8G It may be assumed that some 
traders with discount accounts at the Branches 
would continue to discount there no matter what 
the market rate was in London; otherwise it 
would be impossible to explain the presence of 
any discounts at the Branches in periods of 
depressed market rates aside from those under 
agreement. Other traders would be more sensi
tive to the rate in London and would find it 
possible to get a lower rate than Bank rate 
when the market was depressed, though not 
necessarily the minimum market rate. 

However, the amount of country discounts 
did not depend simply upon rate relationships. 
The Branches refused bills if they saw fit." 
In general the amount for each trader was pre
scribed in advance and could not be exceeded 
except with permission from London.88 The 
Branches felt free also to refuse bills offered 
by the banks.'· Sometimes in such cases they 
offered to forward the bills to a London bill 
broker and credit the proceeds at the Branch"· 
But such an offer was of no great importance, 
since the country bank could obtain the same 
service from its London correspondent.l1 There 
does not seem to have been the same tradition 
in the country as in London that the Bank was 
obligated to take all good bills offered. So long 
as the discount privilege was open in London 
there was not of course the same need for it in 
the country. 

Nevertheless, the Bank's country discounts 
responded in the same general way to a credit 
shortage as discounts in London. The ampli
tude of the curve of London discounts was 
somewhat greater than that of country dis-

-Ev. 183'. qI. 5587-<)1. The Branch Bank in Birming
ham. how ... er. discouni<d "best" bil1l at 4 per cent. 

• Ev., Committee OD Manufactura, Commerce, and 
Shipping. 1833. q. 374· 

-See, for e:umPie. Lister, Ev., H.L. J8.t8, CII. 2477-13-
-Curtis, Ev. 1838. qs. 88-<}0. Ct. Tu ........ q. '63· 
- James stai<d that he had been refused additional ..,.. 

commodatinn when money .... ocan:e (Ev. 184<. cp. <4Z3-
.sl. See also Dyer. Ev. 183'. q. 4132• 

• Palmer, Ev., 1832, qL .58-64, 899. Tamer, E9'., 18J&, 
qs .• ~6g. 

II Palmer, Ev., 1832, q. 910: 
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counts but the timing was similar'" While the 
Bank did not give whatever amount was asked 
for at the rate fixed, it did in fact accede to 
requests for greater accommodation when 
credit was scarce. We may conclude, there
fore, that the vari9,tion of country discounts 
was an important means by which the general 
supply of reserve was adjusted to the demand 
for it at the initiative of the public rather than 
at the initiative of the Bank. 

Despite the fact that discounts of the 
Branches averaged considerably more than dis
counts of the Bank in London, relatively little 
attention was given to the way in which the 
procedure at the Branches fitted in to the gen
eral plan of control. The procedure followed 
was certainly not consistent with the announced 
plan of keeping the Bank normally out of the 
discount market and of taking securities only 
on the initiative of the Bank. Palmer, it is 
true, stated that the Bank ougbt not normally 
to serve as a bank of discount in London.·a 

The implication was that variations in the coun
try discounts were not a significant departure 
from the rule. But in fact they were an impor
tant departure from the rule. 

4. Should the Bank Regulate Its Issues by 
Means of Discounts? 

As was pointed out in an earlier chapter, 
it was more common in the 'twenties to speak 
of the Bank's regulating the circulation than 
of its controlling the money market. It was 
reasoned implicitly that a given rate was proper 
in so far as it helped to estab1isb a desired 
level of the circulation. It was not until about 
the time of the Bank Charter inquiry that 
the state of the money market began to be 
considered as a proper criterion in itself. The 
transition from the old point of view to the 
new was of course gradual and was not com
plete until after the Act of 1844. When the 
question arose whether the Bank should regu
late its issues by means of discounts, it was 
assumed as a matter of course, therefore, that 
the Bank should be able to bring its securities 
to some predetermined level - at least under 
ordinary circumstances. 

When Dorrien (Governor of the Bank) in 
• See Chart IX ill "-<II>t. bolo •• 
• BY .. -l"., q. 477. 

1819 asked for the repayment of government 
advances it was with the idea of strengthen
ing the Bank's control over the amount of its 
securities. He states that an "issue of bank 
paper upon government security is beyond the 
control of the bank; an issue upon commercial 
bills is always within the power of the bank." •• 
He admits that the reduction of government 
advances would cause some increase of dis
counts, but not an increase beyond the control 
of the Bank. When money is lent upon dis
count, he states, the directors can check any 
improper speculations or any circumstances 
they think injurious and thus bring the issues 
to the level required for the commerce of the 
country'" It is not entirely certain that he 
meant that the level required for commerce 
was some predetermined level, but he certainly 
implied that the Bank could issue whatever 
amount it chose. 

The idea that the Bank should exert a closer 
control over the amount of its securities and 
the circulation was also Tooke's point of de
parture when he argued in 1826 for more fre
quent variations in the discount rate. The 
reduction of the rate in 1822 had little effect 
on the demand for discounts, he stated, because 
the market rate fell still more. The rate should 
have been reduced earlier. The uniformity 
(i.e., stability) of the rate caused great varia
bility in the amount of discounts, and unless 
there were compensating changes through 
other channels, it would lead to enormous 
changes in the circulation." That is to say, in 
Tooke's view, the proximate goal was relative 
stability of the circulation and not of money 
rates. He argued as if the market rate might 
be considered an independent variable. It did 
not seem to occur to him that a reduction of 
Bank rate might lead only to a further reduc
tion of the market rate with little change in 
the volume of discounting." 

McCulloch's criticism of Bank policy was 

" Ev .• B.C. 1819, P. 32. 
• Ev .. B.C. 1819. pp. 31-3J; B.L. 1819. qs. 14-19. 26. 
• c_ ... 1M SIGle 01 1M C"'"""7. pp. '1-78. 

In his J.d,., '" Ltwd G_ (1829) he said it .... iIlam
sisteDt for the BODIr. to ask the Gowmmeat to _7 _ 
_ it adhered to • rule _ would DOt gift _tml_ 
its _UIlIs (p. S9; _ also p. SS) • 

.. As is ___ Tooke's _ later cIw!&<d fomda-

-tally. 
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along similar lines. When it was desired to 
reduce the circulation, he stated, it should be 
effected partly through a reduction of discounts, 
since any large sale of government securities 
by the Bank caused alarm. With the aim, 
therefore, of bringing the amount of discounts 
under control, he favored more frequent varia
tions in the discount rate.·o 

By the time of the Bank Charter inquiry, 
however, the Bank directors were beginning to 
doubt the efficacy of the rate and other meas
ures for producing a desired change in the 
volume of discounts. It is true that their ex
perience with rate changes was very limited, 
but it was not such as to encourage them"· 
They accepted the major premise that, except 
for emergencies at least, unquestioned control 
over the amount of securities was the desired 
end. This was true whether it was intended 
to maintain securities normally at a fixed 
amount in accordance with the rule laid down 
by Palmer," or whether it was intended to 
vary securities in such a way that the circula
tion would reBect simply changes in the Bank's 
bullion, the plan of management considered 
ideal by Norman.01 They concluded, therefore, 
that the Bank should not attempt to regulate 
its securities by means of commercial discounts, 
but should use a procedure which would place 
its securities more completely within its control. 

Let us examine their views in more detail. 
Palmer states that it is not desirable for the 
Bank to be primarily a bank of discounts ex
cept during emergencies. If the Bank were to 
compete for bills by putting its rate as low as 
the market rate, it would produce an objection
able competition with the private banks and 
tend to cause an excess of issues." With the 
idea of normally excluding discounts almost 
entirely, Bank rate should not be varied fre
quently and should be generally above the mar
ket rate. He is then asked if competition in 

.. Hislorical Sketch o/Ike Bmoi 0/ E .. gllllld. pp. 311-39. 

.. Palmer stated that the Bank might check the demaDd 
by raising the rate, but that raising the rate produoecl DO 

effect in 1825 (Ev., 1832, qs. 160-161). 
.. Ev., 1832, q. B4 "' seq. 
D. Ev., J832, q. 2440; PrevalerJI Errtws Vtili: Resped to 

CurrertC, tuU/. BtJJI.In:.c (J833), pp. 21-28, 57. However, 
Normau stated that cin:umstanas might arise wIW:h would 
warrant a deviatiou from the piau. 

- Ev., 1832, qs. 113-174, 477, 560. 

the purchase of government securities has not 
the same effect as competition for commercial 
bills. Palmer's reply to this question makes his 
meaning unmistakable. It is immaterial, he 
states, as to the description of securities ac
quired, but it is important whether the invest
ment be fixed in amount. If it were necessary 
to supplement purchases of Exchequer bills it 
should take the form of "commercial invest
ments" (presumably bills bought in the open 
market) and not "commercial accommodation" 
(discounts at the initiative of the borrower)." 
In other words, in order to have unquestioned 
control over total securities, Palmer desires to 
exclude all (or nearly all) paper from the Bank 
which it does not acquire on its own initiative, 
that is, under ordinary circumstances." 

Such a rule, he holds, does not apply to a 
period of discredit. At such a time the Bank 
becomes the main support of commerce. The 
market rate will then advance to that previ
ously fixed by the Bank as its public rate for 
commercial bills, which will occasion such bills 
to be sent to the Bank for discount. sa That is 
to say, Palmer believes that in a period of great 
scarcity the Bank can not determine the amount 
of its securities, but must give the amount of 
discounts required, the extent of the Bank's 
discretion being to fix the rate." 

Palmer does not follow his view consistently 
even in discussing normal periods. At one point 
he states that, before the Bank can "issue upon 
their notice," the private bankers are under the 
necessity of employing their funds at the best 
rate they can procure.o• He thus implies that, 
if the Bank were to reduce its rate in order to 
compete for discounts, it would add little to 

• Ev., 1832, qs. 160-178, 560-580. 
.. Palmer's ..,...,niDg here is similar to that of IteyDeII 

where the latter discus&es his "ideal" method of coutrol
though of coo .... the aim of keepiug oecurities at a "zed 
amoUDt has DO aualogy ill IteyDeII (d. Treolise "" MDfIe7. 
II, '31) • 

-QuestioD 477 . 
• Eight y .... later he cIei ... ded the Bank for sopportiug 

credit ill 1839. He pointed out that UDder the ciJ'CllmdanCfll 

thOD prevailiug it was Dot poosible to ptn'OIlt the growth 
of total oecurities either by selling govmuDeDt oecurities or 
by raising Bank rate. (Ev. 1540. qs. 14"-26.) Nor !wi ao 
advaDce of the rate iu 18j6 !wi aD)' elftd, he believed, iu 
reduciDg oecurities (qs. 1381-83). 

.. Ev., J832, q. 560. lie makes • Jimilar Jta'emmt ill 
1B4S (Ev. Iil.. 1B4S. q. 917). 
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its securities while depressing the market rate. 
This seems to be a shifting of ground. If the 
level of the market rate is to be the criterion, 
then it is just as important for the Bank not 
to depress the market through the purchase of 
Exchequer bills (in the effort to maintain securi
ties at a fixed amount) as it is for it not to de
press the market by reducing discount rate. 
Palmer's views were undoubtedly changing. In 
his discussions after the panic of 1847 he con
sidered the state of the money market the 
proper criterion in the regulation of credit. 

The point of departure for the Currency 
School was that the Bank should have-un
questioned control over its securities in order 
that it might vary the circulation with the 
bullion. Norman, like Palmer, thought that 
it was quite undesirable for the Bank to regu
late its issues through discounts, particularly 
so long as the usury laws prevented the Bank 
from defending itself by high rates. He appar
ently believed that it might prevent the growt4 
of discounts by raising the rate high enough. 
As a temporary measure he thought that gov
ernment securities might be reduced to com
pensate, or nearly compensate, an increase of 
discounts. But he did not approve of Palmer's 
plan for giving such discounts as were required 
at Bank rate during a period of pressure. By 
1840 he had become convinced that the Bank's 
connection with the discount market made 
it impossible to vary the circulation with 
the bullion and so he concluded that a 
hank of issue ought not to engage in discount
ing at all." 

When Loyd gave evidence in 1832 he appar
ently believed that the Bank could control the 
amount of its discounts j for he stated that 
the obvious and common sense plan was for 
the Bank to follow the market rate, though he 
realized that such was not the current prac
tice." However, when he became convinced 
that the Bank could not control the amount of 
its discounts, he concluded that, as a bank of 
issue, it should abandon discounting entirely. 
In an excellent statement of his position, he 
points out that the Governor in 1819 requested 
the repayment of government advances in order 
that the Bank might be free to regulate its 

• Ev. IlIJa. qs. 1415-55: Ev. 1840, qs. 1745-76. 1061. 
• Ev. ~IIJI, qs. 3313-06. 

issues by means of discounts and so have them 
under its own control. But, upon being given 
that means of control, the directors became 
convinced that the contraction of issues made 
upon discounts in times of commercial pressure 
was not practicable. To Loyd, this was an 
acknowledgment that the Bank's connection 
with the. discount market subjected it to de
mands which were not eompatible with proper 
control- precisely in the same way that its 
connection with the Treasury finances had 
SUbjected it to improper demands during the 
war period.eo Loyd's position was perfectly 
logical at least. The Bank's procedure was 
not compatible with his aim of monetary regu
lation. 

It is thus clear that the theories regarding 
technical procedure can not be considered apart 
from the theories of what constituted a proper 
criterion of control. So long as it was believed 
that the level of the circulation was the proper 
measure of the extent of monetary ease· or 
pressure,e1 it was natural that some efficient 
means should be sought to control the circula
tion at a predetermined figure. 

The actual procedure of control was in 
striking contrast with the plan of control ex
plained by the directors in 1832. This be
came increasingly evident to contemporary 
observers as time went on, though I do not be
lieve they realized how completely the Bank's 
role was confined to fixing the terms of credit. 
During the decade following the inquiry of 
1832 the market was dependent upon the Bank 
in one form or another for very large amounts. 
To some this indicated that no procedure would 
work which presupposed fixing total securities 
at a predetermined level, that the Bank must 
extend such credit as the market demanded. 
To them the state of the money market became 
the criterion of control. To the Currency School 
the procedure which the Bank had developed 
empirically was evidence that it should be 
placed in the position where it would be com
pelled to disregard the demands of the money 
market. 

• R-'s "" ,..11 __ 0/'" c_ ('840), 
r ....... lIP- 84-415. 

• Normaza. for enmpp ... ted that it was "aItogetber a 
falladous priDciple iD \be ftIIUIatioD of \be aurmcy to take 
\be .. te ofiDt.erosl os. lost of _- (E" •• IIJI. q.l444l. 
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5. Conclusion 

Discount policy was viewed originally as a 
mere auxiliary of currency policy. At the time 
of Resumption the directors believed that they 
could control the circulation by means of dis
counts, but by the time of the Bank Charter 
inquiry they began to doubt this. The rule of 
keeping Bank rate above the market was in
tended to keep discounts, at least in London, 
normally at a negligible amount. It was part 
of a general plan to insure that such changes 
as were made in the Bank's securities should 
be made at its own initiative. The Bank was 
to make "investments" but not ordinarily give 
"accommodation." Except for gradual changes, 
securities were to be maintained at a fixed 
amount. Thus changes in its liabilities would 
reflect merely bullion movements. There was 
a division of opinion, however, regarding the 
question of accommodation at the initiative of 
the market in periods of pressure. Palmer 
argued that the Bank must then give such ac
commodation as was demanded at Bank rate. 
Norman argued that such a procedure inter
fered with the regulation of the currency. 

The announced plan of control could not of 
course be carried out. Once the fact is appre
ciated that the reserves of the London banks 
were subject to disturbances of large magni
tude it is evident that securities could not be 
set at some predetermined level, whether this 
was a fixed amount or not. If was essential 
that the public should have access to the Bank 
at their own initiative. 

As we have seen, there were several channels 
by which the public had access to Bank funds. 
Modem writers have given too exclusive atten
tion to discounting by the London money mar
ket. It is assumed that because Bank rate was 

ordinarily higher than the London biII rate that 
the market was not normally dependent upon 
the public's borrowing at the Bank upon their 
own initiative. But the reason why the London 
money market - i.e., the biII brokers and 
traders with first class bills - discounted at 
the Bank so infrequently was that other modes 
of adjusting the London banks' reserve posi
tion were cheaper. The moment that other 
channels for obtaining Bank funds proved in
adequate the London money market was driven 
to the Bank. Thus it is a mistake to assume 
that there was an important break in procedure 
in 1844: that in the earlier period the public 
did not normally have access to the Bank at 
their own initiative, whereas in the later period 
they did.·' The fundamental fact was that in 
both periods the market could ordinarily adjust 
its position without its being necessary for the 
discount houses or traders with prime bilIs to 
go to the Bank for discounts. 

To the Currency School the empirical pro
cedure of the Bank showed merely the absence 
of any principle of control. This was b~~ 
of their preconception that the proper crltenon 
of monetary control was the amount of the 
currency and not the condition of the money 
market. It was not until after the Act of 1844 
that they were willing to consider Bank policy 
as credit policy. 

We shall postpone discussing the recent ex
planations and criticisms of the Bank's policies 
until we have considered discount procedure 
and contemporary theories during the period 
1844-1858. • 

• I believe botb Hawtrey and King attach too much Iig-
ni6cance to the change in diJco1IJJt procedure iD 1844- See 
Arlo/ emlrol BllfJidng. p. 138; Hmory 0/1I1e Ltmd"" DU
"'"'" Marui. pp. 7-. 106-109. For further eIi""·ej",, of 
this point ... Chapter XIIL 



CHAPTER IX 

THEORIES OF THE MECHANISM OF CONTROL 
OVER THE EXCHANGES 

W E now turn from the discussion of the 
Bank's control over the internal credit 

structure to the theories concerning the mode 
by which the Bank maintained equilibrium with 
the international standard. It should be remem
bered that during the twenty-two years before 
the Resumption inquiry the Bank had no ex
perience in administering credit under an in
ternational system, but only in moderating 
exchange fluctuations. Though the Bullionists 
argued that exchange parity could be main
tained by following simple rules, the Bank 
officials and many in the City denied this. In 
the first place they emphasized the difficulties 
of making the necessary internal adjustments. 
And some of them, including the directors, 
doubted the ability to attract gold automati
cally. They pointed to the large commercial 
debts incurred for exports, the foreign flota
tions in London, and the accumulation of bullion 
by countries returning to a specie basis. To 
suppose that contraction would automatically 
and necessarily offset these factors seemed to 
them quite academic.' This helps to explain 
why so little attention was given in 1819 to 
the theory that the Bank could attract gold 
by controlling the net flow of foreign invest
ment. 

During the next two decades, however, those 
in control of the Bank came to have increasing 
faith in their ability to control the exchange 
through currency regulation, though it was not 
until the 'forties that controlling the flow of 
capital became a major objective of Bank 
policy. By 1858 influencing capital movements 
was considered a very effective method of in
fluencing the exchanges, though the theory 

I See the ovid ...... of JIariIIII. Rotbschild. Somuol Gu....,.. 
Barman. Polo, ad Somuel Thollltoa belo .. the R_mpticm 
Commit-. See a100 a nso1utioa of the Court of Diftcton 
(MardI 15. 1819). Report. H.C. 18190 pp. 160-064, 

that contraction influenced the balance of pay
ments via commodity prices was not given up 
by most observers. Tooke and Hubbard were 
in the minority in denying the older doctrine. 

The present chapter will deal only with the 
theories of the mechanism of control. We shall 
postpone until Part II the discussion of the 
degree of sensitiveness of the exchanges to 
credit contraction. It was not in fact until after 
1844 that the theory that higher rates induced 
an inflow of capital was subjected to detailed 
criticism. We shall then consider (in the later 
chapter) the theories of the central reserve. 
This problem to a large extent concerns the de
gree of sensitiveness of gold movements to con
traction; though it concerns also the question 
of the amount of latitude in internal control 
which should be given to the central bank. 
Finally, we shall consider the commonly ac
cepted assumptions with regard to the nature 
of the gold standard and criticize them.s 

During the Restriction period it was realized 
that foreign loans (or the withdrawal of foreign 
capital) tended to depress the exchange." But 
the counteractive measure which was considered 
available was the creation of a more favorable 
trade balance by reducing prices rather than 
the control of the capital movements them
Selves.' It should be noted, however, that the 

• See Chapter XIV. 
• See, for ezample, ThomtOD, Pajler CredO, p. 119 " #q. 
• The BulliODists miD;mired the importance of the foreigu 

loaDS ad subsidi .. as compand with the inlIatiOD of prices 
as the cause of achaDge depreciatiOD. What they naIIy 
moant to emphasize was that, DO matter what the aistiDg 
pri ... _ might be, it was 01'0 /«10 too high if bulIioD 
...... IoaviDg tho COUlltry or the 0EtIwIp dep..aatod. They 
I'OIliRd that _01 causes might initiate aD UDfavorabJe 
__ but they beIinod that a sullicimt zoduc:tioa of 
Mmmodity prices would !IeI'ft as a corrective.. See, for 5-

ample, lUcanIo,* evidoDc:e, RL. 18190 qs. loll-no. Compare, 
however. ADgoIl'o ... that lUcanIo,* thooIy of pld _ 

[lOS J 
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capital transfers during the war were of a 
political character and could not be expected 
to respond to action by the Bank. Alexander 
Baring stated that the subsidies to the allies 
were closely watched in London, for it was 
known that the payments would force the Bank 
to contract its issues and produce a scarcity of 
money in the market in order to counteract the 
depressing effect of the payments on the ex
change.' The foreign loans placed with in
vestors since the war had required the same 
counteractive, he believed.· When asked to 
explain how the contraction by the Bank sup
ported the exchange, he said that it was by 
diminishing the nominal price of everything: 
The Governor of the Bank also stated that a 
contraction by the Bank improved the exchange 
by increasing exports of merchandise." 

Other witnesses at the investigation in 1819, 
however, stated that the amount of foreign 
lending might itself be influenced by a reduc
tion of the currency. Rothschild states that 
there will be a great many loans • which foreign 
governments will wish to place in England, 
"but as the money begins to be scarce, people 
will not venture to undertake them." He is then 
asked: "Does the facility of raising those loans 
arise out of this circumstance, that in conse
quence of the abundance of the circulating me
dium the interest of money is low, and the 
parties have therefore an inducement to invest 
their capitals in foreign funds?'~ Rothschild 
agrees, though he adds that, besides the induce
ment of higher interest, the investment in for-

. , 
was "unilateral": that gold movements were caused only by 
prias that were out of equilibrium (Tile,"" 01 If1km/J
Uorwl Prius. pp. 56-57). 

• Ev., H.C. 1819, pp. 193-194-
• Ev., BL. 1819, q. 137. 
'Ev., BL. 1819, qs. 32-33. 
-Donien, Ev., B.C. 1819, p. 32. Before the Lords Com .. 

mittee he stated that a contraction of the circulation would 
"oblige Merchants to draw their Funds from Foreign COIID
tries,» but he appa ..... tIy meant that merchaDdise would he 
exchanged for forejgn gold (Ev., BL. 1819, qs. 21-34). 

• Rothschild slated that his house alODe had within aiDe 
months sold to individuals in Great Britain about £2,150,000 
worth of French, Russian, and Prussian securities (Ev_, 
B.C. 1819. p. 157). BaJdimaud estimated that the total of 
fomgn government S<CUrities then held iD !be couolly 
amounted to something more than £10.500,000 CEv., B.C. 
1819. pp. 6<r-7o). For a list of !be fomgn loaos contraded 
iD England from 1818 to 1832. see Report, 1832. app. 95. 

eign securities is a growing passion at the 
present time.'" 

Tooke, in reply to a question as to the man
ner in which a reduction of the Bank circula
tion restores the exchanges, states that by 
keeping prices down it tends to diminish im
ports and to increase exports. In almost all 
cases, he believes, the total value of exports at 
reduced prices will be greater than that of a 
smaller quantity at higher prices. He adds that 
a reduction of notes tends also to increase 
interest rates and thus to "have the Effect 
of bringing back some Part of the British 
Capital which had been forced out by the pre
vious artificial Reduction of the Rate of Inter
est at Home." 11 In his pamphlet some years 
later he states that the reduction in the rate of 
interest in 1792 "forced capital abroad in the 
way of extended credits to the foreign mer
chants, and of occasional investments, even at 
that time, in foreign government funds."" He 
makes also some qualifications regarding the 
effect of contraction upon the commodity trade 
balance. While eventually exports will be in
creased and imports will be diminished, he 
states, no immediate aid to the exchange can 
be expected from that quarter. A fall of com
modity prices in England leads to a fall in the 
prices of similar stocks held abroad, so that 
little foreign speculative demand will result.13 

As Hawtrey points out, the more usual state
ment implied a difference in the prices of for
eign trade goods at home and abroad." 

When Gurney is asked at the Bank Charter 
inquiry how a contraction of the Bank issues 
corrects the exchanges, he replies that it pro
duces caution in money dealers and through 
them in Commodity dealers. This caution tends 
to reduce prices, and the lower prices tend to 
stimulate exports and diminish imports. He 
goes on to say that transactions in foreign 

.. Ev. B.C. ,8'9. p. IsB. 
n Ev. B.L. 1819. qs. 3-16. Before the CommODl Com

mittee he stated that the addition to !be Bank dreuJation iD 
1817 reduoed !be rate of iDte_ 90 violently that it catued 
capital to kave !be couotry for more beoefidal employment 
abroad (Ev. B.C. 1819. p. 125). 

"C01ISideratitms Oft ,lie StoU D/ ,lie C_""". p. 8 •• 
"Ibid. pp. 101-103. AIoo. he adds, a great conlnl<lion 

of credit iD England ........ a contraaion abroad, 10 that 
forrigneJs are .... wiDing to authorize dr.dts from LondoD. 

.. An 01 C.,.,ral Btmlria,. pp. 144-45. 
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loans have had a more powerful effect in recent 
years than have mercantile transactions. He 
is asked whether the Bank can take effective 
measures to regulate the exchanges when such 
operations are undertaken. He replies that, by 
reducing the circulation, the Bank raises inter
est rates; "and if the value of money by such 
an operation rises here above the value in the 
other money towns of Europe, the effect must 
be considerable." But even then, he believes, 
there can be no entire security against a drain.'· 
Rothschild states that "the Exchanges can
not be guided by any body-unless circum
stances favour it." In time of peace the Bank 
has a great influence by making money very 
scarce, but in time of war, when foreign 
governments want gold, they will take it at any 
price.'o 

Palmer gives the older view. When asked 
how the Bank corrects the exchange, he replies: 
"The first operation is to increase the value of 
money; with the increased value of money there 
is less facility obtained by the commercial 
Public in the' discount of their paper; that 
naturally tends to limit transactions and to the 
reduction of prices; the reduction of prices 
will so far alter our situation with foreign coun
tries, that it will be no longer an object to im
port, hut the advantage will rather be upon the 
export. . . .n 1T In his pamphlet he gives some 
attention to the causes of foreign investment. 
He attributes it to the great increase of capital 
and relatively low interest rates at home and 
to the mania for speculating in foreign stocks 
combined with the facilities offered by the stock 
market." He does not, however, connect the 
foreign investment with the credit policy of 
the Bank. 

But Samson Ricardo in one of the numerous 
replies to Palmer's pamphlet calls it to his at
tention. The cheap credit at home which led 
to the speculation in foreign funds could have 
been prevented, he claims, by a curtailment of 
the Bank circulation. The abundant money of 
1834 caused English funds to rise in price. 

• BY. '8.\1, IlL 3511-$3. By "!.be w .. of DlODeT' he 
........ tho rate of IIlterest. 

• Ev .. Ilbl, qs. 4791-4861. 
.. BY. '8.\1, q. 6,8. See .... IlL 78'-786. 
·C_ ad C .... _ .1 ... ,.,.,... .,.. 160 

"_""",, pp. 14-18. 

With the increased demand for securities, 
Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish stock was im
ported. Palmer, he argues, would do better 
to blame the Bank for causing an undue ex
pansion of the currency than to accuse those 
responsible for placing the foreign loans. The 
excessive importation of foreign securities pro
ceeds from the same cause as the excessive 
importation of commodities. It is the effect, 
rather than the cause, of a derangement of the 
currency.'8 

In reply, Palmer states that it is a new doc
trine that speculation in foreign securities is 
"necessarily connected with a redundant cur
rency." There may be some connection, he 
admits, but generally there are other latent 
causes intimately connected with the political 
and financial condition of the debtor countries. 
He denies that money was cheap in Lombard 
Street at the time of the foreign security specu
lations, though he admits that it may have been 
at the stock exchange." Later, in explaining 
why he does not believe the sale of securities 
by the Bank would have reacted favorably 
upon the exchange during the drain of 1839, 
he appears to be thinking of the possibilities of 
creating a favorable trade balance, although 
he does refer to "other property" along with 
commodities in one statement. But he does not 
mention specifically the possibilities of influ
encing international capital movements by 
tightening credit. His argument is that the 
Bank could not reduce prices and so affect 
commodity trade quickly enough to provide 
the required supply of foreign bills." 

Norman on the whole emphasizes the effect 
of contraction through a fall of prices and 
stimulation of exports. The extent of the fall 
required, he says, depends upon the number, 
variety, and value of the commodities traded; 
and upon monopolies, fiscal regulations, and 
other impediments to trade. However, he 
mentions the possibility of making foreign re
Inittance partly in securities, and states that for-

-06_ .. 160 R_ P_11Ild 01 J. Horsley 
~. Bsv ...... Casu _ C .... "' .. "" .1'" Pru-
......... "twWJ " .. h' (.8.\7), pp ...... "7 • 

- Rql, '" 'h Rrjla;lUnu, .k. ck. .I"r. s.a..... J_ 
lAy4, ...... -1IIld _ "C _ _ C .... r-
0/"''''''''' UIM 160"_" .. _ (1837), pp. 111-19. 

• BY. 11140. IlL 1469-7 .. 
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eign loans feel the effect of contraction before 
goods." 

In the light of these statements by Palmer 
and Norman, two of the leading directors, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that before 1840 
the idea of regulating the rate of foreign lend
ing was not prominently in the minds of the 
Bank authorities. I believe that it was during 
the 'forties that this objective became an im
portant element of Bank policy. 

Loyd in his evidence in 1840 emphasizes 
the effect of contraction through commodity 
prices. So long as the "par value" of the cur
rency is preserved with respect to the cur
rencies of other countries, he states, foreign 
investments are paid for by exports. He adds 
that the fall of prices might be anticipated by 
"speculative action upon the exchanges."" 
Apparently he has in mind the accumulation of 
sterling bills (or the sale of foreign bills) be
cause of an expectation of a rise in the exchange 
and not because of the difference in interest 
rates. However, in his pamphlet in 1844 he 
states that a contraction is likely to affect the 
negotiation of foreign securities before it cur
tails speculation in commodities." By this time 
the theory was becoming more generally under
stood. 

The more frequent references to the effect of 
interest rates upon foreign lending after 1840 
may have been owing partly to Tooke's lucid 
explanation at that time. An advance of the 
rate in London, he stated, would induce "for
eign capitalists to abstain from calling for 
their funds from this country, to the sam,~ ex
tent as they otherwise might do, and it would 
operate at the same time in diminishing the 
inducements to capitalists in this country to 
invest in foreign securities, or to hold foreign 
securities, and it might induce them to part 
with foreign securities, in order to make invest
ments in British stocks or shares. It would 
likewise operate in restraining credits from 
the merchants in this country by advances on 
shipments outwards, and it would have the 
effect of causing a larger proportion of the 

B Le ... '" CIuulu Wood (11141), pp. 111-41. EO'. 11140. 
qs. 1783, 3438 . 

• Ev.., 1840. qs. 2753-56. 
- s.ptIItJIimJ 01 'Ire D.,."._s 01 .Ire _ (11144), ill 

Tracts, p. 253. 

importations into this country to be carried on 
upon foreign capital."·· 

Pennington,'· Gilbart,21 and Torrens" 
adopted the idea that the rate of interest 
affected the international flow of capital, but 
they combined it with the older version. The 
reduction of the currency also reduced prices 
and created a more favorable commodity trade 
balance. Gilbart, however, objected to the use 
of such a power as a "general principle of ac
tion" on the ground that it rendered the cur
rency unfit as a standard of value." Fullarton 
agreed in general with Tooke's version but he 
believed that Tooke was "over-sanguine" as to 
the ease with which the exchange could be cor
rected. The use of the rate in 1839 did not 
prevent a heavy drain.80 

Norman stated that the possibility of the 
Bank's holding foreign securities for protecting 
the exchange had frequently been discussed in
formally at the Bank. He thought that it was 
sound in principle but that there were practical 
difficulties connected with carrying it out. The 
securities, he said, would be like so much gold 
bearing interest.St Loyd, though he thought 

- Ev. 1II4D, q. 3769. See abo q. 3758. III JUs Inquiry -
'M e"",,,,,y Prin<ipk be states that the BIIIk by miuciDg 
or increasing its securities-Dot the currency, he JnsistI
"_ders disPOSdbk eapikJl ill the one case -Ke, ami ill 
the other abundant; fon:iDg it I,,,,,, foJOign countries ill the 
former, and '" them ill the latter case. The etrect of the 
pumping ito or /orci1Jg out of bullioa by this meaJII is iII
fallible •• • n (pp. 103-1"4). 

-Letter to Tooke, His'ory 0/ Prius, Do 371. 
• '7he Currency: Banking," We.tmiIJ,UI' Rernew, XXXV 

(1841),95"'"'96,109. Ev", 1841, QI. 99$-1022. 
• R.-al 01 'M eM,,", (.1Id ed. 11144), pp. 3H6. 

Torrens begiDs JUs aplaaatioD with a ouppooed mluctioD of 
_ reserves. His steps from that point sse: a mt_ of 
blllk advanca brin8iDg with it • miuctioD of cIepooiU; a 
rise of the rate of interest and faD of prices; ID improved 
tnule baIaoce and the mum of EnglUb capital. 

• W .......... Ier Ret>ier6, ~,9H'1. At times be __ 
to be attacking the gold standard. See, for example, EO'. 
11141, qs. 1017, 1068-78, 1175, 1375. But at other tima be 
implies that JUs plan to have the BIIIk .. tisfy the lqitimate 
demands of COJlllllef1:e would in DO way be iDconsistad: with 
maintaining eubaDgI! parity, provided the Bank held a 
large .... rve (qs. 956, 1059-64. 1102-3, U33-34). 

• Regtd4_ 01 e_nteies, pp. 142-147. FuJlartoa argned 
that drains bad a "Datural" termination. By this be --' 
to mean that bullion was oflal taken for !IOlIJe opedfic pur
pose, sucb as for a miIitaIy cb<st or the ropIenjebmmf of 
_ reserves to !IOlIJe _ Jenl. 

• Ev., 1840, qs. I94I-47· 
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the principle was sound, disapproved of the plan 
on the ground that the Bank should be acted 
upon rather than take the initiative. It would 
interfere with the action of the exchange 
dealers, he believed, for the Bank to be in the 
market.ss Gilbart argued in favor of the Bank's 
holding foreign securities and also of its borrow
ing abroad, as it had done in a few instances,SB 
in case of necessity. His idea, however, unlike 
that of Norman, was to avoid internal contrac
tion. B. Fullarton suggested that the Bank 
might hold about £1,000,000 of securities of 
the four great Continental pow~rs.B. But J. A. 
Smith, a member of the Select Committee of 
1841, argued that if it were known that the 
Bank of England was having to sell there 
would be no market.B• 

Those who favored the plan reasoned as if 
England were coordinate with other countries 
in the international credit system. Once it is 
realized that the credit systems of other coun
tries were responsive to credit conditions in 
London and that London was the place of last 

• BV'J 1840, q. 2848. 
• For a discussion of the loans obtained by the Bank In 

1836-37 and In 1839, see Palmer, Ev., 1114<>, II'. 1368-1449; 
Ev., H.L. 18.48, II. 838. See also Tooke, Bislo" 0' Pm .. , m, 
88-89· 

... Ev., 1841, qs. 1181-1371, espedalJy q. 1146. 
• R.,..IGUoa 0' CIUmIdu, pp ........ 3. 
• Ev., 1841, qs. 1211-16. 

resort to obtain gold, it is apparent that the 
possibilities of the Bank's protecting its posi
tion by selling foreign securities were quite 
limited. It could temporarily have absorbed 
part of the reserves of sterling bills and bal
ances held abroad, but if foreign countries had 
been persistently attempting to add to their 
bullion reserves, the demand from the Bank 
would only have been delayed. B. 

The growing popularity of the theory that 
the Bank could regulate the rate of foreign 
lending and even bring foreign capital to Eng
land undoubtedly strengthened the belief that 
the gold standard functioned automatically. 
It was felt that there was an additional instru
ment for protecting the exchange beyond what 
had been realized before. It is true that there 
were some sceptics. Rothschild's doubts as to 
the ability of the Bank at all times to control 
the exchange have been referred to. Harman, 
when asked whether high interest rates would 
not cause the return of English capital and the 
investment of foreign capital in England, stated 
that such would be the result if the investors 
had sufficient confidence but that they might 
consider that their money was safer abroad.·· 
But on the whole little specific criticism of 
the theory was given. 

., For further discussion of London's position as manager 
of thelntunational standard, see Chaptu XIV. 

• Ev" r832, qs. 1291~6. 



CHAPTER X 

BANK REFORM IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE CURRENCY PRINCIPLE 

T HE Bullionists apparently believed that 
the return to gold would itself deprive the 

Bank of any power to interfere appreciably 
with the currency. Ricardo, for example, stated 
in 1816 that the quantity of the currency could 
never be too great nor too little while it pre
served the same value as the standard.1 He 
considered that such influence as the Bank 
possessed arose from its ability to increase (by 
its own accumulations) the world scarcity of 
gold. He showed little or no appreciation of 
the direct effect of central banking operations.
It was not supposed that the Bank would have 
to find a special formula in order to remain a 
neutral factor. But after the experience of the 

S Proposals lor 4ft BcontJ1lJicol GIld S"",e CU"I1IC" in 
Bs!tJ)I' (Gonner ed.), p. 166. As late as 1833 the reviewer 
of the Bank Charter Report in the W OJhllillSl... Review 
adhered to the older idea that convertibility prevented the 
Bank from mismanaging the currency. "Another point on 
which the Bank seems disposed to claim a disputahle credit, 
is on its nostrum for regulating its issues by the fomp 
exchanges. Think only what superhuman genius J what com
plex ingenuity! The Bank regulates its issues by the fomp 
.. changes J who else could do anything so wonderful J" ••• 
"As long as it intends to pay in gold upon demand,·it need 
Dot make the smallest conscience of not lending or discount
ing to the utmost that it can persuade itseH to do. The 
public is perfectly wiDing to leave the matter in its hands; 
and wiD give it DO credit for Dol doing harm where it can
not. If the Bank pretends to put restraint on itseH for 
public motives, it will lind few that it will convince. In the 
nautical proverb, 'they may teD it to the marines, but the 
sailors will never believe it.'" (West...mster RevinI, voL 
:om, 1833, pp. 79, 80.) 

• He writes to Malthus (September 10. 181S) that the 
Bank is "aD 1m","SS .. .,. estabJisbmmt" (Ldln, 01 D.viIl 

JlicMdD Is T_ Rob..., Malll ..... r8,.,..,1I23. edited by 
J. BODal. 1887. p. 1Ig). In his "Notes 00 'PIan for the Estab
lishment of a National Bank'" he states: "The Bank of 
England, as weD as every other Bank in this COUDby is only 
of use as it substitutes a cheap CUJ"ft!Dcy for a dear ODe, • 

paper cunmc:y for a metallic ODe" (M_ Po~ • .... lie 
C __ y Qwstioto, 18_23. edited by J. a Hollander. 
1932. p. 114). 
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boom and the panic of 1825 many contemporary 
observers began looking for a formula which 
would guarantee more fully the benefits of 
the automatic gold standard. They assumed 
as a matter of course that the price fluctuations 
were not owing to the gold standard but to 
the internal paper circulation." The formula 
which they sought, therefore, was one which 
would render the Bank (and the country 
banks) a neutral factor in the monetary 
situation. 

Drummond's exposition exemplifies the tran
sition from the older position to that taken by 
the Currency School. He first states as one of 
his "elementary propositions" that so long as 
a paper currency is convertible into a metallic 
one, the joint quantity of the two can never be 
any greater or less than it would have been if 
there were no paper at all. But at a later point 
he claims that recent events have shown that 
convertibility does not prevent ruinous fluctu
ations in currency and prices. He therefore 
advises limiting the paper to a definite quantity 
so as to avoid these price fluctuations." The 
formula for regulating the currency as stated 
by Page was: "That only is a sound and well
regulated state of things, when no greater nu
merical amount of paper is in circulation than 
would have circulated of the precious metals if 
no paper had existed."· This formula, which 

• See, for _pie, Musbet·. statement that if the drcu
Iatioo .. ere wboDy metallic the pria! variations from year 
to year could DOt be atenoive (EI"I DI I" IslllU DI I" 
B ... II DI E..,JoIod (1826). pp. 711-1'9). 

'1lkM<IIlo" PrDlolititnJI "" I" C .. ",_y (4th ed., 
18.6), pp. 30 • ..,Hi6. Drummond m:mnmencled adoptinc 
Ricardo', plan for • national bank. 

'Richard Page (DaaieI HardaJtJe, poeudonym), Leller. 
Is , .. ~ DI "T" T_ JtIfmIIII. "" I" AI .... _ 
CtnUllId 01'" Sa" DI E~dMul (18.6). p .• sa. In his m
deac:e in IJ14O, however, be nocm>mencled that the Bank 
foBo .. the "rule of 1832." See cpo 862, '1$-
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came to be known as the Currency Principle,8 

was stated also by Joplin • and by various other 
writers. In the view of these writers, the only 
way of insuring that the currency would behave 
in this manner was to require that the banks 
vary their note circulation exactly with their 
bullion reserve. As they were later to learn, a 
difficulty arose as to precisely what was to be 
considered the circulation. 

Another formula with the same general aim 
of insuring that the Bank remain a neutral 
factor was the "rule of 1832.n 8 In its simplest 
form the rule merely provided_ that the Bank 
should maintain its securities at a fixed amount, 
permitting bullion and liabilities to vary to
gether. . But when explained in detail it was 
more complicated.s The rule was considered un
sound by the Currency School on the ground 
that deposits together with notes were to be 
permitted to vary with the bullion. Since they 
did not regard deposits as part of the monetary 
base, but as part of the credit superstructure, 
they considered thaf,"'by keeping securities at 
a constant amount, bullion changes would not 

-The term "Principle of Currency" wu used by Ward 
at the Bank Charter inquiry in ,83" (Cf. Tooke, Hislory 
01 Pric .. , IV, ,66.) Though Wan! stated that it should be the 
object "to bring the paper as nearly as possible to what the 
currency would be if no Bank existed, and the CUl'lt!Dcy were 
all gold," his fwth .. discussion showed that he desired the 
eIl_OIS to be left with a certain amount of discretionary 
control (Ev., ,83', qs .• ~8). 

The idea that the Bank should vary the circulation with 
(or In proportion to) Its bullion was not new. Thornton 
chan.cteriaed IUch an idea as "merol7 theoretic" though 
"natural." In crltic:iJm of the Idea h. argued that a great 
!eduction of notel would not only destroy internal m:dlt 
but PlOveDt an lnlIow of gold from ahroad (Po,., Cnd;1, 
pp. 75-114, esp. p. 78). 

• Joplin, 00IIIiaa 01 • Sy._ 01 PoIilktJl Bc_y 
(I8.]I, pp. '58-017, esp. p •• 76; Vino.t ..... Ctmaf1e7 
(I808), pp. ,67-,68. See abo his Atla/YAr _ History 01 
... C_y Quslioto (,830), pp. '51-'55. 

• The rule was _ounced by Palmer at the inquiry in 
'830, but Jam .. Pennlnston sugtSted a similar plan in a 
memorandum to HuskissoD l0III0 yean earlier. Be admitted 
that It would be dlBicuit to aPlll7 his ptindple. Tho chief 
obstacle which he noted was the luttuations in ..,_t 
deposits. (LoU ... 10 Kirl_ Fi>oIoJ7, '840, pp. 85-88.) 

• Palmer, Ev. '83', qs. 70-&5, '98, 417. Tho "principle,· 
Pa1mer staled, applied to the country circulatloa as woIl as 
to that of the Bank. A1so, 0_ the Ionc fUll, _ties _ 
to be varied gradually .. as to 1DIIiD_ an avuage reserve 
of ODe third of the DOtes and deposits. Sa 5 n,1 cbaqes 
_ to be disIOpnIed. fUrtherm... the rule .... to be 
departed frOm In case of .......... _ the _ mubt. 

be permitted to have their proper effect upon 
the credit superstructure and prices. Also, it 
was obvious by 1840 that the Bank had not 
abided by the rule, and Palmer, its chief spon
sor, tacitly admitted that it could not be ap
plied.10 It therefore fell into disrepute, leaving 
the controversy to the advocates of the Cur
rency Principle and their various opponents. 

I. Some of the Proposals for Bank Reform in 
Conformity with the Currency Principle 

The idea of separating the departments of 
the Balik goes back to Ricardo's plan for a 
national bank. Ricardo stated that the Bank 
of England united two operations that were 
quite distinct: the issue of currency as a substi
tute for a metallic one and the making of loans 
to merchants and others. His national bank 
was to have nothing to do with the latter func
tion but confine itself to the issue of notes for 
bullion and government securities. It was to 
be similar to what the Issue Department of the 
Bank later became, with the exception that its 
managers were to be left with discretion to 
buy securities when the price of gold fell (and 
sell securities when the price of gold rose). But 
it must be noted that this feature was for the 
purpose of intensifying the effect of the ex
changes upon the currency, and not of moderat
ing the effect of gold movements." 

Norman approved of Ricardo's plan in the
ory; but in his earlier pamphlet he merely pro
posed that, as a step toward reform, the country 
banks should be required to give security for 
their notes and that no new bank of issue should 

• Palmer, Ev., 1840. #fWittJ. 
D ''Notel on 'Plan for the Esteblishmeot of a National 

Bank'» (,8'31, in Millor Pa,.,. .. 1M Ctmaf1e7 QwuUmt, 
edited by J. H. Hollander ('93'), pp. ,63-,81, esp. p. ,66; 
p",", lor 1M &ltJbIi.JiI_ 01 • NaIUntaI BMAo (.8 •• ), 
McCulloch edition of Worb. In a letter t.o Malthus (Sep
tember Jo, 1815) Ricanlo stated that commissione" iDde
peodent of miDisteriaJ control might woIl issue the c:unency 
in place of the Bank and the country banks (LeI"" 01 
Dtwitl Rimnlo 10 TiowoGI Robcri MGlIInu, pp. B9-901. 
Whi\e the plan of reform _ beck to lticardo's plan, it. 
must be ..... that Rkardo's objectiw was not to insure that 
a mhed CGmSlC:7 would behave like • metaJ\ic CUII'ODC)'; 
for he tho.,pt that It would do .. iB any case. "Ibe main 
........ for his plan ...... to ave '- to take a_7 from 
the Bank and the country banks the proIit from isoaing car
_, to awid rot" ry _UIatiCXB of boJlioa, ..... 
to ~ the prioe of buUioa os -.I,y .. possible. 
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be permitted.12 In his evidence in 1840 he sug
gested that existing country issuers should be 
licensed for a limited period and that in the 
meantime inducements should be offered them 
to relinquish their issues. He further recom
mended that the Bank be separated into two 
departments with the idea of having the cir
culation vary with the bullion." 

Torrens, though having the same general 
aim as Norman, approached the problem at 
first from a different angle. He thought that if 
the notes of the Bank were confined to the 
metropolis, and that if they were issued only 
against bullion, the country circulation would 
fluctuate approximately as if it were metallic. 
He reasoned that, so long as the Bank issues 
and the country issues were not competitive, it 
would be impossible for the London banks to 
replenish their reserves with Bank notes re
leased from the country. He proposed, there
fore, a London bank with no country branches 
which would issue only against bullion and 
which would carry on no deposit business. The 
country circulation was to be left undisturbed." 
Later, Torrens advocated limiting the country 
circulation also. He took the position that, 
though the Bank had ultimate control over 
the country circulation, it was a faulty control. 
The provincial banks might cause a drain be
fore the Bank could compel them to restrict.'· 

Loyd, without proposing any precise plan, 
appeared to favor the separation of the depart
ments of the Bank about the time Torrens's 
first proposal was published. In his Re jl.ections 
in 1837 he states that the Bank has nQ\ suffi
ciently attended to the distinct nature of its 
different functions, the issuance of notes and 
the pursuit of an ordinary banking business. 

D Prevalent Errors wit, Rupecl to Cwrency aad Bank
mg, pp. 6~. He also suggested in substance the plan 
later embodied in the Act of .344; but Iii! believed that the 
vested interest of the countIY bankers in their circuJa.tioD 
privilege made it impracticable '" lbat time (pp. 'M3, 
6.-62). 

Ja Ev.., 1840, qs. 1706, 2061 eI leq., 212S. 216J-6c). He did 
not want lbe Bank cin:ulation limited until the clangor of 
discredit of lbe countty cin:ulation was mDoved (qs. '040-
42)· See also his LeIIeT 10 Cilarlu Wood for a di. .... ,ssjon 
of what he reganIed as the correct principle for the issue of 
Bank of England notes. 

y LetIeT 10 lmd Jldb,n",.., (<837), pp. 49-60. 
• R......." olt" C_ (.d ed. '844), pp. 3~. 

In this pamphlet his chief criticism is directed 
against the Bank for not varying its circula
tion with its bullion. But he admits that the 
country banks may expand for a time in the 
face of a contraction by the Bank, "and so 
far we may admit that their power is a vicious 
one." ,. In his Second Letter to J. B. Smith 
(1840) three years later he attaches most of the 
blame for currency expansion to the country 
banks, particularly during the years 1835 and 
1838; though he states that the Bank can not 
be exonerated'" In his evidence before the 
Select Committee in 1840, though he proposes 
no definite plan, it is clear that he desires to 
limit both the Bank and the country circula
tion.'· Thus by about 1840 there appears to 
have been general agreement among the Cur
rency School that all bank notes not covered by 
bullion should be limited to a fixed amount.'· 

There was a certain confusion of thought as 
to what the separation of the departments of 
the Bank would accomplish. In their criticisms 
of the Bank and the country banks the Cur
rency School reasoned that the actual circula
tion outside the Bank (and the country banks) 
should vary with the bullion.20 But when 
pressed on the point they admitted that the re
serve of the Banking Department would be 
included in the circulation as they proposed 
to define it, i.e., the circulation of the Issue 
Department.21 Their plan in fact presupposed 
not only a separation of departments and limita
tion of the issue, but that the Banking Depart
ment should be conducted as any other bank. 

• Trull, pp. 6-7, 15-16. 
K TradJ, pp. 21S~17. 
u Ev., 1840, q. 2812 dleq. 
a For sucb plans, see lbe foDowing: SaIJl50D Rkardo, 

A NatUmol BtIII" (.838); Drummond, CGruu Which Lead 
to " B.,," Restriclitm BiU (.839), pp. '7-20; JOPlin, C",
,etI(;y Rel_ ('844), pp. 63-'13. Joplin proposed that the 
govemmmt should issue aD the curmu:y and adYaDCe 10 the 
banks a fiud amount UJK<>Vered by bulliDD, but suggested 
delay until lbe foreign trade was brought inlo a "naturalW 

state . 
• See Loyd, R.",.,is "" , .. JI_,_ DI , .. C;,cu-

/atitnl, in T,ull, pp. 70-'[3; Seemul LetIeT 10 1. B. s..mIJ, in 
Tracts, pp. 198-199; ToJTeDS, LeUer til lArd JI eliJt1'IIme, 
pp. "-116. PenoiDgton, OD the other band, pointed _ that 
if there were no bank nola the money in cin:uIation would 
not ftuctuate with Iotal buIIioD (LetIeT 10 KiTII_ FiIIl4." 
p. go) • 

a Nonoan, E" •• 3"", q. '548. Loyd, q. 3481. 
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2. Bank Reform as a Cure for Business 
Fluctuations 

Undoubtedly a great deal of the driving force 
for bank reform was the dissatisfaction arising 
from business fluctuations. These were very 
commonly attributed to a faulty system of 
country note issue and to the mismanagement 
of the circulation by the Bank. By the spon
sors of the Bank. Act it was taken for granted 
that the elasticity in the system was used gen
erally to amplify business fluctuations rather 
than to moderate them. They believed that con
traction was due to previous overexpansion and 
that if the note issue were strictly limited, 
ove;expansion would be much less likely to de
velop. They failed to. conside~ ad~qua~ly that 
inflation might go qwte far With httle IDcrease 
of currency either in the hands of the public 
or in the reserves of the banks and that dis
turbances to the value of gold might originate 
abroad. They made no attempt to prove their 
assumption that in the net the Bank would ~ct 
as a disturbing rather than as a moderating 
influence. Indeed it is difficult to see what facts 
they could have appealed to since they formally 
held that stability of prices or stability however 
interpreted was not a proper objective of the 
Bank. Any attempt to prevent prices from 
varying as they would have varied un~er a 
metallic currency would be a harmful IDter
ference with natural laws." Nevertheless they 
expected the Act to moderate business fluctua
tions and it seems unlikely that it would have 
had 'any appeal for the public without that 
expectation. 

There is a certain inconsistency in their be
lief that the Bank could initiate an important 
disturbance in the monetary system and their 
general theory that a void in the currency 
created by causes outside the Bank. would be 
quickly tilled by an inflow of gold. Why sho~d 
disturbances initiated by the Bank be less easily 
neutralized? Part of the explanation for their 
attitude may be that they estimated disturb
ances originating with the Bank. to be of greater 
magnitude than disturbances originating from 
any other source. But they never stood flatly 
upon such ground. 

• See N.......... Ev. 1140, q. llao. Loyd, qs. '935. 
'9$9-61. 

Torrens, for example, in the preface to his 
Renewal of the Charter states that the enact
ment of the Bill will not only prevent "greater 
fluctuations than those which would take place 
were the currency exclusively metallic"; but 
that they "will effectually prevent the recur
rence of those commercial revulsions - those 
cycles of excitement and depressio~, which, as 
Mr. Loyd has so felicitously explaIDed, Tes~t 
from the alternate expansion and contraction 
of an ill-regulated circulation." He then ex
plains in the text why commercial convulsions 
should be eliminated by the Act. An increase of 
bank reserves would cause bank. deposits to 
expand and the prices of commodities to rise 
slightly. But the rise of prices ~uld giv~ an 
early check to the inflow of bullion. A s~~ht 
contraction of reserves would have an ID
stantaneous tendency" in the opposite direction. 
"Sudden and deep vibrations upon either side 
would be prevented." 28 It is evident that the 
Currency School considered that the gold stand
ard was itself relatively stable. 

Clay argued that fluctuations of interest rates 
and prices would be less because the n~cessary 
contraction would begin at the right time. It 
would be "precisely to the extent required, be
cause it would not have been preceded by a 
previous factitious expansion." The various 
processes of watching the exchanges, as recom
mended by the most eminent practitioners, had 
been tried for a quarter of a century with in
different results. Was it not time to see if the 
currency would regulate itself thr~ugh the ?P" 
eration of natural causes?" Peel, ID defendIDg 
the Bill before the House, said that he looked 
forward "to the mitigation or termination of 
evils such as those which have at various times 
affiicted the country in consequence of Tapid 
fluctuation in the amount and value of the 
medium of exchange."'" Loyd and Wood 
claimed that, while the Act would not put an 
end to all miscalculation and speculation, it 
would prevent those due to the mismanage-

• Second od., 11144. p •• g. See oIso 1.4Utlr 10 Uml II. 
-. pp. 36-$4. • R_ ... au B.r.~ 01 RmricIi>oc au 1_ "I 
PI. ....., Nola 10 • Sia,,. l...a.c Bod, (11144). pp. 71-
,s. 

• S,..u.a ... au R...., 0/ au BGd C_ (11144) • 
p. $3. 
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ment of the currency.'· Thus there seems little 
doubt that the Currency School expected a 
very great moderation of business fluctuations 
as the result of the Act. 

The opponents of the Act, on the other hand, 
held that it would increase instability. Their 
argument was that overtrading could develop 
with little increase of bank notes, being financed 
with other forms of credit. The drain of gold 
would not come early enough to check the ex
pansion before it had gone quite far, and in 
the meantime the Bank, looking only to its 
own position and not taking action in advance 
of a drain, would accelerate the expansion. 
Then when the drain set in the Bank would be 
less able to meet it as the result of the Act. 
It would take time to turn the exchanges and 
before sufficient gold could be drawn in a panic 
might develop. 

Fullarton, for example, says: "It is the 
avowed result of the scheme, that the banking 
department, from the moment of separation, 
is to be relieved from all charge of the public 
interests, and to be at perfect liberty to employ 
the funds intrusted to it to its own best advan
tage, just as any private banker would do. This 
is the universal understanding in the City," as 
well as in the Bank Parlour. Thus the Bank, 
instead of using restraint when money is very . 
cheap, will join in the competition for securities 
and aggravate the tendency towards specula
tion. When a drain results, it will be in no posi
tion to give aid, as its working reserve will be 
small and the reserve of the Issue Department 
will not be available. When credit is tottering, 
he claims, the Bank, instead of mitigating the 
crisis, will be the keenest and most powerful 
competitor for such currency as can be ob
tained by the sale of securities.'" 

3. Conclusion and Criticism 
The Bullionists at the time of Resumption 

believed that the gold standard would alone 

• Loyd. Tlwug!&" ". IIIe S</ItJ",1itnI of IIIe DeflarltM1Jh 
01 tie BtJd, in Tracts, pp. 240-241. It may be noted inci
dentally that no mention is made of the possibility that the 
standard itself might cause the lIuctuations. See also Ev. 
'8.40, qs. 2935. 308g • 

• RegrdaliorJ oj C."ewcieJ. pp. 181-200 and JItlsm.. 
Tooke .... rather moderate in his aiticisms of the proposed 
plan in vol m of his HisIor, of Prices (_ pp .• 80-.8.4). 
His moft: severe strictures on the Act were ill vols. IV aad Y. 

abolish the discretionary management of the 
currency and give relatively stable prices." 
Once they saw that it did not, they - and those 
who later followed their view - sought some 
means to insure what they regarded as a more 
perfect adjustment to the standard. They as
sumed that the standard was stable but that the 
residuum of discretionary control of the cur
rency was responsible for the variations. The 
problem, therefore, as they viewed it was how 
to abolish that discretionary control. The par
ticular formula adopted by the Currency School 
presupposed (a) that the proper measure of 
restrictive action was recorded changes in the 
amount of the currency and (b) that gold move
ments were highly sensitive to internal pressure 
created by such changes. Thus by providing 
that the currency should be sensitive to gold 
movements and to them alone, they would re
store the natural functioning of the monetary 
standard. Prices would then be sensitive to gold 
movements just as gold movements were al
ready sensitive to prices. 

The principal opponents of the Currency 
School sympathized with their general aims. 
Tooke, Palmer, and Fullarton, for instance, 
were no less staunch supporters of the gold 
standard than Norman, Loyd, and Torrens. 
Nor did the former want to interfere with the 
operation of what they regarded as the natural 
laws governing money. Nevertheless they did 
advocate a discretionary control in the public 
interest. 

As we have seen, the theories of the oppo
nents of the Currency Doctrine varied quite 
widely - a point that is sometimes overlooked 
- but generally they denied that variations in 
Bank notes and coin were the only appropriate 
criterion of internal pressure. They therefore 
objected to having this factor alone sensitized 
to gold movements. And in the second place 
they denied that gold movements were re
sponsive as quickly to internal pressure as the 
Currency School claimed . 

The opponents of the Bank Act, however, 
were themselves very optimistic regarding the 

• Ricardo _ asked by the Committee III .8'9 wbether 
it would not be possible to haft Bank nota oIady in nIae 
withont their being .ttach'" to a mdaIIic 1IaDdard. Be 
ftjlIi<d that in practice bullion appeamI "to approada tbe 
nearest to an iDvariable standanI" (Ev. H.C •• 8'90 p. '38)· 
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responsiveness of gold movements to internal 
pressure. Their own plan of control was to 
raise the rate semiautomatically in response 
to a foreign drain, though Tooke and Palmer 
were less willing to see very low rates as gold 
accumulated. On the whole, I believe the dif
ferences between the sponsors and the oppo
nents of the Act have been rather overstated. 

Some modern writers have made it appear 
that the controversy over the Act of 1844 was 
between (a) those who believed that the bank
ing system should be governed in its extension 
of advances by the wants of trade and· (b) 
those who saw the necessity ·of limiting the 
monetary supply according to the requirements 
of the international standard. This is a mis
taken view. The opposition in the City never 
questioned the theory that the Bank would 
have to take restrictive action - through ad
vancing the rate and selling securities - to 
protect the exchanges.'o What they objected 

.. Gilbart and FuDartOD, It is true, stated at times that 
the Bank should regulate its discounts according to the 
demands of trade, and thus implied that qualitative control 
wu In Itself a sufficient restriction. But In other places they 
stated that additional meuures would have to he used In 
case the Bank were confronted with speculative tendencies. 
Even the version thus qualilied, however, was not generally 
held In the City. What was held was that the Bank should 
never refuse to discount at some rate or other. 

M has been stated In Chapter n, the country bankers in 
their opposition to the Act of '844 claimed only that they 
should satisfy all the demands for bank notes as such and 
not all the demands for advances. The latter, they pointed 
out, depended upon the state of their reserve. 

to was limiting the note issue as such and thus 
placing the Bank in the position where it might 
be unable to support commercial credit in emer
gencies. Thus the controversy concerned the 
question of the proper criterion of corrective 
action and whether a discretionary monetary 
control could be abolished, and not whether 
corrective action should be taken. 

In comparing the older theories with those 
which are more recent we may note that, so far 
as the procedure of internal control is con
cerned, the Currency School proposals have a 
great deal in common with the recent pro
posal to require 100 per cent reserve for demand 
deposits. It is true that money is differently 
defined. But on the important point that the 
proper criterion of control is registered changes 
in the supply oj money, and not changes in the 
condition oj the money market, the two are 
similar. When Currie, for instance, asserts that 
it is desirable to divorce "the supply of money 
from the loaning of money," 80 he means essen
tially the same thing as did Loyd and Norman 
when they stated that ordinary banking trans
actions should not change the supply of money. 

.. TIH Supply aM C.""o/ .J MOfIIlY;" IIH U>ril.d SIal •• 
(2nd ed., 1935), P6 152. Currie's objective is of course en
tirely dilferent from the Currency School objective of re
quiring the currency to vary in the same way as a purely 
metallic currency. 

See also Graham's statement: "It should he clear that 
lending aod borrowing ought not to change the supply of 
currency . . '" ("Partial Reserve Money and the 100 Per 
Cent Proposal,u AffNr'kGII BctnlMllic RnIiettI,' vol. XXVI, 

1936, p. 4J'). 
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CHAPTER XI 

"THE "MODUS OPERANDI" OF THE BANK'S 
INFLUENCE ON THE MONEY MARKET 

I T HAS been pointed out that, when discus
sions of discount policy first began, Bank 

rate and security operations were regarded 
merely as instruments for controlling the cir
culation. Beginning, however, about 1832 there 
was a growing tendency to regard the state of 
the money market as a better criterion of the 
degree of pressure exerted by the Bank than 
the amount of the circulation. With Tooke 
and certain others this idea was extended to 
mean that the amount of the circulation had 
no bearing upon money rates. But such was 
not the most prevalent view even among op
ponents of the Currency Principle. Gurney 
and Palmer, for instance, as well as many 
others, considered that the currency was the 
medium through which the Bank acted to make 
effective a given level of rates in the market 
even though it was not the best criterion of 
pressure. And the Currency School of course, 
until 1844, continued to hold the view that 
the currency was not only the medium through 
which the Bank acted but that it was the only 
proper gauge of whether appropriate measures 
were being taken. 

After the Act of 1844 it became much less 
common to consider that the Bank made its 
policies effective by changing the amount of 
the currency. And at the same time the mone
tary implications of the reserve deposits at the 
Bank were generally ignored. The nature of 
the Bank's influence in the money market was 

"not clearly explained and apparently was not 
really understood. A common statement was 
that the Bank's peculiar position arose from 
the fact that it was a very important lender of 
capital. 

No single factor accounts for this change in 
the interpretation of the Bank's _dIU ope,
tmdi. The tendency of the London banks to 
hold a larger portion of their reserves in the 

form of balances at the Bank tended to draw 
attention away from notes as the instrument 
of control. But the importance of this factor 
should not be exaggerated. U nill the panic of 
1857 London bankers' balances rarely exceeded 
£4,000,000. Even as late as 1873 they fluctu
ated from about £7,000,000 to £n,ooo,ooo. 
There is good reason for believing that in both 
periods the note holdings of London banks ex
ceeded their average reserve balances at the 
Bank.1 Nevertheless, observers were impressed 
with the fact that an increase of discounts was 
very often not accompanied by any increase of 
the circulation. And while they pointed out 
that the accompanying change might be an in
crease of Bank deposits, they failed to note 
the monetary aspect of such a change. 

The truth was that the Bank was able to 
enforce its policy without that fact's being 
registered in any obvious way in the amount 
of bankers' cash in either form." The market 
adjusted reserves to requirements. What at
tracted most attention was the level of the rate 
and the volume of discounts and advances. 
Contemporary observers, believing that it was 
the ease of obtaining accommodation that really 
mattered to the business community, and not 
seeing clearly the mechanism by which the 
B~ enforced its policies, tended to empha
size the loan aspect of the Bank's expansion 
rather than the monetary aspect. 

Another reason for the change in the in
terpretation of the Bank's _dIU operandi was 
the insistence by the Currency School that the 

'ID 1873 !lOla of Uo doaomiaalioa ODd """" ....., 
about ill,ooo"",,, (P.P. 1877, ( .. 6), llJ.Ilt). See below for 
discussioD of the proporliOD of Bank _ bdd by Lcmdoa 

bonks. 
• The oipiliCllllal of noene cosh ..... paJtIy oboamd by 

the fact that ........... lOCI_is ....., likely to be ...... 
"hoa tile rate .... high, _ oa tile other bond _ tben! 
were eaass reseJ"ftS the rate was low. 

[119 ] 
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Act of 1844 had abolished the Bank's power 
over the currency. The true circulation, they 
claimed, was the notes of the Issue Depart
ment. By this statement they did not mean 
that the Bank had no control whatever over 
the amount of currency outside its walls. What 
they really meant was that the Bank's influence 
was very much restricted and was of the same 
order of importance as the influence of any 
other bank. In considering specific situations 
they still frequently reasoned that the Bank 
influenced the money market by releasing or 
drawing in notes. Even so, having insisted that 
the currency was regulated automatically, they 
were no longer in a position to refer to the 
credit policy of the Bank as currency policy. 
Their criticisms of the Bank were now for 
lending under the market or for failing to regu
late the rate with reference to the reserve. 
Thus verbally they seemed to agree to Tooke's 
statement that the Bank exerted its influence 
in the money market by virtue of its position 
as a great lender of capital. 

I. Vestiges of the Theory that the Bank Makes 
Effective a Given Policy through the Note Issue 

Statements implying that the Bank used the 
note issue to accomplish a given result appear 
much less frequently in the inquiries of 1848 
than in the inquiry of 1840. But the older 
manner of speaking was not yet given up. Thus 
Glyn implies that the sale of securities creates 
pressure because it draws in notes." And he 
states that the Bank could safely have "ex
tended its Circulation" during the panic ~hen 
the exchanges were favorable.' 

Gurney states that the bill brokers resort to 
the Bank for discounts when there is a shortage 
of notes in Lombard Street. When he is re
minded that the brokers receive a credit at the 
Bank against which they draw checks to repay 
the banks, he states that practically speaking 
the payment is in notes, since the banks convert 
the credit into notes." 

Palmer is asked whether the object of raising 
Bank rate is not to reduce the amount of accom
modation and so lessen the currency. He re
plies: "Certainly, that is the Object of raising 

• Ev., H.L. '1848. q. 1806. 
• Ev.., H.L. 1848. q. 1725. 
• Ev., R.I.. 1848, qs. 1132-40, 1344-

the Interest." He is asked further: "Therefore 
the Remedy in that Case, whatever may be the 
Modus operandi, is lessening the Currency?" 
"Yes," he replies.· Later he states that an in
crease of Bank rate "virtually reduces the 
Circulation." 7 However, his further explana
tion shows that he does not believe that the 
actual amount of currency will necessarily reg
ister any change. The Bank, he tells the Lords 
Committee, has no legitimate power of limiting 
the amount of notes in circulation. The public 
will take whatever quantity they require by 
putting in bullion or reducing their deposits.' 
He takes a similar view before the Commons 
Committee and adds that attempting to reduce 
the circulation is what brings all the mischief." 
It seems doubtful, however, whether Palmer 
means to imply that the Bank brings restrictive 
action through deposits. He seems to mean that 
the banks and the public demand a given 
amount of currency and will pay whatever rate 
is necessary to obtain this amount. 

2. The Changing Interpretation Given by the 
Currency School 

In discussing particular cases the Currency 
School continued to reason that the mode by 
which the Bank influenced the money market 
was by changing the currency in the hands of 
the public. Thus Loyd stated that the Bank 
might temporarily raise the rate by abstracting 
capital from the public and hoarding it in its 
cellar,'o Torrens reasoned that the effect of the 
sale of Exchequer bills would be to draw in 
notes from the public." Such was also Morris's 
reasoning. The Bank, he stated, "may raise the 

• Ev. B.L. ,848. qt. 735-731. The questions Iri ... opecifi
c:aIIy to the method of correcting the .. change. But Palmer 
coDSiden an increase of the market tate • ........ary sUp in 
the proaas. 

, Ev. B.L. '848. q. 795· 
• Ev. B.L. '848. q. 943. Howev .... be mWza that In times 

of discredit private deposita at the Bank increase (Ev. B.C. 
1848, q. 2119)· 

• Ev., H.C. 1848, cp. 1971, 2215. 
"Ev. B.L. '848. q. ,638. See abo q. ,637. The .... of 

the tenD ",,UtJI mggests that Loyd io avoidin, oWing that 
the Bank mluc:es the circulatiou. But the tenD ul/4I' impliao 
that be lrien to Bank _. 

" Prilldlia tJII4 p,tll:tiaIl 0,.,_ 01 Sir Robert Peel'. 
Bill 01 ,844 Esp/oiMd (1848). pp •• 1H9- AIIo be otated 

. that "advanca .........nIy feD _ the baDkiDJ moerve" 
(P·32 ). 
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Rate of Interest by withdrawing its Notes." 12 

On the other hand, the Currency School for
mally maintained that the Act of 1844 had 
abolished discretionary control of the currency. 
And though they conceded that the Bank had a 
somewhat different position in the money mar
ket from other banks, they described its position 
in such a way as not to imply that it influenced 
the note issue. Loyd, for instance, insisted that 
the Act had caused the abandonment of the 
discretionary managemept of the circulation.1

" 

And though the Bank, he stated, stood "in a 
peculiar position," this was because of- the 
"magnitude of its resources andlransactions." 14 

Torrens claimed that, following the Act, the 
currency varied automatically as a wholly 
metallic currency would vary .13 However, the 
Bank differed from other banks because of 
the greater "capital" at its command. Conse
quently irregularity in its "advances" could 
cause distress.1o Cotton stated that the Bank 
as a "large Capitalist in the Market" might 
inlluence the rate temporarily." 

Though Loyd and Torrens held that the cir
culation varied automatically, this consideration 
did not prevent them from criticizing the Bank's 
policies. But they no longer, as before 1844, 
stated that the Bank had failed to contract the 
circulation soon enough. According to Loyd, 
the mismanagement of the Banking Depart
ment now lay in increasing securities exces
sively and in lending below the market. 11 

Torrens objected to the fitful manner in which 
the Bank unduly advanced and withdrew "loan
able capital." 10 Tooke was essentially correct 
in stating that the Currency School now used 
the word cOlltractioll to indicate an advance of 
the rate or the sale of securities." 

.. Ev .• H.L. 184&. q. 495. At OIlother point (q. 553) b. 
llated that ftSlrictiOD of the cin:uJ&liOD caused mcmey to be 
mo", valuable (illterest _tor). III expIaiIliIlg bow the 
Bank .... to maiDtaiIllts ........... Morris pve as OD. of the 
ways ''aeUiIlg Securities OIld oltaillillc Nota out of the 
Market" (q. 548) • 

.. Ev. H.L. '848. q. '469; ac. '84&. qs. 5.63-65. 5169-
n· 

.. Ev. H.C. '&48, q. 5'98. 

.. PNl'. Bill ~ pp. II. 151. -'bid., pp. 16-a7. n £V,
' 

B.L. 1848, q. 3119-
.. Ev •• H.L. '848. qs. 1J53-S6; H.C. '848. qs. 5127-33; 

Ev •• 857. q. 4065. 
• PNl'. BiIIBs"..., p. 39. 
• Bitl..., e/I'rl<a. Y. S9I>-S9', 

The question arises whether the Currency 
School in referring to the Bank's making ad
vances of "loanable capital" had in mind the 
creation of deposits. I do not believe they con
sidered that the Bank created deposits or ap
preciated their significance from the standpoint 
of internal control. Torrens, for example, 
pointed out that the Bank held a considerable 
portion of the reserves of other banks. But the 
importance of this fact to him was that it made 
it all the more necessary for the Bank to main
tain a large reserve in relation to liabilities. 
Instead of considering that the Bank created 
reserve deposits, he stated that it could lend 
only the capital "placed at their disposal." 21 

Morris stated that reserve on deposit at the 
Bank was the "same thing" to the London 
bankers as reserve in the form of notes. 
Whether he reasoned that they would have the 
same effect as notes upon the bankers' activities 
is not clear. But he certainly did not see that 
the Bank and not the public created the de
posits. He said, "We are only able to give Ac
commodation in proportion to the Deposits 
which we hold."" 

At times the Currency School took the posi
tion that the credit restriction of 1 847 was 
essentially nonmonetary. Loyd stated that the 
high rates and distress of 1847 were owing to a 
shortage of capital applicable to manufacturing 
and trading purposes and not to a shortage of 
currency." Torrens stated that the railways 
were absorbing circulating capital and outbid
ding the discount market. It was the diminution 
in the amount of floating capital and not the 
shortage of paper money that caused the col
lapse." Norman considered that the absorption 

• pur. BiIIBs~. pp. 16. 33. III TIN P.UIiorl o/IIN 
M""-' ('&47). writleD joilltly by Loyd ad ToJTeDS, it 
was llated that the ........... balances at the Bank ,.,..., the 
JeSOrve ''pIacm ill its <offen for safe custody" (Loyd, 
Tracls. p. 195). 

• Ev •• H.C. '84&. qs. 3635-42; H.L. 1848. q. 600. 
• Ev •• H.L. '848. qa. 13$0, ISB.t--'I7. 1603.... For his 

argumeDt thai 0DIy oman BllCluatiODs m the me of m_ 
are COIUIeCled with cIwIges m the _lily of mcmey ad 
that the pat and imporllUlt ODOI "haw m ......... to the 
relatiOD betweoD the supply OIld demUld of capital.- ... Ev. 
1857. qs. 3711-3844. esp. 3751 • 

.. Pal'. BillBs~ pp. 33-42. At ODe point be _: 
"Wbeo the Boatills ........ - the _"bIe ...... moditin 
of • credit ........ coomtry !IUIIer dimioutioD, • c:ommercioI 
_ iImIIviDg the .... _ poJtioD of the tradiD& 
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of capital in railways was an important cause 
of the pressure in 1847.25 It was the opponents 
of the Bank Act who emphasized the monetary 
causes of the panic. 

Thus the Currency School, though still con
sidering a change in the currency as the modus 
operandi of the Bank rate when discussing spe
cific operations, took the formal position that 
Bank policy no longer was monetary policy. 
This formal position undoubtedly strengthened 
the belief already widely held that the Bank's 
influence arose from its being a large lender of 
capital, that it was fundamentally like other 
banks though having certain public obligations. 

3. Inc,.easing Prominence of the View that the 
Bank's Influence Rests upon its Position 

as a G,.eat Lender 0/ Capital 

Tooke is asked by the Lords Secret Commit
tee in 1848: "What do you consider to be the 
Power of the Bank over the Rate of Interest of 
Money?" He replies: "I consider that dealing 
on so very large a Scale with its own Capital, 
and the Deposits from the Government Rev
enue, and the Exchequer Balances, it may cause 
a very considerable temporary Variation, dis
tinct from what would be the ordinary Market 
Rate." 2. To the Commons Committee he states 
that, until the Letter was issued, the Bank was 
of no more benefit than "any private bank, ex
cept taking into consideration its magnitude." 21 

Though these statements superficially resemble 
those of the Currency School, Tooke does not 
mean exactly the same thing by them. In the 
first place, he desires to emphasize the impor
tance of the Bank's influence in the market, 
while the Currency School desire to minimize 
its importance." Aside from that, Tooke claims 

commUDiIy in inenricable dilIiculties, is an inevitable evil 
which cumo! be mitigated, but on the conbaly must be 
aggnovated, by a departure from lbe rules of legitimate 
banking to save insolvents from insolvency" (pp.35-36). He 
refers, however, to the "monetary panic." 

-Ev .. HL. 1848, q. 2680. See Ev., 1857, q. 2977 for his 
_ent regarding the ca ..... of the rise in the rate prior 
to 1857. The Bank, he held, had no power at aD 0_ the 
rate ac:ept UDder "partial and pecuIia.r Qmnndances" (q. 
2972 ). 

• Ev., H.L. 1848, q. 3132. See also Histt;,y D/ Prius, v, 
543-550. 

• Ev., B.C. JB48, q. 5388. 
• H~ D/ PriuJ, v, 588, footnote 2. 

that the Bank has no power at all over the 
amount of its notes in the hands of the public." 
When the Bank takes bills, he states, it gives a 
credit. The merchant sends the check to his own 
bank, which may either deposit it at the Bank 
or set it off against its acceptances held by the 
Bank.·o 

Despite Tooke's frequent references to Lon
don bankers' balances, however, he apparently 
never saw their monetary implications. He tells 
the Committee that it is the advanoes of the 
Bank which produce the effect. 8' In the fifth 
volume of his History oj p,.ices (1857) he again 
stresses the management of the securities as the 
modus operandi of influencing the market.·o 

The theory that the Bank's special influence 
depended upon its preeminence in the discount 
market came to be widely accepted. Though 
the practices concerning the method of holding 
reserve were explained, and though it was seen 
that the Bank's security operations involved 
changes in bankers' deposits,. the monetary 
significance of such facts was ignored. Alex
ander Baring (now Lord Ashburton) points out 
that a banker may hold his reserve either in 
notes or in balances at the Bank, "the deposits 
being equally commandable for his purposes as 
the notes." It is a great mistake, he adds, to 
suppose that notes come into the Bank as gold 
goes out or that notes go out with an increase 
of discounts. In nine cases out of ten such 
transactions involve changes in deposits. But 
one is left with the impression that the amount 
of reserve balances depends upon what the 
bankers do not care to invest rather than upon 
Bank discounts, gold withdrawals, and the like. 
Further evidence is afforded that Baring did 
not see what governed bankers' balances by his 
assertion that the reduction of the Exchequer 
balance was a tightening influence. If he had 
realized that this transaction tended to increase 

-Ev. H.L. 1848, q. 309'. He ~ however, tbat 
the Bank might reduce the circulation by • "violent 0pera
tion" (q.3094). • E... H.L. 1848, q. 3101. Such were 1101 always his 
views, he tens the Committee. Formerly he did 1101 _ tbat 
notes instead of being the ca ..... of tramadions were ....... 
.. the ...wt of them. He chanpd his _ during !be eon
trove..,. auuequent npoD !be ~t of 1836-37 (qt. 

31~9). 
• Ev., B.L. 1&48, q.. 3121. 

• Pages S4H4S-
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bankers' balances he would scarcely have made 
such a statement." 

Danson states that bills may be discounted 
by granting deposit credits as readily as by the 
issue of notes, and such credits may be used 
more conveniently and quite as efficiently as 
notes. But the use Danson seems to make of 
this idea is that the Bank may extend its de
mand liabilities to a dangerous extent.'o 

Weguelin gave perhaps a. better explanation 
of the interrelation of central banking trans
actions than anyone before him. But his theory 
of control does not appear to differ essentially 
from Tooke's. The increase 'of discounts, he 
states, would not affect the Bank's reserve unless 
it facilitated a drain of bullion. Sometimes the 
Bank lends £1,500,000 in a day without any 
change in the reserve. Nor would an increase 
of discounts affect the note circulation. If notes 
were used to discount bills they would be re
turned immediately to the Bank.'D The amount 
of the active circulation (by which Weguelin 
apparently means all notes outside the walls of 
the Bank) depends upon the demands of the 
pulllic, and the Bank's measures have little 
traceable effect upon it." The effect of the sale 
of securities would be to reduce deposits." 

Does Wegue1in mean that the Bank makes 
its policy effective by virtue of its power to 

• T,.. Fi •• 1ItiIJI .Nd C.",,,,.,ci4l CI'isi.t C.NSido"d (2nd 
ed .• 18.47). pp. 20-23 • 

.. J. T. Danson. "On the Accounts of the Bank of Eng
land." paper road before the Statistical Society. Jan. 18. 
18.47 (I.",.., .1 '''' SlIJluliaJl S.dely. X. 150-151). 

Milner argues that It Is the "OosUns capital" rather than 
tho cumncy that may be regulated by the Bank. An in
crease of discounts by the Bank permits parties to "reno
vate" their depooits (0.. ".. R.g""''; ••• 1 FloaliNr C.P;1IJl, 
18.48. pp. 74-75. 101. 107-loS). Though Milner has the Idea 
that discount transactions Involve deposits at the Bank in
stead of aBectins meroly the currency In dn:uIation. he 
does not appear to _ the sigDificance of reserve depooits 
lrom the atandpoint 01 control. His "OoaUns capital" Is 
quite an Inde8nite thins. It Is used variously In the ...... 01 
demand and saviDgs deposits. bank loans, and aoocIs .... dy 
lor consumption (pp. 140 13-440 97). FloaUns capital In the 
form 01 deposits at the Bank is said to be the accumulated 
surpl ..... of individuals (p.80). 

• Ev .. 18$7, qs. 141, 499-500. IJIO-
• Ev. 1857. qs. 676-671, 717. 746-761, 23oS. Wque6n 

admits that the Bank might c:auoe lis issues to ma.... dur
IDa periodo 01 creat speculation (q. 2304). 

• QuestIons 748-756. An _pie .... cIwn showiDc 
that the Bank might ftceive a check OD Jo ..... Loyd. and 
COJIIPUIt. which would reduce their ......... at the Bank. 

create deposits? I believe his grasp of the mat
ter was only empirical. For example, when in
sisting that Bank rate does not, affect the market 
rate by forcing notes into use he does not say 
that an increase of discounts tends to increase 
bankers' balances, but .that the increase of dis
counts leads to the creation of a certain amount 
of "capital" for the time being." At another 
point he states that Bank deposits are large 
"because the public are not able at those times 
to find investments to their mind to employ 
those deposits." '9 And, to take another ex
ample; he states that the power of the Bank in 
the money market depends upon the "state of 
the floating capital of the country, and the 
portion which the Bank itself holds."'" Thus 
W eguelin, though insisting that the mode by 
which the Bank exerts such influence as it has 
is not through the note issue, gives no other 
explanation of how the Bank influences the 
money market than that its operations are large 
in relation to those of other banks. 

Weguelin went too far in insisting that the 
Bank's operations did not affect the "active" 
circulation (as distinguished from the circula
tion of the Issue Department). The fact that 
notes of denominations from £20 to £1000 in
creased about £4,000,000 from 1848 to 1852 

and then fell £4,000,000 during the next three 
years leads on~ to believe that the reserve posi
tion of the London banks was reflected in no 
small part in their note holdings." London 
bankers' balances showed a much smaller vari
ation during this period. Weguelin considered 
that the larger denominations of notes were held 
by the bankers, but that the greater portion of 
the total circulation was in the "pockets of the 
public." d 

Chapman was one of the few dissenters to 
the theory that the Bank's influence arose from 

-Questions 1316-03. 
• Question 159. 
• Question 481 oJ Iq. Wque6n cIe8ms "tloaUns capi

tal" as "capital appUcabie to IoaIII of money for short pe
riods-; and again as currency in circulation. as well as the 
reserves 01 the Bank and other hanko (qs. 501-503). 

• See History 01 Pri<a, .... 560-561. TIle problem .... 
eompIicated, ho ........ , by the fact that during the dedine In 
1853-54 the jDint stock hanko ....... admitted to the London 
CIarins Ho .... and aD LonciDD baDks bepa paylnc balances 
by __ 01 cbecb QD the Bank. 

• QuestioDs 670-671. 
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its position as a great lender of capital. He 
was asked if the Bank's influence on money 
rates was not owing to the fact that it was the 
largest dealer in "capital for discounts." He 
replied that he was not sure that the Bank was 
the largest lender. He was inclined to believe 
that its power depended upon its ability to ab
stract notes from the market. But in supporting 
his point he unfortunately chose a case of sea
sonal change, as was pointed out to him." The 
members of the Committee apparently did not 
see the element of ~ruth in Chapman's state
ment, viz., that the Bank could set the terms 
on which the market was supplied with note 
reserves, considered as a part of total reserves. 

Hubbard also gave a good explanation of 
reserve practices and the way the Bank's oper
ations affected the reserves of other banks. He 
pointed out that the Bank could not reduce the 
notes held in the pockets of the public by selling 
securities. But it could reduce the notes held 
by the bankers by such means. To a very great 
extent, however, the sale of securities merely 
reduced deposits. He had traced through a 
transaction involving a considerable sale of 
stock and had found that about half the stock 
was paid for by checks on the Bank, nearly one 
half in checks on other banks, and a "very 
small portion indeed" in Bank notes. The ma
jority of London bankers, he believed, kept 
most of their reserve in Bank balances, though 
some kept mostly notes." But since Hubbard 
believed that notes were very little affected, 
and since he did not see the monetary aspect 
of bankers' deposits, it is not clear how he con
sidered that the Bank enforced its terms. Inas
much as he formally held that the Bank had 
practically no influence over the rate, but had 
to follow the "natural laws which ought to regu
late the value of money," he apparently con
sidered the Bank essentially the same as any 
other bank"· 

Gilbart explained how the London banks 
settled their c1aims on one another simply by 
the transfer of credits at the Bank, and he stated 
further that under existing practice security and 
discount operations on the part of the Bank 
affected London bankers' balances instead of its 

.. Ev. 1857. qs. 484<>-57. 

.II Ev., 18S1, qs. 2593-2628, 2768-70. jItI.Ss#II.. 
-Ev., 18S7, q. 2365. 

reserve. He pointed out that this procedure, 
"whereby the Bank of England becomes a 
Central Bank of Deposit," resulted in an econ
omy in the use of Bank notes. But he did not 
explain that the reserve deposit system gave 
the Bank an instrument for controlling the 
other banks"· 

Newmarch was asked by the Committee in 
I857 how the Bank could affect the market rate. 
He replied that it was not through any effect 
on the circulation, for advances were not made 
in notes one time out of a thousand. The 
change in the rate would come through an effort 
on the part of the Bank to employ its deposits. 
It is clear that N ewmarch was thinking of the 
increased supply of loans as such and not the 
increase of reserve'" In the HistOf'Y 0/ Prices 
he stated that imported gold affected the rate 
not because of any connection with the circu
lating medium but because it added to "the 
Reserves of Capital, seeking employment; - in 
the first place, in the form of advances by the 
Bank of England; and in the second place, in 
the form of advances by other Banks and other 
persons having capital to employ in loans' and 
discounts." 4. In explaining why the Bank 
stood in a different position from other banks, 
he stated (a) that the Bank employed a larger 
amount in the money market than any other 
establishment; (b) that it had the greatest 
moral influence; and (c) that it held the bullion 
reserve to protect the exchange"· It is evident 
that it was the Bank's position as a large lender 
that impressed him, and that he ignored its 
power to create reserve deposits or to influence 
the member banks' reserve cash in the form of 
notes. 

Mill's position was essentially the same as 
Tooke's. It is true that he pointed out that the 
directors and the public failed to appreciate the 
importance of "the effects which the Bank pro
duces by its deposits." And he explained re
serve practices. But the consequence of the 
Bank's holding the deposits of other banks, as 
he viewed the matter, was simply that it sub-

"1!1nrte>W 0/ B",,1tmf (4th ed. 1860). pp. 39-43· 
• Ev., 1857, qs. 1460-67, 1846, 1193-4)6, ItUSim. 
• VoJ. VI, p. 201. 

• Ev. 1857. q. 1889. Be ... ;mated that, of a tobl of 
.£120-'-' of biDs ia the di!couDt marl<d, the Bank beJel 
15 to ~o per cmt. 
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jected the Bank to the. full burden of any foreign 
drain.·· 

4. Conclusion 

Thus we see the convergence of the different 
schools of thought toward a common statement 
of the mode by which the Bank influenced the 
money market. Though in detail they attached 
somewhat different meanings to their state
ments, these differences tended to be ignored 
or forgotten as time went on. Both variants of 
the theory denied the fact that credit regulation 
was essentially monetary in character., All 
groups tended to regard the Bank as essentially 
like any other bank except for the magnitude 
of its operations and the size of its reserve and 
except for the fact that it was expected to be 
operated primarily in the public interest. 

An important reason for the change in the 
position of the Currency School was, as we have 
seen, their belief that the Act of 1844 had taken 
from the Bank the power to regulate the cur
rency: it could no longer create money but only 
deal in it. 

B~t observers of all schools of thought were 
coming more and more to regard the condition 
of the money market as the practical criterion 
of central banking policy. Since the Bank was 
able to enforce its terms without any obvious 
change in the amount of bankers' cash, atten
tion was not directed to this item particularly. 
Moreover, the problem was complicated by the 
fact that one portion of bankers' cash consisted 
of balances. 

They were correct in supposing that the most 
important criterion of ease or pressure was the 
terms on which the Bank stood ready to supply 
cash to the market. The demand for reserves 
by the London banks varied widely and one 
could not, therefore, attach so much importance 
to recorded changes in their amount. More
over, it was the London banks' liquidity as a 
whole which concerned them. They considered 
that their advances to bill brokers were prac
tically the same as reserve, but this was true of 
course only because the Bank stood ready to 
create reserve cash in exchange for bills to any 

• Ev" 1857. qs. IOJI. lOla, 1129-36, 1284. Ill8, ~. 
MiD sometimes ..... dqoaas III the ...... of..-. The 
8aDk of EnglaDd depooib, be slates, are the "bulk of all the 
depooits III the <IOUDUy" (q .... g). 

extent required. While therefore the measure 
of liquidity which the Bank afforded to the 
banking system could not be determined simply 
by observing the amount of reserves supplied to 
the market, it was none the less true that part 
of the modus operandi was the ability to create 
reserve deposits. 

It might be supposed that the Bank officials, 
even though they did not explain accurately 
their means of control, nevertheless acted as 
though they understood it. I am not sure that 
this was the case. It seems likely that their 
failure· to understand the matter led them to 
underestimate the power of internal control 
which they possessed. 

Partly for this reason and partly because 
they overestimated the sensitiveness of gold 
movements to internal economic changes, the 
members of the financial community were not 
interested primarily in internal control, but in 
the problem of external equilibrium. In dis
cussing the effect of gold movements, they spoke 
of the effect upon the reserves of banks, making 
little distinction between the Bank and other 
banks, and reasoning that the Bank could 
modify the result only temporarily. The special 
problem which occupied attention more and 
more was how large the international reserve 
ought to be and how the burden of maintaining 
it ought to be distributed - whether, for ex
ample, the joint stock banks and the discount 
houses should not bear more of the burden.·1 

.. This lack of IIlttrest III the ",od ... op.,.,.ndi of IIltemai 
control but concentration OD the prob1em of the national 
gold reserve is shOWD III the writings of Bagehot, JevOIl.l. aDd 
Palgrave III the period following that which this study 
covers. The main lesson which Bagebol's Lotttbtwtl Stru' 
sought to give was bow tb. Bank should be prepared to 
meet a drain and Dot how the Bank's influence on the bank ... 
ing system might be st!algtbenecl. Palgrave would have 
woakened IIltemai control. for b. wanted th. banks to bold 
a larger amount of Dota in their own vaults with the idea 
of meeting OIl _mal draiD without necossarily calling 
UPOD the Bank (B .... Role ill BIIglalld. F_. oM C .... 
_Yo ,8#"'878. ,880. p. 39; BM4 RoU oM ,ke Morcey 
M.,."., ill B.,/alld. F,OIIC •• C ......... Y. 80-. oM Bd
,.., 1844-1900. 1903, p. 42). Such a pIaD would have 
suited Bagehot also .. copt that be thought it impracticable 
to break with firmly established procedure (Ev. 1875. q. 
Bogg). In J .......... opiDioa the chief problem WlIS to lind a 
mOle satislactory method of bolding th. reserve ogaiDst • 
draiD. 0110 which would guarantee the p ...... "" of mOle 
metal U_ Bagobot, bnwever. be beld that, if eac:b bulk 
beld \Is own bullioa or Dote ......... it might let it rDD clOD-
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I believe that this view of their problem was 
essentially mistaken. England's special position 
made it necessary for her to guide the inter
national standard, and not simply to make an 
adjustment to an objectively determined situ
ation." While the problem of the exchange 
defense fund was very important, that of inter
nal credit regulation was of even greater im
portance. 

The explanation of the nature of the Bank's 
influence on the money market as given in the 
'fifties underwent no important change during 
the remainder of the century, at least so far as 
the well-known writers were concerned. In the 
works of Giffen, Nicholson, Sidgwick, Fawcett, 
and MacLeod one finds no explanation of the 
significance of reserve deposits in discussions of 
the influence of the Bank.·s At the inquiry of 

gerously low. He therefore suggested that the baw form 
an association for holding a reserve against a drain. He 
failed to reckon with the fact that his plan provided for no 
adequate internal control (M o ... y aM ,n. M uhGnims of 
Exchange, r875, pp. 32o-J23) . 

• See Chapter XIV for further discussion of this point. 
• Sir Robert Giffen, Essays in Fintma, Second SerUl 

(,886). pp. 37-88. J. S. Nicholson. A TreaUs. on M .... y 
and Essays OIl Mo ... ta,y P,obkms (2nd ed .• 1893). pp. 75 
eI seq. Henry Sidgwick, The Principles of PoliticGl &rmomy 
(2nd ed., 1887), hk. ii, cbs. iv, v. (Sidgwick, p. 228n, states 
that there is a profound distinction separating the credit of 
the Bank of England from the credit of ail other baoks; but 
he makes no use of the point in explaining control.) Henry 
Fawcett. Manual of Political &rmomy (7th ed .• 1888). bk. 

the Gold and Silver Commission, Gibbs, a 
former governor, mentioned the matter, though 
very little was made of the point. When asked 
to explain how gold is related to credit and 
prices, he said: "He who has to pay for a cargo 
must needs have a larger balance at his bankers 
than he who has to pay for a ton of the same 
commodity; the banker must needs have a 
larger balance with the Bank of England, and 
the Bank of England a larger reserve of notes, 
involving the necessity of a proportionately 
larger stock of gold."" Marshall and Nichol
son in their evidence made no mention of the 
point. It is interesting to note that in Dun
bar's Theory and History 0/ Banking it is not 
until the third edition, as revised by Sprague, 
that the explanation appears." The first ac
count of the role of reserve deposits that I have 
seen - since those given by Pennington and 
Hume a century ago" - is by Hartley Withers 
in 1909."' 

iii. ch. xi. H. D. MacLeod. A Hi"o,y of Ba""i,,, /II G,eo' 
Britain (1896). pp. rso-I8 •• 

.. Ev., 1887, q. 5275 . 
·Thi~d ed, '9'7. pp. 86-<)6. The other editinna appeared 

in ,891 aod 1900. the second revised by Sprague also. A 
similar absence is to be DOted in Simon Newcomb'. Pti#
cipks of Political &OIl.".y (1885). See his diseuasion of the 
Bank of England, p. 510 • 

• See Chapter m. 
"'Tn. Metming of M .... y (2nd ed, 1909). pp •• 03 .... 05. 

212, 229"""230. 



CHAPTER XII 

TREASURY OPERATIONS AND 
RELATED FACTORS 

PEEL'S income tax together with a trade 
revival changed the recurring Treasury 

deficits into surpluses beginning in 1843.' The 
net position of the Treasury with the Ba!lk, 
though not depending necessarily upon whether 
there was a surplus or deficit, became in fact 
much stronger. Deficiency advances, which 
previously had been quite large - frequently 
from £4,000,000 to £8,000,000 during a quarter 
- dropped off sharply in 1844 and with few 
exceptions continued quite small during the next 
fifteen years.s Ways and Means bills practically 
disappeared for this period, and the Exchequer 
balance was very much increased.· This im
provement in the position of the Treasury with 
the Bank-more marked in 1844 than in any 
other one year, though extending from 1843 to 
1846 - was a nonseasonal tightening influence 
on the money market, similar in its effect to the 
sale of securities by the Bank. But it did not 
change the general problem of the seasonal 
release and absorption of funds by the Treasury. 
Funds were now released more largely by the 
reduction of the Exchequer balance than by the 
issue of Deficiency bills.' 

'S<e J. F. R .... A SAo,1 PIsaJl_ FiIoatIdGI Bid...." 01 
l!1tgl ... d, r8rs-rpr', PP.93-95. S<e also my Table 6,pp. ?4-75. 

• Muimum amounts advanced OD Deficiency bills on 
which lllten:st &a:rued .... liven III the foUowiDg table. 
Amounts advanted and ~ th. same day are not IIIduded 
(P.P. 1854, (46.), lCCDX, 14). For 10"" Deficiency bills 
Isoued each quarter from 1844 to 1857, see Report, B.C. '848. 
_. II; Report, 18S?, app. .6; Report, 18S8, _. 8. . ..., .,., 
}u., ..•.••••••••• , .... _ At!<." ••••••••.•• ,_ 
Apr. 6 ••••••••••••• 1,180,000 .as-
J .... , •..••.•••.••• S<lS_ At!<.6 ••••••••••••• , __ 

,... Jui. • ••••••••••••• ,,60.000 /t,ftf.' .. ... ........ ..6ts.aao "SJ 
• .." Apr. 9 •••••••••••• soo,_ ,.,.. , ,............ ''''S._ JUl.,...... ....... 1,,200,GOO 
.,., Ott. II •••••••••••• I60.o0o 

Apr. , •••••••••••• 1.I,so.ooD "u ).... • ...... ....... '.'so.- }u. 6 ••••• •••••••• • ...... _ 
()ct. ,. ••••••••• ••• '.161,000 Apr., .....• _....... _.aoa.ooo 

• For woekJ:y data of the ElttIleq.- deposit, see Appeedill, 
Cbarta '" and D. For the &IlIluai issues of DefideDcy and 
Ways and 101_ bills, see Table 5, pp. 7'-73. 

• GtapbicalIy, the aarve of the "Not Duo to Treuwy" 

But in one respect the problem of the divi
dend payments was different beginning in 1844. 
The increase of the circulation at the time 
the dividend was paid reduced the reserve of 
the Banking Department. To the extent that the 
increase of the circulation represented increased 
requirements of the general public, or to the 
extent that it was in response to a seasonal 
increase in the demand for reserve by the banks, 
it was a tightening influence. However, to the 
extent that it represented excess reserves of the 
London banks it was evidence of relaxation, as 
before 1844. 

The significance of the Treasury's operations 
from the standpoint of the general control of 
credit remained as great as before. The pe
riodic absorption of funds by the Exchequer 
balance gave the Bank an important means of 
governing the rate in the market. On the other 
hand, it was necessary to keep the terms of 
credit at the Bank in adjustment with the rate 
offered by the Treasury in order to control the 
release of funds to the market via the Treasury. 

The public's understanding of the signifi
cance of Treasury operations was probably less 
after 1844 than it had been during earlier 
years. The Lords Committee on Commercial 
Distress (and some of the members of the Com
mons Committee) claimed that the Act of 1844 
made it impossible during a general credit 
shortage for the Bank to give adequate accom
modation to the Treasury and to commerce at 
the same time. If Deficiency advances had 
been required in October, 1847, as they had 
been in April, the panic would have been ag
gravated, the Committee believed. Without 
definitely saying so they implied that the De
ficiency advances as such would have reduced 
the reserve of the Banking Department. More 

more -.17 __ the auw of the Excbeq_ bal
....... Compue Cbarta ZII and D. 
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especially they reasoned that advances to the 
Treasury reduced the aggregate accommoda
tion to commerce." Many others took a similar 
position.s Gilbart stated that Deficiency ad
vances were restrictive if they came when large 
advances were required by the discount mar
ket! Baring (Lord Ashburton) claimed that 
the reduction of public deposits during the 
April panic added to the distress. He reasoned 
that the smaller public deposits afforded the 
Bank less means of accommodating commerce.s 

The Bank officials showed a better grasp of 
the matter. Norman pointed out that, if De
ficiency advances had been required during the 
October panic, the notes would probably have 
remained in the money market and would have 
relieved the Bank of a corresponding demand 
for commercial accommodation. The amount 
of notes in the hands of the public would not 
be affected by Deficiency bills.· Morris stated 
that the Bank's reserve would be reduced by 
the payment of the dividend in any case, and 
whether Deficiency advances were required did 
not affect the matter.tO If Deficiency advances 
were required, other securities would be cor
respondingly reduced. Other portions of his 
explanation, though partially correct, were con
fusing. For example, he stated that "we al
ways take care to have a sufficient amount of 
notes coming in to enable us to pay the divi
dends." 11 This would lead the Committee to 
suppose that there was no net increase of the 

II Report, H.L. 1848, sec, L 

• Brown. Ev .• H.L. 1848, q. 2400. Glyn, Ev., Hl... 1848, 
qs. 1835-36. I 

'He added that it was peculiarly unfortunate that the 
Treasury was likely to require advances, owing to the Jess 
punctual payment of taxes, when there was commercial 
presswe (PracliaJl Tr",tb • ... B ... kiag, sth eel, vot I, 

p. r62). 
• TII4 FiMlICial IJIItl C ....... ercial Crisis CoMdued (2Dd 

ed., 1847), pp. 22-23. 
• Ev., B.L. 1848. qs. 2751-53. WegueliD, however, took 

the view of the Lords Committee OD Commercial Distress. 
See Ev., 1857, qs. 404-405. 

»Whether the Treasury provided for the dividend by 
reveoue collections or by the issue of Deficiency bills made 
DO differmce in the amount of DOtes and coin required by 
the general public. But a (DODSeaSOnaI) cbaDge from a 
situatiOD wbe", DeficieDcy bills we... roquired to ODe where 
they were Dot would mean an absorption of funds by the 
Treaswy; and the note reservos of the LondoD banks would 
tend to show less than their usual ....... na1 iDcftase. 

D Ev., ac. 1848. qs. 2g08-IO, 2926-30, 3716. Cotton's 

circulation arising from the dividend payment. 
In the first place, the critics of existing pro

cedure seemed to overlook the fact that the 
increased currency requirements of the general 
public coming at the end of one financial quarter 
and at the beginning of the next, and owing 
partly to the payment of the dividend, were a 
tightening influence regardless of the Treas
ury's position with the Bank. Secondly, they 
failed to view the change in the Treasury's 
position with the Bank from the standpoint of 
the reserve position of the London banks. Thus 
the refusal of the market to take all the Ex
chequer bill offerings in April, 1847, requiring 
the Treasury to draw more heavily upon the 
Exchequer balance and to resort to the Bank 
for Deficiency advances, was an easing influ
ence on the market. (This factor was offset in 
part, however, by the sale of securities by the 
Bank.) On the other hand, the improvement 
in the Treasury's position through October, 
making Deficiency advances unnecessary, was 
a tightening influence. It was a factor tending 
to increase the market's indebtedness to the 
Bank; and, since the Bank during the panic 
placed various restrictions upon discounts and 
advances, the market rate was sensitive to the 
volume of indebtedness to a greater extent than 
usual. Moreover, it is likely that the rates ex
acted by the Bank depended partly upon the 
amount of discounts and advances and not 
merely upon its reserve position. 

Evidently the City was coming to regard the 
dividend payment as a deflationary influence. 
Tooke stated that as the July, 1847 dividend 
approached there was apprehension regarding 
the effect upon the Bank's reserve.12 The Select 
Committee in 1858 stated that it was well known 
that there were periodical disturbances to the 
reserve when the dividend was paid." This 
was true. Nevertheless the dividend payment 
was normally a relaxing and not a tightening 
influence. Notwithstanding the seasonal reduc-

position .... similar (Ev. BL. '848, qs. 32sS-s9) •. See also 
TorreD5, Peel's Bill B>:pIahwJ, p. 43. 

UI History 0/ Prias, lV, 314 . 
.. ~rt, r8s8, p. viii. Tbe Committee added that the 

public deposits w..., "ill a oatbfactory state" by October .... 
.8S7, implying that if they b2d been IIID3IIer than they ... ..., 
(4,861,7...,), the p ........ would bave been iDcreued. TbiI 
.... the same DJistaM that Baring b2d made in '847. 
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tion generally shown in the Bank's reserve, the 
funds released to the market in the payment of 
the dividend were generally greater than the 
total funds absorbed by the repayment of tem
porary advances by the market, by the increase 
of the currency requirements of the general 
public, and by the seasonal increase in the de
mand for reserve by the London banks. It was 
only when the Bank's reserve was low to begin 
with that a further reduction from seasonal 
causes led the management to restrict credit 
and thus more than compensate the release of 
funds through the dividend payment. 

On the whole, comparatively little impor
tance was attached to the fact that the seasonal 
absorption of funds by the Treasury forced the 
market to apply to the Bank during a con
siderable portion of each quarter. Weguelin, 
however, pointed out that it gave the Bank a 
certain temporary power over the market rate. 
Moreover, he advised against spreading the 

dividend payments more evenly through the 
year on the ground that it was desirable for the 
Bank to have such power.to Hubbard also ad
mitted that the accumulation of the revenue 
gave the Bank a temporary power over the 
rate.tG But they both implied that this tempo
rary effect had no real significance from the 
standpoint of the general control of credit ex
pansion. 

It is noteworthy that little or no attention 
was. given to the fact that the market could 
take funds indirectly from the Treasury by 
refusing a certain portion of the Exchequer bill 
offerings. In Anderson's memorandum to the 
Committee on Public Monies one finds nothing 
of this sort, though it included an explanation 
of the Treasury's relations with the Bank. Nor 
did Chisholm deal with the matter in his Re
port on Public Income and Expenditure. 

110 Ev., 1857, qs. 393-405, 1192, 

.. Ev., 18S7, qs. 3365-68. 



CHAPTER XIII 

DISCOUNT POLICY 

JUST when the London banks began the prac
tice of leaving money at call with the bill 

brokers to an important extent is not altogether 
clear. Richardson in 1810 referred to taking 
money from the London banks which they 
could call at a moment's notice, and also to 
making one-day loans to them.1 Gurney in 
1819 referred to borrowing from the London 
banks for one day on account of the "wants of 
others." He stated also that there was such a 
scarcity of bills that he was having to buy gov
ernment securities to keep his funds employed, 
which would seem to imply that he was operat
ing with borrowed money as well as carrying 
on a strictly brokerage business. It may also 
be noted that he referred to himself at that 
time as a money dealer.2 In an earlier chapter 8 

it has been pointed out that the bill brokers did 
not obtain aid from the Bank, at least on an ex
tended scale, until after 1830, and undoubtedly 
this lack of ready access to the lender of last 
resort would interfere with their holding de
posits from the London banks; but it would 
not preclude altogether their holding such de
posits.' 

I. The Bank and the Bill Brokers 

At all events the deposit business of the bill 
brokers (or money dealers, as they came to 
refer to themselves) had grown rapidly during 
the thirty years ending in 1858. The Select 
Committee in 1858 called attention to the large 

1 Ev., 1810, pp. 147-141. 
• Ev., H.C. 1819. pp. 175. 178. 
'Chapter VIll, section [. 
• Cf. King, History 01 ,lie l.tm4tnJ DisCOlnlJ Mark." 

pp. 6.-,0. King states that the uswy laws, as weD as the 
lack of aa:ess to the Bank, prevented the bill bro ..... from 
holdiDg bonkers' caD moDey, siD<e they would have bad to 
pay as high a· rate as they were permitted to cIwge. Per
haps he overemphasius this cWlicul1y. After 18[7 the mar
ket bill rate was usuaIJy lower than 5 per c:mt. Moreover a 
rate of 5 per cmt on bills would DOt pt<dude the biB 
brokers' gettiug caD money at lower rates.. See Chart B, 
PP·92-<)3· 
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amount of deposits placed with the bill brokers 
by the London banks.' Neave estimated the 
deposits of three large houses at £15,500,000.' 
Good descriptions of the brokers' business were 
given by Gurney before the Lords Committee 
on Commercial Distress and by Chapman, 
managing director of Overend, Gurney, and 
Company, before the Select Committee in 
1857" 

Gurney stated that his firm took money from 
City and West End bankers 8 and from a large 
proportion of the country bankers. The Stock 
Exchange, he said, absorbed much of similar 
floating money.· Chapman,'" discussing the 
money dealers' business nine years later, stated 
that Overend, Gurney, and Company received 
money on deposit as "other banking houses" 
did, allowing interest at "something less" than 
the Bank discount rate "for money payable on 
demand." Their business (of holding deposits) 
had always been with the banking interests; in 
more recent years deposits for private parties 
had much increased. People preferred leaving 
their money with the discount houses to hold
ing Exchequer bills because in time of pres
sure it was difficult or impossible to sell Ex
chequer bills. The discount houses in tum 
placed their money mostly in bills of exchange. 
They loaned to some extent on government 
securities and, when money was very hard to 
invest, on other securities. But it was the ex-

• ~rt, [8S8, p. v. WiI50D IIated that the practice bad 
beeo growiDg (Ev. [8sS, q. 616). 

• Ev., r8s8, q. 40' . 
• See also "The Bank of EDgIaod aDd the Bm Bro ...... w 

~, Mad 20, 18SS. The best _t aa:ouDt of the 
developmeot of the discouDt hoUIoo is la King'. His"", " 
,lie l.tm4tnJ DisCOlnlJ MfJTkd. 

• Palmer stated, Iunrever, that the Wost End banbn 
were mo ... accustomed to holdiDg Euhequer bills than to 
placiDg money on caD with bill bro..... (Ev. HL. 18.4lI, 
q. '049)· 

• EO'. HL. 18.4lI, qs. 133715. The eumlaer snllV"rcI 
that the busiDeoo of Overead, Gamey, ODd Compaay .... 
equal to that of aD the other bill bro ..... ta1m together. 

-Chapman w. with Gumey'sfrom 1117. 
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ception and not the rule for Lombard Street 
houses to advance on any other security than 
bills of exchange. Chapman thought it very 
objectionable for discount houses to hold Ex
chequer bills, since they could not convert. 
them into cash in periods of pressure.ll 

David Salomons submitted data showing that 
the London and Westminster Bank at the 
periods of its half-yearly statements kept 
amounts on call with the bill brokers which 
averaged more than half the amount of its cash 
in hand." According to Weguelin, the joint 
stock banks in 1856 had only £2,000,000 of 
reserve against deposits of about £30,000,000," 
aside from money at call. It would seem there
fore that they relied partly upon their call 
money. Salomons agreed that the banks gener
ally regarded their money with brokers as part 
of their available cash, but he claimed that the 
London and Westminster Bank did not so re
gard it during the panic and would not have 
called it in. In both panics, he pointed out, 
money with some of the bill brokers did not 
come in when it was asked for'" 

Wilson stated (in 1845) that the London 
bankers by not paying interest on deposits 
encouraged the deposit business of the bill 
brokers!O No doubt such was the case as re-

"Ev., lS57, qs. 494'-54, 50911-5.06, and 51gB. The dilIi
culty in boldins Eschequer bills or olber govemmeat securi
ti.. was Ibat in periods of preswre Ibe Bank refused to 
make advances against Ibem. Such was Ibe case in 1837, 
1839, 1847, and .857. The bill broken Deeded Ibe type of 
paper which Ibe lender of last .... rt would accopt. 

11 EV.t 18S8. q. n8g. The estimate above is based UpoJl 

data for ten yesn. The amounts (_ omitted) for sdected 
dat .. are .. foUows: 

.B~:::u. 
c ..... II ...... _ ... _ 
... : c.u l8c:llf'iliu 

Dee. .s1, rl4s .... , &.590 , 56.1 I, 629 1:1.040 
June .sOt tBs6 .... ",'70 to, 601 1.t80 
Dec:. .sl. ISs6 .••• l104JI I,UO 431 '.91.s 
J ....... I." .... ".", .. , ... '''$.1 Dec. ,sl, lin .... 1.1.189 1.1.16 1,116 .s.s8.S 

.. Letter to Lewis, Report, lSS7. app. I. SalomODS pointed 
out to WegueliD, bowever. chat on November n. 1857 !be 
reserve of the London aDd Westminster Bank aloDe amounted 
to £.,0.0,000 against deposits of about £14,000,_ (Ev •• 
1858, qs. IllS. 1135-40). 

.. Ev. ISS&' qs. 1171-7', 1145-46. SanclenoD and Com
pany suspended in 1847 and, under !be Dame of SandenoD, 
SandemaD. and Company. apin la 1851. Bruce, Buxt .... 
and Company. reorpnioed as Bruce, WilkiDooD, and C0m
pany. also suspended iii bolb period& (D. II. Evano, Hio
lory 01 ... Co."""'" Cmir. 1857-51. 18590 p. SOJ 

·C.1OiJal, C.-- - ...., ('847). pp. '1-53 
(~Much ... 1845). The deposits of !be Ii ... Loa-

gards deposits held for country bankers and 
for nonbanking firms, but not as regards money 
received at call from London banks. For Lon
don banks, placing money with the bill brokers 
was a subterfuge for obtaining access to the 
Bank without rediscounting. Moreover, the new 
joint stock banks in London began the practice 
of paying interest on time deposits"· 

The bill brokers had had discount privileges 
at the Bank since 1830,11 but regulations which 
discriminated against them were not unknown 
before the Bank made its new rule in 1858. In 
1839 the Bank considered curtailing their dis
count privileges, but did not actually adopt such 
a course.18 During the period of the large rail
way deposits in 1846; the Bank reduced the 

. term of advances from ninety to sixty days and 
finally to ten days.18 Gurney stated that in the 
October panic of 1847 the Bank withdrew 
"usual" accommodation by way of discount, 
though there appears to have been no dis
crimination against the bill brokers as such. 
Re stated that the Bank was liberal in the 
amount of credit extended to him on the Satur
day before the Treasury Letter was issued 
(Monday, October 25, 1847), giving him 
£200,000 though charging 9 per cent.20 Wegue-

dOD joint stock banks in January. '845 were £70984.:105; of 
Ibe teD banks in Iun •• lS6o. 47.577,8'3 (Gilbart,_ 
01 B ... king, 41b ed .• pp. 69-71). 

.. Wben Ibe LondoD ODd Westminster Bank began busi
ness in 1834 the rate was ~ per cent for sums under £1000. 
Larger sums were allowed a rate determined wben lb. de
posit was takeo. CompetitiOD later fon:ed a rate nearer Bank 
rate. About Ibe time of Ibe panic of 1857 lb. allowance 
rate was 1 per CODt UDder Bank rate for deposits over £500. 
m .858 !be joint stock banks ceased for Ibe time to maintain 
a constant difference between lb. deposit rate and Bank rate, 
but allowed an "eopedienlu rate. The late was Dot mod by 
_t amODl !be baDb, but each bank DOtified Ibe 
otbeJs of any action takm. (D. SalolllODS, Ev. 18SS. qs. 
:n3O-33. 1l4S. 1210, 12,54-63.) SalomoDS said the London 
private banks allowed interest in some cases (q. 1203). 
Neon said that Ibey allowed interest cmly in spedal ...... 
where !be deposits ...... larp (Ev. ISs&, q. 1104). Cf. 
Thomas, IWo .. G"""IIJ 0/ 1_ Sloe' s-kinr. vol. .. 
p·SS6 • 

If No~ BY.., 1140. qs. 132y--a8. Norman's statrmemt 

is chat !be bill broken bad bad "accoun .... witb the Bank 
siDoo that time, but disaKml _ts ...... from !be __ 

to be iDduded. 
-D. B. ChapmaD. BY. 1857, q. 5195. 
-Gurney, Ev.ll.L.ll14&, q. "09. 
• Ev. HJ.. .lI4&, cp. log&, 1118-... Compare witb Chap

..... '5 ovidoD<e, ISS7. q. S007. See bolo .. for !be _ to 
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lin in 1857 stated that the Bank had at times 
placed peculiar restrictions upon the business 
conducted through the discount brokers. It 
had sometimes reduced the term of bills which 
they might bring to thirty days to run.21 Hub
bard stated that the Bank did not recognize 
the responsibility of turning securities into cash 
for the bill brokers when the bankers called in 
their money."" On October 28, 1857 Overend, 
Gurney, and Company asked if they might 
have assurance of unlimited discounts. The 
Bank refused to give such .assurance, insisting 
that applications be considered as they were 
made." As a matter of fact, however, the Bank 
did grant large discounts and advances to the 
bill brokers." But it must not be supposed that 
the market obtained nearly all of its accommo
dation through that source at this period." 
The brokers obtained only slightly more than 
a fourth of the total discounts and advances 
made during the last quarter of 1857. The 
country banks, as in previous panics,'· obtained 
direct aid from the Bank on a large scale; 
while the merchants and traders obtained as 
much accommodation as the brokers and bank
ers taken together. The extent to which dis
counts for bill brokers, as against discounts for 
traders, were the channel through which the 
Bank gave aid to the market will be considered 
further after we have examined the relation 
between Bank rate and the market rate.'" 

which the Bank restricted discounts during the October 
panic. 

s:! EV'J 1857. q. 34. • Ev., 18S7, q. 2380. 
• Neave, Ev., 18S8, qs. 374, 543-545. 
:II According to Neave, the failure of Sanderson, Sande

man, and Company was owing to their inability to offer 
the Bank good securities, Dot to the refusal of the Bank to 
take good bills from them (qs. 596-599). 

• U Analysis of Discounts and Advances (London and 
Country), October, November, and December 18S7," Report, 
18S8, app. 13 (000 omitted). 

LnoImJ 
C_ 

T ... 
Scotch banks ................... £1,<191 

l.Sh9'S 
£1,297 

English banks and banbrs ......• 1,076 7.074 
Bill brokers aDd dismunt companies 90456 9.456 

llercbaats aDd tradeIs ........ _ .. 
117,821 

""" 3.535 17.915 

£35.8cn 
Neave stated th.t the banks obtained three fifths of the 

Bank's "special advances," i.e., emergency advanCZ5 (Ev., 
1858, qs. 317-318). 

- For an acconnt of the aid given to the country banks 
in 1847, see Morris, H.C. 1848, q. 2645. 

II'See the end of Section 2. 

Shortly after the panic of 1857 the Bank, 
objecting to the large potential demands for 
discounts by the bill brokers, passed a rule 
which was intended to curtail drastically the 
accommodation which they were to receive in 
the future." From the restrictions and threat
ened restrictions cited, however, it must be 
clear that the new rule was not a sharp break 
with the past. Under the new rule the bill 
brokers were not to be permitted to discount 
any bills at the Bank whatever. They could 
receive only advances. The quarterly advances 
were to be made to them as usual. Other ad
vances were to be considered "special and 
dealt with accordingly."'· The Bank, Neave 
stated, would feel at liberty to do as it chose. 
He added, however, that in moments of ex
treme difficulty the Bank would help the 
brokers.'o Despite his statement that the rule 
would alter the Bank's practice quite decidedly, 
it seems clear that the directors were intending 
to feel their way carefully. They were willing 
to threaten the brokers in order to bring about 
a change from what they regarded as an un
sound practice. It is not so certain that they 
ever intended to carry out such a threat. 

Governor Neave in discussing the purpose 
of the rule did not follow a single line of argu
ment. He stated first that its object was to keep 
the resources of the Bank more "within her own 
compass," and to compel the bill brokers to 
maintain a reserve, which at the time they did 
not do." Further on he stated that the rule 
would increase caution and "do away a good 
deal with the deposits with the brokers at 
call."·' The rule might therefore prevent the 
bankers from keeping so large a portion of 
their reserves on deposit with the brokers." 
Finally, he stated that the existing system en
couraged an inferior grade of bills. The broker, 
having taken the money at interest, felt obliged 
to get bills where he could, even though he had 
to make some concessions as to quali ty." 

- Glyn stated that the rule w .. merely a revenioD to an 
old custom (Examination of Neave, 18S8, q. 11.). Be re
foned presumably to the pract.ice prior to 1830. 

• Neave, Ev., 1858, Q5. 306-398, 405;.06, 688. 
-Ibid. cp. 695, 7"9-7". 
D Ibid. q. 399. 
• Ibid., q. 700. 
-Ibid. q. 706. 
"Ibid., qs. 924 and 1102. 
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There can be no doubt that the main object 
of the rule was to compel the brokers or bankers 
or both to hold more reserve instead of throw
ing so much of the burden upon the Bank. The 
alleged object of keeping the resources of the 
Bank more "within her own compass" sug
gests that the Bank desired to repudiate its 
obligations as a lender of last resort.·o Every
thing considered, however, the object seems to 
have been not to go so far, but to compel the 
market to get into a position where it would 
have less occasion to resort to the Bank. 

The argument in favor of the rule showed a 
fundamental misconception of the Bank's true 
position. Even supposing the rule to have been 
successful in compelling the brokers or bankers 
to hold a larger reserve, once such a convention 
had been established any uneasiness would 
have led the market to attempt to increase its 
reserve by realizing on bills and government 
securities. Consequently the Bank would have 
had to increase its securities in some form or 
other just as in the actual situation. It seems 
odd that Neave did not grasp this point inas
much as he pointed out that the bankers 
strengthened their reserve in times of difficulty 
and that it was for this very reason that they 
called in money from the bill brokers." Pos
sibly he considered that such was the case only 
because the normal reserve was too small. 
However, even supposing the banks and brokers 
had been willing to permit their reserves to 
dwindle during a drain, in so far as the reserves 
consisted of deposits at the Bank, the Bank 
would still have had to meet a drain out of its 
reserve. 

This last point was brought out by the 
Economisl. In discussing the new rule the 
writer of the article proposed that the discount 
houses should either revert to the bill broker
age business strictly, accepting no deposits, or 
maintain a reserve as bankers did. He ex
pressed a doubt, however, whether the Bank 
would itself maintain a larger reserve even 
though the brokers and bankers did maintain 

• See Chapter XV. 
• BY., 18S8, qs. 113-11 •• 145-147, and. 6g?-6g8.. Landa 

baDkers' ball1lCOS ..... from u,sn,aoo on October 10 to 
ts04S8.ooo on November 11. IBn. and to more thaa 
uo,eoo,_ oiter the _t of the clivideDd Ia ]IIlIWY, 
18S8. Cf. CbaJt zv. 

a large reserve on deposit with the Bank. The 
rule would be of no avail, he claimed, unless 
the Bank's reserve, which was the reserve of 
the nation, were also increased.·1 

Possibly the directors did not say all that 
they had in mind. No doubt they would have 
been more willing to contemplate holding a 
larger central reserve if the bankers or brokers 
had held larger reserve deposits. Undoubtedly 
the directors felt that it was unfair for the 
Bank to stand ready to meet large demands 
for discounts from people who in periods of 
easy rates discounted no bills at all and who 
maintained no reserve deposit account which 
might be used as a source of earnings. 

The best argument against the new rule was 
given by Chapman before its actual adoption. 
If the money dealers did not go to the Bank 
when there was a money shortage the public 
would have to go direct. It was a relief to all 
parties for the money dealers to go quietly to 
the Bank and relend to the public. A refusal 
to discount by the money dealers would create 
alarm. He recalled that "about 1839" an inti
mation from the Bank that it might refuse to 
discount for the money dealers had caused 
Gurney's to hold up temporarily all discounts 
for the public. The Governor (Sir John Rae 
Reid), after seeing the consequences of the 
Bank's policy, agreed to discount for Gur
ney's." 

It seems to have been quite generally under
stood that the existing system was simply a 
device by which the banks could have access 
to the Bank without violating the tradition 
against rediscounting." Weguelin, for instance, 
asked Salomons whether the existing arrange
ment was not "equivalent to a rediscount of 

• ''The Bank of EDgland and the BiD Bro ...... • &1111-
... i.d, March 20, 1858. 

• £V., 18$7, qs. 5190-95. 
• The London private bonks bad not rediscounted since 

18.S. Cf. Glyn, HL. 1848, q. 1916. Chapman stated that 
the London jolat stock bonks did not rediscount (Ev., 18S7, 
qs. SUI-IS). Many of the country banks, however, am
tlaued to rediscount. S. S. lloyd of Uoydo and Company 
stated that the jolat stock bonks (pIesumabIy Ia the country) 
kept short biDo which they .... t to the Bank Ia c:ase of need. 
The Bank would not, however, take a biD from a n_ 
muIac banker (Ev. 18s&. q. '78S). At an earlier period 
Wylie stated that most of the bonks Ia Liverpool redis
counted with the BanIr. (Ev. B.L. 1848, q. 0086). 
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For minimum Bank discount rate, see Report, 1857, app. 13; P.P.I873, (n9), XXXDI:; Hubbard, Ev., 1857, q. 2760; 
Weguelin, Ev., I8S7, q. 34. For monthly maximum discount rate, see Report, H.C. 1848, app. 13; Report, 18$7, app. 38; 
Report, ISSS, app. 10. For the market bill rate (monthly), see Chapman, Ev., ISS7, q. 4876. For the term of bills eligible 
at the Bank, see Tooke, History 0/ Prius, Y, 563-564; Weguelin, Ev., ISS7, q. 34. 

bills." 40 "A Banker," writing in the Economist, 
argued that if the Bank would not lend to the 
bill brokers in a crisis, then the banks would 
themselves have to apply to the Bank. The 
directors, being large merchants, would con
sider it their duty to prevent a panic and so 
would giye relief. 4I . 

In discussing the new rule again in 186o, the 
Economist warned against the danger of ex
cluding the brokers from the discount privilege, 
though it argued that they should maintain a 
reserve deposit at the Bank. The brokers, 
stated the article, could not easily protect them
selves by refusing to discount, since it was hard 
to tum away a regular customer. Moreover, if 
the brokers refused to discount at the begin
ning of a panic it would only aggravate the 
distress. The Bank could not of course agree 
to discount to an indefinite extent for anyone. 
It should establish a line of credit which the 

.. Ev., :l8SS, q. IIU. SalOlDOUS replied iD the negative, 
insisting upon the legal distindion. 

""What is the Proper Reserve of the Bank of Eng
land?- ~, April 3, 18SS. WDsoD, in rnmining 
Nea .... stated that the business was for the c:onvaUaIcz of 
the bankera as well as the public (EY~ ISsS. q. 617). 

brokers might not exceed." The obvious criti
cism of the Economist's suggestion is that such 
a course would still have been a repudiation of 
the Bank's obligations as a lender of last resort 
and so would not have been acceptable to the 
bill brokers. 

Thus the Bank continued to give accommo
dation in some form to the bill brokers, and the 
rule was a dead letter as far as its main content 
was concerned. The Bank officiaJs of course 
had stated that they would give such aid as 
they saw fit in moments of extreme difficulty. 
It seems likely that the main object of the rule 
was to threaten the brokers vaguely, with the 
idea of forcing them to maintain reserve bal
ances at the Bank." It was of course desirable 
that the Bank should hold sufficiently large de
posits from the market to enable it to pursue a 
credit policy not dictated by considerations of 
earnings. The failure of the bill brokers to 
bear their share of the burden of maintaining 
the reserve might have contnllUted toward an 

• "The BiD-Brokers aad the Bank of Engbnd,' 1JuIIJ.. 
".;n, April 7, 1860. 

·N ...... EY~ lasS. q. u,. 
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CHART D 
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For monthly maximum. and minimum rates for advances, see Report, 1857, app. 6; R.eport, 1858, app. 3. (For mini
mum discount rate, see sources given for Chart C.) 

undesirable relaxation as the central gold re
serve increased. 

2. The Actual (Quantitative) Relation of the 
Bank Rate to the Market Rate 

After the Bank Act of 1844 the directors 
abandoned their rule of not reducing Bank dis
count rate below 4 per cent. While this was a 
step of considerable importance, I believe it 
has been considered a greater departure from 
previous methods of control than was actually 
the case. Hawtrey, for instance, states that 
under the new method of management the Bank 
competed for a "substantial amount of dis
count business under conditions of cheap 
money, which, with its previous practice, would 
have allowed it practically none."" It is true 
that, under the old practice, bills from the Lon
don money market were not sent to the Bank 
except during periods of pressure, but second 
grade bills were taken there at all times both 
from London and the provinces." On the other 
hand it is a mistake to suppose that the dis
count houses took bills to the Bank during 
periods of cheap credit ail. 1844. As Gurney 

.. Art 01 C.."., BaIiJoc. p. ilL 
• See Papter VIU. 

stated, "We never apply to the Bank, unless 
the Amount of Circulating Medium in the City 
is below the Requirements, then we became 
in a large Degree the Agents in getting it from 
the Bank. If the Supply of Circulating Medium 
is adequate we never go near them."'· Gur
ney's statement of course applies only to the 
bill brokers. The data regarding rates and the 
amount of discounts at the Bank lead one to 
believe that the merchants with prime bills also 
stayed away from the Bank in periods of very 
low rates. The large amount of discounts be
ginning in 1845 was owing to a group of events, 
such as the improvement in the cash position 
of the Treasury, the railway deposits, and the 
drain, which would have made the market 
dependent upon the Bank in one form or an
other under the old procedure. With the re
turn of cheap money in 1848-1'850 and again 
in 1852 the curve of discounts declines as in 
1838 and in 1843-44. Moreover, the discounts 
in both periods included those for country 
banks under agreemenL The most that can be 
said is that the new rule was administered on 
some few oa:asions so as to allow discounts 

.. BY. S.L. 1848. q. 1344-
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(presumably from the London money market) 
to increase without the Bank's raising the rate 
immediately to 4 per cent. In most cases the 
minimum discount rate was 4 per cent or 
above when the market was clearly in the 
Bank." 

TABLE 8 
ML'lIMUM BANK DISCOUNT RATE AND DATES OF 

CHANGES, 1844-1859' 

Minimum Minimum 
Da .. "' .. Da .. ..te 

• 844 Sept. 5 ...... .~ .855 June '4 ...... 3~ 

.845 Oct. .6 3 
Sept. 6 ...... 4 ...... 
Sept. '3 4~ Nov. 6 ..... . 3~ ...... 
Sept. '7 ...... S 

.846 Aug. '7 ••. '0. 3 Oct. 4 ....... 5~ 
• 847 Jan . '4 .... ,. 3~ Oct. .8 .... -, 6 

Jan. 21 ...... 4 • 856 MaY'9 ...... S 
April 8 ••• • 0. 5 June.6 ...... 4~ 
Aug. 5 .. - .... 5~ Oct. • . ...... S 
Oct. '5 ... , .. 8 Oct. 6 . ...... 6 
Nov. 22 ...... 7 Nov. 13 . ..... 7 
Dec. 2 ....... 6 Dec. 4 . ...... 6~ 
Dec. 22 ... ,-, S Dec .• 8 ...... 6 

.848 Jan. '7 .... .. 4 .857 April • . ..... 6~ 
June '5 .... .. 3~ June .8 ...... 6 
Nov. • ...... 3 July .6 . ..... 5~ 

'849 Nov.u .~ Oct. 8 ....... 6 ...... 
Oct. .. ...... 7 

18so Dec. 26 ... -0- 3 Oct. '9 8 ...... 
1851 No change Nov. S ...... 9 

1852 J ..... .~ 
Nov. 9 ..... .0 ....... 
Dec. 24 8 

April 
. ..... 

.2 -.... • 
.853 Jan. 6 .~ 

.858 Jan. 7 ....... 6 ....... 
Jan. '4 S Jan. 20 

...... ...... 3 Jan. 28 4 June :I 3~ 

...... ....... 
Feb. 4 3~ Sept . • ....... ...... 4 Feb. II 

Sept. '5 ...... 4~ 
...... 3 

Dec. 9 ......... ~ 
Sept. 29 ...... S 

.854 May II S~ 
.859 April .8 ..... 3~ ...... 

MayS 4~ Aug. 3 S 
. ...... ....... 

June 2 3~ .... -. 
1855 April S ...... 4~ June 9···.··· 3 

May 3 ....... 4 July '4 . ..... 2)4 

a For Bank discount rate from 1773 to 1844, see Dote to 
Chart B, p. 93. 

Bank rate after 1844, in contrast with the 
period preceding, was a minimum rate. This 
was the rate for prime bills in London and the 
ra.te which the money dealers presumably paid. 
Bills not so well known (and therefore not dis-

.. From SeptembeI " .853, 10 February .. • 8S8 Bank 
rate was less thaD 4 per cent for oo1y three months.. 

countable in the London market at the lowest 
rate) were taken by the Bank at higher rates, 
which varied according to the parties and 
nature of the bill. Bills taken at the Bank 
Branches were now charged a rate about y. per 
cent higher than the minimum Bank rate in 
London, whereas before 1844 the rate had 
been the same at both places.'· It also should 
be noted that the Bank during certain periods 
shortened the term of bills acceptable at the 
minimum rate, cbarging a bigher rate for bills 
of ninety-five days. In Table 9 I have sepa
rated the total volume of bills discounted at the 
Bank into three groups: (a) bills discounted 
at the minimum rate; (b) at rates above the 
minimum by not more tban y. per cent; and 
(c) those discounted at rates more than y. per 
cent above the minimum." 

Let us turn to the contemporary views con
cerning the position of the Bank rate in rela
tion to the market rate, bearing in mind that 
Bank rate usualIy refers to the minimum dis
count rate and that the market rate refers to 
the rate charged by the London discount houses . 
Gurney states that the money dealers gener
ally change their rate when Bank rate changes, 
though there are times when they are not gov-

.. The evidence OD this poiDt is Dot altogether consistent. 
WyUe, a trader in Liverpool, stated that ohortly after Ibe 
Brancbes were established a system w .. adopted of claMify
ing paper as AI and A2, charging about ~ per cent higher 
for 112. The A2 firms, he stated, were just as good though 
Dot so well known as the AI fiJ1DJ. Mter remonstrance with 
Ibe Bank Ibe rule was changed so .. 10 charge aU papel at 
Ibe Brancbes a rate ~ per cent high .. thaD Ibe London rate . 
(Ev., HL . • 848, q •. 2082-94.) NOnDan stated !bat lb. rate 
in .848 was high .. at tbe Brancbes and tbat oucb had alwayo 
been Ibe case (Ev., HL . • 848, qs. 279.r¢). James Lister, 
manager of Ibe Union Bank in Liverpool, stated !bat tbe 
rate at Ibe Liverpool Branch had been tbe ume .. tbe 
London rate until .1\44. and tbat sin<e then it had been ~ 
10 • per cent higher (Ev. HL. '848, q. '458). Tbe data 
submitted by Ibe Bank go bad: no furlber thaD .839. They 
indicate !bat from .839 10 '844 Ibe rates at tbe Branches 
were Ibe same as Ibose .t tbe Bank in London. After '844 
the rata in tbe country were generaUy higher thaD tbe 
minimum in London, but tbe diff ..... tiaJs varied (Report, 
H.C .• 848, app. 'S). 

• The table has minor inaccur.acies owing 10 the U<t 
!bat the minimum rate charged during any .. edt .... <alcu-
1ated as if it prevailed during tbe ontire week, tbougb actu
ally Ibe rate .... changed before the ..... k euded - usaaDy 
on a ThulSday and on a few _ befOIe ThulSday • 
Thus tbe amounts discounted at rates higher thaD the mini
mum nate are a little overstated. 
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erned by Bank rate. When the exchange is 
unfavorable and there is a pressure on the 
money market the money dealers charge a 
higher rate than the Bank. From October to 
December, 1846, for example, the market rate 
was 3 to 331.1, whereas Bank rate was 3 per 
cent. On the other hand, when there is no 
pressure the money dealers charge a lower rate 
than the Bank." Palmer likewise holds that 
when the exchange is favorable and currency 
is increasing the market rate is below Bank 
rate; and that when the currency is contracted 
by the export of bullion the market rate_ is 
above." Morris says that the market rate is 
lower when money is very abundant, and the 
same or higher when money is dear." He 
denies that the Bank put the minimum rate 
down to the market in 1844. When Bank rate 
was 2 Yo per cent the market discount rate was 
2 and loans at call I ~ to I ~ per cent.·s Cotton 
also denies that the Bank led the market in 
1844." 

The best explanation of the relative positions 
of the rates was given in 1857 by Chapman. 
Practically, he stated, the Bank rate was a sort 
of maximum to the private rate; his own rate 
had more frequently been below Bank rate 
than above. He would not go below Bank rate 
if he could get bills at that rate. But if he 
found that he had large sums unemployed in 
consequence of the public's preferring the 
courtesies of the Bank," he would be obliged 
to cut a little under Bank rate. For example, 
on April 22, 1852 the Bank reduced its rate to 
2 per cent, where his rate had been for about 
two months. He was then obliged to go to I ~ 
per cent and finally to 1~, as he could not 
afford to be without bills." On the other hand, 
if the demand for money was so considerable 

• Ev •• H.L. J8.t8. qs. 1105-11; Report, B.L. 18.48, app. C. 
• Ev .• H.L. 1848. q. 93>. Palmer probably meant pres

sure from any source. 
- Ev., H.L. 1848, q. 617. 
- Ev., H.C. 1848, q. 3330. As .... shaD .... ho_, 

Morris defends ~ BUIlt for competing for the discount 
busmess. 

• Ev •• B.L. 1848, q.lJOI. 
- Glyu beIiewd that if the BUIlt cbarpd !be __ nle 

u !be broken ~ public would prefer !be BUIlt OR account 
of !be .... ter 1IOCIOq'. The broken puted with their biDs to 
~ private baDk .... (Ev. H.L. 1848. qa. 1685-86.) 

-Hubbani daimecI that Lombud Street _ to IK 
/H/_!be BUIlt _t to 1 per .... t (Ev. 1857, q. '3&). 

as to drive him to take money from the Bank, 
he would check it by charging a higher rate. 
He did not like to get a profit by his trans
actions with the Bank. He would not solicit 
business that would drive him to the Bank. 

TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION O. THE VOLUME O. DISCOUNTING ACCORD

ING TO CERTAIN CLASSES OF RATES 
CHARGED BY THE BANK· 

Year 

1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 

Discounb 
atthe 

minimum 
... te 

.... £ 2,'98 

.... 15,959 

.... 28,057 

.... 19,556 
4,123 

.... 2,747 

1850 .... 5,657 
18S1 .... 13,269 
1852 •••• 6.:159 
.853 .... 23,704 
18S4 .... 20,321 
.855 .... '9,957 
1856 .... 26,144 
1857 .... 43,902 

1844 ...... 86.9 
.845 ...... 86 .• 
'846 ...... 81.9 
1847 ...... 50.9 
.848 ...... 46.7 
1849 ...... 61.0 

.850 ...... 75.6 
1851 ...... 86.8 
1852 ...... 8'.9 
1853 ...... 9'-4 
.854 ...... 93·7 
1855 ...... go .. 
1856 ...... 84-5 
1857 ...... 89-5 

DiscouDts 
at rates 

above the 
Disc.ounts at 

rates morc Lhan 
J4 per cent 
above the 

minimum by 
not more than 

J' per cent minimum Total 

A" .. ,,,,," (000 omitted) 

£ 338 £ 8 
1,743 836 
4,789 1",08 
8>483 10.:156 
3.:199 1.:114 
1,032 727 

1,'102 
1,832 

1.:153 
2,128 

1.:157 
'.:195 
2,844 
J,8S2 

Percentag .. 

12.8 

9-4 
J4·0 

:12.1 

38-4 
22·9 

.. .8 
12.0 
17-5 
8.> 
6.26 
603 
9" 
3.6 

121 
183 
50 
93 

9 
785 

1,936 

3.:192 

0.3 
4-5 
401 

27.0 
14·9 
.6.1 

1.6 
,.2 
0.6 
0-4 
0-04 
3-5 
603 
6·9 

£ .,643 
18,539 
34,254 
38.:195 

8,836 
4,506 

7>480 
15,284 
7.762 

25,925 
II,687 
11,137 
30 ,925 
49,146 

100 
100 
100 
.00 
100 
100 

.00 

'00 
100 
100 
.00 

'00 
100 
100 

• Sowu: Report, 1857, app. 6 and 7; Report, 1858, app. 4. 

However, he thought it his natural business to 
go there when the public money was accumu
lating. Somebody had to supply the vacuum. 
(Chapman referred here of course to the 
quarterly advances to the market accompany
ing the absorption of funds by the Treasury.) 
He could not long carry on his business with 
money borrowed from the Bank, because he 
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would then charge a higher rate than Bank 
rate, which would throw off a great number of 
bills to the Bank.51 

Hubbard, viewing the matter from the stand
point of the Bank directors, states that the 
Bank does not go as high as its "competitors" 
when money is scarce, or as low when money 
is plentiful. It has private customers who are 
dependent upon it for accommodation and it 
can not without injustice refuse to lend to them 
at the current rate. But it does not take the 
lead in varying the rate. The Bank, for in
stance, did not lower the rate in 1852 to 2 per 
cent until the rate in Lombard Street went to 
1 U. Nor does the Bank raise the rate until the 
increased demands upon it render it necessary 
to take such a step in keeping with the value 
of money out of doors.58 

Weguelin states that "we never lead the way 
in the rate of interest." The rule is in "some 
degree" to follow the market. If the market 
went to 2 per cent the Bank would reduce to 
2 y. per cent. The competition of the Bank has 
not been very great in the discount market.58 

He assents, however, to Hankey's. statement 
that there is a resolution of the Court to the 
effect that Bank rate shall be kept approxi
mately at the market rate.80 In saying that the 
Bank does not "take the lead," Hubbard and 
W~guelin appear to mean that it does not com
pete for bills except from its private customers 
when money is cheap, and that it allows bills 
to increase when money is scarce, not attempt
ing at such times to keep above the market. 

The examination of rate relationships throws 
some light on the extent to which the 'Bank 
discounted for traders as against bill brokers. 
It is evident that when the market rate was 
slightly under Bank rate the bill brokers were 
not discounting at the Bank. On the other 
hand, when the brokers were driven to discount 
at the Bank they charged a higher rate than 

"Ev .• I857. qs. 4864-74, 49I3. S087-<JS. The biD brokers 
Dot only charged a higher mte !ban the Bank. in periods of 
pressure; according to Palmer they !SOmetimes added a com
mission of ~ to I per cent Oat OD bills (Ev. B.L. I848. qs. 
764-76S)· William Brown stated that the commissions 
added in IB47 ofleD brought the true >:ate to 20 or 30 per 
.... t per annum (ibid., q. 2308). 

• Ev., 1857, qs. 236S-7S, 2844. 
• Ev., 18n, qs. 250, 2'70. 
-Ev., J857, q.1259. 

Bank rate. As Chapman pointed out, such a 
rate relationship would cause traders with dis
count accounts to go to the Bank.81 He might 
have added that the London banks also would 
drive a certain portion of their customers to 
the Bank when there was a credit shortage; 
though at the same time they would supply call 
money - within limits - to the bill brokers at 
a lower rate than the market bill rate, since 
they considered money placed with the brokers 
as part of their reserve. Weguelin, however, 
stated that the larger portion of the Bank's 
discounts came through the bill brokers.·' This 
statement is entitled to weight but it is not con
clusive as regards an extended period. During 
a large part of Weguelin's term as Governor 
the market rate was as high as Bank rate, or 
higher. It is possible that the limitation of the 
term of bills in 1855 and 1856 discriminated in 
favor of the bill brokers, wbo would have rela
tively large amounts of bills with sixty days to 
run. During the last quarter of 1857 discounts 
for traders greatly predominated. In the period 
after 1857 there is further evidence that the 
Bank supplied funds more largely through 
traders. The Bank discontinued discounting for 
brokers altogether, giving them only advances. • Nevertheless discounts continued during the 
next fifteen years very much greater than ad
vances. 

3. Which Controls the Other, Bank Rate or 
Market Rate? 

Morris states that the Bank, since it has only 
a certain reserve to deal with, can never keep 
interest rates unnaturally low for any length 
of time.82 Cotton states similarly that the rate 
is regulated by the general rate all over the 
world. If the Bank were to keep the rate un
naturally low the pressure on it would soon 
become so great as to require it to raise the rate. 
If it were to keep the rate unnaturally high it 
would lose its discounts and cause an influx of 
bullion." Loyd says that, if circumstances 
occur naturally producing violent fluctuations 
in the rate, the Bank must conform. Of course 
if the Bank were to lend at 3 per cent when the 

• Ev., I8S7, q. 4864.. 
• Ev., ISS7, q. 31S . 
- Ev., B.C. 1848, q. 3420. 
.. Ev., B.L. 1'841. cp. 3213-14).. 
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market rate was 4, the market would be de
pressed temporarily, but it could not long sat
isfy the demands upon it at such a rate. "As 
long as the Bank fairly employs the Means at 
its Command, the Bank has no Power of regu
lating the Rate of Interest."·· The words 
"fairly employs" seem to refer to the standards 
of good private banking. Thus the Bank in 
this view is only a very small influence in the 
gold standard world, and the extent of its influ
ence is measured by its ability to absorb or 
release gold. 

Glyn, when asked if the Bank "commands" 
or "follows" the market, states-that, when the 
discounts of the bankers and brokers are 
limited, the demand falls upon the Bank and 
it then commands the market.·· Palmer goes· 
further. Discussing the policy of 1844, he states 
that reducing Bank rate to 2 y. per cent could 
not fail to reduce the rate throughout the coun
try. The rate in London went below that, it 
being always a necessary consequence, while 
the currency is increasing or stationary, that 
the money in the hands of money dealers must 
be employed at the best rate they can obtain 
before the Bank can find employment for its 
reserve."' Lister states that the bankers in 
Liverpool watch very closely what the Bank is 
doing and adjust their action accordingly. 
When they raise, we raise as high as they do 
or higher. An advance of Bank rate is a signal 
to the whole country to "look out." But in 
ordinary times the market rate in Liverpool is 
often under Bank rate." 

Tooke states that, while the Bank can have 
no permanent influence on the rate, it can have 
a temporary influence which is very perceptible. 
This is shown by the anxiety manifested on the 
Stock Exchange and in Lombard Street to 
learn the rate fixed by the Bank each Thursday. 
At another point he states that no other bank 
can "produce so great a temporary effect on the 
Rate of Interest." .. 

At the inquiry of 1857 Norman reaffirms the 
Currency School position that the Bank can not 
liz the rate hut must conform to the rate out of 

• Ev. H.L. .848, qs. '6.14-38. 
• Ev. HL. '848, qs. '7CI-<o. 
• Ev. HL. '848, q. 9". 
• Ev. H.L. '848, qs. ,..8-7$. 
• Buu., _/ Pri<o>, Y, ss6-sn, 544-545. 

doors!O Loyd says that the "Bank of England 
have no more power of raising the rate of dis
count than you or 'r have; they must con
form." 71 Hildyard then asks him why he 
remonstrated with the Bank in 1847 for not 
raising the rate if the market rate was in no 
way dependent upon the Bank. Loyd replies 
that it was because the Bank's policy was re
ducing the reserve!2 Hubbard says, "I must 
confess my amazement at finding people cen
sure or praise the Bank for making the rate of 
interest high or low, when the Bank has no 
possible power to make it the one or the other." 
The rate changes from causes which are in the 
hands of Providence. He admits, however, that 
the Bank can affect the rate during the accumu
lation of public money!· 

Weguelin concedes somewhat more. Though· 
in general the Bank is obliged to follow the 
market, it has a power over the rate not pos
sessed by others in the same degree when there 
is an export of "floating capital."" It may also 
exert a power over the rate during the accumu
lation of public deposits!· Chapman thinks 
Bank rate and market rate affect one another. 
The Bank has the power "very much" of regu
lating the rate when the public have recourse 
to it"· 

Gibbs, who was a director in 18S7,laterwrote 
that a Bank rate of 5 per cent when the market 
rate was 3 y. to 4 per cent was not effective. 
But if much gold left, Bank rate would "be
come a real acting rate." TT 

Thus the directors, though minimizing the 
extent of the Bank's responsibility for the 
market rate, admitted that they could govern 
the market during a drain or when from other 
circumstances the market was dependent upon 
the Bank. But as a matter of fact the banks 
were constantly dependent upon the Bank in
directly in some form for a margin of their 
reserves. 

-Ev .. 1857. qs. 2973, 2995. 
n Ev .. 1857, qs. 3800-08. 
• Ev •• 8$7, q. 4065. See also Ev., H.C. 1848, qs. 5119-33. 
• Ev .. 1857. qs. 2365-68. 
• Ev .. 1857. qs. 119~ 
• BY "I liS?, q. lSI. 
• Ev .. 1857, qs. 4839-40. 
"Letten of Price ..... Gibbs ia Price's Cia".. .. ~ 

Ii<aI Po/iIi<aI &-7 (.878), lIP. 493-495. Gibbs was 
Go_ '875-'17. 
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4. What Ought to be the Position of the Bank 
Rate in Relation to the Market Rate? 

Should the Bank Compete for Discounts? 

Morris holds that the Bank should follow 
the market rate. Formerly, he says, the Bank 
bought securities when the rate was above the 
market. The disadvantage of such procedure 
he claims, was that the Bank had to sell securi~ 
ties when the rate was high in order to get notes 
to meet the demand for discounts. Then it had 
to buy them back when the rate was low thus 
making a 10ss,7· It was decided therefor~ that 
the Bank should keep a portion of its "de
posits" employed in the discount of bills where 
the money would be constantly under control.·· 
The expiration of bills brings in notes without 
excitement, whereas the sale of securities does 
not. If the Bank is to issue against discounts it 
must vary the rate in the same manner as the 
discount brokers, else it will accumulate notes 
at the expense of the public." If it may not 
vary the rate as money dealers do it should 
relinquish discounting altogether. Perhaps this 
would cause less difficulty in managing the 
Bank; though there would remain this diffi
culty; if it were known that the Bank was 
buying securities, their market price would 
rise."' 

I believe Morris's position was sound to this 
extent; if the Bank was to depend upon dis
count operations by themselves it could not be 
expected to have an arbitrary minimum below 
which it might not reduce the rate'" Such a 
procedure would lead automatically to deflation 
at certain times. But the purpose for which he 
desired to vary the rate was for the most 'part 

.. The Bank did in fact seD securities during the crises of 
1825. 183&-37. 1847. and 1857. (Most of the securities sold 
in 1839 were in a different category, since they were only 
temporarily transferred to the bankers .. security for the 
loan from Paris and Bamburg.) The obvious answer to 
Morris's objection was that it was futile for the Bank to 
seD securities during a pressure, when their sale only in
creased the demand for discoUD~. 

- Presco~ the Deputy Goveruor. also _ressed a pref
erence for bills as agaiDst stock so that the mouey would be 
ooDStantly retumiug to the Bauk. 

- As DOted in the previous section, Morris denied that 
the Bank a<tualIy bad reduced the rate to the _ iD Lom
bard Street. 

: Ev .. B.C. 1148, qs. 2641, 3006, 3333-42. 3421-22. 
Though it would Dot bave to maiDtaiD dose ooutact 

with the Loudou IIlIlket iD order to obtaiD lOme discoUDI5. 

objectionable. He wanted the Bank to be able 
to increase its discounts for the sake of earn
ings when the reserve was large, and to decrease 
discounts as suited its own convenience when 
the reserve declined. In other words, he wanted 
the Bank to be operated in the same way as a 
private bank. 

Norman (in 1848) defends the Bank's policy 
of competing more for bills. The aim in reduc
ing the rate in 1844, he says, was to employ a 
larger portion of the Bank's funds in discounts. 
As the Banking Department was considered 
similar to any other bank, it seemed injudicious 
to maintain a regulation which prevented com
petition with the money dealers"· Cotton de
fends lending at the market on the ground that 
a rate higher than the market would cause the 
Bank to lose its discounts and would lead to an 
influx of bullion." 

Palmer, on the other hand, considers that 
Bank rate should not be governed by the mar
ket rate. He favors the old procedure of main
taining a 4 per cent minimum and investing in 
government securities when discounts are low." 
Gurney criticizes the Bank for making an "ac
tive canvass" for discounts since 1844; though 
he adds that competition from the Bank has 
been much less of late .. e Even Loyd, who holds 
that the Bank should conform to the market 
rate and not attempt to regulate it, considers 
that the active employment of the Bank's funds 
has not been beneficial to the public; and he 
doubts whether the Bank should continue as a 
large discounting body. Considering the mag
nitude of its resources, its operations should 
be more subject to "fixed rules." 87 

Tooke (in 1848) recommended that the Bank 
return to the 4 per cent minimum. His object 
was to accumulate reserve when the demand 
for discounts was small, and then to allow the 
reserve to diminish as the demand for discounts 
increased without hastening to raise the rate. 
His scheme did not preclude high rates, but he 
thought they would not ordinarily be neces
sary. Nor did his proposal preclude altogether 
open-market operations; though what he em-

• Ev., HL. 1848. qs.27IrI5· 
• Ev., HL. 1848, q. 3214. 
• Ev., B.C. 1848, CIS- 2102, 2206-22; H.L. 18.tI, q. 1010. 
- Ev., BL. 1848. cp. 1174-82. 
• Ev. B.C. '848. qs. 51119-9'; H.L. 1848. IlL 16_39. 
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phasized was the compensating variation of dis
counts and bullion.88 

At the inquiry into the Operation of the 
Bank Act in 1857 the question of rate policy 
was again carefully considered. Preliminary to 
the investigation WegueJin WIote to the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer that competition with 
the private bankers was "apt to produce an 
unwarranted inflation of credit." There is, 
however, a practical difficulty in fixing the rate 
materially above the rate out of doors. The 
Bank is under agreement to discount specified 
sums at a rate I per cent below Bank rat~ for 
certain bankers who have abandoned their cir
culation, and it would be inequitable to them 
to fix the rate at too high a level above the mar
ket. Nevertheless this leads to an unwholesome 
competition with the money dealers.80 

Despite the professed policy on the part of 
the Bank of not competing actively for dis
counts, Palmer criticized it for causing exces
sive variations in the market rate. It was beside 
the point for his argument to show that the 
Bank in periods of ease held a small amount of 
discounts and that the rate in Lombard Street 
was below Bank rate. For he insisted that the 
immediate effect of reducing Bank rate was not 
to increase the discounts in the Bank but to 
depress the market rate, forcing it even lower 
than Bank rate. Witness, he said, the periods 
1844-45, 1848-49, 1850, and 1852.90 Before 
criticizing this position let us consider Tooke's 
and Newmarch's proposal, which was essen
tially the same as Palmer's. 

Tooke in a new volume (1857) again criti
cized the Bank for following the market rate 
down to low levels." He was not able to appear 
before the Select Committee in 1857, but New-

- Bulo,., 01 Pri" •• lV. 37&-389. 
• Letter to Lewis, Nov. 10, 18S6, Report, 1857, app. I. 

Feavearyear (TN POIIIIIl SkrIhoc. pp •• 69-270) CODtnsts 
WegutliD.'s views III regard to the Bank's moa;Djng out of 
the discount mar .... t with Palmer's. I believe that they beld 
the same theory 01 the matter bllt that Wegue6D. lor the 
practical .....,... be referred to. _ more wiIIiDs to make 
CODc:essions. 

• Memorandum. to the Govemor, Oct. IS, 1856 (which 
_ lorwardod to the ChaDc:eIIor of the Enbeq_). Report, 
18S7. app. I. I bave lakeD part 01 the s_rIiDt: argumeDt 
lrom Palmer's evideo", ill 11148. See partlcularly. Ev. B.L. 
1848. q. 917. For hi! opodlic suggostiOD to mum to the 
4 per emt minimum, see Ev .. B.C. II4&. q. 1101. 

• BUN,., ., Priuo. vol v. pi. v. aoctiODs IS ....... 

march spoke for them both. The latter advo
cated a return to the old rule of a 4 per cent 
minimum. The Bank could buy government 
securities or make advances against railway 
debentures with funds not used in the discount 
market. When Charles Wood tells him that the 
amount of discounts has not usually been in
creased by reducing Bank rate, he replies that 
that is why the rate should not be reduced.oo 

When the rate is reduced the market rate is 
reduced also, which leads to an extension of 
transactions and trade and generally to an out
flow of gold. The Bank should not drive the 
rate lower than it would otherwise fall to.08 

He does not seem to see that the Bank can 
depress the market just as effectively by the 
purchase of securities as by reducing Bank dis
count rate. 

Mill also accuses the Bank of having caused 
excessive variations in the market rate. The 
directors should not encourage speculation by 
lending large sums when the market rate is 
already low. At such times it is in the public 
interest for the reserve to accumulate. But he 
believes that no definite rule can be laid down 
that the rate' should never be reduced below 
4 per cent'" 

I think Palmer and Newmarch were mistaken 
in attributing the low market rates primarily to 
the low Bank rate. The large imports of gold, 
which raised the Bank's bullion holdings to 
approximately £16,000,000 in 1850 and to 
£22,000,000 in 1852, would have driven market 
rates down even if the Bank had retained its 
4 per cent minimum rule. In 1843-44 the mar
ket rate went to 2 per cent while Bank rate re
mained at 4 per cent. I do not of course argue 
that, merely because the London market rate 
was lower than Bank rate, the low Bank rate 
Contributed nothing to influence the market, 
for the Bank discounted a small amount in 
those years (1850 and 1852) for merchants 
and traders. Such credit of course contributed 
toward depressing the rate. But it was a Ininor 
factor in comparison with the increase of bul
lion holdings. 

-Be ......... pn:sumably, that the Buk dep ....... the 
market wtwe III the same time lailiDg in its maiD _ of 
iDaasiDc its eamiDg assets. 

• Ev .. 1857, qs. 1447-4&. 1494, 18&5-1900 . 
.. Ev ... 1857. qs. ZOIS. no&. I24H9-
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Those who proposed a 4 per cent minimum 
Bank rate were confusing two issues. Whether 
the Bank reduced its rate below 4 per cent or 
maintained a 4 per cent minimum and depressed 
the market by buying government securities 
was merely a matter of procedure. But evi
dently they did not mean to raise a question 
merely of technical procedure. They objected 
to the Bank's depressing the rate unduly by 
any method. Their real purpose was for the 
Bank to allow large variations in the bullion 
reserve without making undue efforts to check 
either the inflow or the outflow. I believe their 
criticism of the Bank for permitting excessive 
variations in the market rate was justified, but 
their plan really did not require a 4 per cent 
minimum Bank rate. They underestimated the 
extent to which the market rate was sensitive 
to bullion movements and security operations 
when discounts and advances were low to begin 
with. Further comment on their proposal will 
be given in the conclusion at the end of this 
chapter. 

Hubbard was "amazed" that Newmarch's 
proposal should be made in the nineteenth cen
tury. "When all our barometers are screwed 
up to set fair, I think it will be quite time to 
have a fixed rate of interest of 4 per cent." The 
Act of 1844 released the Bank from the vain 
attempt to maintain a constant rate. When the 
rate went below 4 per cent the Bank would lose 
all of its discount business and .probably lend 
more to railways and other corporations.'· 

Hubbard's criticism went too far when it im
plied that Newmarch wanted a constant rate. 
Neither he nor Tooke suggested that the' rate 
should not be advanced beyond 4 per cent.·· 
They said that there would be fewer occasions 
on which it would be necessary to go above 
4 per cent if credit expansion were not induced 
by rates lower than 4 per cent. 

Loyd thought it "wbolly unreasonable" not 
to reduce the rate below 4 per cent. The Bank 
would lose all of its discounts and then lend in 
other ways. Any other assumption, he states, 
presupposes that it would not employ its capi
tal at all .. • Loyd seems more willing for the 
Bank to compete actively for discounts than 

• Ev., 18S7, qs. 2370-74-
• Newman:h, Ev., 1857, q. J.t.59. 
• Ev., 18S7, qs. 3658-60. 

nine years earlier. As he grew older he held 
more uncompromisingly the view that the Bank 
was like any other bank, and could therefore 
do no harm by competing for bills like other 
lenders. 

Thomson Hankey, though writing at a later 
period, was Governor in 1851-53 and a mem
ber of the Select Committee in 1857. He 
favored altering Bank rate to the highest and 
to the lowest at which other capitalists were 
willing to discount bills. Otherwise a large 
amount could not be employed in discounts .. • 

Norman opposed a 4 per cent minimum, but 
he did not think the Bank should carry on a 
"very active" competition with the money 
dealers"· Such was perhaps the more repre
sentative view in the Bank Parlour. 

The problem of rate policy was not discussed 
simply as a problem of central banking tech
nique, there being no general agreement that 
there was a central bank. The extreme sup
porters of the Act asserted formally that the 
Bank was free to compete like any other bank. 
But it will be noted that even in the case of 
Morris, Loyd, and Norman there were at one 
time or another modifying statements - either 
that the Bank did not actually compete much 
or that it ought not to compete actively. Be
cause of the tendency for the discussion to take 
this tangent - whether the Bank had the same 
right to compete as any other bank - the criti
cisms of Palmer, Tooke, and Newmarch were 
not discussed altogether on their merits. How
ever, those who opposed them correctly pointed 
out that they exaggerated the extent of the 
Bank's competition and the responsibility of 
the low Bank rate for the low market rates. 
Also, the defenders of existing procedure ap
peared to see that a correct Bank policy could 
not be prescnoed simply by providing for a 
4 per cent minimum rate combined with passiv
ity in the face of gold movements.lOO 

• TM Priltt:it/u of IhmIIilsg (1861), pp. 18-19. See ..... 
his eumiDation of Newman:b, Ev. 18S7, qs. 14J8-SJ. 

• Ev., ISS7, q. 2978. 
- It should be added iD ftPl'd 10 Palmer, howenr, that 

be bad followecl DO formula _ be wu GovmIor iD 

1830-33. In the autunm of 183', for eumple, the BiUIk 
bought 12-.000 of Escbeqwr bilJs, holdiD« thea ...... 
is,o<JO,o<JO of purcbased bills. That is 10 .. y, his 4 per emt 
minimum wu made less opp_ by _ of _-mar-

ket operations. 
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Formally, no general agreement was reached 
even among the directors as to the extent to 
which the Bank might compete for discounts 
and the purpose for which it should acquire 
them. But during the period 1848 to 1858 there 
appears to have been a marked drift toward 
the view that the Bank ought not to compete 
"actively" for discounts and that it should ac
quire a large amount only for a public purpose 
and not for the sake of earnings. 

5. OthlJ1' Limitations on Discounts Besides 
the RatJe 

Morris states that some of the directors pro
posed raising the minimum Bank rate to 7 per 
cent on April IS, 1847, but that a majority 
favored as a substitute measure a limitation of 
the amounts to be discounted for individuals. 
Accordingly, parties (in London) were limited 
to the amounts they had already discounted. 
As a further restrictive measure the Bank re
fused to make advances on Exchequer bills. 
For a period of ten days the Liverpool agent 
was directed to limit total new discounts to 
one-half the amount of old bills running off!O' 
According to Tooke, differential discount rates 
also were used during the April panic. The 
Blink's notice (of April IS) did not follow the 
'usual practice of giving the term of the bills, 
but it was found that the 5 per cent minimum 
"applied to bills having only a very few days 
to run" and that much higher rates were charged 
on bills of more than ten days to run,lOS 

The notices of August 2 and September 23 
again gave preferential rates for short bills!" 
There was of course nothing to prevent the 

,. Morris, Ev .• B.C. 11148. qs. 1141. IgB7. 3076-80. See 
abo Cotton. Ev .• BL. 1848. qs. 322r.-31. Cotton claims 
(q. 31SI) that the IIaDIr. "zefusoc! discountiDe.- I.e. limited 
amounts for parties ill 1839. Pa1mer lllat .. that on the 10th 
or nth of April. 1847 the Banir. limited amounts discounted 
for some of the Iaqe mett8IlWe ho .... (Ev •• BL. 11148. 
q.800). 

,. Bi$1my 01 Pricu. IV. 304-30S. Tooke states abo that 
the Banir. limited amounts Io! parties roptdIeso of the qual_ 
ity of the bills or of the aodIt of the parties _tiDe them. 
The muimum Banir. discount rote for April _ 7 per c:mt. 
See Chart C. P. 134. 

- Bi$Imy 01 Pricu. y. $63. The notl.. of Augnst • 
opecilied S per cent for OIIHIlonth hills, S~ for _onths 
hills, and 6 per cent for \oDger dates. The Iloll .. of Sop
temher 13 provided S~ 101 _oaths bills and 6 per cent 
101 tIuee-moIlths bills. 

Bank from discriminating in favor of short 
bills, whether the public notices provided for it 
or not. As to the limitation of the amounts for 
individual parties during the October panic, 
Morris states that, if an applicant wanted more 
than was thought usual on discount and at the 
same time the bill was not of a sufficient security 
independently of the applicant's name, he was 
refused. At another point he states that no 
good bill of ninety-five days or less to run was 
refused.'o, But as the total amount discounted 
was very much higher than usual, while at the 
same time the quality of the bills was very gen
erally open to some question, the Bank no doubt 
had frequent occasion to give less accommoda
tion than that applied for ,10' Such restrictions 
on discounts should be considered in connec
tion with the fact that new temporary advances 
were refused after October I, though advances 
previously made amounted to £4,544,000 on 
October 9,10. 

But it should also be noted that the Bank 
relaxed its rules in making advances in emer
gency cases. During the period September IS 
to November IS it loaned against real estate, 
against debentures, and on the security of addi
tional endorsements. It also agreed not to en
force payment on certain acceptances.IOT 

Palmer objects to limiting the amount of 
bills discounted .for particular parties. Except 
during the April (1847) panic, such has not 
been the Bank's practice unless the demands 
for accommodation were extravagant. Where 

... Morris, Ev. B.C. 11148. qs. 1"5-83. 3131-39. 
- Wylie and Lister stated that the BlBneh at Live!pOOl 

",fusoc! to discount on some days in Septemhel and Octohel 
1847 (Ev. BL. 11148. qs •• 083. 3477-83). 

- Morris, Ev.. B.C. 1848. q. 3640. The dividend "os 
paysble Octoher f3 and the foDowing day temponuy ad
vances ...... muoed to b,so7,ooo. Though the dividend 
male than COIIIpensated the leduction in advancos, the re
fusal to contloue advances heyolld the normal period _ 
uvertheless a hanIsbip in this install ... 

- The total "ertn.onlillary" aid _ b,Joo,aoo (Morris. 
Ev. H.c. 11148. qs. 1645-48). The Banir. made advances in 
rather unusual ways. It lent £.100,a00 in CcmsoIs to the 
Royal IIaDIr. of LiveIpoof (wbieh faiJed during the poDic) 
and boo,aoo in Conools to mother hank. The Conools _ 
lraIlsfer...d to their ___ JOId fOl their aa:ount hy the 
IIaDIr. of EIlgIUld _. The bub were thus IeQUimI to 
pay the rate for "contlouatloll" ..... in the _ muket. 
The pooitlon of Morris and PIacott ... that the IIaDIr. 
would _ have had to ..n the ComoIs if the advance had 
heeD made in cosh. (Ev~ H.c. 11148. qs. 3104-190) 
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one has to choose between the two evils it is 
better to raise the rate'>o. Morris and Prescott 
are not in favor of limiting the term of eligible 
bills. Raising the rate distributes the pressure 
over a greater number of parties. When the 
Bank changes the term it presses hard on par
ticular classes who happen to hold longer 
bills. 10. However, Morris and Prescott offer no 
objection to discriminatory rates in favor of 
short bills. 110 

Weguelin stated that the Bank limited the 
term of discounts and advances to the bill 
brokers to thirty days whenever it suited its 
convenience. In the case of other applicants 
the Bank had not refused bills of ninety-five 
days to run, though it had charged higher rates 
upon them than upon shorter bills.111 The ob
jection most generally raised by the members 
of the Select Committee was that such a pro
cedure discriminated against trades which cus
tomarily used longer bills. It was pointed out 
that the mercantile business between the manu
facturing towns and London was carried on 
"almost entirely" by means of three-months 
bills. Corn bills were also drawn for three 
months, while East India and China bills were 
generally drawn for six months. Weguelin 
replies that those who give long credit must 
be prepared to give it from their own resources 
and not those of their banker. More particu
larly, he believes that long bills are used to 
finance imports and that by making it difficult 
to finance long bills the Bank discourages im
ports, which is necessary to correct the ex
change. As a matter of fact, however, exports 
also were financed with long bills. . , 

Weguelin is then asked whether raising the 
rate would not produce the same general effect 
as limiting the character of bills. It is pointed 
out that short bills would find their way to the 

""Ev. HL. '148, qs. 895-896; H.C .• 848, q. 2027. 
- This argument was an improvement over the stock 

phIase in .832: that a high ... rate alfected those most able 
to bear it. 

DOEv<7 B.C. 1848, qs. 2766-71. 
:m. After the panic of 1847 DO differeutial rates were pub

licly aDDOun<:<d until .8SS. From October .8, .8S5 to May 
22, 1856, and again from. October 6 to November 13, 1856, 
bills not exceeding sixty days to run were c:barged 6 per cent 
aod bills from mty-<>ne to ninety-five days 7 per _t 
(Tooke, History 0/ PrlaJ, v, pp. S63-564; WegueIin, &v. 
• 8S7, q. 34)· 

Bank and that the funds would be used by the 
money dealers to buy long bills. He replies that 
raising the rate to 10, II, or 12 per cent would 
produce the same effect as limiting the term. 
But there is an objection, he states, to raising 
the rate to such high levels. It affects a variety 
of interests which have no connection with the 
monetary difficulty - for example, it affects 
the rate on all mortgages more or less. Also an 
advance in Bank rate resulting in a higher yield 
on securities causes bank deposits to be drawn 
on heavily for investment in securities.>" 

Hankey asks him if his views are not those 
of a minority in the Court. Weguelin replies 
that opinion has varied."s Neave, however, 
states that the Court looks principally to the 
rate. He believes that limiting the term pro
duces its effect chiefly by raising the market 
rate."t 

Hubbard thinks that limiting the term oper
ates in a capricious manner, causing incon
venience to particular individuals or trades. 
It is always met by evasive means, parties with 
short bills going to the Bank and those with 
long bills going to the bill brokers. The de
sired purpose can be as easily and more cer
tainly accomplished by raising the rate.>" 

The main question concerned the fluidity of 
credit. Weguelin believed that credit could be 
restricted at points where it would correct the 
exchange without creating equally great in
ternal pressure. His critics reasoned that such 
discriminatory measures were effective only in 
so far as they created general pressure, and 
that they caused a hardship unnecessarily on 
particular parties. 

6. Can the Bank Control the Amount of its 
Securities? 

One of the reasons why Morris and Prescott 
wanted the Bank to invest largely in bills was 
to keep total securities more under control. 
They thought that the reserve would automati-

us He overlooked the fact that the rate on depooiU at 
the joint stock banks also varied with BanIr. rate. He also 
fail<d to take aa:ount of the increase in the dem2nd for 
liquidity coming with au advsoce In BanIr. rate. 

-I bave put various portions of Wegnelio'. evideDce 
together (Ev<7 1857, qs . .J4, 312-316, 326-327, 504-$10, 
547-565, 126.-66). 

J:U Ev., 18S7, q. 327 . 
-Ev •• 857, qs. '569-17. 
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cally be increased by not replacing a certain 
amount of bills."· The sale of securities also 
would bring in notes. Morris thought the Bank 
had drawn in notes that way in April, 1847 and 
that it could have sold an additional £2,000,000 

of stock during the October panic if it had been 
necessary. He estimated that a million in notes 
would have thus been drawn in and another 
million paid for by reduction of deposits.11T 

Palmer did not believe the Bank could have 
sold £2,000,000 in securities during the paniC."8 
He believed that a high rate had little effect in 
preventing the growth of discounts durinlS the 
panic, and that low rates duriIlg the period of 
monetary ease failed to accomplish the object 
of getting additional discounts to any extent."9 

Gurney thought that rates of 8 and 10 per cent 
afforded some protection to the Bank, but that 
their effect upon the amount of discounts 
was much overrated.'20 In general, the de
fenders of the Bank Act during the inquiry 
of 1848 held that the Bank could control its 
securities, whereas those who opposed the Act 
held that it could not, particularly during a 
panic. 

At the inquiry in 1857-58 the view that the 
Bank's control over its securities was very 
limited was coming more generally to be ac
cepted, at least among those who had had 
experience in running the Bank. To sum
marize their position, it was held that securities 
tended to replace bullion withdrawals; that the 
sale of stock would cause an increase of dis
counts, particularly in periods of pressure; and 
that raising the rate would have no iInmediate 
perceptible effect in preventing the growth of 
discounts. Hubbard is asked if an increase of 
the Bank's advances causes bullion to go out. 
He replies that it is just the reverse, that the 
outflow of bullion leads to the increase of ad-

... Ev .• H.C. '848. qs •• 1\4 •• 3335. 

... Ev .• HL. '848. qs. 4&-54 ........... See also Ev .• B.C. 
'848. qs. '784"9" In April, '847 the BaDIr. sold 4t,ooo in 
Ezcboquer bills and in additiGll borrowed '.,175,000 on 
Consols; GlI October lind It sold £000.000 of Consols (Re
port. H.C. '848. app. 34; Morris, Ev., B.C. '84S, q .• 1\41). 

... Ev .. B.C. '84S, q •• 119. Glyn thought tIW If such a 
sale bad beeIl a«<>JDpllshed It _ GIlly have caused 
furthOl panic (Ev .. H.L. '848. q .• 866). 

... Ev. B.C. .848, q. 100II; BL. .848, qs. ?J'-74D: 
memoraDdum to the Govemor, Report, .BS? app. I. 

.. Ev. H.L. '848, q. IJII. 

vances.'21 Weguelin states that an increase of 
discounts roughly represents exports of gold. 
If the Bank compels the repayment of discounts 
- which he does not suppose it could do im
mediately - the merchants must bring home 
gold.'" 

Hubbard holds that discounts increase as the 
result of the sale of securities. Therefore the 
rate must be raised at the same time in order 
to obtain proper results.u8 The rate is raised, 
however, not in order immediately to check the 
amount of accommodation, but to affect the 
value of securities and commercial credits and 
by such means to arrest the efflux of bullion. 1M 

While the increase of the rate has a tendency 
to arrest the growth of discounts - though not 
immediately - actually the amount of dis
counts is high when the rate is high, quite the 
opposite of the popular notion.'" 

Weguelin holds that notes withdrawn from 
the stock market through the sale of securities 
"must be issued again to the discount market" 
provided the "capital" in the money market is 
only sufficient for the wants of the market. 
Such is the case during a drain. If the Bank 
had sold additional securities during the panic 
of 1847 discounts would only have replaced the 
securities sold. Such was the result during the 
drain of 1854-55.126 Referring to the influence 
of the rate upon the amount of discounts in 
periods of ease, Wegue1in holds that it is not 
possible for the Bank to employ all of its "de
posits" when they are very large. The reserve 
is then large.'" That is to say, the rate was not 
an effective means of changing discounts in 
either direction. Neave states that the sale of 
securities is useful in ordinary times in main-

,. Ev., 1857, qs. 1556, 2616, and 2684. Be concedes that 
the ftSUlt may be modified by the demand "with reference 
to intema1 purposes" (q .• 6.6) • 

.. WegueliD's euminatiGll of Hubbanl, .8S? '15. '559-
1\4. See also qs. '69, 554 • 

.. Ev., 1857, qs. 2768-71. 
w Ev., 1857, q. 2387. 
.. Questi ..... 1376, 1759 • 
.. QuestioDs 196-agg, 5'5. The ........ for seIJing secwi

. ties and increasing biD holdings was to give the _ • 
_tel' "power of actioIl upon the adYOJSO adumge
(q. 51.). 

-QuestiGlI '$4. Be was evidmtly thinkiDg of large 
dopooits _ with the iDlIow of buJIioa. In • period 
of ........... dopooits were large boca.... of the iDaeased 
demaDcl for IIStI'ft ""nas 
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taining the proportion of reserve to liabilities, 
but not in times of panic. In 1857, as fast as 
the Bank sold securities the money went out in 
discounts. The reason for selling securities was 
to extend greater aid to commerce.128 

Bonamy Dobree, the Deputy .Governor dur
ing the panic of 1857, held a view resembling 
more that of Morris. The Bank, he thought, 
could have prevented its reserve from falling 
after November I2 by selling stock, raising 
Bank rate to I2 per cent, reducing the term of 
bills to thirty days, and possibly refusing to dis
count for the bill brokers. And it would in all 
probability have done so, he believed, if the 
Government had not given "what was equal to 
a positive assurance" that they were prepared 
to issue the Letter.129 

Mill considered that a low Bank rate only 
tended to increase discounts, and that as a mat
ter of fact discounts were high when the rate 
was high. That, he believed, was because dis
counts at the Bank were greatest when, in 
consequence of commercial distress, there was 
greatest difficulty in obtaining assistance from 
other quarters. However, he seemed to believe 
that the Bank could increase the reserve by 
selling securities.'·· 

Thus the weight of opinion among the direc
tors was that the Bank was quite limited in 
adjusting its securities at any predetermined 
level. As long as the discount was open the 
market would take what it required in a period 
of pressure, the Bank's influence being limited 
to determining the effective rate. They; also 
saw that in a period of relaxation a low rate 
would have little effect in influencing immedi
ately the growth of discounts. 

7. Criteria of Discount Polic, 
Motives for changing the rate unrelated to 

the requirements of the gold standard were 

z-. Ev .. 18S8, qs. 340-356, 408-409. The Bank sold semri
ties as follows: 

_ bilU SI«/J 

Week emctiDg Nov, 7...... ••• £ 350.000 
Wed. ending New. 1'4 •••••• i 40.500 730.000 
Week eDding Noy. 21 •••••• X43.rOG .10220.000 
Week eoding New. 28 •••••• 42.9OD 200,000 
Week eadiDg Dec. 5·..... •• • 4OD,ooo 

(The Traswy Letter .... issued November 14.) 
See Chapter VII for earliu opiDioa OD the question 

whether au iDcrease of discoUDts offset by a miUctioD of 
goverummt securities P"" IlIIY real aid to COIDDIel'<e. 

lit Ev ~ I8S8, q. 8.p:. 

given little consideration by the Committees in 
1848 and in 1857-58, though they did hear 
some evidence asking for the outright abandon
ment of the gold standard.181 Norman admitted 
that the reduction of the rate in 1844 in the 
attempt to increase the Bank's discounts was 
connected to some extent with the desire to 
increase the Bank's profits.13O Morris states 
that some of the directors wanted to postpone 
raising Bank rate in April, 1847 until after the 
government loan was negotiated.1I8 At another 
point Morris is asked if it is safe in the existing 
state of Europe (1848) to thwart the revival 
of employment. Does not an increase of the 
rate place obstructions in the way of produc
tion? He brushes the question aside with the 
statement that restrictive measures are neces
sary if bullion is leaving or convertibility is 
endangered.l " 

Morris states that the Bank should fix the 
rate with reference to the market. But his 
further explanation shows that the condition of 
the reserve is the final test he has in mind. It is 
to that criterion that he constantly refers when 
explaining specific rate changes.136 Weguelin is 
asked: "Now, in point of fact, is it the demand 
for money in the market, or the state of the 
bullion in the issue department, that governs 
your action with regard to either raising or 
lowering the rate of discount?" He replies that 
it is the state of the reserve, which is governed 
by the demand for money in the market."· At 
another point he says that the reserve is "the 

. guiding rule of their action." The reserve fluc
tuates from a fourth to a third of total deposits 
and even goes to one half or even higher in 
times of abundance. It ought to be at least a 
fourth.lIT That the final test was the state of 
the reserve was agreed to by all parties 136 -

... See Chapter XIV, "Theories of JnterDatioDal Meme-
tary Equilibrium." 

- Ev., B.L. 1848, qs. 2714-16. 
JD Ev., H.C. 1848, q. 2665. 
- Ev., B.C. 1848, qs. 3442 .... 5, 3328. 
-Ev., B.C. 1848, q:s. 2641;2, 2651-5.1; H.L. 18.f8, qt. 

~. 
.. Ev., 1857, q. 1257. 
.. Ev., 1857, cp. 236, 259, 278, 291. 
-The~. for _Ie, ia m.a...;.,g"The lie

_ of tbe Bault Rate of 1DIerat" (August S. r854) 
_cis that tbe Bauk follow tbe rule of liDDg tbe ra1e 
aa:ordiag to the ..... pply aDd daDaDd"; that is, accordiag to 
the amo_ of raerve OD ..... baDd aDd the domaDd for 
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except those who favored abandonment of the 
gold standard. 

But, just as in the 'twenties it was found that 
"conducting the affairs of the Bank with respect 
to the exchange" was nothing more than a ques
tion-begging formula, it was found in the middle 
of the century that fixing the rate "with refer
ence to the state of the reserve" left every
thing save the maintenance of gold payments 
yet to be determined. In a sense, the contro
versy over rate policy continued the contro
versy over the Currency Principle. But. the 
adherents to that doctrine were more anxious 
to defend it formally than they were to attempt 
to put it into practice. Tooke and Palmer had 
a great deal to complain of regarding the 
professed doctrines of such governors as 
Morris, Prescott, Hankey, and Dobree, since 
the latter formally maintained that the Bank 
should fix the rate with reference to the 
reserve in the same way as a private bank. 
But they had less to complain of regarding 
the Bank's actual policies. Nevertheless their 
criticism was justified that the Bank varied 
the rate too often and to too great an ex
tent and that it was unwilling to see as 
large variations in the reserve as it should have 
been. 

Charles Jellico in a paper in 1856 proposed 
that Bank rate should vary as a function of 
the reserve according to some mathematical 
formula.'u The public, he believed, would then 
know what to expect and would in a measure 
anticipate the rates to be required of them for 
advances. There was reason to believe that less 
disturbance would arise from any demand for 
gold and that violent expansions and contrac
tions of the currency would cease. Jellico's 
paper showed no real grasp of Bank trans
actions and methods of procedure. The Bank, 
he thought, exercised for the most part a passive 
inftuence in the monetary world, the extent of 
its inftuence depending upon the "greater or 
less degree of facility" it yielded to "pressure 
from without." 

mODe)" OR the other. III the _I iDsbDce. the author 
IQS, os indeed in 011 others of late, the IIaDIr. ....... to be 
... _ by this rule GIlly. 

-"The IIaDIr. of EDaIaDd; its Pftsool CoasIitutlOD ODd 
()peratl"",- J-.J. 0/ lAc ~ Soddy. 901. "'" 
(18$6). 

The following year Chapman proposed that a 
sliding scale of rateS in relation to the reserve 
be determined hy legislative enactment. He 
would not interfere so long as the reserve was 
above £10,000,000. When it fell to £10,000,000 

the rate should he 5 per cent, and for every 
further £500,000 decline in the reserve the rate 
should be raised Yz per cent. While the Bank, 
he states, is managed in a general way upon 
such a principle, it makes a great deal of dif
ference whether it proceeds according to a 
definite rule or whether the rate is subject to 
uncertainty. The suffering from the tremendous 
8uctuations in the rate has been very consider
able. His plan would provide also for exceed
ing the existing limit for notes issued against 
securities. High rates would guard against 
abusing the privilege. Gladstone suggests that 
such a plan really comes to the same thing as 
the Treasury Letter. Chapman replies that 
under his plan the presf:ure would never go so 
far.H • 

Hubbard believes that the variation of the 
circulation with the public destroys the ap
plicability of such a system. Besides, there are 
the periodical disturbances consequent upon 
the action of the revenue and the payment of 
the dividend which few outside the Bank under
stand. Then there are occasional accessions 
of special deposits. The Bank, it is true, 
is bound to watch the reserve, hut "it requires 
considerable experience and sound judgment 
to combine with the consideration of those 
facts, that of many exceptional and special 
circumstances by which they are accom
panied." ... Wegue1in also holds that the 
Bank must be left with discretion as to how 
¥gh to raise the rate in order to correct the 
exchange.''' 

Twenty years later Gibbs states what was 
probably the prevailing view in the Court. The 
Bank regulates the rate by the reserve in the 
long run but not by every minor movement of 
the reserve. It must forecast probable gold 
movements. It must consider the character of 
the deposits and the mood of the depositors, the 
state of trade, harvests, home and foreign poli
tics, markets for produce, the exchanges, and 

- Ev. 1857. qs. 4!j8'/-50ll. 
III b., 18S7, qL d48-51~ 

.. Ev., 1857.".309-310, 310-322. 
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any other condition which might have a bearing 
upon the demand for gold.l48 

Thus it was not settled as to precisely how 
the Bank should regulate the rate with refer
ence to the reserve. Bank policy continued to 
be empirical. 

8. Conclusion 

The most important problem of discount pol
icy as viewed by contemporary observers was 
to what extent the Bank should compete with 
the market. There was a confusion of two 
issues here. The critics of the Bank manage
ment considered that reducing the rate to a 
point near the market rate was evidence that 
the Bank was encouraging undue expansion. 
This was not necessarily true. The Bank in 
any case was responsible for the terms of credit 
in the market, and whether it encouraged un
due expansion was not to be judged by the 
differential between Bank rate and the market 
rate. The real significance of the change in 
policy after 1844 was that the Bank in periods 
of easy credit was in a position to take a some
what better grade of bills (from the market 
standpoint) than before, though first class bills 
continued to go to the market except when 
there was a general credit shortage. In other 
words, the Bank changed to some extent the 
channel through which it permitted the banks 
to adjust their reserve position. . 

The Governor of the Bank and others among 
the directors in 1848 held that the Bank could 
control discounts by means of the rate. But by 
1858 they were convinced that this was' not 
possible. They realized that the sale of securi
ties, the export of gold, and the increase in the 
demand of the London banks for reserve de
posits would result in increased discounting 
regardless of the rate. What the market re
quired at any given time it would have, and the 
Bank could not refuse without causing panic. 
All the Bank could hope to do was to cause 
such an advance of rates in the market as 
would check the drain by reducing the values 
of commodities and securities. 

Thus the wide variations in Bank rate after 
1847 were intended to control gold movements. 
The directors continued to have great confi

-Letter to Bonamy Price, in Price's CIIa,ten tIfI. Prll&
IiaJI PoIiliaJI _,. p. 551. 

dence in the efficacy of the rate for this pur
pose. The influence of the Currency School 
was exerted toward making the rate extremely 
sensitive to gold movements. Though their plan 
for Bank reform had failed to accomplish what 
they sought, they did not give up their idea of 
adjusting the currency automatically to the 
international standard. 

I agree with Tooke and Palmer that the 
Bank varied the rate unduly in response to gold 
movements, and that it should have been will
ing to see greater variations in the reserve. 
Nevertheless their argument is open to criti
cism. In the first place, there was no necessary 
connection between the Bank's lending under 
4 per cent and depressing the market rate un
duly. Before 1844 the market rate had fre
quently gone to very low levels as the result 
of gold movements, security operations, and 
the release of Bank funds through other chan
nels, including the discount of second grade 
paper at 4 per cent. Since their plan included 
the purchase of securities when there was little 
demand for discounts, it is evident that the 
market rate would have been depressed below 
4 per cent. It seems probable, however, that 
they did not intend such a result. 

But the broader question arises whether it 
was desirable for the Bank to maintain rela
tively high rates with the idea of accumulating 
a large reserve. Under some circumstances such 
a policy would have initiated a world-wide de
flation. After 1850 there was less danger of 
this sort, but I am inclined to believe that if 
the Bank had pursued a policy in the 'thirties 
and 'forties of accumulating a much larger re
serve it would have proved disastrous. The 
directors showed a sounder grasp of the prob
lem in taking advantage of every opportunity 
to revive trade activity. Much of the criticism 
of the Bank's reducing the rate to a low level 
was based upon the preconception that a low 
rate would naturally be followed by a drain. 
Once we realize that the demand for gold abroad 
was adventitious this argument falls to the 
ground. 

Much of the Bank directors' discussion in 
1857-58 compares favorably with or is supe
rior to discussion of central banking policy in 
the United States up to, say, 1924. They under
stood that the Bank could not control directly 
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either the volume of cash or the amount of its 
securities. Moreover, they did not consider the 
control of the volume of discounting as an end 
in itself, as some of our Reserve officials did in 
1920. Their aim was to produce such internal 
economic adjustments as (in their opinion) 
were required by the international standard. 
They made some slight attempts at controlling 
the uses of credit, by discriminating against 

certain classes of bills, but the weight of opinion 
in the Court was against such attempts. They 
preferred general pressure, believing that other 
methods were really effective only in so far as 
they produced general pressure. There was a 
simplicity in their approach to their problem 
that we do not find in the policies of the Fed
eral Reserve System. As to whether this was 
a virtue, modern opinions would differ. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
E<zUILIBRIUM 

T HE discussion in this chapter centers 
about the presuppositions concerning the 

international standard. We shall begin by con
sidering the further developments in the theory 
that Bank rate, acting through market rates, 
could control international capital movements. 
We shall then consider the theories of the cen
tral reserve. The main question concerning the 
reserve was to what extent it was necessary for 
the Bank to absorb the shock of gold move
ments by maintaining an exchange defense 
fund. It was realized that for it to do so involved 
a certain degree of discretionary control over 
internal credit. A question of the criteria of 
control was also involved: whether restriction 
was indicated only by the circulation or by the 
amount of discounts at the Bank and by money 
rates. 

I have tried to summarize the fundamental 
assumptions concerning the gold standard, and 
have given my criticism of these assumptions. 
I have taken the position that the credit sys
tems of other countries were responsive to credit 
conditions in London, but that foreign banks 
adjusted their bullion reserves to what they 
considered to be their requirements. The Bank 
of England, on the other hand, was not. in a 
position to regulate its bullion holdings, though 
it had some influence upon the foreign demand 
for gold. It could not compete with foreign 
countries for gold, for as the Bank of last resort 
for gold it had to payout what was demanded 
and was limited in the restrictive action it could 
take without destroying the system. Bank pro
cedure, therefore, instead of being a more or 
less passive adjustment to external conditions, 
as was supposed in contemporary theory, was 
a set of expedients for managing the interna
tional standard. 

I. The Discount Rate and International 
Capital Movements 

The theory that the Bank could influence the 
international flow of capital was understood 
[ ISO] 

much earlier than modern writers generally 
have supposed.' As we have seen, it was ex
plained at the inquiries of 1819 and 1832. 
However, it did not become very generally 
current until about 1840. During the discus
sions following the panic of 1847 the matter 
was referred to so frequently by the Bank 
directors and by others that one may suppose 
that the attraction of foreign capital, or the 
recall of British capital, had become an impor
tant objective in raising Bank rate before that 
time. 

Morris, after giving the general view that the 
high rate of interest "had the effect of bringing 
capital into this country," stated that money 
had come to London from Russia to earn 8 per 
cent in 1847 and that gold had been imported 
in consequence.' Cotton pointed out that the 
rate did not tend to be equal the world over. 
Still, he said, "if it was higher than ordinary 
in one Country and lower than ordinary in an
other, it would cause an Influx of the precious 
Metals from the Country where it was lowest 
to that where it was highest." He was of the 
opinion that the relatively low rate in France 
in 1847 had "tended to an Influx of the precious 
Metals and of Capital from France to Eng
land."· This general view was stated also by 
Tooke, Palmer, Mill, Wilson,' Milner,· and 
others at this time.' 

I Cf. Keynes. Treali# "" M ","y, voL J, p. '89. ADgtD, 
Theory DII~ pnu., pp. '311-'39. 

• Ey .. B.C. J8.ti, qs. 2746, 2671, 2816, 2840· 
• Ev.., HL. 1848, qs. 3237-41. 
·CtlpikJl, Cllrrerre" GIld BtI,,1tmg (1847), pp. :U .... 22. On 

the .ffect of IoWOJ prices, WiIooD stales that, while they 
would ultimately tend to comet the e:cclwJge, the 111_ 
contraction requimI by the Bank Act would ...... foroigDets 
10 mticipate a furtheJ faD ODd bold 0" buyiq (pp. 93-95)· 

• Re,lIkUiotI 01 FlodliIJf CGtitDJ ('8.48), pp. 911-99. 
• The Prime MiDisIer, III a letter 10 the CbaDceUor of the 

Eschequer, August .8, .847, stated that the oaIy effect of 
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DOt deal cIirectIy with the coDtrol of gold _ by 
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Tooke at times held that the rate acted ties. Bullion movements and the consequent 
almost exclusively through its influence on changes in the rate of interest have no effect 
capital movements. He told the Commons Com- whatever upon commodity prices. There are 
mittee in 1848 that the rate acted upon the great quantities of European securities, he 
international flow of goods only to a "trifling states, which have a market in various centers. 
degree, if at all." At other points, however, he If they fall as much as I or 2 per cent in one 
agreed that a high rate encouraged exports, market they will be transferred to other mar
though without reference to prices necessarily! kets where their value has not been impaired. 
As we have seen, he maintained formally, Weguelin raises the point with him that a high 
though with many concessions damaging to his discount rate is not always accompanied by low 
argument, that prices were not controlled by prices of' securities. Hubbard replies that. cir
money rates. Palmer stated at one point that cumstances sometimes qualify the operation of 
a higher rate in England than on the Continent the rule but that the tendency is for the securi
was the "only mode" of correcting the ex- ties to be depressed. Such was the case, he 
changes. But he later added that the high rate thinks, in 1847. Moreover, a few of the large 
would reduce imports of commodities as well holders of commercial bills are also holders of 
as cause the return of English capital." Mill in . foreign securities, and in periods of high rates 
his Principles stated that "it is a fact now be- they would sell these securities and invest in 
ginning to be recognised, that the passage of bills at home.lo 

the precious metals from country to country is Mill is taken more severely to task by 
determined much more than was formerly sup- Weguelin. The latter reminds Mill that besides 
posed by the state of the loan market in differ- comparing discount rates in Paris and London 
ent countries, and much less by the state of one must take account of the possible exchange 
prices." I loss before shifting his capital from one mar-

Thus we can say that by 1848 there was a ket to the other. (He has previously pointed 
widely held belief that a change in Bank rate out that a difference between a discount rate of 
corrected the exchanges through its effect upon 8 per cent and one of 6 per cent amounts to 
the rate of foreign lending as well as upon the only I2 centimes on a three-months bill on the 
international trade balance, and that the im- exchange between London and Paris. This, he 
mediate effect was largely through the former has said, is not an infrequent variation on a 
route. But, so far, there was little discussion, single day)." Mill then argues that the high 
at least in public, of the actual business prac- discount rate attracts investment in funded 
tices concerned, and there was little criticism securities. He will not say unequivocally that 
of the theory. In 1857 and 1858, however, foreign capitalists would be attracted by the 
there was much more discussion of the details high discount rate as such, but he believes that 
of the transfer of capital from one market to the high discount rate and the low prices of 
another, and at the same time some were be- securities "always come together." Weguelin 
ginning to doubt whether the transfer was as then attacks his position that the discount rate 
sensitive to money rates as had been supposed. affects the price of government securities. "The 

Hubbard takes the extreme position that a price of consols is now 94, and the rate of dis
change of the·rate operates entirely through its count is 6 per cent. Is there any relation be
effect upon the prices of interest-bearing securi- tween those two rates that you can trace?" 

Mill replies that Exchequer bills are more sen
tho 1laDt. It illustrates tho p!eYaiIiDg belief that English sitive than consols to the discount rate, since 
capital was very OODSItive to the matlve rate of eenUnp 
abroad. See TIN u.... C.......q •• d .... • , LoN I •• R... consols are more largely in the hands of persons 
..u. ''-<1178. edited by G. P. Gooch ('9IS). voI. .. p. .8.. who keep them simply for their income, whereas 
(R....n proposed to check niIwI,y spocuIatioa by n:strictiDc Exchequer bills are held more largely by 
~:..~UthOrilatiODl for ..... mn-. DOW that .... -'" bankers. However, he believes that the prices 

• c of securities generally would be affected hy an Ev. B .•• 848, qs. S449"SO; B.L. .848, q.l'<>7. 
• Ev. B.C '848, qs. ID.I4o 1109; B.L. 184ll. qs. '02r-ol. -Ev •• 8n. qs. ...-. '54$-66, 1829"37. 
• Ashley eel.) P. 497- D Ev., 18$7. q. 310. 
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increase of the discount rate, at least such an 
increase as occurs in times of commercial diffi
culty. Foreigners then would buy railway 
shares, for example, in London, or English 
holders of foreign railway shares would sell 
them abroad. He admits that when securities 
fall in London they fall also on the Continent, 
but not in the same degree. The fall is greatest 
where the cause of it originates j and when the 
cause is a drain of bullion from England it is 
natural to suppose that the fall will be greatest 
there. There is a large and rich class of bankers 
and dealers who "are always on the look out to 
buy securities which are likely to rise j there
fore if securities have fallen in one country 
from circumstances leading to an export of 
bullion, while in other countries bullion is com
ing in, the place for them to buy securities will 
be the country which is sending bullion 
away." 12 Thus Mill supposes that it is mainly 
through the securities market rather than the 
discount market that the transfer of capital 
takes place. 

Weguelin contends that raising the discount 
rate has little effect on the international flow 
of capital, either through the discount market 
or through the securities market. He believes 
that it is necessary to restrict the amount of 
import bills drawn, which he thinks can not be 
done so well by raising the discount rate as by 
limiting the term of bills discountable at the 
Bank.'· Weguelin's reasoning is not altogether 
clear, since exports to the Orient as well as im
ports were financed with long bills. Moreover, 
as Hubbard points out, if the Bank refused to 
take long bills, these would go to the bill brokers 
at a higher rate and short bills would go to the 
Bank. While Weguelin makes some telling 
criticisms of the view that an increase of the 
rate can be depended upon to attract foreign 
capital, his own view that limiting the term of 
bills causes a more favorable balance on com
mercial account does not seem very convincing. 

The best discussion of the problem is given 
by Chapman. Money does not move easily from 
one discount market to another, he states, 
except where the house bas partners in the 
different centers and carries on such business 

UEv., 18S7, qs. 2163-84. 
D Ev., 1857, qs. 3IC~JJJt 504-510, ss6-s6o, 1212-16. See 

also his lett", to Lewis, Report, 1857, app. I. 

without (extra) expense. For a house such as 
Overend, Gurney, and Company it would not 
be a commercial operation worth following. 
He agrees, however, that a change in the dis
count rate in London would affect the foreign 
demand for commercial credit, and that bills on 
London held abroad might be sent for discount 
somewhat earlier or later depending upon the 
rate. If a trader in Hamburg, for instance, 
were charged 7Y. per cent there and only SY. 
per cent in London, he would discount in Lon
don so long as he had bills of a commercial 
character to send. But it is impossible, he adds, 
for the London rate to be dressed to the rate on 
the Continent. The practical working of the 
principle is to "defend ourselves" if bullion is 
going out by making it more difficult to obtain 
money. 

Regarding the effect of the rate upon the sale 
of securities abroad, he says that when securi
ties are low in London there is not at all a dis
position on the part of foreigners to buy them. 
But he agrees that a credit restriction would 
affect new foreign issues in London. If bullion 
were leaving the country in large amounts, 
foreign loans would not be considered. On the 
whole, his position seems to be that capital 
movements, while not very sensitive to the rate 
in many particular instances, are sufficiently 
sensitive in general to make practicable the de
fense of the gold reserve by such means." As 
we shall see, however, he was not so firmly con
vinced as many others that the suspension of 
gold payments could under all circumstances 
be avoided. 

The &onomist frequently expressed the view 
that an increase of Bank rate tended to attract 
foreign capital. The explanations of the process, 
however, were not always clear. They seemed 
to presuppose that the person desiring the loan 
was concerned to have gold .from abroad. At 
one pOint, for instance, it is supposed that there 
is not Ii' sufficient amount of London bills in 
Paris to \/satisfy the wants which they may have 
for importing gold." The writer then states that 
the borrowers obtain credit in London to rectify 
this shortage of London bills and import the 
gold." The articles do not show an intimate 

MEv., 1.857. qs. 5046-85. 
'""TIle StriDgmt Tams of "'" Bank," April II, 1857· 
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knowledge of the subject, such as was dis
played by Chapman and Weguelin. 

One article in the Economist put forth the 
view that the Bank could accomplish its pur
pose by discriminating against paper which 
might be used to finance the export of bullion. 
It commended the Bank for charging a higher 
rate for advances against stock than for bills. 
Inland bills at least, the writer claimed, might 
be safely discounted, because they were for 
internal purposes.'8 The answer to this sort of 
argument was given the same year by Hubbard 
and others, who pointed out that, a discrimina
tion by the Bank did not insure that the market 
would make the same discrimination. 

Thus by 1847 the theory was widely held 
that the rate of foreign lending could be effec
tively controlled through money rates. For the 
most part criticisms concerned special applica
tions of the theory rather than its general 
validity. Weguelin's position was an outstand
ing exception. And even in his case, it is im
portant to note, the Bank was assumed to have 
a workable procedure for controlling gold 
movements by restricting the amount of import 
bills drawn. Undoubtedly the belief that the 
Bank could influence international capital 
movements strengthened the belief that the 
gold standard operated nearly automatically. 

2. Theories 0/ the Central ResenJe 
The theories of the central reserve may be 

broadly distinguished according to whether 
they emphasized the object (a) of maintain
ing external liquidity or (b) of compelling a 
correct behavior on the part of the banking 
system and the trading community. 

(a) According to the first view the exchanges 
did not respond quickly enough to obviate the 
necessity of large international payments in 
bullion from time to time. A large reserve, 
considered essentially as an exchange defense 
fund, was therefore needed. The bullion should 
be made available for this purpose and Dot 

Inc the prolit or loss of lImsmittiDg 1JO\cI to America must 
be the rat. at which sold em be obtaiDed for bills ("The 
Policy of the BuIk.U October ... 18n). The writer does 
Dot make It deu that the IoaIl to America is oofy 0Ilt Item 
III the beI&Ilce of paymellts, ad that """ thoQ&b the loOIl 
is proIitable.it may Dot be proIitable to _ buIlioIl. 

-"The StrIngeDt Terms of the BaIlt,u April 1I.ISS7. 

earmarked for redeeming the internal circula
tion. The reserves of the private and joint stock 
banks were practically not available for meet
ing a foreign drain, as they were needed for 
internal liquidity. A drain therefore fell upon 
the Bank. 

In the management of the internal circulation 
or credit it was held that the Bank should be 
left with a wide discretion, though charged 
with the responsibility of maintaining gold pay
ments. If there was no external drain there 
would need be no internal pressure, and even 
when there was an external drain there should 
be no attempt to reduce the internal circulation 
arbitrarily. Particularly after the panic of 
1847, the level of the rate rather than the level 
of the internal circulation came to be consid
ered the proper criterion of the amount of pres
sure requisite for protecting the exchange. As 
Palmer stated, attempting to reduce the circu
lation was what caused the mischief." 

(b) The second view, which emphasized the 
Deed for a device for compelling a proper be
havior on the part of the banking system and 
trading community, was the view of the Cur
rency School. They started with the supposi
tion that international markets for goods and 
securities were sufficiently stable so that a 
trader could always convert his wealth into 
bullion in the world market without making an 
unbearable sacrifice. In a general way their 
opponents believed this also, but, whereas they 
insisted that it might take considerable time to 
create a favorable balance of payments, the 
Currency School reasoned as if gold could be 
obtained as rapidly as internal deflation could 
proceed. 

Before the panic of 1847 the Currency School 
took the extreme position that DO central 
reserve for the defense of the exchanges was 
either desirable or necessary. Appropriate 
internal adjustments being the aim, it was sup
posed that the balance of international indebt
edness should bear directly upoD member-bank 
reserves.'8 Otherwise, the proper changes in 
credit and prices would be unduly delayed. It 
is Dot simply that they desired to make credit 
policy automatic. One can imagine freedom of 

.. Ev •• B.C. 1B48. q. '015. See olso III- 1971, 1034-
• The ........, of the IIaDkiDg Ileputmmt .... _ed 

_ to that of aD)' otber hulk. 
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action taken away under some such plan as 
proposed by Chapman,in which the rate would 
be advanced a predetermined amount with a 
given change in the reserve. There was a ques
tion of criteria as well as of the amount of 
discretion. The Currency School considered 
that the proper criterion of the degree of pres
sure required to correct the exchange was the 
amount of the internal circulation and not the 
rate in the money market. 

After the panic they receded actually from 
this position. They admitted that the Bank 
ought not to compete with other banks to any 
great extent in order to employ its reserve, and 
that on account of its great size it could give 
more aid than other banks during distress." 
This was a tacit admission that there was a 
central reserve and that changes in its amount 
should not dictate arbitrarily the efforts of the 
Bank to expand and contract. (The admission 
was made more palatable by their insistence 
that the circulation including the Banking re
serve varied with the bullion.) Regardless of 
their formal position, they fully realized that 
foreign drains acted principally upon the re
serve of the Banking Department." But having 
tacitly recognized this fact, they reverted to the 
idea that the reserve was primarily a barometer 
for indicating the proper internal credit policy 
rather than a defense fund for the pound. They 
came now to be concerned with minimum re
serve proportions for the Banking Department. 

These opposing points of view were exempli
fied during the discussion directly after the 
panic of 1847. As a result of the Act ol 1844 
the Bank felt obliged to restrict credit drasti
cally even though the exchange was favorable 
(during the October panic) and there remained 

• See Chap"'rs XIII and XV. 
• As a matter of fact, if the London banks held large 

excess teserves when the drain began, these woold be reducm 
to the point wh.,., the hanks would resist any further reduc
tion. H such redUctioD were in the banks" note reserves, it 
would take the pbu:e of a reduction in the """""" of the 
Banking Ilepartment. If the reduction were in their baIanas 
at the Bank, the .... rve in the Banking Ilepartment would 
be redured also. Th .... who insisted that a drain alfecUd 
merdy the reserve of the Banking Ilepartment _ any 

cin:umstaDces went too far. This is apparent if ODe "amines 
the movement of Loudon hanke.s' baIanas and the drcnJa,. 
lion in roonection with changes in the buIIiDa and with 
other c:imJmst8n PC which would indicate whether the banks 
started from a position of aass reserves.. 

£8,000,000 of bullion. The opponents of th, 
Act contended that the Bank should not hi 
obliged to deal with an internal and an externa 
drain in the same way, that so long as the ex 
change was favorable the internal demand migh 
be met with perfect safety." The theory tha 
the two kinds of drains should not be dealt witl 
in the same manner was not new, of course. Ai 
a member of the Lords Committee of 184! 
pointed out, Henry Thornton and the Bulliol 
Committee had stated that the Bank shoulc 
deal differently with the two kinds of drains." 
Baring stated that it was on this theory thai 
the Bank had expanded in 1825. The exchange! 
being favorable at the time, Liverpool ane 
Huskisson, after advising with Baring and thE 
Governor of the Bank, decided to expand in· 
stead of acceding to the Bank's request fOi 
suspension. The Act of 1844, he claimed, pre· 
vented such a remedy in the situation existinB 
in 1847." His pamphlet was written appar· 
ently before the Treasury Letter was issued. 

.. One might get the impression from the disawioe 
before the Committees that there was • large increase in the 
demand for Bank notes during the October panic, but th ... 
was not. There had been an in"'maI demand for gold be
tween April 17 and October .0 of £3,000,000, including the 
demand for Ireland (Pahner, Ev. B.C. 1848, qs .• 064~5). 
The October panic arose from an at_pt on the part of the 
Bank to deprive the banks of a COD5icIerabJe portion of their 
normal reserve. 

• Ev. B.L. 1848, q. 146', A member of the Bank CharIAor 
Committee had also called atlAoDtion to the Bullion Report 
regarding the distinction between an inlAomal and an e:rtemaI 
drain. The matter was wen UDdentood. (Ev. 183" q. 
5368.) 

• Lord Asbburtoe (Alexander Baring), T!Je Fi1IMIdDl 
GIld C"",,,,,,ciDl Cm;, COIISUk,ed (second ed.), pp. 11-14-

Baring does not say 10, but he and the memben of the 
Govemment as wen as the Bank _0 must bav. known 
that the chances of .vertiog suspeIIIion in 1825 were oJjght 
in any CISO. As it ..... the Bank purchasrd gold at • 
premium through Rothschild, who obtained it in Fr2DCZ 
and varinos othel countries (Roth!child, Ev. 183', q. 4838; 
Ward, qs. '06S-7I). 

IncldentaDy, Baring's ... Iement dispo!es of JOPlin'. 
daim that it was his Jetter to the COIIriu explaining the dis
tinctiun between an inlAomal and an exIAomaI drain whlch 
suggat<d to the eovemment the proper COWJe to pursue. 
Ct. his Vietti, "" l!Je CIlI7'et!C7 (1828), p. 175; and Em_ 
_ 0/ lite Re"m 0/ l!Je JoiIIl Sloei Ba..Tt C"",,,""", 3d ed. 
(1837), p. 8 •• No one .... needed to explain the principle. 
What was needed _ I0IIIO one to take ",poD5ibility ill 
CISO _ROO could not be avoided. The Govemmmt 
without acknowledging it UIIIIIDed thiI rapoasibiIit:r ill 
ordering the Bank to expand. 
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Palmer held that during a foreign demand, 

such as that of April, 1847, the Bank could 
give accommodation at an increased rate. 
Against such a demand no remedy was so effec
tive as raising the rate. In case of internal 
pressure alone, as in October, 1847, the Bank 
could safely give assistance without raising the 
rate. A rate above 5 per cent would be in
expedient. It might increase the panic." Glyn 
thought that it was not safe to extend the 
circulation· until the exchange was corrected, 
but, once the exchange was favorable, the 
circulation might be extended- with perfect 
safety.sa 

Morris'o and Loyd, on the other hand, held 
that an internal and an external drain should 
be dealt with the same way. Loyd finally ad
mitted that it was not really necessary to con
tract when the exchange was favorable, but he 
thought that to draw any distinction as to the 
source of the drain would give an undesirable 
discretion to the Bank directors.'· Norman 
stated that the source of the drain should not 
be "much" regarded. In case of panic it should 
be considered, but it was impossible, he thought, 
to legislate beforehand for panics.'· 

Thus the Currency School wanted to dis
regard the causes of a drain because they con
sidered all banks' reserves - including that of 
the Bank - as an automatic device for control. 
To distinguish between the causes would give 
an undesirable discretion to the Bank directors. 
Their opponents, on the other hand, desired to 
distinguish between the causes of a drain be
cause they viewed the reserve of the Bank
which they considered essentially different from 
the reserves of other banks - as an exchange 
defense fund. Only such pressure, in their 
opinion, ought to be used as was necessary to 

• Ev., B.C. 1848, qs. 1964. 1019, IllS i H.L. 1848. qs. 
'3'-753. ,88-796 •• 0.8. 

• £v., BL. 1&48. qs. 1,15, 1766. 17~4. 1861, 1885, 
1911. 

-Morris, Ev. B.C. .148. qs. 18.8.314', 
• Loyd, Ev. B.C. '148. q. S191; BL. '848. qs. I"'. 

'S'40 ud ~ A IaJp part of Loyd" evidence before 
the Lords Committee .... oa this questioa. 

- Norman, Ev. BL. '148. qs. 1731h4S. CottOD thought 
that &old withcba .... for iDlUDaI purposos .... more IibIy 
to ",tum to the BanIr. the cold .... t abroad, _ that the 
BanIr. .... uld thenfon be justified ill .... diDc _ froely ill 
the former· .... (Ev. BL. '148. q. 3174). For To ......... 
positiOll, .. ,.." Bill ExC '). Ii., pp.. 46-56. 

protect that fund, regardless of how much the 
internal circulation was expanding. 

Even when the Currency School considered 
the reserve of the Banking Department as in a 
somewhat different category from the reserves 
of other banks they reverted to the idea that. 
the reserve served chiefly as an index for the 
control of internal credit rather than as a means 
of maintaining international liquidity for the 
pound. Just as in the period before the panic 
of 1847 they had insisted that a reduction of 
the bullion reserve should be reflected in an 
equal contraction of the circulation, so now, 
observing that the note reserve of the Banking 
Department served really as a central reserve, 
they insisted that the Banking Department 
should try to maintain rather definite propor
tions of reserve to deposits. Morris stated that 
the reserve of the Banking Department ought 
to be about a third of the "ordinary" deposits." 
Neave ten years later considered that a reserve 
of one fourth was about right in ordinary 
times.80 Hubbard definitely considered that the 
reserve should be judged from the standpoint 
of the Bank's liabilities. Even if the sale of 
securities did not bring in notes, he stated, it 
reduced deposits, and, the Bank's liabilities 
being less, its position was stronger.81 Norman 
objected to the Bank's maintaining a large 
reserve for the purpose oi absorbing the shock 
of gold movements.82 That is to say, he thought 
it was possible to keep the sphere of discre
tionary action within very narrow limits. 

The more modern view was given by Tooke 
before the Lords Committee in 1848. The 
amount of the Bank's liabilities, he stated, was 
not the proper test of the amount of bullion it 
should hold. The bullion was acted upon by the 
state of the exchanges.88 Such was also the 
position of Palmer and Baring. The "rule of 
1832," which Palmer once espoused, related 
bullion to total liabilities, but he later aban
doned the idea that the Bank could be managed 

- Ev. B.C. '148. q. 3439. BankeIS' deposita beyoDd the 
usual .... oum might be c:aIIed for at lIllY time, be slated, _ 
could Dot be doaIt with as the onliDlry ck:posil8. 

- Ev •• 8S8, q. 415. 
a Ev., 1857. qs.. 17'10-71. 
• Ey .. 1857. q. 3516-
• Ev. BL. '148. qs. 3'$0-56. This .... ill bopiDs with 

his eutior...... See B~ _/ PritJu, ... 330-53'; Dr, 

.as-'19. esp. p. 1119-
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by any automatic rule. In his evidence in 1848 
he related drains to the causes which gave rise 
to an adverse exchange and not to the circula
tion or deposits. In a memorandum to the Com
mittees he stated that drains were sometimes 
owing to political changes abroad and that in 
such cases restrictive measures might be post
poned until the necessity of advancing the rate 
was exhibited. The drain might be only tem
porary. He pointed to the reduction in the 
Bank's bullion following the French revolution 
of 1830 .• ' In similar fashion Baring held that 
four or five million pounds of gold would have 
satisfied the American demand in 1847. He 
would have permitted that amount to leave 
without drastic curtailment, considering the 
size of the reserve to begin with.·· Newmarch 
in 1857 insisted that the Bank's reserve was the 
reserve of the nation and should therefore be 
related to the probable drain.·· On the whole, 
this seems to be Mill's position alsO."1 

Weguelin's position was essentially similar to 
Tooke's. It is true that he stated that the 
minimum reserve should be about a fourth of 
the Bank's deposits, but he expected the pro
portion to vary within wide limits, to a half 
or more. At other points he stated that the 
Bank's reserve was the reserve of the whole 
country and so depended upon the balance of 
international payments. The Bank should not 
attempt to employ its reserve dosely and, in 
fact, had not done so. The only immediate 
effect would be to depress the money market. 
He emphasized the point that over short periods 
the directors had no power of adjusting the 
reserve at some predetermined level. 88 

Bank directors, such as Hubbard, Hankey, 
and Norman, who insisted that the other banks 
should maintain their own reserves, I. instead 
of depending upon the Bank for meeting a 

.. Memorandum in Report, B.L. 1848, app. B; memo-
raudum of Much 14 following Ev., H.C. 1849, q. 2238. 

·0,. dl., pp. 16-17. 
• Ev., 1857, qs. 1364, 1415, 1889_ 
-Ev., 1857, qs. 2073. 2102, 2106. 
• Ev., 1857, q5. 244-269. 277-283. 302, 546. 554. 627-

667,757. See also his letter to Lewis, Report, 1857, app. I. 
• Hubbard, Ev. 1857, q. 2380. 1IaDkey, PriJldp/a Df 

B4IIkiKg, pp. 20-30. See also his discussion with MiD, Ev. 
1857, qs. 222&-s8. Nol'ID3D states that he is in geueral agree
ment with 1IaDkey, that it is UDSOund and impracticable for 
the BanIt to keep the whole unused ......... (letter, written 
Dec. 19, in the ~, Dec. 22, 1866). 

drain, failed to appreciate the fact that the 
note reserves of the private banks were for the 
purpose of maintaining internal liquidity, and 
that they could not at the same time be avail
able for defending the currency unit itself. But 
at least their position was consistent with the 
theory which they professed, viz., that it was 
desirable for the private banks to be sensitive 
to a drain rather than have a central reserve to 
absorb the shock. However, it is scarcely likely 
that they really desired to place the banking 
system in as helpless a position for meeting a 
drain as their proposal (for each bank to hold 
its own reserve) would indicate. 

The Economist, from its beginning an op
ponent of the Currency Doctrine, was patently 
inconsistent, for it was the editor's chief aim 
to strengthen the reserve for meeting interna
tional withdrawals. Nevertheless, he upheld 
the system of divided gold reserves in principle. 
Although stressing the point that the money 
market actually depended mainly upon the 
Bank, and that the Bank should therefore main
tain a reserve large enough for meeting its 
responsibilities to the market, the Economist 
held that the ideal system '!Vas one in which the 
bankers held their own reserve. A great num
ber of banks, it was said, had a stronger motive 
to maintain a large (total) reserve than a single 
bank." This is Bagehot's well-known position 
in Lomba,.d St,.eet (1873). Before the Com
mittee on Banks of Issue in 1875 he states in 
reply to Goschen: "If we were starting de novo, 
I should like to see a large number of banks 
each holding its own reserve." He adds that it 
is now too late to change and that the real 
reserve of the country must be held by the 
Bank." The theory, as distinct from the prac-

''''Is It Better that the Banking Raerve of a Country 
Should be Kept ill a Single Bank or Be Distributed bet ...... 
Sevend Banks?" (August 25, 1866). III au artier article, 
·Sir 10hn Lubbock'. Proposal to Remove the Deposit.s of 
the LoDdoo Baoken from the Bank of EogJaod," Septem
ber 29, 1860, the &_1 corm:tly poillted out that the 
haDJws would Dot venture to IeDd their reserves in time of 
trouble. III this article the writer added that a me .. theorist 
would .. y that a hanker should keep his own reserve. See 
also "What is the Proper Reserve of the Bank of EogJaod?" 
by "A Banter," April 3, 18SS, iDsistiDg that the Bank should 
maiDtam a larger reserve siDee it is the real reserve of the 
whole country. 

G Ev. 1875, qs.80cJ9 eI seq. PaIgrs ... folJDWS Bagehot'. 
view in this respect. He beIioves that ~ .. ouId be OD • 
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tice, which Bagehot advocated was a reversion 
to the ideas of those who in the 'thirties wanted 
to establish other London chartered banks co
ordinate with the Bank. The City of that pe
riod had opposed the idea. Rothschild had 
stated the real objection: in order for the gold 
to be available for meeting a drain it must be 
under one control." 

3. Theoretical Assumptions Concerning the 
Gold Standard 

The assumptions behind the belief in a rela
tively stable international standard were - for 
the most part tacit rather than avowed. In the 
first place it was supposed that there was a vast 
trading world over which England could exert 
no influence of first magnitude. It was sup
posed that the relation in the world market 
between the precious metals and commodities 
(though not of course particular commodities) 
was rather stable, and that if one had either 
good securities or commodities of the right 
kind to offer he could always exchange them 
for bullion without making an unbearable sacri
fice. When Tooke asserted that credit could 
not affect prices but only contribute toward 
temporary conditions of overtrading he was 
assuming implicitly that the world level of 
prices could not be disturbed by mere expan
sion of credit in England. Maintaining con
vertibility of the Bank note gave an externally 
determined set of domestic prices, he reasoned. fa 

However, this was a more extreme position 
than most of his contemporaries held. More 
commonly it was believed that the price struc
ture in a given country might deviate to some 
extent from normal equilibrium with an exter
nally determined world level but that it tended 

more IIOlid footiDg If the banks hold their own reserftS 

(lIGU RaM mod I" .11-, .II ..... •.• ,8_'1/00. cb. iii). 
H. constantly conf ..... the <OD!identiODS which apply to 
the reserve of the BanIr. with those whicb should apply to 
the nRrv<S of the oth., bonb. JevODS tabs Baphot" 
view ID iDsistiDg that the Londoa banks ...... a IaIger sold 
re2.... for oztemal use. But he wams that if each haDk 
held lis own ....",., some would Jot their .-.... nIB daD
aerously low. IlIIstlnc to othen for aid. ComhiDed II<tioIl is 
thtlefore ftquisite. But he IhiDb this might tab the form 
of a ""mmi!tee of on the imporlaDt banks ID the UDited 
ltiDcdom. (.II",.., _ IM.II ......... 0/ &daaae (1875). 
pp. 31>-314.) It seems straDae that he dOlI DOt _ that the 
machlDery is provided by the .... traI bulk. 

• KY. 1831, q.4904. • KY. 11140, .... 3176-3303. 

to return to it." The orthodox theory of busi
ness fluctuations was that speculation - en
couraged often by cheap credit -led to higher 
prices than were warranted by the conditions 
of supply and demand and that the consequent 
recoil of prices led to exhaustion and depres
sion, i.e., to business losses and unwillingness 
to make commitments.'· How often do we see 
the phrase "the inevitable reaction"! The re
action is inevitable only on the assumption that 
there is a stable external world which governs 
all but. the temporary deviations in anyone 
country.· 

Starting from this belief in a stable external 
world, the critics of the Currency Doctrine 
(with few exceptions) as well as its adherents 
believed that England could always turn the 
exchanges in her favor by a sufficient contrac
tion of credit. Both Tooke and Norman, it is 
interesting to note, stated that advancing Bank 
rate was an "infallible" means of stopping a 
drain.48 Where they differed on this point was 
in the length of time which they assumed was 
necessary to attract gold. The Currency School 
considered that gold could be obtained from 
abroad as rapidly as securities and goods could 
be offered in the world market. Tooke, on the 
other hand, assumed that internal panic might 
develop before the gold could be obtained, or 
that in any case the pressure used in getting it 
would be unnecessarily great if too much were 
required over a short period. 

Regarding the point whether excessive con
traction might defeat the am of turning the 
exchanges, little was said. It was commonly 
agreed that excessive pressure would aggravate 
the internal demand," but it appeared to be 

. .. See. for aample, Palmer. Ev., 18321 qs. 371-389 . 
• See. for eumpIe, Mill, review of Too""" C....-y 

Priltdlk. ID w.."......,.,. R_, xu, 58s. and PriItd".., 
bk. iii. ch. Diy. The ido. that the real injury was dono dur
lag the period of cmIit apoasioo and Dot duriDg the COIl

traction. which was ccmsi.dered curative, was ftI'Y common. 
See Tooke. E .... B.C. 1819. p. uS; H.L. 181g, q. 7. See 
also Gurney, KY. r83I, q.366S • 

• Tooke, C_" Priltdlk, P. 103. NOrmaD, "The 
Reserve of the BanIr. of 'Eaglaad.-_. ~ber '" 
1866. 

"NeYtltheloss, the BanIr. duriDg the paaia of 11147 and 
1857 was prepariDc to sell ·Mitjon.] ...... ritjrs with the idea 
of takiaa _ from the marbt if the Tn:uury Letta _ 

- mu.d (Morris, Ev. ac. '1148. .... 3Sb1s; H.L. '1148. 
cp. 210 .... 0; Dob ..... KY. 18s&. q.II4I). 
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assumed that pressure always worked in the 
direction of increasing the supply of foreign 
bills, no matter how far it was carried. This 
assumption, however, was disputed by Palmer 
and by Alexander Baring in specific instances. 
They argued that the difficulty of discounting 
in 1847 had seriously hindered exports, and 
not merely imports, so that the exchange was 
affected adversely"· Palmer earlier had taken 
the position that the run on the pound in 1839 
would not have been relieved by further in
ternal pressure. Further pressure,. he stated, 
instead of creating additional supplies of ex
change, would only have increased the alarm. <9 

However, we must not assume from such state
ments that Palmer considered that the ex
changes could not be controlled under proper 
management of the Bank.50 In 1856 he wrote 
to Lewis that the Bank could always secure 
convertibility, if not interfered with by the 
government, except in periods of continued in
ternal panic.Gt On the whole, we may conclude 
that the premise that England could always 
turn the foreign exchange in her favor was not 
seriously questioned. 

The orthodox supporters of the gold standard 
further assumed implicitly that whatever sacri
fices were necessary to maintain gold payments 
were worth making. Loyd argued that a favor
able exchange was an essential preliminary to 
the suspension of the Bank Act. He was asked 
if he considered that everything should be sac
rificed for the sake of convertibility. He replied, 

"Palmer, Ev., H.C. 1848, qs. 2007, 2043. Bamg (Ash
burton), FiItmu:iol and Commercial Crlm CtnUitU,e4,'p. 19. 
Wright stated that during tbe panU: of 18.47 the manuf..,. 
tums of Nottingbam could not execute ordelS because they 
could not get their bills discounted (Ev., HL. 18.48, q. 2920). 
Cairnes expressed & similar view. WbiIe it was true that a 
faD of prices ''within ",rtain limits" tended to stimulate ex
ports, too sudden a faD would have the opposite elIec1; also, 
a violent contraction of credit would interfere with the 
manufacture of goods for export (All Ezaminalioll _ tile 
Pritu;iples 0/ C""nu;y Illvolved ill tire BDlIII C_ Au 0/ 
z844. 1854, pp. 34. 37-38). 

- Palmer, Ev., 1840, qs. 1469-16. Be was of course de
fending the Bank'. action in obtaining credits in Paris and 
Hsmburg. 

- He considered that tbe run on the pound in 1839 arose 
from tbe pecu1iar way the Bank .... managed (Ev. HL. 
18.48, q. 838) • 

• Letter to Lewis, Report, 1857, app. I. Palmer included 
under "interferenre" the limitation of tbe note issue by the 
Act of 11\44. 

in effect, that it was better to sacrifice private 
credit than to endure the worse evil of the 
suspension of gold payments."' Morris was 
asked if, in the existing state of Europe (1848), 
it would be safe to thwart the revival of em
ployment. He replied that, if bullion were 
leaving the country, it would be necessary to 
take restrictive measures or endanger converti
bility. He considered that nonconvertibility 
would produce more lasting injury than the 
unemployment and ruin of merchants resulting 
from the maintenance of gold payments.GB 

Glyn, though opposed to the Act of 1844, never
theless held that the Bank could not venture 
to enlarge the circulation unless the exchange 
were favorable." This was also the position of 
the Lords Committee in 1848.3G Thus it was not 
merely the Currency School who thought that 
great sacrifices should be made in order to 
retain the gold standard. Even Tooke in his 
third volume of the History of Prices had rec
ommended a ruthless deflation where necessary 
to protect the bullion reserve.... In his later 
writings he merely changed his emphasis, hold
ing that under proper management no such 
sacrifices would be necessary.1I1 

There were dissenters, however, who thought 
that sacrifices to maintain convertibility might 
be carried too far. Gurney, though holding that 
the return to gold had been good for the coun
try and had strengthened credit, stated that 
there were worse things than the abandonment 
of gold.so Chapman, who was the head of 
Overend, Gurney, and Company in 1857, stated 
that, if it were a question of maintaining specie 
payments or the industry of the country, he 
would prefer to drop specie payments." It 
appeared obvious to the bill brokers that a 
refusal to lend on the part of the Bank would 
be far more serious than the abandonment of 
gold. 

Others, more unorthodox, were outspokenly 

-Ev., HL. 1848, q. 1537. See also Ev. H.c. 18.4&, .... 
SIS6, 5292. 

• Ev. B.C. 18.48, .... 33:18, 3442-440 38.40. 
• Ev., HL. 18.48, qs. 177>-73· 
• ~rt, HL. 18.48, oec. siii. 
• VoL m, pp. 89,110. 
• & aD e:umpie, _ vol. Y, p. s86. 
-Ev.., B.L. 1848. qs. usB, 123:1. 
- Ev. 1857. q. 5335. Chapman lIddt, however, "God for-

bid that it ever mould happen." 
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opposed to the gold standard.·o J. W. Bosan
quet argued that, while the proper object of 
convertibility was to prevent excessive vari
ations in the value of the currency, at times it 
had the opposite effect. He proposed therefore 
that the managers of the currency should sus
pend gold payments rather than resort to severe 
contraction. After two years of depreciation of 
the exchange of more than ~ per cent they 
should be at liberty to raise the rate to 5 ~ and 
then to 6 per cent. He seems to have had little 
idea of the extent to which the exchange might 
vary once gold payments were suspended.81 

Blackwood's, in no sense an advocate of radi
cal doctrines generally but a Tory publication, 
continued intermittently its opposition to the 
gold standard with articles by David Robinson, 
Sir Archibald Alison, John Dickinson, and 
R. H. Patterson.'· Alison admitted that the 
California gold discoveries had temporarily re
moved part of the evils of a currency con
vertible into gold. But the relief was only 
temporary; fresh supplies of gold would en
courage new undertakings which could not be 
completed when a drain again occurred." Pat
terson stated in ISS6 that the return to gold had 
converted the forty years of peace into a "sea
son of nightmare crises." Arguing that the 
difficulty is not with the propensity to speculate, 
he contends that speculation is promoted by 
the inflow of gold and that the restriction of the 
currency which follows the outflow is the "most 
potent agent for converting good speculations 
into bad ones." The crisis of ISSS was "en
tirely of a monetary kind." Gold having lost 
its steadiness of value, "can we not steady the 
currency by means of our paper-money . . • ?" 
Let gold sell for what it will bring, as during 
the Restriction period." 

The Select Committees in IS57 and ISSS 
heard some evidence in opposition to the gold 
standard, as indeed earlier Committees had 

• a. R. S. Sayen, "The Questioa of the S-danI ill the 
EigbteOll-Fifties,U.a.o.o./e Hm.." YOI. D (1933). 

-1I.IaIIic, "',.,," c_ C~ pp. 118-..... 
- See BlbUopapiIy, below. 
• "The CurnDcJ EzteDsiOD Act of Nature." a'.' ... D .... '. 

I.ZDt (1851), osp. p. 18. Fo< .... euIier attack OD the pId 
atandard, ... his ~ ill .8,S" '845: Or,. s.llQMI 
... C-..I p.,., C...-..y (184$). 

• "'rho G01d-Scntw, ODd Its C __ - Blodwo..,. .. 
YOI. = (rBs6). ReferriDc to Lord Overstoae's artideo 

done. John Twells (a London banker), G. H. 
Foster (a director of "the London Joint Stock 
Bank), Sampson Samuel Lloyd (of Lloyds and 
Company, Birmingham), and Robert Slater (of 
Morrison, Dillon, and Company) contended 
that regulating the currency by gold invited 
speculation and then required restriction. They 
argued for an inconvertible currency with the 
aim of reducing fluctuations in money rates and 
prices.·· 

The arguments of the dissenters appear to 
have made little impression upon the City of 
the middle of the century. The replies of the 
Bank directors to the questionnaire of G. C. 
Lewis in ISS6, which nearly unanimously sup
ported the Act of IS44, would seem to indicate 
that there was no doubt in their minds regard
ing the advantages of the gold standard. The 
Committee of the Treasury of the Bank in 
ISSS consisted of Norman, Cotton, Heath, 
Morris, Hankey, Hubbard, Neave, Dobree, and 
Latham. All of them were defenders of the 
Bank Act, and a fortiori defenders of the gold 
standard. The Economist held that anything 
that endangered cash payments would sap the 
foundations of credit."" Cairnes was probably 
not far wrong in stating that "all the most dis
tinguished economists in the three kingdoms, all 
the first practical financiers," and (he believed) 
"every statesman of eminence" supported the 
doctrine of convertibility." 

4. Conclusion and Criticism 

Thus at the time our period closes there was 
very little dissent from the view that the inter
national standard provided on the whole a 
stable currency, that England had a dependable 
procedure for maintaining parity with it with
ouf excessive sacrifices, and that such sacrifices 
as were necessary were well worth making. 

iD the r .... under the pseudoDym of "Merator,- ill whidI 
be says tbat ...... t of capital ... occasioned the crisis, Pat
_ &tala tbat it is 1IlODeY, DOt capital, tbat _ are otriv
IDe '0<. Merator, "the __ A,... of the B"JHonists,· 
is "doDe-dofunctu (pp. 17'-18). 

-TwoIIs, Ev. 1857, qs. 4539 .. ...,.; Footer, BY. ISs&. 
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The growing popularity of the theory that 
the Bank could regulate the international flow 
of capital undoubtedly strengthened the belief 
that the gold standard was automatic and that 
Bank management could be reduced to a routine 
of relaxing credit as gold came in and tighten
ing credit as gold went out. Confidence in this 
procedure weakened to some extent the argu
ment in favor of a large central reserve. Since 
the Bank, it was reasoned, had such infallible 
means of defending itself against an external 
drain there was no need for an exchange de
fense fund. Nevertheless, the claims of the 
Currency School were greatly moderated. Di
rectors such as Hubbard, Norman, and Hankey 
formally maintained that the private banks 
should hold their own reserve, or at least a 
larger part of the reserve, but they conceded 
that as things stood the main burden of drains 
fell upon the Bank. Hubbard as well as 
Weguelin considered that exports of bullion 
were offset to a large extent by increased 
discounts at the Bank 88 rather than by a re
duction of the reserves of the London banks. 
Such a procedure implied that the Bank 
should be left with a certain degree of discre
tion in the management of credit. Since 
discounts increased in any case during a 
drain, there was obviously a question as to 
what extent the Bank should use restrictive 
measures. 

Thus there was a convergence of views. 
While it was admitted that a certain amount of 
discretion must of necessity be left with the 
Bank, it was believed that credit policy should 
be as nearly automatic as possible. Bank rate 
ought to be sensitive to gold movements just 
as gold movements were sensitive to Bank rate. 
This principle of management is reflected in 
the attention which was given to the reserve 
proportion as a guide to Bank policy. As a 
matter of fact, however, the Bank, did not 
maintain even an approximately stable. reserve 
proportion. Moreover, in discussing in detail 
how Bank rate was to be regulated with refer
ence to the reserve, the directors made it clear 
that they wanted to be left free to act in each 
individual case according to circumstances. 

-Ev., 18S7, qs. 2556-61. Hubbard of course supported 
the "prlndple" of the Act of 11144; Weguelin on the whole 
didnoL 

They rejected any suggestion that they should 
follow a mechanical rule." 

My criticism of this theory of the monetary 
standard and of Bank management is that it 
overlooked the fact that the Bank itself man
aged the standard!· The credit systems of other 
countries were directly responsive to credit 
conditions in England, but their bullion hold
ings were adjusted to felt requirements. I am 
not taking the position that London had no 
means of influencing the willingness of other 
countries to hold gold, but that such means as 
it had were always on a precarious footing. The 
Bank was the place of last resort for obtaining 
gold for the rest of the world. And against the 
determined efforts on the part of other coun
tries to strengthen their reserve, London had no 
real defense. 

Let us consider the means by which credit 
conditions in London influenced the credit sys
tems of other countries. So long as sterling 
bills and balances were not discredited they 
satisfied to a very important extent the demand 
for the means of international settlement. An 
expansion in London improved the liquidity of 
foreign merchants and banks either in the sense 
that it increased their actual holdings of sterling 
exchange or in the sense that it made them feel 
more secure in their ability to obtain London 
credit or to obtain it more cheaply!' 

The practices indeed were understood by con
temporary observers. The &onomist pointed 
out that continental bankers and merchants 
held at all times a large supply of sterling bills!' 
This accords with B. W. Currie's statement 
some thirty years later that the reserves of 
bankers all over Europe consisted largely of 
bills on London, which they regarded "as an 
absolute gold reserve." Even the French rail
ways, he stated, held large amounts of sterling 
bills!' It seems unlikely that the practice was 
of recent growth, for in 1832 Rothschild had 
pointed out that England was banker for the 

-See Chapter xm. oection 7. 
"Ct. HawtIey. _ and memorandum, Committ« 

on Ymance and Induslly. 1931; Williams, "Monotary Stabi
lization trom aD InternationaJ Point of V ..... • A_ 
_ Reviertl. voL xxv. supplement (1935). 

"There is DO simple ddinition of liquidity • 
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whole world, transactions everywhere being 
settled in London'" 

Contemporary observers realized also that 
the foreign trade of the world was financed 
largely with London credit.T1 And it must have 
been apparent that the cost of such credit and 
local credit competing with it would be governed 
by the London money market. Also, it was well 
recognized that London issuing houses financed 
an important part of the long term credit for 
America and the Continent. William Brown 
pointed out that America followed every move 
in money matters in England.Te-

But, though the practices were understood, 
the correct inferences were not drawn from 
them. Burgess was undoubtedly one of the few 
contemporary observers who had a better ap
preciation of England's true position. In sup
port of his argument in favor of currency 
expansion, he states: "It is clear, from the 
stagnation in business, and the extensive fail
ures in all commercial states that have inter
course with us, which take place at all times 
when we adopt measures to contract our cur
rency, that the state of our paper circulation 
has a very great effect upon the circulating 
medium of all other states. By withdrawing an 
amount of paper currency from circulation in 
England, we at the same time reduce the credit 
circulation of the whole commercial world, and 
simultaneously create a general demand for 
metallic money." He adds that, since England 
has such power to force contraction, her power 
must also be great to prevent contraction in 
other countries." 

Burgess's view, however, made little if any 
impression on contemporary opinion. Generally 
it was assumed that the only significant way 
London could affect the credit systems of other 
countries was by influencing their gold supply"o 

.. Ev. 11131, q .• '99. 

.. See the discusoIOb of GIyn, WecueliD, WiIsOD, OIld 
M. T. Smith during the _1i0b of 101m BaD, Ev. 
1858, qs. 1699-1191. Smith daimed that. BosIoD IDOl<bant 
could not obtaia • <aI1IO of tea from OmtOb without &rst 
obtaiDiDs • credit from Mesus. Math080D 01 Baring • 

.. Ev. B.L. 11148. qs. 1300, 1.\26 • 
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oped ... similar to their failure to ... that the _ could 
iDll ....... the oh:tiw terms of credit ill EnsIand b7 creating 
deposit IIoIo.oas for the LondOb banks. 

Moreover, reasoning that no one country would 
lose much gold (in the net) as the result of 
England's gain, contemporary observers con
cluded that other countries would remain nearly 
passive while England contracted credit and 
strengthened her reserve ,at their expense. 

In fact, however, bankers in other countries, 
having a reserve partly in the form of bullion 
and partly in the form of sterling bills, would 
at any given time adjust their bullion holdings 
to what they considered their requirements in 
the light of the credit situation. It is true that 
London could influence their decision within 
certain limits by varying discount rate, for the 
rate of earnings on sterling bills was one con
sideration in the decision whether to hold more 
bills or more bullion.To But the usefulness of 
such bills as a reserve was contingent upon the 
unquestioned ability to discount them in Lon
don. Thus if the Bank limited its discounts 
arbitrarily or threatened to do so, and not 
merely raised the rate, it would defeat its aim 
of getting bullion, since it would drive foreign 
banks to take bullion instead of bills. On the 
other hand, so long as the bills were considered 
nearly the equivalent of gold, they would satisfy 
an increased demand for liquidity accompany
ing credit restriction. 

But, while England could influence the for
eign demand for bullion in this way to some 
extent, I believe the process was always on a 
precarious basis. It can scarcely be supposed 
that foreign banks would endanger liquidity 
for the sake of earnings. Foreign banks which 
had not allowed their bullion holdings to reach 
the minimum of safety before a crisis might be 
attracted by a high discount rate and depart 
fl"l)m their customary reserve position. But 
those whose bullion reserves were already at 
the minimum of safety would not want to see a 
further reduction, regardless of the rate on 
sterling bills. Whether or not England could 
attract gold from particular countries was a 
matter of uncertainty. In 1847 and in 1857 
London took gold from some countries and sent 
gold to others.80 It was only the circumstance 

"Cf. Bin:b (Go ...... o. from 1819 to 1881), Ev. 1886, 
q. 1368. 

-Palmer. Ev .. BJ.... 1848, .. 688-6gJ. Soli Bnnm, 
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of mutual distrust in 1857 which prevented 
more gold from going to America.B1 The sys
tem worked only so long as not too many coun
tries demanded gold at the same time. 

In addition to such possibilities of influenc
ing the foreign demand for gold, London influ
enced the demand for the active circulation 
abroad in so far as it influenced the economic 
situation out of which the demand arose. An 
effect of this sort would be delayed, however, 
and could not be considered a means of getting 
gold in an emergency. In the same manner 
London could exert some influence upon normal 
reserve requirements in other countries. 

During the nineteenth century and until the 
recent war it was commonly believed that Eng
land's creditor position gave her an infallible 
means of controlling the exchange. It was held 
that, by reducing the volume of new acceptances 
discounted, the steady stream of acceptances 
maturing in London could be used to draw in 
gold." (The argument was extended to cover 
the capital market: the current flow of interest 
and dividends on foreign investments could be 

. turned to advantage by reducing the volume of 
new foreign issues.) But there was an obvious 
limit to the extent this power could be used. 
The acceptances falling due could be paid only 
on condition that London continued to discount 
new bills. It must be remembered that London 
provided the liquidity for the international 
standard, and that active measures to draw in 
gold wonld start a restriction of credit through
out the gold standard world. If the liquidation 
proceeded too fast, other countries would be 
less willing to give up gold. The possibility of 
diverting gold to London depended upon get
ting-other countries to reduce their preference 
for gold in favor of other liquid resources. If 
London had tried to compete for gold by be
coming progressively more bearish as other 
countries became more bearish, the interna
tional standard would have broken down. sa It 

• Neave, Ev., J8S8, CIS. 83-15_ 
• The llIgUIIIeDt did DOt give adequate weight to the fact 

that foreign ... held IaJge short term claims 011 LondOD in 
the form of bills and bahners 

-OIl the """'" ... coning the ahiIity of LondOD to attrad 
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6mited Aside from the psychological effect of • fall in the 
LondOD market _ foreign _ ....... the impairmaIt of 
the liquidity at the foreign __ - iDdu<ed by the am-

is not likely that other countries in the midst 
of a financial crisis, with their liquid resources 
other than gold impaired, would have used their 
gold reserve to meet the claims of London. 
They would have suspended gold payments. 
The Governor (Morris) in 1847 considered 
that the Bank could have maintained cash pay
ments even though there had been general 
commercial discredit in the City. The maturing 
bills, he thought, would have provided the 
Bank with a sufficient amount of notes to meet 
its liabilities. He forgot that no bills could 
have been paid without the liquidity provided 
by the Bank. Those who supposed that London 
could always exact payment from other coun
tries in gold simply because of the legal claims 
upon them made a similar mistake. When 
London in 1914 refused to discount, the world 
generally defaulted. 

We may attribute England's ability to main
tain gold payments continuously not to the 
operation of any natural law, but to favorable 
historical circumstances which could not be 
counted upon to continue. Not the least of 
these was the increase of the world gold supply, 
wbich had begun on a moderate scale even 
before 1844. The policy of the Bank in never 
refusing to discount, except for very short 
periods in 1825 and 1847, was also favorable. 
The Bank was willing to see much greater vari
ations in its reserve than the central banks of 
England or America would see today without 
resorting to destructive methods or suspension. 
But even with these favoring circumstances, I 
believe that it was a historical accident that the 
demand for gold from different parts of the 
world did not come together sufficiently to ex
haust the Bank's reserve. 

A few words regarding the extent to which 
the views of the older writers and financial 
leaders anticipated those which have generally 
been considered of more recent origin: The 
arguments of important groups in the City 
against Resumption in 1819 remind one very 
much of the opposition to the return to gold a 
century later. It was argued that the currency 
restriction necessary to raise the pound to the 
old parity would seriously affect the profitable
ness of trade, curtail production, and cause 

tr.u:tic8 in Laadoa - would haft iDterfered with tIIeir lib
IOtbing __ • 
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unemployment. It was also pointed out that 
the value of bullion itself would probably rise 
owing to the return to specie of countries then 
on a paper basis and owing to their accumula
tions of bullion in bank reserves and war chests. 
The Bank directors and many in the City ex
pressed doubt as to the automatic character of 
attracting gold by contraction." Later writers 
considered this a form of heresy, but today we 
should be more sympathetic to the older view. 

The more unorthodox writers of later decades 
preserved the theory that the currency could 
be regulated without regard t9 gold and that 
the country could thereby save itself from the 
hardships of deflation and depression. As the 
period of paper currency became more remote 

• See, for example, Gurney, Ev., H.C. 1819, pp. 176-
177; Harman, p. 48 and passim; Pole, pp. 34, 36; Roths
child, pp. 157-158; Baring, pp. lBo, 196; Thornton, BL. 
1819, qs. 3, 8. 

they made less impression on the opinion of 
their day. But they_ anticipated much that has 
been said recently regarding the feasibility of 
a permanently managed currency. . 

The theory that the Bank could influence the 
international flow of capital is considerably 
older than has commonly been supposed. It 
was stated as early as X8I9, and by the 'forties 
it played an important part in shaping Bank 
policy. 

The view that the gold reserve should. be free 
for meeting an external drain, and that its vari
ations were not for controlling automatically 
the degree of internal pressure, was well under
stood even before Resumption. The idea that 
the discretionary control of credit could be 
superseded by an automatic control by the in
ternational standard was an innovation of the 
laissez-faire reformers. 



CHAPTER XV 

LATER DISCUSSION OF THE BANK 
CHARTER ACT OF 1844 

No general agreement was ever reached as 
to whether the Bank Charter Act of 1844 

was in the net a good or an evil. The contro
versy simply passed into the background. Tbe 
reason for this essentially was that it came to 
be understood that the Bank was to be managed 
on fundamentally the same principles as before 
1844.' It was realized that its operations 
affected the whole credit structure and that it 
continued to hold most of the reserve of the 
country for meeting international settlements. 
After the panic of 1847 much less was said re
garding the aim of varying the circulation with 
the bullion. The aim which came to be stressed 
more was that of insuring convertibility of the 
Bank note by providing for a larger reserve. 
Those who favored the Act continued to insist 
that the discretionary control of the currency 
was unsound and had in fact been abolished by 
the Act, but they admitted that the Bank had 
to exercise a discretionary control of credit, 
and that this control should be in the public 
interest rather than in that of the proprietors. 
It was generally agreed that the Bank must 
continue to serve as a lender of last resof\ and 
that the Act would be suspended whenever it 
interfered with this obligation. Without the 
belief that it would be suspended when neces
sary the Act would undoubtedly have been 
modified. 

The increase of the world gold supply made 
it less likely that the reserve of the Banking 
Department would be inadequate. And to some 
extent the custom of the London banks of hold-

1 The change in discoUllt policy was Dot of fUlldameDtaI 
importance. CODbary to a common opinion, the most im
portant change was Dot in keeping Bank tate close to the 
market wben rates were low, but in raising the rate so very 
high when the demand for discoUDts was large. This change 
.... Dot of course • CODSequaIae of the Act but it wu a 
product of the theories _ lay bebind the Act. 

[ x64 ] 

ing a larger portion of their reserves in the 
form of balances at the Bank as compared with 
Bank notes reduced the importance of the limi
tation of the Bank note issue. During the panics 
of 1857 and 1866 there were large increases of 
London bankers' balances as well as of Bank 
notes. In 1873 there was a considerable in
crease of bankers' balances but no appreciable 
increase of notes. However, the importance of 
this factor should not be exaggerated. Bank 
notes continued to be a very important part of 
the reserves of other banks.' 

I. Does the Act Increase Business Instability? 

The Act was most under attack directly after 
the panic of 1847. Palmer, Brown, Tooke, Glyn, 
Gurney, and others held that the panic was 
caused by the artificial limitation of the cur
rency, which would not have been necessary 
except for the Act. Palmer stated that the crop 
failures caused the export of gold, and that the 
insolvency of the corn merchants and the houses 
connected with the India trade caused a with
drawal of notes for internal use. The inability 
of the Bank to meet that demand caused the 
panic.· 

Norman, on the other hand, c1aimed that the 
Act had kept things "very much in their natu
ral and legitimate Course." He and Morris 
emphasized as causes of the panic the crop 
failures, the large investments in railways, the 
insolvency of the com specu1ators, and the 
suspension of an eminent discount broker with 

• Some CODjectwe on the matter am be made from .... 
amining Chart xvm in the Appendis, below. See abo Chap
ter III. sectioD 6. For ftiative amouuts of "cub ill 1wKI" 
IDd balaoa!l at the Bank in .- yean, _ Report of the 
Committee OD YID8DC2 and InduJtry, 1931, pp. 35, 156. 
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country connections' (Sanderson and Com
pany). In general the position of the Currency 
School was that, since there was an unfavorable 
balance of international payments, the currency 
was ex hypothesi excessive, and that severe 
.contraction was necessary. The Act had re
quired the contraction to come earlier than it 
would have otherwise, and had thereby lessened 
the severity of the panic. If action had been 
delayed, as was customary before the Act was 
passed, the panic would have been much worse. a 
Loyd, however, blamed the Bank for not acting 
earlier than it did. Even the Act was nof en
tirely efficacious in enforcing sufficiently early 
action, though he thought it had required 
prompter action than the old system.· 

The opponents of the Act then pointed out 
that the exchange was favorable before the 
panic, and that such pressure was not required 

held that, though the Act required overdrastic 
action after a drain set in, it also required 
earlier action and so tended to avoid the neces
sity for drastic action.'· The other critics had 
pointed out that a period of active trade need 
not be accompanied by an increase of the cir
culation. As a matter of fact the Bank circula
tion did not rise in the few years preceding the 
panics of 1847 and 1857.11 

The question whether the Act of 1844 moder
ated or aggravated business fluctuations ceased 
to be important once it was understood that 
the Bank accepted responsibility for the dis
cretionary regulation of credit in the public 
interest, and that its power to give relief during 
crises was to be continued even though it might 
require suspension of the Act. This is the sub
ject of the next two sections. 

to maintain cash payments. They made a very 2. 

great deal of the distinction between an internal 

Was the Bank to be Managed as a Public or 
as a Private Institution, and Was it to 

Serve as a Lender 0/ Last Resort? and an external drain, and argued that except 
for the Act the Bank could have given relief 
without endangering cash payments: Loyd 
and Norman reluctantly admitted the force of 
this argument in the particular instance, but 
they insisted that it was not possible to legislate 
beforeband for panics. Under most circum
stances, they believed, it was not desirable to 
have regard for the sources of a drain. To do 
so would involve discretionary management of 
the currency, which it had been the purpose of 
the Act to avoid.' 

The opponents of the Act generally insisted 
that it did not place restrictions upon the Bank 
during prosperity but only took away its ability 
to give relief after the drain set in and the re
serve was materially reduced.' Mill, however, 

'No ........ Ev .• BL. 11148. qs. 0680-81. Morris, Ev. B.C. 
18.48. qs. 167S-76. 

• Loyd. Ev .• B.C. 18.48. q. $116. Norman, BL. 11148. 
CIS. 868$-88. 

• Ev. BL. 18.48. CIS. 135l-54; Jolt... to tho r ..... r"", ... 
pp. 36S-367. 

• Palmer. Ev. BL. III4&. qs. 7JO-746. Glya, B1.. III4&. 
qs. 1'1.$. 1861. 

• Norman, Ev .• BL. 11148. qs. 1731-4$. Loyd, Ev. 81.. 
III4&. qs. 1«8-aJ. 

• Palmer. Ev. B1.. 11148. qs. 69t-6g8. AshburtOD. F-' 
ciaI _ C_ ....... CrUiI C....... (md eel.). p. S. 
AIl!oD. Ev .• BL. 11148. qs. 386&-73. Gumey. Ev •• 81.. III4&. 
qs. n66-74- DoDsoD. "OD the A_ulS of the _ of Eq.. 
1aDd," I""'" 01 1M S/Gr>,,· .. 1 Sodel" voJ. ,. (18.47). 

According to Palmer, Giyn, Tooke, and other 
critics of the Bank Act, it was generally under
stood in 1844 that the Bank was to be released 
from its public responsibilities with regard to 
the regulation of credit.12 Not all the critics, 
however, insisted that the Bank actually had 
been operated without regard to the public in
terest from 1844 to 1847. In general they 
pointed out that the Bank's operations affected 
the whole credit structure, and that it was re
sponsible for maintaining the real reserve of the 
country.'· It was not Lombard Street that con
verted the country to this view. 1. 

lOEv .• t857. qs. t026-31. Mill's position is that a trade 
expansioD. though Dot "caused" by an increase of DOtes, is 
"attended" by an increase, and that wben over-speculatiOD 
,i,veIops to the poiDt that cIeaI ... &Ie p ....... for paymmt 
they apply to the baDks to mabie them to hold OD. The 
Act pmleDlS them from 8"tting this aedit, md ao checks 
the speculatiOD. Nevertheleso he holds that the disadVID
!ages of the Act outweigh those poiDlS ill ilS favor. See also 
q.I043. 

uSee Appmdh, Charts YIn, XII, :mr. 
U Palmer. Ev. B1.. 11148, q. 857. GlYD, Ev. B.L. III4&. 

qs. 167S-'/6. 1813-14-
• G\yra, Ev. B.L. III4&. q. 11\gII. MilDer, F/oaIiaf Cali

tal, pp. 111-111. Mill, BY", 1'857. qs. lOll, nlh9. Chap
_. Ev., 18$7, q. 4974- Newmarch, Ev. 18$7, q. 1364-
Tooke. BW0r7 01 Pri£a, .. , $43-54$. 

"Nevertheless _lA-L 
" _ .... writteD, Hu

b7 (a fonner GoftlDOr) md _ others were tIyiDc, 
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The defenders of the Act admitted that its 
purpose was to place the Bank on the same 
footing as any other bank and in part they de
fended it upon this ground. Nevertheless they 
denied that it was intended to relieve the Bank 
from looking after the national interest. Morris 
held that the Bank was like any other bank ex
cept for its size. However, he stated that the 
interest of the Bank and that of the public were 
the same. Prescott (the Deputy Governor) 
added that the directors looked first to the 
public interest.'" 

Norman in 1848 stated that the Bank was a 
national institution and should be managed in 
the national interest, though he claimed that, 
in a large view, the interest of the public coin
cided with that of the Bank. In 1857 he was 
more uncompromising. He considered that "the 
issue of money should be regulated by the 
state," and that once it was issued "bankers 
should be allowed to deal with it as they please." 
The Banking Department was "exactly like 
any non-issuing bank." Nevertheless he added 
that it was not to its own interest or to that of 
the public for the Bank to compete actively 
with other money dealers,'· 

Loyd in 1848 stated that the Act, by reliev
ing the Bank from responsibility with regard 
to the currency, produced the impression on 
some that the Bank had less to do with the pub
lic interest than before. But he believed that 
it had not produced such an impression to any 
great extent. The Bank ought to act in the 
public interest and in fact had done so. Gen
erally, Loyd held that a Bank policy ,in the 
public interest was simply a prudent policy such 
as would be recommended to a private bank. 
But at one point he stated that, because of its 
public position, the Bank should not compete 
actively for discounts." In 1857 he formally 
maintained the position that tbe Bank was the 
same as any other bank.18 Nevertheless, in a 
letter to the Times he admitted that a decrease 
in the reserve of the Banking Department was 

though iDeliectuaDy, to revive the doctriDe that the Bank 
was like any other bank. 

MEv., B.C. 1&48, qs. 2651-54-
• Ev., HL. 1848, qs. 276g---7I; 18S7, qs. 2893, 2964-

'978. 
:tf Ev., B.C. 1&t8, qs.. 5190-92, sa6s. 
II Ev., 1857, q. 4l49. 

more significant than a decrease of currency in 
the hands of others because of its effect upon 
the other banks.'8 

Thus the supporters of the principle em
bodied in the Act tended to hedge their state
ments that the Bank was like any other bank, 
so that when all their statements are taken 
together it is clear that no responsible persons 
in the City desired to have the Bank conducted 
as an ordinary joint stock bank. Torrens's 
position is another case in point. He first states 
that the Banking Department is on the "footing 
of an ordinary bank of deposit and discount." 
But he adds that it differs from an ordinary 
bank in thes~ ways: (I) It exercises a greater 
influence because of the greater capital at its 
command. (2) It receives the growing produce 
of the revenue and makes temporary advances 
to the Treasury. (3) It holds some consider
able portion of the reserves of other banks. 
These circumstances, he believes, render it 
more indispensably necessary for the Bank to 
maintain an adequate reserve.20 

The Commons Committee on Commercial 
Distress, though recommending that the Act 
should be continued, pointed out that the Bank 
was "a public institution, possessed of special 
and exclusive privileges, standing in a peculiar 
relation to the Government. . . . These cir
cumstances impose upon the Bank the duty of 
a consideration of the public interest, not in
deed enacted or defined by Law, but which 
Parliament in its various transactions with the 
Bank has always recognized, and which the 
Bank has never disclaimed." 21 This statement, 
expressing as it did the attitude of the Govern
ment and of the financial community, effectually 
put an end to the idea temporarily preva
lent in 1844 that the Bank was to be managed 
as an ordinary joint stock bank. As Weguelin 
later pointed out, the conduct of the Bank re
mained essentially the same as before 1844." 

But though the Currency School adherents 
conceded that the Bank was a national insti
tution and that it should give first consideration 

• JlIDuary, 1856. T,IICIs. pp. 318-329· 
- pur. BilJ Ez~. pp. '5-"6 . 
• Ymt ~rt, B.C. 1848. p. iv. 
-Ev. 1857. q. 1293. _. be stated that the A<t 

foroed the Bank to kftp • JaJlll'l' amoIIJIt of buIIioa thlID it 
might olherwUe haft IIept (q.878). 
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to the public interest, they formally denied 
that it was in the public interest for it to dis
count all bills offered. Morris stated that in 
October, 1847 "there appeared to be an idea 
that the Bank was bound to provide the public 
with notes, without considering that the Bank 
was limited in its operations, just as any other 
banking company." He added that it was no 
more required to support commercial credit 
than any other bank, though being greater in 
size it could do more." McCuUoch thought 
that the Bank could safely aid the commercial 
public only in rare instances." _ 

Norman in 1848 stated that he objected to 
the Bank's being considered a lender of last 
resort." In 1 8 5 7, however, he said that the 
Bank was "supposed" to lend any amount on 
bills, subject to the rate and echeance.2• Still 
later, upon being praised by the Economist for 
his supposed view that the Bank acquiesced to 
lending any amount, he stated that such praise 
was undeserved and that on the whole he agreed 
with the position maintained by Hankey. But 
he did not definitely deny that the Bank should 
discount all bills. He merely stated that he 
feared that the rate might not serve to check 
an undue demand upon the Bank, and con
tended that the bill brokers should maintain 
reserves."' Hubbard, some months before the 
panic of 1857, stated that the Bank, according 
to "popular apprehension," was bound to an
swer the claims of bankers and brokers for 
casb, but that the Bank no longer recognized 
that claim." Much of the force of this state
ment was taken away, however, by the fact 
that the Bank a short time later did recognize 
such a claim. 

The City never accepted the view that the 
Bank was not the lender of last resort. cc A 
Banker," writing in the Eco_is" stated that 
the practice in Lombard Street was based upon 
the idea that the Bank would discount any 
amount of bills." In answer to Hankey, who 

• Ev. H.C. III4J, qs. 164>. 3348-
.''MOIIOY," ~ B_ (8th cd., 18sa). 

XV, .,1. 
• Ev. H.L. III4J, ,. -'46. 
• Ev. 1851. qs. 351)-09. 
• Letter in tho &-., Deoomber II. 1866. 
• Ev .. 1857. q. 1380.. 
• -oa the IDsutIicieDcy of the Baak R.aaw,. "1: •• I..ut, 

No.....tlor ·Ia. 1851. 

was contending that the Bank was not obliged 
to give unlimited assistance, Chapman stated: 
"I say that we should make provision in our 
currency that the commercial business of the 
country should be maintained, which cannot 
be done if people cannot discount bills of 
exchange." 80 Salomons stated that it is "so 
thoroughly ingrained in the minds of the com
mercial world, that whenever you have good 
security it ought to be convertible at the 
Bank iii some shape or way, that I have 
very great doubt indeed whether the Bank can 
ever take a position to refuse to assist persons 
who have good commercial securities to 
offer." 81 Inasmuch as these were the state
ments of the head of the leading discount house 
and of a director in the leading joint stock 
bank, they carry considerable weight. The 
Select Committee of 1858 referred to the 
Bank as the "bank of last resort at a time of 
panic." .. 

Hankey, a former Governor, continued to 
argue that the mercantile community must not 
depend upon the Bank to convert their future 
promises to pay into iInmediate payment when 
they allowed their own ready funds to become 
exhausted. The Economist, in his opinion, had 
put forth the "most mischievous doctrine ever 
broached," viz., that it was the proper function 
of the Bank to keep money available at all 
times to supply the demands of bankers who 
had rendered their own accounts unavailable." 
The more nearly the affairs of the Bank were 
managed like those of every well-managed 
private bank, the better for both the Bank and 
the community. It is to be noted, however, that 
despite Hankey's and Norman's criticisms of 
existing practices, they did not assert that the 
Bank would not give aid in emergencies; and 
the Bank of course continued to give such aid. 
Indeed, except for short periods in 1825 and in 
1847 the Bank had never during the century 
refused to discount whatever amount the pub
lic demanded." In each of these periods re
fusal of aid was owing to legal limitations and 

• Ev .. 1851. q. $113. 
• Ev. 18Sa. ... 1163. 
• R~ 1858, P. Wi.. 
• Pn.t:illa 0/ ~. pp. If-3D-
• Ratjoninc Cftdit 10 iDdividuais was DDt _rly a 

YioJatjon of this ...... 
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entirely with the Bank, but the next best ar
rangement, he thought, was to' place a relaxing 
power in the hands of the Government. He 
added this prophetic statement: Precedent hav
ing been set, the public would always look for
ward to the Treasury Letter and there would 
be constant endeavors to break through the re
striction"· Gurney was solidly of the judgement 
that there should be a relaxing power'" 

The Currency School, though generally ap
proving the Letter,'G objected to incorporating 
a relaxing clause in the Act. The Commons 
Committee failed to recommend any. Loyd 
thought that the existence of a -relaxing clause 
would cause the power to be used prematurely 
and therefore perniciously. The efficacy of 
suspension was owing to its bold and impressive 
character.'· Norman,' Torrens, Morris, and 
Cotton also thought that a relaxing clause 
in the Act would lead to relaxation on too 
slight a provocation." As it was, Cotton 
thought, the Letter had been issued too soon." 

relaxing clause was unnecessary, since the pub
lic believed that the Act would be suspended 
again during a panic. Possibly some advantages 
might be derived from laying down rules as to 
how the power should be exercised. He did 
not recommend making the change!9 

During the panic of 1857 both the Bank and 
the public, according to N eave, acted upon the 
conviction that the Treasury Letter would be 
issued if necessary. The Government without 
giving direct assurance intimated to the Gov
ernor that the Letter would be issued if needed. 
As Sir 'Francis Baring, an opponent of the 
principle of the Act, pointed out, the lack of a 
relaxing clause made the discussion of suspend
ing the Act a delicate matter between the 
Governor and the Government.GO The Bank 
had not asked for suspension during the panic 
of I847 Gl and it did not ask for it now, but 
merely kept the Government informed. 

After the panic of 1857 the question of chang
ing the machinery of relaxation again arose."" 
N eave advised against making any change. 
Though believing that the Letter was necessary 
and that delay in issning it would have ren
dered such a measure inadequate, he thought 
that it was better not to leave it to the Bank to 
give relief, as the directors would be pressed 
to give it earlier than they should. Also, when 
the Ministers realized that they were breaking 
the law they were slower to give relief.1IB That 
is to say, relief was sometimes necessary but, if 

Again, therefore, we see a certain conver
gence in the views of the defenders and the 
opponents of the Act of I844. They agreed 
that the Act could not always be followed. 
They disagreed only upon the machinery for 
suspending it and upon the degree of pressure 
which should be undergone before such a step 
was taken. This disagreement was prominent 
immediately after the panic of 1847, but after 
another decade the matter was considered much 
less important. Weguelin, though not in agree-

• Letter to G. C. Lewis, ChanceDor of Ibe Exchequer, 
ment with the theories of the Currency School, Nov. 10, 1856, Report, 1857, app. I. Patterson also stated 
stated a year before the panic of 1857 that a , !bat !bere was a general belief Ibat Ibe Govemment would 

• Ev., BL. I84a, qs. Ia7S-<)4. Glyn suggested, however, 
tbat tb. constitutioD of tbe Court should be changed so as 
to Includ. CommissloDe.. appointed under act of Parlia
ment. They were not to have a veto over the actiOll of the 
Court, but were to lay before Parliament a statement of 
tbeir dissent from tb. views of Ibe Court (qs. I7~S). 

.. Ev~ H.L. 1848. q. 1101. 
a McCulloch, however, In his article oa "Moaey" in Ibe 

eightb editioa (IaS8) of !be BriImaAaJ Ibought !bat Ibe 
... pensloa of tbe Act in 1847 .... of doubUul value (IV, 
467). 

• Ev., B.C. 1848, qs. 5149-59. See also his Ev~ BL. 
1848, q. ISla; Letter to !be n.u, January, Ia57, Tnrds, 
pp. 353-357. 

• Norman, Ev. BL. 1848, q. 1'98. Toneas, PIIfl'. Bill 
&~. pp. 54-56. Morris, Ev. B.C. 1848, q •• '19. Cot
toa, BL. 1848, qs. 318~. 

• Ev~ BL. 1848, q. lIa,. 

suspend Ibe Act If matten grew wone (''The Gold-Screw, 
and its Consequences," BlGck1llood'J, vol. l.XXJX, 1856, p. 4). 

• See Neave. Ev" 18S8. qs. 87-253. for the circumstances 
connected witb !be issue of Ibe Letter in 1857. Cbapman 
stated !bat Overend, Gurney, and Company bad • tacit 
undentanding in 1856 !bat Ibe Government would give 
re1ief If any real p.... came. He did Dot disclose from 
whom the assurance came. It did Dot come from the Bank 
or from any one directly conaected witb !be Govemmeot 
"but still from a person of such standing !bat I could DOt 
mlsuadentand it.. (Ev~ 1857, qs. 4915-110.) 

• Morris, Ev~ BL. IB48, qs. 4C>-4I. 
• During !be inquiry just before !be panic Chapmen bad 

sugested as a substitute for !be Jaw IimitiDg !be DOte ...... 
an ............... t for tbe automatk iDaeue of Bank rate on 
a sliding oaIe as !be bullion ftSerVO .... ftdooed, similar in 
principle to Booaaquet's SIIIlII<StiOD to Peel (Ev. 1857, qs. 
498Ho12). 

• Ev., 18SS, qs. 149-151. au-u3. 
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the giving of it were placed formally within the 
power of either the Bank or the Government, 
pressure from the public would be difficult to 
resist.·' This was the reasoning adopted by the 
Select Committee in 1858. The question was 
not as important, they believed, as it once was. 
A relaxing clause would not in their view be a 
violation of the principle of the Act. N everthe
less they were "satisfied to leave in the discre
tion of the Executive Government, the time and 
prudent opportunity of giving further effect to 
those principles by which the convertibility of 
the Bank of England note has been kept above 
suspicion." II 

4. Controversy over the Bank Act Recedes 
into the Background 

As time went on less was said about the 
original purposes of the Act," and more was 
said about its providing a reserve for emergen
cies. Cardwell, chairman of the Select Com
mittee in 1858, stated that, while the Act did 
not prevent the public from having an adequate 
supply of notes under ordinary circumstances, 
it did secure the maintenance of a larger supply 
of bullion which could be used in case of panic. 
This was virtually the position taken by Wegue
lin and Neave."' Such a view was in keeping 
with the statements frequently repeated by the 
Currency School since the panic of 1847, that 
without the Act the Bank's bullion would have 
been sti11lower than it was when the stringency 

.. Patterson, writiDg in the January (1856) issue of 
Blackwood'l, stated that the chambers of commerce in 
LivelJ>ool. Binoingham. Nottingham. Edinburgh, Glasgow. 
and other leading towns were passing resolutio~' calling 
upon the Government to suspend tbe Act ("The Gold
Screw, and its Consequences," BltJelnDood'" I.XXlX, 9). 

• Report, 1858, pp. l<l<Vi-nviii. 
• The intention of the sponsors of the Act was to insure 

thst tbe c:in:ulation varied with the bullion. This purpose, 
the Currency School daimed, had been aa:omplished (Mor
ris, Ev. H.C. 1848. q. 3507; TorreD5, pur. Bill &p/o#wl, 
pp. 12, 151). As we have seen, the practical content of the 
question whether tbe c:in:ulation varied with tbe bullion 
was whether the Banking Department was reduced to tbe 
position of lID ordinaly bank. Though the Currency School 
admitl<d that the Bank was not lib an ordinaly bank, 
they contioued to hold (fonnaDy) that the reserve m tbe 
BankiDg ~ should be coDSidered a part of tbe 
c:in:ulation (Loyd, Ev. 1857. qs. 38g0 d seq.). 

• Eumjnation of Neave, Ev., 18sS, q. 835. Neave as
seats to this statempqt See also his answers to questioJlS 
58-59· See WegueIin, Ev. 1857. qs. 87~79. 

became acute."s Thus the real difference of 
opinion turned upon the question of how much 
pressure should be endured before this emer
gency reserve should be used. It should be noted 
that all parties (with the possible exception of 
Palmer, Baring, and Cairnes) believed that 
contraction was the proper remedy under all 
circumstances for an outflow of bullion." The 
idea of an emergency reserve loses force once it 
is realized that the more drastic contraction 
intended to preserve the emergency reserve may 
actually increase the external drain. This point 
is dealt with in considering the theory of the 
central reserve."O 

The fact that the controversy was receding 
into the background is indicated by the chang
ing attitude of the directors and of the Select 
Committees of the House of Commons. In 1848 
Morris stated that the directors were nearly 
evenly divided regarding the merits of the Act, 
though there had been no actual vote on the 
matter."l But when Lewis asked for the indi
vidual views of the directors in 1856, Palmer 
alone expressed definite disapproval of it." 
Three other directors, Huth, Masterman, and 
Francis Wilson, suggested adding a re1axing 
clause. The others either approved the Act or 
at least felt that the matter was not important 
enough to warrant raising an objection." 

In 1848 the Act narrowly escaped condemna-

-Loyd, Ev. H.C. 1848. qs. 5117. 5136. Cotton, H.L. 
1848. qs. 316g. 3186. TorreD5, Peel'. Bill EzpltJilletl. p. 49. 

- At an earlier period, however. Henry Thornton hsd 
taken the view that a too cIIastie curtailment would aggn,. 
vate the foroign dIain (Poper C,edU. pp. 87-89. See also 
Chapter IX, "'FO). 

• See Chapter XIV. 
REv. B.C. 184B. qs. 316g. ~7. 
• Palmer Ilal<d that he hsd entertained an uofavotab1e 

opinion of the Act from the period of its rna_en!, which 
was confirmed by oboerving its operation. In a period of 
favorable exchsDge it hsd the eftect of creatin, an undue 
expamion of credit, and m a period of commercial diseredit 
subsequent to an unfavorable exchange it rendered the Bank 
powerleso to meet an internal dIain. Similar events, be 
thought, were likely to fonow until the commercial credit 
of tbe country was brought to tbe briDk of datruction, 
when an Order m Council would be mopera!ive m -, 
commercial prosperity ............ riIy .nifi..... (Report, 
1857. _. I.) 

• Report, 1857. _. I. Such other aa- .. were 
suggrsled did not blvolve tbe principle of limiting the DOle 
issue. SevenI of tbe diRdon cIaired to limit further the 

provincial --
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tion by the Commons Committee on Commer
cial Distress,·' and was virtually condemned 
by the Lords Committee."" The Report of the 
Select Committee in 1858 was conciliatory in 
tone but recommended retaining the Act as it 
stood. Only two members voted against the 
Report.oo Even James Wilson, who had de
nounced the Act repeatedly in the Economist, 
voted for the Report.OT Thus many who opposed 
the principles upon which the Act was founded 
thought that the Act itself was satisfactory. 
This was the position of Weguelin.68 Mill 
thought it was the principle behind the Act 
which was mainly objectionable, though he 
favored repeal." 

By 1858, Fullarton, Alexander Baring, Gur
ney, Tooke, and Palmer were dead. A new 
generation were taking charge who saw no 
practical difficulty in operating under the Act, 
particularly since they realized that it would 
be suspended if necessary. Moreover, the proh
lem of monetary control was becoming less 

• See tho ProceediDgs of the Committee: 0.. a motion 
by Home that tho Committee resolve that the Act had 
aggravated the distress, there were II ayes and 13 noes, 
with SIr Fnnds Barinlin the chair, who .... probably 0p

posed to the Act, not voting. See also Tooke'. discussion, 
Hisl." ./ Pricu, voL VI, app. xli. 

• Report, HL. 1848, soc. xiii. The Committee stated 
that they deslrod to see wider cllsaetion vested in tho Bank. 

• Spoono. and Cayley. They had also voted against tho 
Act u mombon of the Committee on Common:ial Distress 
in 1848. See Pnuwding& of the Committees. 

"He had voted with the minority against tho Act in 
1848. 

• Letter to Lewis, Report, 1857, app. I. 
• Ev., 18$7, qs. lloa, 1"41-43. He would have removed 

the IOStricUon from eountry issues u well u from those of 
the Bank. 

pressing as the supply of gold increased. Con
temporary writers were aware of this. Alison 
pointed out in Blackwood's that the danger 
of a disastrous drain upon the Bank was not 
so great!· Tooke believed that without the 
Australian gold discoveries the Act would prob
ably have been repealed!' 

The real purpose of the Bank Charter Act of 
1844 had been to get rid of the discretionary 
management of the currency and to provide for 
its automatic functioning according to natural 
law. It:was a sequel in fact to the attempt to 
abolish the discretionary control which had 
existed during the Restriction period. Once it 
was seen that Cash Payments alone did not 
provide stability and did not get rid of the 
necessity for making monetary decisions it was 
hoped that this object might be attained by 
suppressing the central banking functions of the 
Bank. However, experience with the Act of 
I844 showed that there was no way by which 
discretionary monetary control could be 
avoided!' As Weguelin pointed out, though the 
Act was retained, the principles governing the 
management of the Bank remained as before 
1844. 

WI "The Currency Extension Act of Nature,» BlaclnDood's, 
vol. I.XIZ (18SI); "Gold," etc., vol. I.JaII (1852). 

.. Hisl"", 0/ Prius, v, 593 • 

.. Cairn .. pointed out that no rule however ingeniously 
eontrivod could suporsodo the necessity for tho discretionary 
control of the cummcy. Thoro "is doubt1ess something in 
tho notion of a self-acting S)'Stem that eonduces to tho 
serenity and self-glorilication, perhaps, of its framers." But 
it must be remembered that, while the hands of the Bank 
are tied in timoa of pressure, the S)'Stem Is as much liable as 
ever to tho porils insopamblo from cllsaetionary power. 
(PriJKi~ 0/ C_, 1 .... _ ioo UN BtJJdJ C_ Ad 
0/ 1844, pp. 67-68.) 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

T HIS Conclusion will be concerned pri
marily with the theories of control and 

their criticism. A summary of the actual pro
cedure of the Bank is given in the General 
Introduction. Matters of procedure will ac
cordingly be referred to only in connectio.n 
with criticisms of the theories. The contempo
rary theories on many detailed questions con
sidered in the chapters have had of course to 
be omitted here. 

The attitude on specific problems becomes 
much more understandable when we see what 
the assumptions were with regard to the inter
national standard. These assumptions were fre
quently implicit rather than stated. It was be
lieved in the first place that the world gold 
standard was a system governed by natural 
laws and that any influence which the Bank of 
England might exert was of a lower order of 
importance. In the second place it seemed to 
be reasoned that the value of gold, taking the 
world as a whole, was relatively stable. It was 
not of course assumed that the value of gold 
was constant, but that such variations as oc
curred would not impose the necessity of greater 
adjustments in the economic system than could 
easily be made. Moreover, it was assumed that 
such sacrifices as were necessary to maintain 
the gold standard were well worth making, con
sidering its advantages. There were of course 
dissenters from this doctrine, but their influence 
became weaker as the period of paper currency 
became more remote. 

Bank of England policy, therefore, was re
garded as a means of maintsining the most 
satisfactory contact with the international 
standard, which was itself governed by natural 
laws and not by decisions made in London. 
This attitude helps explain many particular 
elements of contemporary theory. For ex
ample, it helps to explain why at one period 
the Bank was expected to control the amount 
of its securities by means of the rate. It ex
plains why the question was raised whether the 
Bank should "interfere" in the discount market 

or remain aloof from it. And of course it ex
plains the great faith in the ability of the rate 
to correct the exchanges. 

In the theories of the procedure of internal 
. control the main problem was the choice of 
appropriate measures of results. Were re
corded changes in the currency or the state of 
the money market the most appropriate test 
of the pressure required? The desire to control 
the actual quantity of currency is reflected, 
for example, in the attitude toward the coun
try bank circulation. It is reflected again in 
the theory that the Bank should not be pri
marily a bank of discounts. After the separation 
of the departments it was no longer considered 
that the Bank regulated the circulation but that 
it exerted such influence as it possessed by 
means of the rate. From about this time differ
ences of opinion centered about the question of 
how responSive Bank rate should be to changes 
in the reserve. 

Control over Country Banks 

Let us consider the theories of the relation 
of the Bank to the country banks. The pre
dominant view during the Restriction period 
was that the country circulation had to conform 
to that of the Bank. It was not supposed that 
there was any exact quantitative relationship 
but that the country banks were compelled to ' 
maintain prices in their districts in equilibrium 
with prices in London. Thus equilibrium was 
not asserted to be with the Bank direct but 
with the financial center, which was in turn 
under the control of the Bank. In my opinion 
this was an important contribution. Modern 
monetary theory generally stresses the relation
ships of the country banks with the central bank 
direct and makes little use of the fact that their 
cash position (and liquidity as a whole) is 
governed to a large extent through the financial 
center. It seems unfortunate that the sugges
tions of early nineteenth-century writers in this 
respect have not been followed up. Where the 
older theory is most open to criticism is in stress-
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ing the point that the equilibrium to be main
tained was one of prices. The objection is that 
a disequilibrium of money outlay would have 
weakened the reserves of the country banks 
before being registered in a disequilibrium of 
prices. 

After the return to Cash Payments the theory 
of note and deposit expansion of a system of 
banks was more fully developed by Pennington, 
Joplin, and others, and this theory stressed the 
need for maintaining an equilibrium of country 
bank rese1"lles to liabilities. The theories dur
ing the Restriction period had not emphasized 
reserve equilibrium as such. Palmer, Gllbart, 
and ~thers emphasized the influence of the 
Bank over the country banks through the 
medium of cheap credit. Low rates in London 
led to low rates and increased employment of 
money in the country with a consequent in
crease of the country circulation. That is to 
say, the equilibrium which the country banks 
had to maintain was in their view one of money 
rates. 

But the theories of the control of the country 
circulation after 1825 tended to insist more and 
more that the Bank's control was loose and 
inefficient. Also the part played by the financial 
center in the mechanism of control was given 
less attention. There was in fact a gradual 
shift in the statement of the problem so that, 
instead of asking whether the country banks 
were sensitive to the Bank of England via con
ditions in London, the question was raised 
whether the country banks were sensitive to the 
foreign exchanges. The question implied that 
the country banks ought to have been con
cerned directly with the problem of interna
tional equilibrium. 

The critics of the country banks claimed also 
that their issues collided with those of the Bank 
and thus further weakened control by the lat
ter. The Bullionists during the Restriction 
period, anxious to hold the Bank responsible 
for inllation, had insisted that competition 
between the two kinds of issues was not great 
enough to impair control Mter Resumption 
the Currency School, desiring to suppress all 
currency management, joined the Bank offi
cials in holding that the two kinds of issues 
competed, that the effect of a contraction by 
the Bank might be offset by an expansion of 

the country issues. The country bankers, on 
the other hand, argued that their notes were 
issued only for local payments and that they 
circulated mostly in the agricultural districts 
where few Bank notes were in use. 

The country bankers did not claim that their 
issues as such were under the control of the 
Bank. They said that their issues were gov
erned by the demand. They were correct in so 
far as they meant that money restricted by 

.custom to serve as pocket money need not be 
specially limited, efficient control over general 
purchasing power being assumed. But at times 
they seemed to take the quite untenable position 
that country issues considered as general pur
chasing power were limited by the demand. 
Such was not their main argument, however. 
Though insisting that their issues were limited 
by the demand, they pointed out that their 
advances were governed by the condition of 
their reserves, and that their reserves were 
affected by the operations of the Bank. But 
they denied that their advances had any mone
tary aspect. This was their fundamental error. 
Inasmuch as the country bankers, however, 
were not charged with the responsibility of 
monetary control it would seem to bave been 
of no consequence whether they admitted the 
monetary aspect of their operations or not. 
But thefi- critics, considering all bank notes 
and coin taken together as the basis of the 
nation's credit system, insisted that since the 
country bankers did not and could not regulate 
their issues with reference to the foreign ex
cbanges - which alone was regulation in the 
public interest in the Currency School view
those issues should be suppressed. 

Sllberling, Angell, Feavearyear, Thomas, and 
modern writers very generally have also taken 
the view that the country banks were not under 
effective control. Briefly, their reasons are that 
the country banks held very inadequate re
serves and that their notes competed with 
those of the central bank. Viner, however, 
holds that the country banks were under the 
control of the Bank, though not in a wholly 
satisfactory manner, since, by reducing their 
reserve proportions, they could temporarily ex
pand their issues and thus tend to cause a rise 
of prices. Nevertheless he believes that the 
Bank could have counteracted this tendency 
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by contracting when the other banks showed 
signs of overexpanding. 

I believe the conclusion that the country 
banks were not under effective control is essen
tially mistaken. I have tried to show that the 
necessity of adjusting the country banks' re
serves to rigid reserve requirements was not an 
essential condition to limiting their expansion. 
Their rate of expansion was governed by their 
condition of liquidity as a whole, and the latter 
was determined by the state of the commodity 
and security markets and by credit conditions 
in the financial center. While a change in tlieir 
liquidity preference would have given them a 
certain freedom of action, they could not have 
gone far in this direction for the reason that 
they had so many points of contact with Lon
don. Besides they were not likely to take a· 
bullish stand when London was bearish. Though 
I agree in general with Viner's position as 
against that taken by most modern writers, I 
believe he attaches too much importance to the 
relation of cash reserves as such to require
ments. 

The crucial question is whether the variation 
in the country circulation 1 caused gains or 
losses of reserve funds to the money market 
(through the release or absorption of Bank 
notes in the country) of greater magnitude 
than could be easily taken care of by the Bank's 
procedure of control. If we suppose that the 
Bank was trying to establish its circulation at 
some predetermined level, the problem seems 
difficult to solve, for the variations in the coun
try circulation were of the same order of mag
nitude as the variations in the Bank circulation, 
so that a slight unexpected change in the 
former would upset the Bank's calculations. 
But once it is realized that the Bank made no 
attempt to supply a predetermined amount of 
notes to the public and could not have done so, 
but that the public had various modes of access 
to the Bank and that reserves were adjusted to 
requirements at any given time, the problem 
offers no special difficulty. Variations in the 
country circulation are seen to be in the same 
category for this purpose as variations in the 
different nonreserve deposit accounts at the 
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Bank, such as traders' deposits or the account 
of the East India Company. 

Modus Operandi 0/ Bank Rate and Security 
OPerations 

Let us now turn to the manner in which it 
was supposed that the central bank could in
fluence the credit and price situation. We shall 
consider first the modus operandi of creating 
a given pressure upon the money market. Then 
we shall consider the manner in which monetary 
and credit changes were supposed to affect 
prices and the degree of sensitiveness of prices 
to credit changes. 

Immediately after Resumption discount rate 
and security operations were regarded merely 
as instruments for regulating the circulation. 
It was supposed that the Bank produced pres
sure not only via a reduction of the circulation 
but that the amount of the reduction was the 
appropriate criterion of the extent of the pres
sure. This continued to be the Currency School 
position until 1844. But among other observers, 
including some of the directors, there was a 
gradual tendency from about 1832 to regard 
the rates in the money market as the proper 
criterion of policy. With Tooke and his fol
lowers this idea was extended to mean that the 
circulation had nothing to do with the terms of 
credit established in the money market. But by 
most observers before 1844 it was reasoned 
that, though the rate was the proper immediate 
guide for the Bank, particularly in periods of 
pressure, the currency was the medium through 
which it made its pressure felt. 

The significance of London bankers' balances 
from the standpoint of control was left out of 
account by most observers. Though the matter 
was explained by Pennington and a few others, 
their discussion made little impression upon 
their contemporaries. However, it was more 
frequently pointed out - for example, by Gur
ney, Baring, and Glyn-that Bank balances 
were quite as available to the London bankers 
as notes in their till. Whether it was meant that 
balances therefore had the same effect upon the 
money market is not altogether clear, but I do 
not believe that they drew such a conclusion. 
Certainly the Currency School did not agree 
to such an interpretation. Loyd and Norman, 
for instance, denied that it was proper to con-
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sider bankers' balances as part of the base of 
the credit superstructure. They were to be re
garded as part of the superstructure, whieb 
rested upon a foundation of notes and coin. 
Thus they were supposed to have the same order 
of influence as the nonreserve deposits of the 
Bank or the deposits of the other London 
banks. Moreover the Currency Sebool, along 
with practically all others, ignored the fact that 
the Bank itself created deposits. Even those 
who stated explicitly that an increase of the 
Bank's securities might involve simply an in
crease of deposits would at other times consider 
that the amount of deposits depended upon the 
action of the public and the banks. 

The reason why the significance of reserve 
deposits was not appreciated was partly owing 
to the fact that they represented a compara
tively new development. According to Tooke, 
London bankers held all of their reserve in the 
form of notes until 1825. For many years after 
that London bankers' balances were quite small 
in comparison with note reserves. But even 
after balances became a mueb larger proportion 
of total reserves they were neglected in the 
theory of control. This applies not only to the 
evidence given before the Select Committees in 
1857 and 1858 but to that given before the Gold 
and Silver Commission in 1887. Nor does one 
find in the discussions of the Bank's influence 
in the money market by sueb well-known 
writers as Bagehot, ]evons, Palgrave, Giffen, 
Niebolson, or MacLeod any explanation of the 
role of bankers' balances. Interest during that 
period was primarily in external equilibrium 
and not in the Bank's procedure of internal 
control. The special problem whieb occupied 
attention was how large the reserve should be 
for meeting a drain and whether the other banks 
and the discount houses should not share more 
in the burden of maintaining it. 

Mter 1844 there was an increasing tendency 
to state that the Bank's influence upon the 
money market arose from its position as a large 
lender of capital rather than as the manager of 
the currency. The growing importance of Lon
don bankers' halances was undoubtedly one 
reason for the cbange in interpretation. But 
this factor should not be overstressed. The 
London bankers continued to hold mueb the· 
larger part of their reserves in the form of Bank 

notes. Perhaps the ebief reason for considering 
that Bank policy was not monetary policy was 
that the Bank could enforce its terms without 
any obvious ebange in bankers' cash in either' 
form. The market took what funds it required 
from the Bank to meet reserve requirements, 
whieb under ordinary circumstances did not 
change quickly, aside from seasonal ebanges. 
And, when there was an important increase of 
bankers' cash, it might be associated either 
with a condition of excess reserves (and credit 
relaxation) or with an increase of requirements 
accompanying credit restriction. Even the pos
sibility of squeezing out the banks' excess re
serves by the Bank was apparently not noticed. 
What attracted attention was the amount of 
accommodation given to the market and the 
rate ebarged. 

Another reason for the ebange of interpreta
tion after 1844 was the formal position of the 
Currency School that the Act of 1844 had abol
ished the management of the currency. They 
now stated that the Bank could give aid by 
virtue of its position as a large lender of capital. 
Though they continued to reason at times that 
the aid took the form of currency, whieb re
sulted in a reduction of the reserve, for the 
most part they too emphasized the loan aspect 
of the Bank's operations. More and more they 
insisted that pressure on the money market was 
owing to a shortage of "capital" and not of 
currency. Their position is Dot easy to define 
for the reason that it was undergoing a gradual 
change. 

Thus there was a tendency on the part of the 
various groups of opinion to hold that Bank 
policy was Dot monetary policy, but that the 
Bank influenced the money market in essen
tially the same manner as any other bank. The 
fact that its influence was greater was thought 
to be owing to its importance in the discount 
market, to the fact that it held most of the 
reserve available for meeting a drain, and to its 
moral prestige. 

The Banlls Influence upon Prices 

Let us turn to the modus operandi of the 
Bank's influence upon prices and the extent of 
sueb influence. Contemporary theory dealt 
with what we should today consider some of the 
more important problems relating to the dy-
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namies of price changes. To begin with, there 
is the problem of what is to be regarded as the 
appropriate criterion of inflationary (or defla
tionary) action. Is the cost of credit or the 
supply of balances to be considered the ap
propriate criterion? And if the rate is taken to 
be the guide, what is the standard by which to 
judge whether it is low enough to be inflation
ary? In the second place, there is the question 
of what points in the economic system are sen
sitive to credit changes. For example, are se
curity dealers more sensitive than commodity 
dealers? Both of these problems were dealt 
with by contemporary writers 'to some extent, 
though the differences of opinion chiefly con
cerned the question whether commodity prices 
were responsive to credit changes at all, or at 
any rate to a workable degree. 

In regard to the first question, there was a 
growing tendency to emphasize the influence of 
low rates or greater "facility" of credit, rather 
than the supply of balances as such, upon the 
volume of commitments and prices. But the 
effect was stated both ways. I do not believe it 
was intended to imply that either was to be 
considered as the real cause, but that a reduc
tion of rates and an increase in the amount of 
the means of payment were associated. It is to 
be remembered that in London particularly 
traders' bank balances were adjusted to what 
was considered a proper amount to remunerate 
the banker for handling the business transacted. 
The working reserve of traders coilsisted for 
the most part of bills that were discountable in 
the London money market. Since the traders 
were either in debt to the market or else the 
holders of a variable amount of bills, it was 
difficult for the banking system to force upon 
them an excess of balances, as the excess would 
be used directly or indirectly to cancel traders' 
indebtedness to the banks. Hence, to begin 
with, expansion was more easily visible in the 
form of cheaper credit (or greater willingness 
to discount on the part of the banks where rates 
were "sticky") than in the amount of balances. 
Moreover no sharp line was drawn between 
deposits and other credit expedients. 

The spokesmen for the Bank denied before 
the Bullion Committee that the rate of profits 
needed to be considered in fixing Bank rate. 
Later Gilbart, Fullarton. and some of the coun-

try bankers insisted at times that it was the 
(commercial) quality rather than the cost of 
the credit extended which needed to be guarded, 
though they did not maintain such a view con
sistently. But the prevalent view. particularly 
in responsible quarters, was that an undue de
pression of the rate would promote speculation 
in some form at least and would require re
strictive measures. No attempt was made to 
explain in detail how one was to determine 
whether a given rate waS at the proper level. 
After all, there was no standard by which to 
judge whether a given rate was inflationary or 
deflationary except by observing the end prod
uct, viz., whether business was actually ex
panding or contracting. The "natural rate" 
with which the market rate is compared in more 
recent theoretical discussions is only a logical 
derivative and not a fact of direct observation. 
It seems doubtful, therefore, whether the older 
theory was less useful in not defining elabo
rately the meaning of a discrepancy between 
the natural and the market rate, but in stating 
simply that cheap credit tended to stimulate 
speculation, it being understood that cheap 
credit was a relative term. 

Just where the economic system was sensitive 
to credit changes was not considered a question 
of primary importance. Nevertheless some at
tention was given to it. Joplin, for example, 
held that the cost of credit affected the will
ingness of traders to hold stocks of goods. 
Speculation in goods, he stated, gave rise to ex
penditure, expenditure to income, and income 
spent reproduced income. Gurney and Palmer 
mentioned commodity dealers as sensitive to the 
rate. Loyd thought that cheap credit affected 
security prices first, then speculative commodity 
prices, and 6nally prices generally. Bosanquet 
apparently believed that a relatively low rate 
would increase the demand for goods generally, 
though he gave special attention to the demands 
of traders, presumably for stocks of commodi
ties. Tooke (in his later writings), Mill, and 
Hubbard, however, argued that cheap credit 
would affect security prices but not commodity 
prices. There was general agreement that the 
rate affected the prices of securities. Tooke 
noted the effect upon the volume of new enter
prise, but he failed to connect such expansion 
with higher commodity prices. Though Tooke 
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did not make his position altogether clear, I 
believe that what he really had in mind was that 
a disequilibrium of international payments 
would cause a drain before it would have time 
to be reflected in a disequilibrium of prices. 
Fullarton, however, held that cheap credit 
would affect the purchases of traders, and espe
cially that it would lead to the starting of new 
enterprise and then spread to speculation in 
goods. But he apparently regarded the low rate 
as arising from a plethora of real capital rather 
than from monetary causes. More commonly, 
the writers of the period referred to the effect 
of cheap credit upon speCUlation generally with
out specifying any particular class of specu
lative commitments. 

It is to be noticed that, though the Currency 
School formally held before 1844 that only a 
change of the currency would bring dependable 
corrective action upon prices, in discussing the 
details of price inflation they reasoned that a 
change in the currency operated through the 
credit superstructure and the money market. 
Mill's statement that they assumed implicitly 
that only currency affected prices does not 
seem to me to be justified. 

Thus we find the beginnings of a great many 
of the recent theories dealing with the dynamics 
of price changes, such, for instance, as one finds 
in the works of Marshall, Wicksell, Cassel, 
Hawtrey, and Keynes. But the older writers 
were not interested primarily in analyzing the 
exact process by which a rise of prices was 
produced. They were concerned chiefly with 
avoiding an expansion not warranted by' the 
conditious of international equilibrium. . \ 

Theories oj Discount Policy 

The discussions of the procedure of internal 
control involved chiefly the question of the 
proper criteria of pressure. As has been pointed 
out, Bank policy at the time of Resumption 
was thought of as essentially currency policy. 
It was natural, therefore, that the instruments 
of policy should have been considered simply 
a means of establishing the circulation at some 
desired level. In 18 I 9 the directors believed 
that if they could be relieved of the obligation 
to aid the Treasury they could control the 
amount of the circulation by means of dis
counts. Discussion in the 'twenties concerning 

the advisability of more frequent variations of 
the rate and the abolition of the 5 per cent 
maximum presupposed that it was the volume 
of discounts which it was desirable to control 
and not the rate as such. At times the discus
sion seemed to presuppose that the market rate 
was an independent variable and that the Bank 
could adjust its discounts by rate changes in 
much the same manner as an ordinary lender. 
This supposition was owing in part to the belief 
that gold movements were extremely sensitive 
to a change in the circulation. 

The idea that the Bank should have some 
procedure for controlling the amount of the 
circulation, or at least for insuring that a 
change in the circulation should not be initiated 
by an untoward change in securities, stiIl pre
vailed in the discussions in 1832. But in the 
meantime the directors had become convinced 
that they could not control discounts by means 
of the rate. They were therefore opposed to 
the Bank's discounting to any appreciable ex
tent under ordinary circumstances. With this 
end in view, Bank rate was to be maintained 
above the market rate. The Bank would make 
"investments" in public securities (or even in 
commercial bills so long as they were bought 
in the open market) but not grant "accommo
dation" extensively at the initiative of the 
borrower. In order to compensate for such vari
ations in discounts as did occur under existing 
procedure they proposed to buy or sell securi
ties. Their position was that they could give a 
certain amount of aid to commerce without 
permitting a growth of total securities. Such 
an attitude was not consistent, however, with 
their admission that the sale of securities 
increased the demand for discounts. The direc
tors did not, either in 1819 or in 1832, satisfac
torily explain their apparently contradictory 
statements in this respect. 

Such was the announced procedure for nor
mal periods. As to what policy should be fol
lowed during periods of pressure, opinion was 
divided even among the directors, and during 
the remainder of the period until 1844 this 
division became more pronounced. Palmer, for 
example, insisted that in periods of pressure the 
Bank - being at such times the "main support 
of commerce" - should rely upon raising the 
rate and give such accommodation as was de-
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manded at the rate fixed. Norman, on the other 
hand, held that the support of commercial credit 
in periods of emergency was incompatible with 
the Bank's obligations as a regulator of the 
supply of currency. When the Currency School 
became convinced that the obligation to support 
commercial credit could not in practice be dis
regarded they determined to reduce the Bank 
to the status of an ordinary London bank. 

It is thus clear that the main difference be
tween the two points of view was that they 
presupposed different criteria of appropriate 
corrective action: Palmer and his supporters 
holding that the state of the money market was 
the proper test, and the Currency School hold
ing that the proper test was the amount of the 
currency. The Currency School insisted also 
that control should be automatic, but that so 
long as the Bank depended merely upon ad
vancing the rate the management must neces
sarily be discretionary. 

After the Act of 1844 the same general theo
retical differences were involved but they took 
on an altered form. The Currency School's 
premise that the proper criterion of corrective 
measures was the level of the currency now was 
changed to mean that the Banking Department 
should not - at least to any important extent 
- absorb the shock of gold movements. Any 
change in the amount of bullion ought to be 
reftected in a change in the reserves of all 
the banks and not merely in the reserve of the 
Bank. Nevertheless the immediate test of the 
Bank's policy was no longer considered to be 
the level of its note issue. The Currency School 
formally held that the Act of 1844 had removed 
the currency from the sphere of discretionary 
control. Bank policy was now considered by 
them also to be mainly rate policy. 

Practically, therefore, the main differences 
were over the question of how closely the Bank 
should be guided by its reserve in regulating the 
rate. The question was stated in varying forms: 
Should the Bank compete actively for dis
counts? Should it lead or follow the market? 
Should Bank rate be kept above the market, 
and should it ever be reduced below 4 per cent? 
The Currency School argued that the Bank 
could with propriety compete with the discount 
market so long as its reserve was maintained 
at an appropriate relation to its liabilities, and 

that it should take severely restrictive measures 
when necessary to restore the proper reserve 
proportion. Palmer, Tooke, and other critics 
insisted that the Bank should not compete with 
the discount market, but should keep the rate 
above the market in periods of credit ease and 
allow its hullion to increase. Thus. it would 
avoid giving an undesirable encouragement to 
speculation, they believed, and then if a drain 
did occur the Bank would be in a position to 
meet it without having to resort to severe meas
ures. It must be remembered, however, that 
this difference in views became more and more 
formal after the discussions immediately fol
lowing the panic of 1847. The Currency School 
agreed that the Bank should not enter into very 
active competition with the market in the at
tempt to employ its reserve closely. And on the 
other hand, directors who, like Weguelin, more 
definitely objected to the Bank's competing for 
discounts did not believe that the new pro
cedure necessarily implied active competition. 

There were really two different questions in
volved here. The question whether the Bank 
tried to employ its reserve closely instead of 
absorbing the shock of gold movements had no 
necessary connection with the kinds of channels 
by which it permitted the banks to adjust their 
reserve position. But in contemporary discus
sion they tended to become confused, particu
larly immediately after the panic of 1847. 
Critics of Bank policy such as Palmer and 
Tooke assumed that the narrower differential 
between Bank rate and market rate, and par
ticularly the reduction of Bank rate below 4 per 
cent, meant that the Bank necessarily was 
making undue efforts to employ its reserve 
more closely. And the Currency School, includ
ing Governors such as Morris and Hankey, de
fended the new discount procedure on the 
ground that the employment of the reserve 
closely was in keeping with the Bank's posi
tion as an ordinary bank. 

I believe the confusion arose from their not 
appreciating the fact that the Bank necessarily 
was responsible for the terms of credit at any 
given time. Let us recall that in the period 
before 1844 keeping Bank rate above the mar
ket in the sense that the discount houses or 
even merchants with best bills did not find it 
profitable to discount at the Bank did not mean 
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that the Bank did not provide the banks with 
an important margin of reserve through other 
channels and in response to conditions in the 
mlUket. The reason why first class bills were 
not taken to the Bank more frequently was that 
reserve cash could be obtained through these 
other channels with less pressure. 

The effect of the new discount procedure was 
that the Bank was in a position to discount a 
finer grade of bills. Before 1844 only bills of 
less well-known names were brought to the 
Bank in periods of credit ease. These continued 
to be eligible but they were charged a higher 
rate than the official minimum. The change in 
itself was only a matter of technical procedure 
and implied nothing regarding the general level 
of rates that would be made effective. 

Criticism of Recent Interpretations of the 
Bank's Procedure 

It is upon the question of the Bank's con
trolling the effective terms of credit in the mar
ket that I find most to disagree with in the 
more recent studies of this period. Feavearyear 
and King, for instance, seem to reason that the 
market rate was established rather independ
ently of the Bank, and that the Bank by varying 
its rate could regulate the volume of discount
ing." They interpret a market rate higher than 
Bank rate as evidence that the Bank was com
peting, and a differential the other way as 
evidence of little competition. This view seems 
to follow partly from their assuming that the 
market rate was governed primarily by the 
rate in the international market. Thus the 
Bank, they reason, by raising the rate 'would 
replace bills with gold, and by lowering it take 
bills at the expense of gold. But a question of 
internal control is also involved. I do not be
lieve that these writers appreciate fully the 
extent to which the banks were dependent upon 
the Bank's supplying reserve cash through some 
channel or other. Perhaps too exclusive atten
tion has been given to discounts for the London 
money market. There were other channels for 
obtaining Bank funds: discounts for London 
and country traders whose bills would not com
mand the open-market rate; discounting for 
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country hanks under Bank rate; advances to 
the discount houses, security dealers, and others 
at less than Bank rate; the refusal of a portion 
of Exchequer bill offerings by the market, 
forcing an increase of Bank advances to the 
Treasury. In view of this dependence upon the 
Bank, raising the question of its competing with 
the market does not seem to put the matter in 
a true light. The Bank governed the market. 
Whether minimum Bank rate was above or be
low the market rate for prime bills was a ques
tion of technical procedure. 

King states that there was a decided change 
in policy after 1847: that, whereas the Bank 
competed with the market from 1844 to 1847, 
during the period from 1848 to 1856 it for the 
most part avoided "interference with the out
side market." As evidence of the change he 
points to the fact that Bank rate was lower 
than market rate on the average during the first 
period, but higher during the later. But the 
more conclusive proof of reduced competition 
is given, he believes, by the reduction in the 
amount of discounts.· In my opinion the large 
increase of discounts and advances during 1844-
1847 was owing to the large absorption of funds 
from the market from three main sources: the 
decline of Treasury advances; the increase of 
the railway deposits (for the account of the 
Court of Chancery); and finally the drain. No 
matter what Bank rate might have been, the 
market would have had to obtain funds from 
the Bank on a vast scale. The fact that the 
market rate was higher than Bank rate a part 
of this period was due to the large indebtedness 
of the discount houses combined with the short
ening of the term of advances from ninety to 
ten days. When the discount houses had to pay 
Bank rate for carrying bills they, as well as the 
London banks, would be charging higher than 
Bank rate. I believe with King, however, that 
the attitude of the Bank officials toward dis
count 'policy changed decidedly after 1847. 

Theories of International MonetlUY 
Equilibrium 

Let us turn to the theories of the mechanism 
of control of the foreign exchanges. Until about 
1840 the commonly held view was that the Bank 

• History 0/ l/u Ltnulor& IJisurnII II.,/ul. pp. 161-11\9. 
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protected the exchanges by inducing the neces
sary correction in commodity prices. It was 
realized much earlier that the international 
flow of capital- for example, England's ad
vances to her allies - involved an appropriate 
policy to bring about the transfer in goods, but 
it was not commonly stated that the flow of 
capital could itself be controlled by the Bank. 
One reason for this may have been that the 
most conspicuous capital movements occurred 
as the result of political considerations and 
could not be expected to respond to action by 
the Bank. The view that the Bank could €or
rect the exchanges in part by influencing the 
rate of international lending was expressed by 
Rothschild and Tooke in 1819, but it did not 
become very common until about twenty years 
later. The belief that appropriate changes must 
be brought about in commodity prices was not 
generally given up, but it was thought that 
corrective action through capital movements 
came earlier and was the main dependence in 
case of a threatened sudden drain. Some 
writers, however, such as Tooke and Hubbard, 
held that corrective action through changes in 
commodity prices was negligible. But this view 
was not generally supported. 

Judging by the frequent references to the 
matter by the Bank officials in 1848, the hope 
of attracting foreign capital by raising the rate 
entered into their calculations previous to the 
panic. The Prime Minister (Russell) also had 
referred to the sensitiveness of capital move
ments to the market rate as if it were a matter 
of common knowledge. But it was not until 
the inquiry of 1857 that the theory was exam
ined critically (at least in public) and some of 
its limitations pointed out. Chapman, for in
stance, claimed that foreigners were not likely 
to take additional securities if their price fell 
in London. He stated also that it was not profit
able for discount houses generally to transfer 
short time money from one market to another 
in response to changes in rate relationships. 
But he believed that London could restrict the 
amount of new foreign loans. On the whole he 
took the position that the net Bow of capital 
could be controlled sufficiently for the purpose 
in hand, though be displayed less assurance 
than many others. Weguelin was very much in 
the minority in claiming that the international 

flow of capital was not responsive to changes 
in credit conditions in London. Tooke and Nor
man both held that raising the discount rate· 
was an "infallible" means of attracting foreign 
capital and correcting the exchange. And it 
must be noted that even Weguelin believed that 
the Bank could control the flow of gold by 
discouraging the amount of commodity bills 
drawn. There was thus no important difference 
in opinion regarding the ability of the Bank to 
influence gold movements among the orthodox 
supporters of the gold standard. There was 
only a disagreement as to the period of time 
required to influence a favorable flow of gold, 
and consequently as to the need for the Bank 
to have an exchange defense fund. The Cur
rency School before 1844 reasoned as if the 
balance of payments could be turned in favor 
of England almost instantly. But after their 
experience during the panic of 1847 they mod
erated their claims. 

Following partly from the difference in opin
ion regarding the length of time necessary to 
create a favorable balance of payments was the 
question of the need for a central reserve, con
sidered as an exchange defense fund. A very 
important part of the controversy over Bank 
policy before the Act of 1844 concerned this 
point. Those who wanted to reduce the Bank 
to the position of an ordinary bank assumed 
that prompt contraction would avoid the neces
sity of remitting any large amount of gold, and 
that if an internal drain developed it could be 
met by rapidly induced gold imports. Their 
opponents, on the other hand, assumed that a 
defense fund was needed during the period be
fore a correction could take place in the form 
of a more favorable trade balance and a recall 
of. English capital. 

The need for a defense fund was more clearly 
seen by all groups of opinion by 1858 and after. 
But what was not so clearly seen by directors 
such as Norman, Hubbard, and Hankey and 
by writers such as Bagehot and Palgrave was 
that this fund in order to be available needed 
to be held by the Bank. It is odd that this 
point should have been overlooked inasmuch 
as it was well understood by the witnesses be
fore the Bank Charter Committee in 1832. The 
mistake lay in ignoring the fact that the re
serves of other banks were for the purpose of 
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maintaining internal liquidity and were there
fore not available for meeting a drain. Bagehot 
praised the New York system. But this was 
not a case in point. Aside from the fact that the 
New York banks had to suspend specie pay
ments on several occasions, Bagehot overlooked 
the fact that New York was not analogous to 
London, but depended upon London as the 
place of last resort for obtaining gold. 

Criticism oj the Theories oj International 
Equilibrium 

My criticism of the theories of international 
equilibrium is that they did not take into ac
count London's position as the regulator of 
credit in the gold standard world. An impor
tant part of the means of international settle
ment consisted of London bills and balances. 
Liquidity for other countries meant ability to 
maintain a satisfactory balance of payments 
with London. If London contracted they were 
compelled to contract. At the same time other 
countries were in a position to convert such of 

their sterling holdings into gold as suited their 
convenience. For any given country no obvious 
penalty attached to accumulating additional 
gold. But when London contracted in the effort 
to obtain gold the international credit system 
contracted, and there was a limit to which such 
contraction could be borne. The City would 
certainly have chosen suspension as against a 
destructive contraction. London could hope to 
change within limits the preference of other 
countries for gold as against bills and balances, 
but she could not engage in a competitive con
traction, any more than a central bank could 
engage in a competitive contraction with its 
members. The nineteenth-century theory, on 
the other hand, presupposed that the credit 
systems of other countries would remain rela
tively unchanged in the face of a contraction 
by London, and that London could strengthen 
its gold at their expense by compelling an ap
propriate reduction at home in the prices of 
securities and commodities. 
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NOTE ON SOURCES OF DATA 
USED IN THE APPENDIX 

Bank 0/ England Data, I8I~I8J2 

Prior to 1832 the Bank. had never made public 
the :-mount of its bullion,' nor had it currently 
pub~shed the amount of its securities and deposits. 
Dunng the interval between the inquiries of 1819 
and 1832 Parliament was given periodically (though 
not every year) a statement of the circulation for 
each Saturday. A report was also made of the 
public deposits for the first and fifteenth day of each 
month for the year past and (irregularly) of ad
vances to the government and of Exchequer bills 
p,?"chased for four dates in the year. But as regards 
pnvate deposits, private securities and bullion the 
public were left in the dark. It ~ not until the 
pUblication of the report of the Committee on the 
Bank. of England Cbarter that the public had any 
adequate notion of the state of the affairs of the Bank 
during the preceding years. Even then the reporting 
dates were varied so that it was difficult to fit in one 
set of data with another. 

The first two charts, which give the principal as
sets and ~bilities from 1780 to 1849,' are from the 
longest senes reported on a uniform basis during the 
first haIf of the century. They are for the end of 
February and August of each year. The data for 
the charts were taken from the Report of the Select 
Committee on the Bank. Acts, 1857, Appendix II. 
But the data down to 1832 were available also in 
the Report of the Committee on the Bank. of Eng
land Charter, 1832, Appendix 5; and to 184'; in the 
Report of the Commons Committee on Commercia1 
Distress, 1848, Appendix 4. 
~e more detailed data on government security 

holdings were reported for different dates: one series 
(Chart IVa) for February 26 and August 26 and 
another series (Chart IVb) for June I. The series in 
Chart IVa, covering the period 1815-1827, was given 
by the Commons Committee on Resuming Cash 
Payments and was continued irregularly in the Ac
counts and Papers of later years, but not continued 
by the Committee on the Bank. of England Charter 
(Report, H.C. 1819, Appendix 3; P.P. 18.6, (215), 
Xl?'; P.P. 1826-27, ('49), XIV). The latter COm
IDlttee furnished a series (Chart IVb) as of June I, 

1 Report, .832, p. 40-

"The data "'" available frum 1778 to 1857. 

[186 ] 

though it was not complete except for the years 
1819-1825 (Report, 1832, Appendices 67-11). The 
data are given in Tables 7a and 7b (pages 88-89 
above). 

The quarterly data of deposits (Chart vr) and 
bullion (Chart m) are as of the 26th of February, 
May, August, and November, and so do not dove
tail exactly into the haIf-yearly statements of assets 
and liabilities given in Charts I and u (deposits, 
Report, IB32, Appendix 31; bullion, Appendix 8B). 
The "highest". and "lowest" figures for bullion, in
stead of refemng to the calendar year, refer to the 
year ending the end of February (Report, IB32, 
Appendix 2B). Moreover, since the points always 
come on a Saturday they are evidently highest and 
lowest Saturday statement figures rather than true 
higbest and lowest figures for the year. 

The monthly data of "bills and notes under dis
count" (Chart v) are probably for the first Satur
day in each month (Report, IB32, Appendix 55). 
They are evidently not monthly averages or end
o~-month figures, judging by the Thursday figures 
gIVen by Palmer for December, IB25 (Evidence, 
1832, qs. 5B3-5B4). 

The weekly circulation data (Chart VII) are Sat
urday closing figures. The original returns show 
the amounts of Bank. post bills in addition to those 
for notes, but only the figures for notes have been 
used in the chart. Weekly figures for £5 notes taken 
separately are not available (for the next four dec
ades) after IBIB. The data used in the chart are 
taken from the Report' of the Lords Committee on 
the Resumption of Cash Payments, IBI9, Appendix 
B2; Report of the Committee on the Bank of Eng
land Charter, IB32, Appendix B3; and from Par1ia
mentary Papers, IB33, (733), :xxm. 

Statements Beginning ill I 8 J2 

Following the discussion in IB32 of the advis
ability of pubIishing the Bank statement currently, 
Parliament in IB33' required that the totals of the 
foUl items, securities, bullion, circulation, and de
posits, should be reported weekly to the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in confidence; and that at the end 
of each month these weekly data should be averaged 

• 3 ODd 4 Will IV, c. gil. 
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for the three months just passed and published in 
the next succeeding Gazette. These data (as pub
lished in the Gazette) are to be found in the Reports 
of the Select Committees on Banks of Issue (Re
port, 1840,Appendix I; Report, 1841, Appendix I). 
The return in the Gazette ceased when the Act of 
1844 went into effect, but the data were nevertheless 
brought down to date by the Commons Committee 
on Commercial Distress in 1848 (Report, H.C. 
1848, Appendix 7). These quarterly averages have 
not been used in the present .Appendix, since weekly 
data are available. It should be bome in mind, 
however, that the only current statements which 
writers in the 'thirties had available were these 
quarterly averages.' 

Beginning in 1841, Parliament further required • 
that every fourth week a four-weeks average of the 
Bank's cin:ulation and bullion (as well as the cir
culation of the couiltry banks) should be published 
in the Gazette. The current publication of these 
data ceased also after the Act of 1844, but the data 
were brought down to date by the Parliamentary 
Committees in 1848 and in 1857 (Report, H.C. 
1848, Appendix '; Report, 1857, Appendix 15). 
The cin:ulation data in this return are given in 
Chart XVI. 

It was not until the Act of 1844 • that the Bank 
was required to publish a weekly statement cur
rently. Tbe return in accordance with this Act, 
showing the separation of departments, is the one to 
which we have long been accustomed and which has 
been changed only recently. The first statement was 
for Saturday, September 7, 1844. It was turned in 
September 12 and appeared in the Gazette on Fri
day, September 13 (L.tmdma Gazette, 1844, part iii, 
p. 317'). These statements appear in tabular form 
in the Report of the Commons Committee on Com
merciaJ Distress and in the Reports of the Com
mittees on the Bank Acts (Report, H.C. 1848, Ap
pendiz5; Report, 1857, Appendix 12; Report, 
1858, Appendiz 14). The Parliamentary Papers do 
not carry this particular series beyond 1857, but 
portions of the data are included in another series 
which will be referred to shortly. However, Sir 
Ernest Seyd has put the Gazette figures in tabular 
form to the end of 1871 in his ReJ_ oj tile BIIIIk 
oj borlarrd Note/ssw (1873). 

In the meantime Parliament was getting much 
more complete data at iIreguIar intervals on the 
past condition of the Bank. The most detailed ac-

• UntD 18J8 Jet...... of tIut weekI7 c:imJlalioll of the 
__ Ii_ ... _f_U- ... tm-, ..... tbq 
_ DOt ""bIisbed ~. 

- 4 and 5 VIet. c. so. 
-, and I VIet. C. 31. 

counts which the Bank has at any time made public 
were given to the Commitees on Banks of Issue in 
1840 and 1841 and to the Committee on Commer
cial Distress in 1848 (Report, 1840, Appendix 16; 
Report, 1841, Appendix 6; Report, H.C. 1848, 
Appendix 8). These returns give twenty-four ac
counts on a uniform reporting basis (with minor 
exceptions) from March 6, 1832 to January I, 1848. 
It is exclusively from this series, which, however, is 
not in tabular form, that the charts of weekly data 
for the period 1832-1847 have been taken. (See 
Charts VIII-XU.) Let us postpone for the moment 
a comparison of the statement in this form with the 
one prescribed by the Act of 1844 and published in 
the Gazette. 

The Committee on Commercial Distress, besides 
giving the detailed series just referred to, and besides 
giving the series in tabular form as reported in the 
Gazette, began stiJl a third series (also commencing 
in 1844), which supplemented and in part repeated 
the series as given in the Gazette. It aid not, how
ever, supply all the gaps left by the discontinuance 
of the detailed statements, the last of which was for 
January I, 1848. This third series was brought down 
to date from time to time, though not annually, in 
returns to the House and by the Committees on the 
Bank Acts in 1857 and 1858 {Report, H.C. 1848, 
Appendix 6; Report, 1857, Appendix 13; Report, 
1858, Appendix 6). After 1858 it was reported in 
the Accounts and Papers at irregular intervals. It 
supplements the Gazette series by giving temporary 
advances, discounts, London bankers' balances, and 
the Exchequer deposit, and by giving a computation 
of the notes outside the walls of the Bank. At dif
ferent times after 1875 portions of these data were 
dropped, so that for 1879 the only accounts made 
public were those provided for by the Act of 1844.' 
This third series and the Gazette series have been 
used in making the charts for the period 1844-1858. 
(See Charts xm-xv.) 

In comparing the charts for the period 1832-
1847 with those for the period 11144-1858, certain 
differences between similar accounts should be 
noted. (I) Ad_a for the earlier period are total 
advances, whereas for the later period they are 
t_porary tul_a only, though the difference is 
not great. (.) Totsl s«flriUu as shown fill' the 
earlier period are actual total securities less the 
permanent advance to the government and an 
amount of government securities together equal to 
the Bank's capital, which amounted to £I4.553,coo.· 

"'The Ia!t,... for ____ odvuca _ 

.175; for LoncioD _ lelonas, IBn; and fa< the Ez
dleq-. dopaoit, IB7L 
-_ bet ..... 18,H the i t ......... __ .... 
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Total securities for the later period include only 
those in the Banking Department. Securities in the 
Issue Department amounted to £14,000,000 until 
December IS, 1855, when they were increased to 
£14,475,000.· During the panic of 1857, from No
vember 13 to December 24, the amount was tempo
rarily increased by £2,000,000.10 It was increased 
on July 10, 1861 to £14,650,000 and further in
creased from time to time thereafter. (3) The cir
culation as reported for the period 1832-1847 in
cludes Bank post bills, the amounts of which are 
not given in the series and can not be ascertained 
for the whole period. The circulation as reported 
for the period 1844-1858 excludes post bills, though 
the return gives them separately. In the charts for 
the later period they are excluded.ll 

The reader may be pU2Z1ed at first in comparing 
the Bank statement as it was furnished in detailed 
form to the Parliamentary Committees for the pe
riod 1832-1847 with the one published in the 
Gazette commencing in 1844. Table A is a copy of 
the statement in the two different forms. (The 
statement from the Gazette was the first one pub
lished in compliance with the Act of 1844.) 

The detailed statement omits the capital and an 
amount of public securities equal to it, and it also 
omits the rest (or surplus). The difference between 
the two sides equals the Rest as shown in the 
Gazette statement." To obtain the true total of 
public securities, add GO'IJernment Debt and Other 
Securities in the Issue Department to Government 
Securities in the Banking Department, which equals 
£28,554,834. The detailed statement deducts the 

cise1y equal to the capital. In .8.6 the advance was in
creased from £11,686,800 to £'4,686,800 and the capital was 
incl'02Sed from £11,64'.400 to £'4,553,000. In .834 the ad
vance was reduced to £npls,loo, the Bank taking other 
govemment securities inmad. The capital ~ the 
same. 

• The government withdrew the cillIerence in bullion and 
sent it abroad for militaIy pwposes (Weguelin, Ev • • 857, 
q.598)· 

lit The amount was increased. fi.rst by one million and al
most immediately by another million. The maximum amount 
by whicb the actual BaDk c:irc:ulalion exceeded the JegaI 
limit was ig.8,ooo, which was on November '0. The BaDk
ins Department could bave repaid the Issue ~rtment as 
oally as DecembeI •• See Report, .858, p. lri; and Neave, 
Ev., 1858, qs. 169-170. 

n The eallier retums make it appear that BaDk post bills 
are simDar to the c:irc:ulalion and the two are added together. 
Later writas, PaJgrave, for ....... ple, bave added them to 
deposits. 

U Nonuan estimated that the BaDk buildings, whicb were 
not shown among the assets, were worth about ig50,ooo 
(Ev. I8.jo, q. 2058). Part of the surplus, _0 .... was 
not sboWJL 

amount of the capital (£14,553,000) from this fig
ure, which leaves £14,001,834. 

To arrive at the note circulation outside the walIs 
of the Bank, subtract Notes held in reserve by the 
Banking Department from Notes issued by the 
Issue Department, which leaves £20,176,270.18 To 
obtain the Circulation as shown by the detailed 
statement, add the amount of Se'IJen Day and other 
Bias (£1,030,354) as shown in the Gazette state
ment. To obtain the Bullion as shown by the de
tailed statement, add together the gold and silver 
coin and bullion shown by both departments in the 
Gasette statement. The relation of the remaining 
items is at once apparent. 

It has been my purpose to give the reader the 
data as originally reported save for a few SUIl1lDll" 

tions which were obviously needed. I have deviated 
from this only in Chart XII, "Release and Absorp
tion of Funds by the Treasury and Important Re
lated Factors." It is impossible to get a clear idea 
of the changing position of the Treasury at the 
Bank by examining separately the charts of the four 
accounts which were principally responsible. In 
order, therefore, to show the net indebtedness to 
the Treasury on these four accounts, whether posi
tive or negative, I have added together the E:z
chequer and di'lJidend deposit, and subtracted from 
them the sum of Dejiciency bills and other Exchequer 
bills (advances for the Supply). The change, in the 
amount of this net indebtedness show the net re
lease and absorption of funds by the Treasury in a 
certain practical sense which is useful for monetary 
analysis. (For further discussion, see Chapter V.) 

Day of the Week for Which the Bank Statement, 
Were Issued 

The weekly data of the Bank circulation reported 
by the Committees in 1819 and 1832, which have 
been plotted from 1817 to 1832 (Chart VII), are 
Saturday closing figures. The day of the week for 
which the statements of assets and liabilities were 
issued varies. From March 6, 1832 to March 29, 
1842 the statements give Tuesday closing figures 
for the Bank in London and closing figures for the 
previous Saturday for the Branches." However, 
the statements are dated as of Tuesday. From 
April 2, 1842 to October 31, 1857 the statements 
are for Saturday; and beginning November 4, 1857 
they are for Wednesday.18 These dates apply to 

'"The figure med in Report, .857, _. '3· 
M Nol'ID8D. Ev., 1840, q. 2312. 
,. The date ...... probably changed ... rauJt of the dis

CU!5ion before the Committee on the ()per2tion of the BaDk 
Acts in .857. The qu<Stioa was ni!<d wbether It would Dot 
be possible to bave an eartier publiation iD5Iead of waitiDc 



TABLE A 
Two FORMs 01' THE BANK STATEMENT 

Detailed Statement as ReptWted to the Committee on Commercial Distress 

Circulation: 
London ............. . 
Country ............. . 

Deposits, Public, vio. 

Exchequer Account .... 
For Payment of Divi-

dends ........... . 
Savings Banks, &c ..... . 

Other Public Accounts .. 

Deposits, Private, vio. 

Railways ............ . 
London Bankers ' ...... . 
East India Company .. . 
Bank of Ireland, Royal 

Bank of Scotland, &c. 

£. 
14,802,000 
6,405,000 

2,198,000 

315,000 
501,000 

617,000 

175,000 

Other Deposits ........ 5,631,000 

7 SEPTEMBER. 

£. Public Securities: 
Advances on Exchequer 

Bills: 
21,207,000 Deficiency ......... . 

Other Exchequer Bills 

Exchequer Bills pox-

£. 

chased ........... 3I1,OOO 
Stock and Annuities 12,821,000 

Private Securities: 
Bills discounted: 

London . . . . . . . . . . . . . I13,oOO 
CountrY . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,003,000 

East India Bonds ..... . 
City Bonds, &c. . ..... . 
Mortgage ............ . 

Advances: 
Bills of Exchange ..... . 
Exchequer Bills, Stock, 

&c .............. . 

198,000 
3,357,000 

620,000 

661,000 

2,116,000 

Deposits at Branches . . . 1,'09,000 21,837,000 
Bullion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,'09,000 

Statement as Published in the" London Gaette" 
BANK OF ENGLAND. 

An Account, FStI4nt to til, Ad?,11 end 8'" Victoria, cap. J',/or the Weelll1td;n, 011 

SaturMY the 7/11 My 0/ SeP/ember z844-

ISSUE DEPARTMENT. 

£. 
Notes issued ..•.................... .8,351,-95 Government Debt ................. . 

Other Securities ................... . 
Gold Coin and Bullion ............. . 
Silver Bullion ..................... . 

37,046,000 

£. 
II,CIS,IOO 

·,984,900 
12,657,·08 
1,694,087 

£.8,351,'95 

Dated the 12th day of September 1844-

Proprietors' Capital ................ . 
Rest ............................. . 
Public Deposits (including Exchequer, 

Savings Banks, Commissioners of Na
tional Debt, and Dividend Accounts) 

Other Deposits .................... . 
Seven Day and other Bills ...........• 

M. Mar.W, Chief Cashier. 

BANKING DEPAllTIlENT. 

£. 
14,553,000 

3,564,7'9 

3,63O,Sog 
8,644.348 
1,03D,354 

Government Securities (including Dead 
Weight Annuity) ................• 

Other Securities ................... . 
Notes ..•.......................... 
Gold and Silver Coin ............... . 

£. 

14,554,834 
7,835,616 
8,175,025 

857,765 

II. 1I..w, Chief Cashia:. 
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both forms in which the statements of assets and 
liabilities were issued. Statements for the days of 
the week given above were used also in making up 
the three-months averages required by the Act of 
1833. However, the Bank circulation data given in 
the same tables with the country circulation data to 
the Select Committees in 1840 and 1857 are Satur
day figures througbout the periods covered. 

The Country C;,culation 
The actual data before 1833 are not known. An 

Act of 1833 '6 required the country banks to report 
quarterly averages of weekly figures to the Stamp 
Office for the quarters ending the first of January, 
April, July, and October, and these data were pub
lished (for each bank separately) in the Gazette. 
An Act of 1841 '1 required four-weeks averages for 
all the banks in consolidated form to be publisbed 
every four weeks. Weekly returns were not pub
lisbed currently until the operation of the Act of 
1844. However, weekly data for the period begin
ning in 1833 were furnished to the Select Commit
tees in 1840 and 1841 (Report, 1840, Appendix 29; 
Report, 1841, Appendices 13a and 13b). The Select 
Committee of 1857 tabulated the weekly figures 
which had previously been publisbed in the Gazette 
from 1844 to 1856 (Report, 1857, Appendices 17 
and 19). The data used in Chart XVI, however, are 
taken from the Report of the Committee on the 
Bank Acts, 1857, Appendix 15 (they are also given 
to date in Report, H.C. 1848, Appendices I and 
2). From 1833 to June, 1841 they are monthly 
averages of Saturday figures.'· Beginning July 24, 

for Saturday's statement to appear the, following Friday. 
Weguelin pointed out that the date was controlled by the 
Commissioner of Stamps. He also pointed out that, owing 
to daily lluctuatioDS in the circulation, the Wednesday ac
counts would show a more favorable reserve than the Sfrtur-
day accounts. (Ev .• ,857. qs. 46'-474.) . 

»3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 83. 
11' 4 and 5 Viet. c. So. 
D The total country bank circulation as zeported down 

to '841 is gmlter than the sum of the private and joint stock 

1841 they are averages of four Saturday figures and 
are reported for every fourth Saturday. The Bank 
circulation data, which also are reported in this 
table, are made up in the same way.'· 

Yearly AIIMagel 01 Bank Data, z844-z909 
The yearly averages of the principal items of the 

Bank_statement for the period 1844-1909 are taken 
from Hirst and Palgrave, Statistics lor Great Britain, 
GMmany, and Prance, z867-1909 (1910), pp. 79-
84. (See Charts XVII and XVIII.) These data are 
included in order to orient the reader who is more 
f&n1i!iar with the condition of the Bank in the 
decades preceding the World War. 

SUMMARY OF somas USED IN CHAIlTS 

I-n. Report, 1857, app. II. 
m. Report, 1832, app. 28 and 88. 

IVa. Report, H.C. 1819, app. 3; P.P. 1826, 
(215), XIX; P.P.1826-27, (249), XIV. 

IVb. Report, 1832, app. 67-'11. 
v. Report, 1832, app. 55. 

VI. Report, 1832, app. 31. 
Yn. Report, HL. 1819, app. B2; Report, 

1832, app. 83; P.P. 1833, (733), xxm. 
VIn-Xll. Report, 1840, app. 16; Report, 1841, 

app. 6; Report, H.C. 1848, app. 8. 
xm-xv. Report, 1857, app. 12, 13; Report, 

1858, app. 6, 14; P.P.1873, (229), 
XXXIX; Seyd, Relorm 01 the Bank 01 
England Note ]lIue (1873). 

XVI. Report, 1857, app. IS. 
XVII-XVIII. Hirst and Palgrave, Statistics lor Great 

Britain, GMmany, and Prance, z867-
z909 (1910), pp. 7g-84· 

bank circulation for the ....... that the Stamp Ofiice ad
justed the total (but not the two cbwes of notes separately) 
by referring to the more complete quarterly averaga (d. 
Report, '840. app. 30). 

,. These Bank circulation data (Report, .857. app. '5) 
indude Bank post biDs, wberas the Bank data zeported 
along with the ttJeelcly circulation of the country baDb (app. 
,g) .. dude post bills. 



CHART I 

Millions of Poundt 
SECURITIES AND BULLION HELD BY THE BANK 
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CHART II 
CIRCULATION AND DEPOSITS OF THE BANK 
As 01/ THE END 01/ FEBRUARY AND AUGUST, 1780-1849 
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CHART m 
GOLD AND Sll.VER HELD BY THE BANK 

As OP THE .6TH DAY OP FEBRUARY, MAY, AUGUST, AND NOWIlBEII, 1816-1832• 
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CHART IVA 
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES HELD BY THE BANK 

As OP F'EBRUAIlY 26m AND AUGUST 26m, 1815-1827 
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CHART IVB 
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES HELD BY THE BANK 

As op JUNE ISt, 1816-1832 

JUlIE 1ST DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHART V 
BILLS AND NOTES UNDER DISCOUNT AT THE BANK 

Millions of Pounds MONTHLY BASIS, ,8'4-183' Millions of Pounds 
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CHART VI 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 

As or no: 26TH DAY or FEBRUARY, MAy, AUGUST, AND NOVEHBER, 1815-1832 
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CHART VII 
BANK OF ENGLAND CIRCULATION 

Millions of Pounds EACH SATtllIDAY. 1817-1832 
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CHART VII (continued) 
BANK OF ENGLAND CIRCULATION 

EACH SATl1IIDAY. 1817-183' 
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CHART VIII 
SECURITIES, BULLION, CIRCULATION, AND DEPOSITS 

BANK OP ENGLAND, WEEKLY BASIS, .83.-1847 

Tuesday closing figures for Bank in London (Saturday c/osing figures for Branches) from March 6, 1832 10 
March 29, 1842. Saturday figures from April 2, 1842, to January 1, 1848. 
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CHART VIII (continued) 
SECURITIES, BULLION, CIRCULATION, AND DEPOSITS 

BANK 0;, ENGLAND, WEEKLY BASIS, 1832-1847 

Tuesday closing figures fot' Bank in London (Saturday closing figures fot' Branches) from Marck 6, 18,32 to 
March 29, 1842. Saturday figures from April 2, 1842, to January I, 1848. 
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CHART IX 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITIES HELD BY THE BANK 
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CHART IX (continued) 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECURITIES HELD BY THE BANK 

WEEKLY BASIS, [832-[847 Millions of POlDlds 
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CHART X 
PRIVATE DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 

Millions of Pounds WEEKLY BASIS 183.-1847 I -w 
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CHART X (continued) 
PRIVATE DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 

WEEKLY BASIS, 1832-1847 
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CHART XI (continued) 
PUBLIC DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 

WEEKLY BASIS, 183.-1847 
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CHART XII 
RELEASE AND ABSORPTION OF FUNDS BY THE TREASURY AND IMPORTANT RELATED FACTORS 

-Millions of Pounds BANK OF ENGLAND. WEEKLY BASIS, ,83.-,847 
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CHART XII (continued) 
RELEASE AND ABSORPTION OF FUNDS BY THE TREASURY AND IMPORTANT RELATED FACTORS 

BANI[ 011 ENGLAND. WEEny BASIS, 1832-1147 Millions of Pounds 
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CHART XIII 

Millions of Pounds 
CIRCULATION, BULLION, AND NOTE RESERVE 

BANI< o. ENGLAND WEEI<LY BASIS 1844-1858 , 
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CHART XIII (continued) 
CIRCULATION, BULLION, AND NOTE RESERVE 

BANK OF ENGLAND. WEEKLY BASIS, 1844-1858 
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CHART XIV 
SECURITIES IN THE BANKING DEPARTMENT 
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CHART XIV (continued) 
SECURITIES IN THE BANKING DEPARTMENT 

WEEKLY BASIS, 1844-1858 
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CHART XV 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 
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CHART XV (continued) 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEPOSITS AT THE BANK 

WEEItLY BASIS, 1844-185~ 
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CHART XVI 
CIRCULATION OF THE COUNTRY BANKS AND OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND 

MONTHLY BASIS UNTIL JULY, 1841; BASIS OJ' FoUK WEEKS THEREAnEII 
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CHART XVI (continued) 
CIRCULATION OF THE COUNTRY BANKS AND OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND 

MONTHLY BASIS UNTIL JULY, 1841; BASIS OF FOUR WEEKS 1'm!aEA:nEI!. 

Circulation of The Bank of England 

Total Circulation of the Country Banks 
(England aNi Wales) 

Joint Stock Banks 

1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 1854 1855 

:Millions of Pounds 
24 

22 

20 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

2 

o 
1856 1857 

[us J 



... .. 
M 

'" ~ 
Millions of Pounds 
48 

44 

40 

36 

32 

24 

20 

18 

12 

4 

CHART XVII 
SECURITIES, BULLION, AND BANKING RESERVE 

BANK 0]/ ENGLAND. YEARLY AVERAGES, 1844-1909 

TOTAL SECURITIES 
(BANKING 

_ NOTES IN RESERVE 
OF BANKING DEPARTMENT 

I I 
GOLD AND SILVER IN BANKING DEPARTMENT 

Millions of Pounds 
46 

44 

40 

28 

24 

20 

'... ... ....... , 
• ..... "' . 16 .......... . -'" . : ......... . 

• • \ .-...... ,., 12 

"GOVERNMENT SECURITIES 
$ANKING DEPARTMENT) 

8 

4 



-.. .. .. ... 

52 

48 

44 

40 

311 

32 

28 

24 

20 

III 

12 

8 

NOTES HELD 
BY PUBLIC 

/ 

CHART XVIII 
CIRCULATION AND DEPOSITS 

BANI< 0" ENGLAND. YEAllLY AVERAGES, 1844-1909 

PRIVATE DEPOSITS 
(INCLUDING BANKER~ BALANC(5) 

ONDON BANKERS' 
BALANCES 

MiJlions of Pounds 
56 

48 

36 

32 

28 

24 

16 

8 
DEPOSITS 

4 

O~~~~~~~~ __ L-~~~-L __ ~~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~~~~ ______ ~ 
1840-49 1850-59 1860-69 1870-79 1880-89 1890-99 

o 
1900-09 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
I. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON 

MONETARY SUBJECTS 
(arranged chronologically) 

This first group of official papers contains only the reports 
of committees (or commissions) whose principal object was 
to investigate monetary matters. These reports, together 
with their accompanying minutes of evidence and appendices, 
contain the most important source material. They are cited 
in the footnotes by the date or abbreviation that in the Ust 
below precedes the catch title preserved here for convenience 
of identification. Thus fCEv., B.L. 1819" refers to evidence 
before the Lords Committee on the Resumption of Cash Pay
ments, 18191 found in the Reports ••• P.P. 1819, m, the 
aixth item listed in this section. The abbreviation "H.C." is 
given only where committees from both Houses bore simi
lar names at about the same time. 

1793. COMMERCIAL CREDIT. Report from the Select 
Committee Appointed to Take into Considera
tio" the Present State 0/ Commercial Credit: 
Appersd~ (1793). Parliamentary Papers 1826, 
vol.m. 

H.L. 1797. RELATING TO THE BANK. Report 0/ the 
Lords' Committee 0/ Secrecy. Order 0/ COI4,... 
cilll6th Febl'lUJry 1797; Relati"g to the Ba"k. 
Minutes of Evidence 9th March to 27th April 
1797; Accounts and Papers; and Report. Or
dered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 
6th February 1810. P.P. 1810, L 

H.C. 1797. BANK OF ENGLAND. Reports /rom the 
Committees 0/ Secrecy (1797) 0" the Outstarsd
i"g Demarsds 0/ the Barsk 0/ E"glarsd (1797). 
P.P. 1826, m. 

1804. IRISH CUlIRENCY AND EXCHANGE. Report, 
Mimltes 0/ Evidersce, arsd Appersd~, from the 
Committee DIS the Cm/ati"g Paper, the SPecie, 
arsd the C,."ent Coila o/Irelarsdi arsd also, DIS 

the Ezcha"ge behlleers that Part 0/ the U";'ed 
K i"gdolfl arsd Great Britairs. Ordered, by The 
House of Commons, to be printed, 4th, 14th, & 
16th May, and 13th June 1804: And to be 
Reprinted, 9th February 1810. Reprinted, 
P.P. 1810, I. 

1810. HIGH PRICE OF GOLD BULLION. Report, t~ 
rethttl' "'"It tlte Mirsutes 0/ EvidetlCe, arsd Ac
cOl4lSts, from the SdecI Committee ". the Hirlt 
Price 0/ Gold BIIlIioa. P.P. ,810, IlL 

H.L. ,8'9. RESUMPTION OF CASH PAYlIIINTS. R.,. 
parts 6y the Lords CDmIfIitt_ AppoiJated • 
Secret C_mittee to &q.tire ;"'0 'he Stata 0/ 
tke Bad 0/ EArlarul; witlt re/enaca to the 

Ex:i-.dierscy 0/ the Resumptio" 0/ Cash Pay
mersts: with Mi"utes 0/ Evidersce arsd a" AP
persdix. P.P. ,819, m. 

H.C.1819. RESUKING CASH PAYMENTS. Reports 
from the Secret Committee DIS the Expediency 
0/ the Bank Remmi"g Cash Paymersts. Min
utes of Evidence and Appendix. P.P. 1819, m. 

H.C.1826. PROMISSORY NOTES. Report from the 
Select Committee 0" Promissory Notes irs Scot
larsd arsd lrela"d. P.P. ,826, m. 

H.L. 1826. PROMISSORY NOTES. Report /rom the 
Lords Committees Appo;"ted a Select Commit
tee to inquire into the State 0/ Circulatio" 0/ 
Promissory Notes ursder the Value 0/ £.5 irs 
Scotlarsd arsd Irelarsd, arsd to report to The 
House. Minutes of Evidence and Appendix 
(1826). P.P. 1826-27, VI. 

,832. BANK OF ENGLAND CHARTER. Repart from 
the Committee 0/ Secrecy 0" the Ba"k 0/ E"g
larsd Charter; with the Mi"utes 0/ Evidersce, 
Appersdix arsd I"dex. P.P. 1831-32, VI. 

,836, ,837, 1838. JOINT STOCK BANKS. Repart 
from the Secret Committee 0" loint Stock 
Ba"ks; together with the Mi"utes 0/ Evidersce, 
etc. P.P. 1836, IX; P.P. 1837, XIV; P.P.1837-
38, VII. 

1840. BANKS OF 'SSUE. Report from Select Com
mittee 0" Ba"ks o/Issue; with the Mirsutes 0/ 
Evidersce, Appersdiz, arsd Irsde::. P.P. 1840, IV. 

1841. BANKS 01' ISSUE. First Report /rom Select 
Committee DIS Barsks o/Issue (1841) and Sec
arsd Report . . . ; with the Minutes of Evi
dence, Appendix, and Index. P.P.1841, Ses
sion January to June, v. 

H.C. 1848. CQlOlERCIAL DISTRESS. First Repart 
from the Secret Committee DIS Commercial Dis
tress and Secarsd Report . • . ; with Minutes 
of Evidence. P.P. 1847-48, vm, pt. i. App_ 
d~, P.P. 1847-48, vm, pt. ii. 

H.L. 1848. CQlOlERCIAL DISTRESS. Report /rom tke 
Secret Committee 0/ the House 0/ Lords, AP
pointed to l1U[Uire into the Cawses 0/ the Dis
tress .. kich has lor some IiIfIe prevailed -r 
the CDmIfIercial Classes, arsd IuntI far it has 
6eers aReeted 6y the LavIs lor r,platinr tke 
Issue 0/ Bad Notes ".yable DIS Demarsd, T~ 
rether ","h the Miatdes 0/ Evidersce, arsd ... 
Apperuliz. P'p. 1847-48, VIII, pL iii, reprinted 
in P.P. 18S7, First Session, JL 
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1857. BANK ACTS. RepOl't from the Select Commit
tee on Bank Acts; Togethu with the Proceed
ings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, 
Appendi,; and Index. P.P.1857, Second Ses
sion, iX, pis. i and ii. 

1858. BANK ACTS. RePOl't from the Select Com
mittee on thl!. Bank Acts; together with the 
Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evi
dence, Appendix and Index. P.P. 1857-58, V. 

1875. BANKS OF ISSUE. RePllf't from the Select 
Committee on Banks of Issue; together with 
the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of 
Evidence, and Appendix. P.P. 1875, IX. 

1886, 1887, 1888. GOLD AND SU-VEIl COMMISSION. 

First RePOl't of the Royal Commission Ap
pointed to Inquire into the Recent Changes in 
the Relative Values of the Precious Metals; 
with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices 
(1886) [c. 50991 P.P. 1887, xxn. Second Re
POl't (1887) [c. 524BI P.P. 1888, XLV. Final 
Report (1888) [c. 5512, c. 5512-11 P.P.1888, 
XLV. 

1899. INDIAN CUlIRENCY COMMITTEE (FOWLER 

COMMITTEE). RepOl't of the Committee AP
pointed to Inquire into the Indian Currency 
[c. 93901 P.P. 1899, XXXI. Minutes of Evi
dence, pt. i [c. 90371 P.P. 1898, LXI; pt. ii 
[c. 92221 P.P. 1899, XXXI. Index and Appen
dices [c. 93761 P.P. 1899, XXXI. 

1918, 1919. CUlIRENCY AND FOREIGN EXCHANGES 

(CUNLIFFE COlloDDTTEE). First Interim Report 
[Cd. 91821 P.P. 1918, VII. Final Report, [Cd. 
4641 P.P. 1919, XIn, pt. L 

1925. CUlIRENCY AND BANK OF ENGLAND NOTE lS

SUES. Report of the Committee on the Cur
rency and Bank of England Note Issues. [Cd. 
23931 P.P. 1924-25, IX. 

1931. FINANCE AND INDUSTRY (MACMILLAN, COl(

MITTEE). Committee on Finonce and Industry: 
Report Presented to Parliament by the FitJan-. 
cia! Secretary to the Treasury by Command 
of His Majesty, June 193r. [Cd. 38971 
P.P. 1930--31, XIII. Contains the report of the 
MacMillan Committee, appointed by the Treas
ury. Minutes of Evidence (in two volumes) 
are available but do not accompany the Report 
in the bound series. 

2. OTHER OFFICIAL PAPERS 
(ammged c:hroDologically) 

In this ... ppJementaly group of official papen &Ie listed 
the _rts of committees which deaJt with mODdary sub
jects rather iDcidmtally, sucb as the committees iDvestigat
iDg agriadtunJ distress, Also in this group &Ie ....... of !be 
"""" important pQsceIIa~ JOtums, sucb as copies of _-

respondence, T .... ury m1nut .. , and dsta .upplled by the 
Bank and by various government offices. These papen Ire 
cited by a short titie (or brief description where the short 
titi. seems insufficient) and by the "paper" numb.r whe .. 
several papen are bound in the same volume. The U paper" 
number is given In round brackets immediately before tho 
volume number. 

1807. THE BANK. Second RePOl't from the Com
mittee on the Public Expenditure, lirc. of the 
United Kingdom. P.P.1807, Finance, etc., 
(108), n. 

1821. DEPRESSED STATE OP AGRICULTURE. RePOl't 
from the Select Committee, to whom the Several 
Petitio", complaining of the Deprened State 
of the Agriculture of the United Kingdom were 
referred. With Minutes of Evidence and Ap
pendix. P.P. 1821, IX. 

1822. DEPRESSED STATE OF AGRICULTURE. RepOl't 
from the Select Committee Appointed to In
quire into the AllegatiotU of the Several Petf-
1i01JS presented to the House . •. complaining 
of the Distressed State of the Agriculture of the 
United Kingdom. P.P. 1822, V. 

1822. BANK OP ENGLAND .••• COI'respondence be
tween His Majesty's Government and the GOll
ernot' and Company of the Bank of England on 
the Subject of the proposed Renewal 01' Exten
sion of the Bank of England Charter. (Includes 
a statement of the Government's determination 
to extend the privilege of issuing small notes 
until August, 1833.) P.P.1822, (316), XXL 

1822. FIVE PER CENTS. . •• Letter from the Earl 
of Liverpool and Mr. Vansittarl to the GOller
_ and Deputy GOllernot' of the Bank, respect
ing the Payment of Holdus of 5 Per Cents, 
who dissent from taking 4 Per Cents. P.P. 1822, 
(497), XXI. 

1826. BANK OF ENGLAND. • •• CommunicatiotU 
between the First Lord of the Treasury and the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the GOIIer_ 
and Deputy GOllernot' of the Bank of England; 
relating to an AUeration of the exclusive Privi
leges enjoyed by the Bank of England. P.P. 
1896). Sixth edition, 1927. 

1827. BANK OF ENGLAND. • •• CommunicatiotU 
between the Frsl Lord of the Treasury and the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the GOfJunOI' 
and Deputy GOfJernot' of the Bank, relating to 
any AUuation in the Pri!lileges enjoyed by the 
Bank; since 3d February r826. P.P.1826-27, 
(271), XIV. Reprioted in the Reporl on the 
Bank of England Charter, app. 2. 

1831. PUBLIC ACCOUNTS. Papers laid befOl'e the 
Select Committee Oft Public Accormts ;" Su
sion r830-3r. P.P. 1831, XIV. 
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1833. BANK CHARTER. Resolutions proposed by 
Lo,d Viscount Althorp, in the Committee on the 
Bank Charter. P.P.1833, (0.63), XXIII. 

-BANK CHAIlTER. • •• Co"espondence and 
Minutes of any ConJerences between the 
Government and the Directors oj the Bank of 
England, on the Subject of the Renewal of the 
Bank Charter. P.P.1833, (352), xxm. 

--BANK OF ENGLAND CHAIlTER. • • • Communi
cations that have passed between the Govern
ment and the Bank oj England, having reJer
ence to the Terms on which the Renewal of the 
Bank Charter is to take place, bearing date 
subsequent to 3d lune 1833. P.P. 1833, (728), 
XXIII. 

--BANK OF ENGLAND ACCOUNTS. A Return of 
the Debtor and C,editor Accounts oj the Bank 
of England, fo, the respective Years between 
1790 and 1829. (Income and profit and loss 
accounts from 1791 to 1828.) P.P. 1833, (469), 
xxm. 

--BANK NOTES AND BRANCH BANKS. (Gives Sat
urday figures for total circulation, in continua
tion of app. 83 to Bank Charter Report, and 
yearly averages for Branches.) P.P. 1833, 
(733), XXIII. Continued in P.P.1834, (142), 
XLI. 

--COUNTRY BANKERS. Memorials from Com
mittee of Country Bankers to the Treasury, 
dated 91h May 1828 and 12th lune 1833; and 
of Letter from the Treasury 10 the CommUtee 
of Country Banke", dated 171h May 1828. 
P.P.1833, (457), xxm. 

- DIVIDENDS. All Accoulll oj Ihe Tolal Number 
of PersollS 10 ",hOfll a Half Year's Dividend IIIIIS 

Due. . . . (Number of warrants on each class 
of Stock or Permanent Annuities distributed 
according to the amount of dividend due.) 
P.P.1833, (202), xxm. 

- KANUPACTURES, COIUaRCE, AND SHlPPING. 
Reporl frOfll Ih, Sekcl COfIImitlee 011 MallU
factures, COfIIlllerCe, and SIUppillg; wilh Ihe 
Millules of Evidence, and Appelldi:& and INd=. 
P.P. 1833, VI. 

1836. AGRICllLTt1RAL DISTRESS. (House of Com
mons.) Firsl Reporl frOfll the Sekcl COfIImit
lee .ppointed 10 ;"quire ;"'0 Ike Slale of Agri
CIIlIwe, wilk Ih, Millules of Evidenc', and A,. ,eruIU. P.P. 1836, vm, pt. i. &colld Re,orl, 
in the same volume. TIUrd Re,m, P.P. 1836, 
vm, pt. ii. 

--TID STAn 01' AGRICULTIJU. (House of Lords.) 
Rqon"".. the Sel«:l COIIImitlee oj the HOfUII 
oj Lords .,poiIIIed 10 IIIqIIire irIIo Ike Stat. 0/ 

Agriculture in England and Wales; wilh the 
Minules of Evidence, Appendix and /ndes 
(1836). P.P. 1837, V. 

1842. PUBLIC DEBT. (Includes nominal per diem 
rates on Exchequer bills, 1810-1842.) P.P. 
1842, (580), XXVI. 

1843. PRIVATE AND JOINT STOCK BANKS. • •• An 
Account oj the Number of Private and loint 
Siock Banks Registered in Each Year, from 
1820 to 1842, both inclusive . ... P.P. 1843, 
(85), LII. 

1844. BANK OF ENGLAND. Copy of CO"espondence 
with the Bank of England. (Regarding the re
newal of the charter.) P.P.1844, (246), 
XXXII. 

1845. NATIONAL DEBT. (Continuation of Ex
chequer bill nominal rates.) P.P.1845, (12), 
xxvm. 

1847. DEFICIENCY BILLS-EXCHEQUER BILLS. (In
cludes nominal rates on Exchequer bills and 
premiums in the market, 1842-1847.) P.P. 
1847, (412), XXXIV. 

--DIVIDENDS. (Includes amounts of dividends 
payable from the Exchequer each quarter, 
1842-1847.) P.P.1847, (415), XXXIV. 

1854. BANK OF ENGLAND. • • • Average Aggregate 
Molllhly Balances oj Public Monies in the 
Bank, uNder aU the AccoulllS, etc. P.P. 1854, 
(462), XXXIX. 

1854-55. BANK OF ENGLAND •••• Letter from the 
Governor or Deputy Governor of the Bank oj 
England to Ihe ChanceUor oj the Exchequer, 
dated lhe 141h day 0/ March 1855. (Concern
ing the method of paying the dividend.) P.P. 
1854-55, (182), XXX. 

-DIVIDENDS (PUBLICPUNDS) •••• C_espond
ence, in 1854, between Ike GOfJerIIOY and De,. 
lIly-Go'IJerIIOY 0/ the Bank of EliglaNd and Ike 
late ChanceUor 0/ the Exchequer as 10 pro
viding Means lor Ihe Paymertl ollhe Dividellds 
011 the Public Siocks. P.P.1854-55, (465), 
xxx. 

1856. PUBLIC MONIES. Reporl frOfll Ihe Select 
COfIImittee 011 Public Mtnries; logether wilk 
Ike Proceedillgs 0/ Ike COfIImitlee, Millulu oj 
EvidellCe, and A.pperuIU. P.P. 1856, xv. 

1857. PUBLIC MONIES. Report frOflllke Select C __ 
_lee 011 Public Mtnries; wk the Procudings 
01 the COIIImitlee, and Ap~ P.P.1857, 
Second Session, (279), IX. Includes William 
Anderson's Memorandum on Financial Cen
troI. 
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1858. PUBLIC MONmS. . .. Treasury Minute, 
dated the 15th day of Februlll'Y, 1858, on the 
Report of the Select Committee of the House 
of Commons on Public Monies. P.P. 1857-58, 
(94), XXXIV. 

1861. BANK OF ENGLAND .... Co"espondence be
tween the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the 
Governors of the Bank of England. P.P.1861, 
(12), XXXIV. 

1868-69. DIVIDENDS ON PUBLIC STOCKS. . . . Cor
respondence ... between the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer and the Bank of England upon 
the Subject of granting greater facilities to the 
Public in the Payment of Dividends due upon 
the National Debt. (Includes a report from a 
committee of the Bank on the method of pay
ing the dividend.) P.P. 1868-69, (368), XXXIV. 

-- PUBLIC INCOME AND EXPENDlTUlIE (CHISHOLM 
REPORT). (A general summary of the public 
accounts from 1688 to 1869. See app. 13 for 
explanation of accounts.) Parts i and ii. P.P. 
1868-69, xxxv. 

3. BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND PERIODICAL 
ARTICLES 

ACRES, W. MARSTON, The Bank of England from 
Within, 1694-1900, 2 vols. (London, 1931). 

ACWORTH, ANGUS WHITEFORD, Financial Recon
struetian in England, 1815-1822 (London, 
192 5). 

AITCHISON, WILLIAM JOHN, The Bank of England's 
Reserve, and Exceptional Issues of Legal-Ten
der Notes (London, 1873). 

ALISON, ARCHIBALD, "The British 'Finances," Black
wood's, XXXI, 598-621 (April 1832). Deplores 
Resumption Act of 1819 and Act of 1826 sup
pressing sma1l notes. 

-- "Revolutionary Inroads. The Bank'-'-. The 
Com-Laws," Blackwood's, xxxn, 671--19 (Oc
tober 1832). Condemns pUblication of Bank 
Charter Evidence. Are political commissioners, 
Whig commissioners, to take over management 
of the Bank? 

--"The Late Commercial Crisis - The Work of 
the Tyrant Majority," Blackwood's, XLII, 210-
25 (August 1837). Jackson's policies are re
sponsible for the efIlux of gold to America. 
Commends Bank for early check given to 
speculation. 

--England in 1815 and 1845: or, a Sufficient and 
a Contracted Currency (Edinburgh and L0u
don, 1845). 

--"Thirty Years of Liberal Legislation," Black
'lBood's, LXIII, 1-28 (January 1848). Peel's 

Act of 1844 requires the Bank to contract the 
currency when gold is scarce and expand it 
when gold is plentiful; the true principle is 
just the reverse. 

--"The Currency Extension Act of Nature," 
Blackwood's, LXIX, 1-19 (January 1851). Cali
fornia gold has temporarily, but only tempo
rarily, diminished the evils of a gold currency. 
Author proposes an inconvertible currency to 
prevent alternate expansion and contraction. 

--"Gold - Emigration - Foreign Dependence 
- Taxation," Blackwood's, LXXII, 203-17 
(August 1852). The new supplies of gold 
have greatly diminished the danger of a disas
trous drain upon the Bank. 

ANDREADES, ANDREAS MICHAEL, A History of the 
Bank of England, translated by C. Meredith; 
preface by H. S. Foxwell (London, 1909). Sec
ond edition, 1924. 

ANGELL, J. W., The Theory of Internatianal Prices 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1926). 

ARBuTHNOT, G., Sir Robert Peel', Act of 1844, 
Regulating the Issue of Bank Notes, Vindicated 
(London, 1857). 

ARETZ, PETER, Die Entwicklung der Diskontpolitik 
der Bank von England, 1780-1850 (Berlin, 
1916). 

ATTWOOD, THOMAS, The Remedy; or, Thoughts on 
the Present Distresses, .d ed., with additions 
(1816). Author's name not on title page. 

-- A Letter to the Right Honourable Nicholas 
Vannttlll't, on the Creation of Money, and on 
its Action upon Natianal Prosperity (Birming
ham, 1817). 

-- The Scotch Banker ; Containing Articles under 
that Signature on Banking, Currency, etc. 
(London, 1828). Second edition, 1832. 

--An Expositian of the Cause and Remedy of the 
Agricultural Distress (Hertford, 1828). 

AYTOUN, WILLIAM EDMONSTOUNE, "Sir Robert 
Peel and the Currency," Black'lllood'l, LXD, 
II3-28 (July 1847). Scathing attack on Peel 
and the Bank Act. 

--"A Review of the Last Session," Black'lllood'l, 
LXIV, .61-<}0 (September 1848). Discusses 
suspension of the Bank Act. 

BAGEHOT, WALTER, Lombard Street: A Delcriptian 
of the Landon Money MllI'ket (London, 1873)· 

BAILEY, SAIIIUEL, Money and Its Vicissitudes m 
Value: As they Affect Notianallndustry and 
Pecuniary Contracts: With a POltlcritt on 
/oint-Stock Bankl (London, 1837). Name 
not on title page. 
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--A Defence of loint-Stock Banks and Country 
Issues (London, 1840). Name not on title 
page. 

BARING, ALEXANDER (LORD ASHBURTON), The Fi
nancial and Commercial Crisis Considered, 
2d ed., (London, 1847). 

BARRINGTON, EMILIE I., The Servant of AU: Pages 
from the Family, Social and Political Life of 
My Father, lames Wilson; Twenty Years of 
Mid-Victorian Life, 2 vols. (London, 1927). 

BEACH, W. EDWARDS, British International Gold 
Movements and Banking Policy, 1881-1913 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1935). 

BELL, GEORGE M., The CU"ency Question; An Ex
amination of the Evidence on Banks of Issue 
Given Before the Select Committee of th; 
House of Commons in 1840 (London, 1841). 

--The Country Banks and the C""ency; An 
Examination of the Evidence on Banks of Issue 
Given Before a Select Committee of the Hous~ 
of Commons in 1841 (London, 1842). 

- The Philosophy of loint-Stock Banking (Lon
don, 1840). Second edition, 1855. 

BELL, ROBERT, A Letter to lames William Gi/bart, 
Esq . ... on the Regulation of the C""ency 
by the Foreign Exchanges (London, 1840). 

BENNISON, W., Tile Cause of the Present Money 
Crisis Explained, in Answer to Ihe Pamphlet 
of Mr. I. Horsley Palmer; and a Remedy 
Pointed 0141, 3d ed. (London, 1837). 

BIRMINGHAM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, The Me
morials Addressed by Ihe Binningham Chamber 
of Commerce 10 S;, Robert Peel, with his Re
plies; from luly 30, 10 December 12, 184:1 
(1843). Plea for an inconvertible paper cur
rency. 

BISSCHOP, WILLIAM ROOSEGURDE, The Rise o/Ille 
London Money Market, 1640-1826 (London, 
1910). 

BLACKER, SIR WILLIAM, The Evils Inseparable from 
a Miud C""ency, and lhe Advantages 10 be 
Secwed by Introducing an Inconvertible N a
tional Paper Circulatioll, Tlrrougllout Ille Brit
islt Empire and its Dependencies, Under Proper 
Regulations, 2d ed. (London, 1844). 

BlacltUJood's Edillb"'glt Magaain& (London edi
tion). For articles in addition to the one listed 
~o~, see under A. Alison, W. E. Aytoun, J. 
Dickinson, P. Edwards, A. Mallalieu, D. Rob
inson, and R. H. Patterson. Tbe names of the 
authors have been supplied by Wm. Blackwood 
and Sons, Ltd. 

--"The Currency Question.-Adjustment of 

the StandaId of Value.-One Pound Note 
Circulation," xxvn, 792-801 (May 1830). 
Name of author not recorded. Article insists 
that the pound should have been devalued at 
the time of Resumption. Appeals to the au
thority of A. Baling and J. B. Say. The ques
tion should be reconsidered by the Govern
ment. 

BLAKE, WILLIAM, Observations on the Effects Pro
duced by the Expenditure 0/ GOIJernment 
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